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ABSTRACT

This research will investigate the educational rights of women in Islamic law and
study the theoretical and practical operation of relevant Saudi laws in line with the
laws and standards set by international human rights law. The focus will be on the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW), the official reports and governmental contributions and responses to the
CEDAW committee, as well as shadow reports from International Women‘s Rights
Action Watch (IWRAW) Asia Pacific, and other NGOs.
This study aims to ensure that girls and women, married or unmarried, have equal
rights with men in education at all levels; in particular, equal access to programs of
continuing education including at universities, and vocational, technical and
professional schools. In addition, it aims to facilitate access to their right to education
and to maternity, without forcing a choice of one over the other. This study attempts
to resolve the problems and obstacles faced by women who wish to continue their
education. It will examine education policy in Saudi Arabia, discuss and investigate
the steps taken in Saudi regulations for the development of women‘s education and
the prevention of discrimination against women in education, and consider ways to
encourage women to participate in all aspects of education. The project is an attempt
to solve the problem posed by the perception that there is an unsolvable conflict
between the right of women to education and their home duties. This thesis will
assess the adequacy of existing Saudi law and, where warranted, recommend
amendments and reforms to ensure the protection of education for women.

xviii

This project will also examine Education Policy in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
with regard to the issues of women‘s education. Moreover, it will investigate the
steps that have been taken within the Saudi legal system to prevent discrimination
and encourage participation and will identify ways in which participation continues
to be limited.
This study is an attempt to participate in the development of women‘s education in
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia; to contribute to taking advantage of international law,
especially international conventions to which Saudi Arabia recently has become a
Party; and to change habits, traditions, and systems that have contributed to the
denial of women‘s right to education. The study also will contribute to the
development of educational outcomes and benefits derived from international laws
that will facilitate the opening of new areas of specialisation to women, thus
eliminating the problem of limited educational specialisation for women in Saudi
Arabia. Moreover, this research attempts to clarify women‘s rights under Islamic
law. Applying the study‘s findings and recommendations will significantly change
the distribution of women in higher education in Saudi Arabia as well as their overall
proportion of student intake and graduates and contribute to the activation of many
facilities, such as, the increased provision of transport, child care facilities and
libraries, the deprivation of these having hindered women‘s ability to fully
participate in education in Saudi Arabia. The findings also will be useful for national
economic development by opening new channels for graduate education in all areas.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1. 1 Background
In the last five decades, women‘s rights have made immense gains worldwide. The
degree to which they are accepted, however, varies from country to country.
Women‘s rights have not evolved uniformly because of religious, political, social,
and economic differences. In particular, Islam has often been cited as the main factor
inhibiting the development of women‘s rights in Muslim countries.1 The thesis will
explore the rights of women in Islam to education, and also how those rights have
been implemented and maintained in a Muslim country, with special reference to
Saudi Arabia.
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is the cradle of the Islamic message and the direction
toward which Muslims throughout the world turn in prayer, due to the Muslim belief
that God created His sacred house, the ka‘bah 2 at Makkah

1

3

and the mosque of the

Simona Drenik, 'Human Rights of Women and their Acceptance in Muslim Societies' (2004) 1(1)

Human Security Perspectives 58, 60; Manoucher Parvin, 'On the Synergism of Gender and Class
Exploitation: Theory and Practice Under Islamic Rule' (1993) 51(2) Review of Social Economy 201,
201; Linda Cipriani, 'Gender and Persecution: Protecting Women Under International Refugee Law'
(1993) 7 Georgetown Immigration Law Journal 511, 514; Martin Kramer, 'Islam and West Including
Manhattan: Bombing of World Trade Center by Muslim Extremists' (1993) Commentary 33, 33. See
also Center for Inquiry: Institution for the Secularization of Islamic Society, Hurgronje, Is Islam
Compatible With Democracy and Human Rights? (22 May 2010) Center for Inquiry
<http://www.centerforinquiry.net/isis/islamic_viewpoints/is_islam_compatible_with_democracy_and
_human_rights/>. In the present paper Muslim countries and Muslim societies refer to the member
states of the Organisation of the Islamic Cooperation (OIC). For more information, see the official
website of the OIC <http://www.oic-oci.org/home.asp>.
2
Al-ka’bah al-musharrafah. The holy ka’bah; lit. ‘a cube’. The cube-like building is in the centre of
the mosque at Makkah and contains the Hajaru’l-Aswad, or black stone. Towards al-Ka’bah all
Muslims face in salat (prayer). See Deeb Al-Khudrawi, Dictionary of Islamic Terms (Al Yamama,
2004) 449.
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Prophet ( ) at Madinah.4 Saudi Arabia has adopted the Holy Qur‘ān,5 believed to be
revealed by the Lord of all creation, and the Sunnah 6 of His messenger, Muhammad
(Peace and blessings be upon him), as its constitution. Since its foundation, the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has devoted attention to the social aspects of the family in
general and of women in particular, in the belief that women play a special role in the
people‘s destiny and that no nation can have a radiant future without the conscious
involvement of mothers.7 Therefore, the state has established government
organisations and encouraged and supported charitable and civil organisations
committed to social development and the implementation of state policy in the area
of social solidarity; this attention has resulted in considerable ongoing efforts for
women‘s welfare.8

3

The most sacred city of the Muslim. It is celebrated as the birthplace of the Prophet Muhammad
( ) and as the site of the ka’bah. See Al-Khudrawi, above n 2, 479. See also Hossein Esmaeili, 'On a
Slow Boat Towards the Rule of Law: The Nature of Law in the Saudi Arabian Legal System' (2009)
26(1) Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law 1, 8
4
Al-Madinah is the well-known town in Saudi Arabia where the Prophet’s mosque is situated. See
Al-Khudrawi, above n 2, 473. See also Esmaeili, above n 3, 8.
5
The Holy Qur’ān is the final word of Allah ( ), revealed to His last prophet Muhammad ( ). It is a
book of Hidayah, that is, guidance from Allah and moral perfection. It has 30 sections and 114
surahs, or chapters. See Al-Khudrawi, above n 2,418. See also Martin Lau and Doreen Hinchcliffe,
Introduction to Islamic Law (University of London, 2010) 17. See also Ekaterina Yahyaoui
Krivenko, 'Islamic View of Women's Rights: An International Lawyer's Perspective' (2009) Islamic
View of Women Rights 103, 115.
6
Sunnah is the written record of what the Prophet said and did in his everyday life; the Sunnah is the
actual example set by the Prophet including what he said, what he did, and those actions that he
permitted or allowed. See Al-Khudrawi, above n 2,. See also John L Esposito, Dictionary of Islam
(Oxford University, 2003) 305. The six primary volumes of Hadith (collected sayings and actions
reported) are considered to be those collected by Bukhari ( Sahih al-Bukhari), Muslim (Sahih
Muslim), Ibn Majah (Sunan Ibn Majah), At-Tirmidhi (Sunan at-Tirmidhi), An-Nasa’i (Sunan anNasa’i) and Abu Dawud (Sunan Abu Dawud). See for more detail Muhammad N Al-Albani, The
Status of the Sunnah in Islam (Isma'eel Alarcon trans, Al-Ibaanah Book Publishing, 2004) 6–9. See
also Mustafa As-Siba'ee, The Sunnah and its Role in Islamic Legislation (International Islamic
Publishing House, 2008) 73–5.
7
Samar Fatany, Saudi Women Towards A New Era (Ghainaa Pblication, 2007) 17.
8
In Saudi Arabia there are approximately 300 charitable organisations that care for women. These
are supervised by the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs. See Salih S Al Wohyby, Al a'aml Al

2
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The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia ratified the Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) on the basis of Royal Decree No
25 (28 August 2000), and committed itself to establishing an association for
women‘s rights to follow up and implement the United Nations (UN) convention.9
The importance of the issue lies in finding ways to understand the purposes of
Islamic law that are not inconsistent with the fundamental purpose of human rights in
general. In fact, the absence of women‘s rights in some Muslim countries, caused by
the customs and traditions in those countries, does not mean that Islamic law
supports that particular individual country‘s stance.10
This project also explores the relationship between the educational rights of women
and their duties in the home. It considers how these rights, as protected under Islamic
law and international human rights law, can and should be recognised and promoted
within the Saudi Arabian legal system.
1. 2 Overview of Saudi Society
Saudi Arabia is a country in the Middle East that occupies most of the Arabian
Peninsula. It has an area of 2,149,690 square kilometres, mostly desert. Established
in 1932 by King Abdul-Aziz Al Saud, the country has a population of about 25.2 to
25.7 million, including about 5.5 million foreign residents. Of the citizens, 90 per
khyry fi Al mmlakh Al Arabiah Al Saudiah (17 June 2010)
<http://www.humanitarianibh.net/articles/alwheibi1.htm> [Arabic].
9
Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, 'Consideration of Reports
Submitted by States Parties under Article 18 of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women: Combined Initial and Second Periodic Reports of States Parties,
Saudi Arabia' UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2 (29 March 2007). For text, see
<http://www.bayefsky.com/reports/saudiarabia_cedaw_c_sau_2.pdf>. Hereafter CEDAW, Initial and
Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2.
10
Abdul-Rahman Al-Sheha, Women in Islam and Refutation of Some Common Misconceptions
(Abu Salman Deya ud-Deen Eberle trans, World Organisation for Presenting Islam, 1997) 10.
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cent are Arab; all are Muslim.11 Saudi Arabia is the world‘s single largest repository
of petroleum, having about one third of the world reserves; it also has the world‘s
largest developed reserve pumping capacity for oil, which allows it to control prices
by adjusting the supply or to meet world shortages by increasing capacity.12 Saudi
Arabia is a member of the Arab League, founded in Cairo in 1945, along with Egypt,
Iraq, Lebanon, Syria, Jordan and Yemen.13 On 24 October 1945, it became the first
of five Arab countries to join the UN,14 since which time it has ratified seven
international treaties on human rights.15 The provisions of the international treaties to
which Saudi Arabia is a party are enforceable in the domestic judicial system. Saudi
society is very homogenous and family relations are respected throughout the

11

David E Long, Culture and Customs of Saudi Arabia (Greenwood Press, 2005) 1–2. See also UN
Data, Saudi Arabia (19 September 2010)
<http://data.un.org/CountryProfile.aspx?crName=Saudi%20Arabia> . The population has been
estimated to be as high as 28.75 million: United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO), ‘Youth and Skills: Putting Education to Work’ Education for All Report
No 10, EFI Global Monitoring Report (UNESCO, 2012) 316
<http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0021/002180/218003e.pdf> citing United Nations Population
Division estimates, revision 2010 (United Nations, 2011). (UNESCO, ‘Youth and Skills’ Education
For All Report No 10’)
12
Anthony H Cordesman and Nawaf Obaid, 'Saudi Petroleum Security: Challenges and Responses'
(Working Paper, Center for Strategic and International Studies 24 November 2004) 7
<http://csis.org/files/media/csis/pubs/saudi_petroleumsecurity041129.pdf>.
13
The Arab League is the informal name of the League of Arab States, a voluntary association of
independent countries whose peoples are mainly Arabic speaking. Its stated purposes are to
strengthen ties among the member states, coordinate their policies, and promote their common
interests. See Hans d’Orville, 'The Politics of Linguistic Affinity' (Paper presented at the
UNESCO/UNU International Conference on 'Globalization and Languages: Our Rich Heritage,
Tokyo, 27–28 August 2008).
14
United Nations, Member States of the United Nations (20 February 2010)
<http://www.un.org/en/members/>.
15
Saudi Arabia has ratified: 1. Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against Women; 2. Convention on the Rights of the Child; 3. Convention against Torture; 4.
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination ; 5. Convention on the Rights
of Persons with Disabilities; 6. Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of
Genocide; and 7. Arab Charter for Human Rights. See National Society for Human Rights, Al
Anz{imh Al Saudiyah wa huquq Al Ensa>n Al Ra>isiyyh (National Society for Human Rights, 2008)
[Trans: National Society for Human Rights,The Compatibility of Saudi Systems with Major Human
Rights Conventions (National Society for Human Rights, 2008)]19.
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country, where women particularly enjoy considerable status and are greatly
appreciated within the community.16
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia ratified CEDAW in 2000 using the following
wording:17
1. The Kingdom‘s accession to the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of
Discrimination Against Women adopted by United Nations General Assembly
resolution 34/180 (18 December 1979), in the attached wording, is approved with the
reservation that, in case of contradiction between any term of the Convention and the
norms of Islamic Law, the Kingdom is not under the obligation to observe the
contradictory terms of the Convention.
2. The Kingdom does not consider itself bound by article 9, paragraph 2 and article 29,
paragraph 1 of this Convention.

Accordingly, the Kingdom entered three reservations to the Convention. The first
was a general reservation to any provision contrary to Islamic law. Convention
obligations relevant to this general reservation are:
1. The elimination of any stereotyped concept of the roles of men and women at all
levels and in all forms of education by encouraging co-education (Article 10(c)).
Saudi Arabia prevents co-education at almost all stages of education: Article 155 of
the education policy for the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (no mixing of boys and girls at
all educational levels except kindergarten).18

16

Soliman M Al-Jabr, 'Social Education in Saudi Arabia' (1990) 54(2) Social Education 109, 109.
For example, the Saudi man is fully responsible for his mother, sister, and his wife, and should
provide them with all the means of protection, comfort and decent living, and can be subject to fair
criticism from the community should he neglect this responsibility. See Nora Alarifi Pharaon, 'Saudi
Women and the Muslim State in the Twenty-First Century' (2004) 51(5/6) Sex Roles: A Journal of
Research 349, 358.
17
CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2.
18
Education Policy in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 1970 (Saudi Arabia) art 155. See also Education
Policy in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 1970 (Saudi Arabia); Omar Al Mutyry, System of Education
Policies in the Kingdom (15 May 2010) <http://www.sudeer.com/vb/showthread.php?t=91225>
[Arabic].
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2. According the same rights and responsibilities with regard to guardianship/
wardship, trusteeship, and adoption of children (Article 16(f)). Saudi law prohibits a
woman having the right of jurisdiction over herself and custody of her children
during marriage and after divorce as well. In the case of divorce, the law
automatically transfers the legal custody to fathers when the boys attain the age of
nine, and girls the age of seven.19
The second reservation was to Article 9(2) which provides that States Parties ‗shall
grant women equal rights with men with respect to the nationality of their children‘.
Here, for example, the children of a Saudi woman who is married to a non-Saudi
have to apply for Saudi nationality after they become 18 years old, but the children
of a Saudi man who is married to a non-Saudi woman acquire Saudi nationality
automatically.20
The third reservation was to Article 29(1) which states that any dispute between two
or more States Parties concerning the interpretation or application of the present
Convention which is not settled by negotiation shall, at the request of one of them, be
submitted to arbitration.21

19

The issue of guardianship will be addressed later at this study as it represents an important point in
the violation of women’s rights in Saudi Arabia especially in educational field.
20
Saudi Women for Reform, 'The Shadow Report for CEDAW' (20 November 2007) 27 (‘2007
Shadow Report’) <http://www.arabhumanrights.org/publications/countries/saudi/shadowreports/swrsr-07e.pdf>. In order for the children of a non-Saudi father to obtain Saudi nationality, they must fulfil
the following conditions:
1-Be a permanent resident in Saudi Arabia when reaching 18 years old;
2-Have a clear record with no criminal sentence, or served time in prison for a period of more than
six months for a moral crime;
3-Have good command of Arabic; and
4-Have applied for Saudi nationality in the 12 months after reaching 18 years.
21
This Article is meant for use in relation to matters that involve international relations and the
Kingdom’s reservation is provided for all human rights conventions as it upholds its national
sovereignty and the application of its laws within its borders and for its citizens. It may, however, be
better not to enter this reservation so as to keep the Kingdom in fit appearance before the Court of
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Despite these reservations, the Convention has been taken into consideration when
framing laws and regulations promulgated after the Kingdom‘s accession to the
Convention or when amending existing laws and regulations, including the Labour
and Workers Law, Social Insurance Law, and regulations on employee leave. The
provisions of the Convention, ratified by royal decree, are considered to be a part of
domestic law. Accordingly, the provisions of the Convention may be invoked before
the courts or other judicial or administrative authorities in the Kingdom.22
1. 3

Statement of Problem

Nowadays, nobody can deny or ignore the significance of women within the family,
nor the importance of women‘s education as a basis for progress and civilisation in
the lives of all nations and peoples. There are differences in how the attitude is
manifested among various states and peoples. Some countries, for example,
encourage the employment of women and pave the way for equality with men,
esteeming the value of women as co-workers and their freedom in the broader
community, while others express their appreciation of and respect for women by
relieving them of financial responsibility. In Saudi Arabia, women enjoy a high
status through appreciation, respect and protection. Consequently, the cultural
stereotypes and traditional views of women make it very clear that the best place for
women is their home and the most important role they can play is inside it. 23 At the

International Justice; otherwise it appears as if the Kingdom is a party that may have violations and
desires to hide them and keep suspicion away from the kingdom in regard to its application of the
convention.
22
CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 8.
23
Amani Hamdan, 'Women and Education in Saudi Arabia: Challenges and Achievements' (2005)
6(1) International Education Journal 42, 44.
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same time, Saudi women are not responsible for the financial expenses of the
family.24 The men in the Saudi tradition are ashamed to work in the home or see to
children‘s affairs during the wife‘s absence.25 Furthermore, there is no law
preventing parents from depriving women of education. For these and other
reasons,26 it is very difficult to give Saudi women educational rights equal to those of
men, as ordered by the Islamic religion and provided for in international law.
Currently, these stereotypes of Saudi society are changing for the better; many laws
have been enacted to support and promote women‘s attainment of the highest level of
education.27 However, there is still a huge gap between the policy embodied in laws

24

Islam exempted women from the responsibility of providing for the expenditure required in marital
life and made the whole of this burden a responsibility of the husband, starting from the dowry and
cost of the marriage to provision for the household expenditure and the needs of the wife and
children, without touching the wife’s wealth or belongings that she brought to a marriage or
inheritances or the like that she receives during it. These are reserved solely for her use. If a husband
were to touch these (without permission), he would be deemed to have acted aggressively towards —
indeed to have assaulted — his spouse. Thus, Islam has given ‘an extraordinary financial privilege’
to women compared to men. See Dr Hamid A Al-Rifaie, Islam and Women Veneration (International
Islamic Forum for Dialogue, 2005) 29.
25
Many Saudi women and men consider women’s nature to be different from that of men; therefore,
women are not allowed to work in the same jobs as men. It is also the reason why only certain jobs
(e.g., teaching and nursing) are open to women. See Hamdan, above n 23, 44.
26
For example, in Saudi Arabia there are no NGOs working in the field of human rights without the
supervision or permission the State. There are three types of organisations working in the field of
human rights:
First: Non-Government Organisations, existing without supervision by or permission from the State,
and none of which are headquartered within Saudi Arabia:
1. Saudi Centre for Human Rights.
2. Committee for the Defence of Human Rights in the Arabian Peninsula.
3. Human Rights First Society
4. Association for Civil and Political Rights in Saudi Arabia
Second: Non-Government Organisations, existing with supervision by and permission from the
State:
1. National Society for Human Rights.
Third: Government Organisations:
1. Human Rights Commission.
See Eleanor Abdella Doumato, Saudi Arabia: Women’s Rights in the Middle East and North Africa
2010 - Saudi Arabia (Freedom House, 2010) UNHCR
<http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/4b99011da0.html>.
27
Saudi women have been incorporated gradually into leadership positions, commensurate with the
nature and development of Saudi society and the developing role of women in economic and social
growth. Saudi women now occupy a number of senior positions, including that of deputy minister.
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and the practice of these laws, making it difficult for women to enjoy their
educational rights. For example, there are no laws or provisions preventing the
marriage of young girls, so there are those who are deprived of schooling and forego
education due to early marriage. This can create conflict, forcing students to choose
between marriage (and having children) and having an education.28
Another reason for the difficulties faced by mothers wishing to continue study is the
lack of laws to ensure the provision of suitable child-care facilities during school
hours. Another important obstacle to the continuation of women‘s education is
transportation: the government prevents women from driving cars,29 and there is a
great shortage of transportation services and facilities deemed suitable for women,
forcing many women to give up education. Lack of employment opportunities for
women is also a significant impediment.30 Limiting the field of study for women has

The number of females occupying senior administrative positions in 2003/2004 was 12,508. See
CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 25. See
also Jamila Hussain, Islam: its Law and Society (Federation Press, 2004) 76.
28
There are still many cases in the courts regarding the marriage of young girls and there are several
organisations calling for a law to address this problem. See Alrayh, Saudi Arabia: a Fifty-year-Old
Married Girl in the Eighth [grade]! (17 August 2008)
<http://www.amanjordan.org/anews/wmview.php?ArtID=23763 [Arabic]>. See also Reuters, Saudi Arabia Mulls Marriage Ban for
Girls Under 18 (5 July 2010) <http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTRE5410XL20090502>. The
Kingdom’s government-affiliated human rights organisation, the National Society for Human
Rights, and the government organisation, the Human Rights Commission, appear active in the area:
Asma Alsharif, ‘Saudi Rights Panel Take up Child Bride Case’ Reuters (Jeddah), 8 February 2010
<http://www.reuters.com/article/2010/02/08/us-saudi-marriages-idUSTRE6173TQ20100208>.
29
The Saudi Interior Ministry declared that women are legally not allowed to drive cars in Saudi
Arabia based on a report from a council of senior scholars in Saudi Arabia. See Riyadh Newspaper,
Issue No 8178. And see also Standing Committee for Scholarly Research and Issuing Fatwas, Fatwa
No 6412. See Muhammed Salih Al-Munajjid, ‘A Brief Introduction to the Fatwas of the Standing
Committee for Scholarly Research and Issuing Fatwas’ (Islamic Propagation Office, Riyadh, 2009)
Islamhouse.com
<http://d1.islamhouse.com/data/en/ih_fatawa/en_A_brief_introduction_to_the_fatwas_of_the_Standi
ng_Committee_for_Scholarly_Research_and_Issuing_Fatwas.pdf>.
30
The percentage of women working outside the home, according to the 1999 census, was just 5%
and these women were predominantly in the teaching and health sectors. Saudi women continually
encounter limitations and restrictions at both educational and professional levels. See Shirin Shukri,

Social Changes and Women in the Middle East: State Policy, Education, Economics and
Development (University of Chicago, 1999) 13; see also Pharaon, above n 15, 361; Roula Baki,
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led to a rise in unemployment among female university graduates and prevents many
women from continuing their education.31
All these difficulties amount to discrimination and represent a denial of equal
educational opportunity. Article 10 of CEDAW, to which Saudi Arabia has been a
State Party since 2000, states that:
States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against
women in order to ensure to them equal rights with men in the field of education …

Saudi Arabia is committed to CEDAW and has undertaken to reform education
(notwithstanding the reservation applying to matters that go against Islamic law).
The problem lies in the absence of clear provisions in the Saudi legal system to
protect the rights of women, especially in the field of education; most commonly

'Gender Segregated Education in Saudi Arabia: Its Impact on Social Norms and the Saudi Labour
Market' (2004) 12(28) Education Policy Analysis Archives 1, 9.
31
Recent studies have shown that of the still relatively low number of Saudi women who work (circa
20% see below), some 83% of those women are employed exclusively in the education sector, and
that 76% of those women in Saudi Arabia who wish to work are unemployed, and many of them are
unemployed female university students and graduates. See Abdulaziz Al A'atir, 83% of Saudi
Women Working as the State Education Sector (7 August 2008) <http://www.amanjordan.org/anews/wmview.php?ArtID=23690>; see also Saudi Women for Reform, ‘2007 Shadow Report’, above
n 20, 36. An overall picture of employment/unemployment in Saudi Arabia is presented in a 2010
UNDP report indicates that:
(i) Overall total labour force participation in the Kingdom is 56% (i.e., 9 million of a working
age population of 15 million from a total population of 23.7 million);
(ii) This masks a pronounced disparity between women’s and men’s workforce participation
(20% and 82% respectively);
(iii) Employed persons total 8.6 million; the unemployed total approximately 460,000.
(iv) Though unemployment in the Kingdom is relatively low (5% (ILO 2008) (or 7% according to
more recent figures other than in this document), there are disproportionate numbers of
people aged 15–24 who are unemployed (over 25%).
And, as previously indicated, employment opportunities for educated women do not match the
number of graduates, and thus a substantial number of women with tertiary education are also now
without employment.
See Jad Chabaan, Job Creation in the Arab Economies: Navigating through Difficult Waters (UNDP,
Regional Bureau for Arab States, 2010) 12, Table 3 ‘Key Labour Market Statistics for Arab
Countries (Most Recent Year Available)’; 21, 39–41.
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customs and traditions which are contrary to Islamic laws and international laws
continue to apply.
This study is the first legal study in Saudi Arabia to provide solutions and
recommendations for achieving these goals.
1. 4 Literature Review
There is no doubt that gender discrimination in access to education has negative
effects on education and on the community. Furthermore, stereotypes, customs and
traditions play a crucial role in shaping gender discrimination, whether in education,
low social status, lack of income, employment opportunities or even in health,32
especially in societies that have customs and traditions that are more widely accepted
and influential than laws and regulations.33 Although there are many laws, and
international and regional conventions on human rights in general and on women‘s
rights in particular, there is a shortage and weakness in the application of these laws
and conventions.34 Women remain caught between two alternatives: responsibility
for the home and the opportunity for education.35
The following literature review is divided into three sections. The first reviews the
Islamic sources and documents dealing with women‘s rights to education. The

32

R J Cook and B M Dickens, 'Human Rights to Safe Motherhood' (2002) 76(2) International Journal

of Gynecology and Obstetrics 225, 225.
33

Pharaon, above n 16, 364. For example, in September of 1963 the government had to send official
forces to break up demonstrations in Buriydh – a city of Saudi – where much of the opposition to
girls’ education was evident. The citizens of this town had to be forcibly restrained from
demonstrating when they heard of the plan to educate women. See Amani Hamdan, 'Women and
Education in Saudi Arabia: Challenges and Achievements' (2005) 6(1) International Education
Journal 42, 48–9.
34
Hussain, Islam 2004, above n 27, 75.
35
Knowing the structure of Saudi Arabian society and understanding the role of tradition and
religion is vital to understanding social change in the country, especially as it relates to women.
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second reviews the international human rights conventions and other instruments
dealing with educational discrimination against women. The third reviews education
law and policy in Saudi Arabia and the steps that have been taken to prevent
discrimination against women in education.
1.4.1

Islamic Sources and Documents Dealing with Women’s Rights to
Education

Islam granted women their dignity and allowed them to claim equal rights with men
in all spheres of life. The Qur‘ān teaches that God created both men and women who
are formed from the same soul.36 In Surah 4:1, Allah ( ) says:

               
(6:7

)

              

O mankind, fear your Lord, who created you from one soul and created from it its
mate and dispersed from both of them many men and women. And fear Allah, through
whom you ask one another, and the wombs. 37
(Qur‘ān 7:6)

At the very nascence of Islam, women were seen to play crucial roles in all realms of
life: religious, political, educational, legal, moral, economic and military. 38 Islam
makes absolutely no gender differentiation in the imperative to educate both women

36

From the chapter or Sūrah (4) titled Al-Nisā’ (‘The Women’). The Qur’ān mentions the creation
of humanity by Almighty God in several verses including: Sūrah titled Al-Najm (‘The Star’) 53: 45–
6 ‘That He did create the two mates, - male and female - from a sperm-drop when it is emitted’. And
in Sūrah Al-Ĥujurāt (‘The Rooms’) ‘O mankind, indeed We have created you from male and female
and made you peoples and tribes, that you may know one another…’ (Sūrah 49:13).
37
Qur’ān, Central Religious Text of Islam, Sahih International (<http://quran.com/>. The English
translation used here is the one there provided.
38
Al-Rifaie, above n 24, 28. See also Azizah Al-Hibri, 'Islam, Law and Custom: Redefining Muslim
Women's Rights' (1997) 12(1) American University Journal of International Law and Policy 1, 2–3.
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and men; Muslims believe that those who seek knowledge will be rewarded with
Paradise.39
Islam accorded educational rights for women, and secured their cultural and social
position, making them able to contribute to the benefit of humanity. It has identified
for women the same rights as men, and the Qur‘ān requires believers (male and
female) to seek knowledge, as Allah ( ) said in the Holy Qur‘ān: Sūrah 96:1–5.

                
(5–1: 96

      

)

Recite in the name of your Lord who created. Created man from a clinging
substance. Recite, and your Lord is the most Generous. Who taught by the pen.
Taught man that which he knew not
(Qur‘ān 96:6–5)

Likewise in Sūrah 58:11, Allah ( ) says:

              
(11: 58

)

…. Allah will raise those who have believed among you and those who were given
knowledge, by degrees. And Allah is Acquainted with what you do

(Qur‘ān 58:61)

Likewise in Sūrah 39:9, Allah ( ) says:

(9:3

)

            

39

Ahmad Bin Hanbl, Musnad Al Imam Ahmad (Dar Aljeel, 1420) no 21172. (The musnad Al Imam
Ahmad bin Hanbl is a collection of Hadith. He compiled it according to the names of the
Companions of the Prophet. It consists of more than forty thousand Hadith). See Al-Khudrawi,
above n 2, 253.
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yaS―Are those who know equal to those who do not know?‖ Only they will

remember [who are] people of understanding.

(Qur‘ān 39:9)

Likewise in Sūrah 20:114, Allah ( ) says:

(114: 20

    

)

…[S]ay, ―My Lord, increase me in knowledge.‖.

(Qur‘ān 20:114)

Consequently, the deterioration in women‘s educational rights does not inherently
belong to Islam. It was a phenomenon of ignorance and a misunderstanding of the
correct nature or picture of Islam: Islam came to enlighten minds and make people
polite to one another, to help humanity leave the darkness and be in the light of truth
and knowledge. Islam grants women the same rights as men in education and
science. The Prophet ( ) says, ‗Asking for education is a duty of each Muslim‘.40
The word ‗Muslim‘ includes male and female.
A number of books and studies have dealt with women‘s education in Islam. Some of
the most important books are:


Professor Abdur Rahman Doi, Woman in Shari’ah41

The author deals with a number of topics relating to Muslim women in Islamic
society, concentrating on their rights from childhood to adulthood, marriage and
motherhood. He shows the Islamic situation in terms of woman‘s education and

40

Ibn Majah, Sunan Ibn Ma>jah (Dar Ehi'a Al Kutob Al Arabiah, 1401) in the book of Al Muqadimah,
hadith no 224.
41
Abdur Rahman Doi, Women in Shar'iah (A S Noordeen, 1990).
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work: in Islam women have the same rights as men. He includes some quotations
from Holy Qur‘ān and Sunnah that assure the reader of this principle. These include:

1. The Prophet Muhammad ( ) said: ―Any man who has a female slave, educates her
well, make her so polite and gets her free and marries her, has two rewards.‖ 42
2. The Prophet Muhammad ( ) said: ―A person who has three daughters or three
sisters or two daughters or sisters, make[s] them polite and helps them marry, he and
I [the Prophet] are equal in the paradise referring with the forefinger and the middle
finger.‖43
3. Abi Saeed AlKhodri )

( says: ―Women tell our prophet

( ): men have rights that

exceed [ours], give us promises, warn and advise us‖, then the prophet ) (promised
women and says, ―any woman who has three children [they will] keep her away
from the hell‖; a woman says ―[what] if the woman has two?‖, he answers ―If she …
has two [she also will be kept from hell]‖.44

The author adds that ‗[i]t is clear that women in the era of the Prophet ( ) tried to
become educated and the Prophet ( ) helped them, as education is one of the rights
of women as mentioned in Islam.‘ A fourth hadith of many cited by this author is:

4. Aishah (

) says, ―The better women are the women who are from Ans}ar;45

modesty never make[s] them leave learning the religion matters‖. 46

42

Al-Bukhari, S}ahih Al Bukhari (Al Maktaba> Al Sa>la>fiah, 1400) in the book of Ala’ataq, hadith no
2544; Muslim, S{ahih Muslim (Dar Ehi'a Al Kutob Al Arabiah, 1374) in the book of Al Eman, hadith
no 154.
43
Muhammad N Al-Albani, S}ahih Al Targheeb (Maktabat Al Ma'arif, 1421) hadith no 3913.
44
Al-Bukhari, S}ahih Al Bukhari (Al Maktaba> Al Sa>la>fiah, 1400) in the book of Al A’alm, hadith no
101.
45
Ans}ar: Anyone of the companions of the Prophet Muhammad ( ) from the inhabitants of Madinah
who embraced and supported Islam and who received and entertained the Muslim emigrants who
migrated from Makkah. See Al-Khudrawi, above n 2, 502.
46
Al-Bukhari, S}ahih Al Bukhari (Al Maktaba> Al Sa>la>fiah, 1400) in the book of Al Hiyd{ hadith no
308; Muslim, S{ahih Muslim (Dar Ehi'a Al Kutob Al Arabiah, 1374) in the book of Al Hiyd{ hadith no
332.
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The author mentions some great Muslim women scholars in the era of the Prophet
( ) such as, Aishah Bint Abu Babr, Saffiyah Bint Huyay, Umm Salamah, Rabi‘ah
Bint Mu‘awwad, Umm Atiyyah, Aishah Bint Sa‘ad Ibn Abi Waqqas, Sayyida
Nafisa,47 Umm Addarda and Fatimah Bint Qays.48 This list of learned women of the
early days of Islam shows that women were not kept illiterate and ignorant, but rather
were fully encouraged to participate in the process of learning and scholarship. They
also knew their rights and responsibilities very well. The author stresses that Islam
does not hinder women from reaching the highest levels of education, explaining,
however, that this does not involve, nor does Islamic teaching allow, co-education.
He mentions evidence from western academic studies of the negative effect of coeducation on academic progress.49
In fact, the author covers many topics related to women rights in Islam, such as
marriage, divorce and economic rights. Because it was not prepared as an academic
study but rather as material to be used by the media, it is seen as being too general
and without any significant analysis. Within 180 pages, under 12 headings and 45
subheadings, it explains some of women‘s rights in Islam only, without any reference
to laws or legislation.

47

She is Nafisa Bint Al Hassan Bin Zaid Bin Al Hassan Bin Ali Bin Abi Talib.
Doi, Women in Shar’iah, above n 41, 142–3.
49
Ibid 144. See also Nadia Abdalla Qe'idan, The Effect of Coeducation on the Academic
48

Achievement of the Tenth Grade Students at the Government Schools in Nablus Governorate
(Master Thesis, An-Najah National University, 1999). See also Mike Younger and Molly
Warrington, 'Single-Sex Teaching in a Co-Educational Comprehensive School in England: An
Evaluation Basedupon Students' Performance and Classroom Interactions' (2002) 28(3) British
Educational Research Journal 353, 370.
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Dr. Al Sharif Naif Al Barakati. Al huqwq Al shamilh Llmr’ah fi Al sunnh Al

nnbawiyh Al mut{hrh.50
This researcher deals with women‘s rights in Islam through the prophetic tradition;
he starts with their rights in science, learning and argument, mentioning many texts
from the prophetic tradition. He divided the book into several chapters covering most
of the rights of women in Islam in the era of the Prophet ( ). In the section on the
rights of women to education and teaching, more than seventy texts of the Sunnah of
the Prophet ( ) are mentioned, which indicates the importance of learning and
education for Muslim women. These include:
1.

Abu Musa al-Ash'ari )

( said: ―if the companions of the prophet have any

confused of legitimacy question, they asked Aishah, and they found the answer.‖51
2.

The Prophet (

) says, ―Asking for education is a duty of each Muslim.‖ 52

The author argues that if equality in forensic studies (that is, the study and
application of religious texts and their application) is required of male and female, so
too women have the right to learn what will benefit her and contribute to the welfare
of others, such as medicine, engineering, astronomy, or commerce, provided that
they do not travel without a guardian, because that places a woman in danger of
assault, and of interference with her dignity. There is no narration (record) of the
Prophet ( ) that would prevent women learning science. In addition, the wives of the
50

Al Sharif N Al Barakati, Al huqwq Al Sha>milh Llmr'ah fi Al Sunnh Al Nbawiyh Al Mut{harh
(Matabi'a Al Rasheed, 2007) [Trans: Al Sharif N Al Barakati, Universal Rights for Women in the
Sunnah (Matabi'a Al Rasheed, 2007)].
51
At-Tirmidhi, Sunan at-Tirmidhi (Dar Al Kutob Al almeah, 1412) in the book of Al Fa>d{a>’l{, hadith
no 3982 .
52
Ibn Majah, Sunan Ibn Ma>jah (Dar Ehi'a Al Kutob Al Arabiah, 1401) in the book of Al Muqadimah,
hadith no 224.
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Prophet ( ), such as Aishah (

), were educated in many fields, including that

which we now regard as theology, commerce and the sciences.
The author only focuses on one concept from Shari‘ah which is the women‘s rights
in Sunnah. Nevertheless, his work played a very important role in the beginning of
this thesis by providing information related to women‘s rights in Islamic law.


Professor Hamid Ahmad Al-Rifaie, Islam and Women Veneration53

The writer shows how Islam honours women by maintaining their rights. He also
refers to the most important elements of women‘s honour in Islam that are
manifested in caring about their education and upbringing. He cites evidence from
the Holy Qur‘ān and the Prophet‘s tradition that shows the importance of women‘s
education in Muslim life.
The author gives a clear and concise representation of the way Islamic law deals with
human rights in general, but his detailed discussion is a very poor resource in this
particular area.
In fact, in all sources the authors above do not mention any conventions or treaties
(national or international) concerning the right of women to education, nor do they
discuss the texts that show a woman‘s right to reach the highest levels in education.
1.4.1.1 Declaration of Organisation of Islamic Conference in Cairo

The Cairo Declaration of Human Rights in Islam (CDHRI) is a declaration of the
member states of the Organisation of the Islamic Cooperation (OIC) that provides an
overview on the Islamic perspective on human rights, and affirms Islamic Shari‘ah
53

Al-Rifaie, above n 24.
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as its sole source.54 CDHRI declares its purpose to be general guidance for OIC
Member States in the field of human rights.55 This declaration, usually seen as an
Islamic counterpart and response to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(UDHR), was adopted on 5 August 1990 by 45 foreign ministers of the OIC. It starts
by forbidding any discrimination on the basis of race, colour, language, belief, sex,
religion, political affiliation, social status or other criteria:

All human beings form one family whose members are united by their subordination to
Allah and descent from Adam. All men are equal in terms of basic human dignity and
basic obligations and responsibilities, without any discrimination on the basis of race,
colour, language, belief, sex, religion, political affiliation, social status or other
considerations. The true religion is the guarantee for enhancing such dignity along the
path to human integrity…56

It goes on to proclaim the sanctity of life, declaring the preservation of human life as
‗a duty‘ prescribed by the Shari‘ah. The Declaration also emphasises, in Article 6(a):

Woman is equal to man in human dignity, and has her own rights to enjoy as well as
duties to perform, and has her own civil entity and financial independence, and the right
to retain her name and lineage. 57

The CDHRI concludes, in Article 6(b), that a husband is responsible for the support
and welfare of the family:
The husband is responsible for the maintenance and welfare of the family.58

Article 9(a) states:

54

There are many of Arab and Islamic conventions, charters and declarations of human rights such
as: the Universal Islamic Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the Islamic Council of Europe on
19 September 1981; the Council of the League of the Arab States, Arab Charter on Human Rights,
23 May 2004.
55
Cairo Declaration on Human Rights in Islam 1990 (Organisation of the Islamic Cooperation (OIC)
56
Ibid art 1(a)
57
Ibid art 6(a)
58
Ibid art 6(b)
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The seeking of knowledge is an obligation and provision of education is the duty of the
society and the State. The State shall ensure the availability of ways and means to
acquire education and shall guarantee its diversity in the interest of the society so as to
enable man to be acquainted with the religion of Islam and uncover the secrets of the
Universe for the benefit of mankind. 59

The CDHRI concludes that all rights and freedoms mentioned are subject to the
Islamic Shari‘ah, which is the Declaration‘s sole source.
It declares ‗true religion‘ to be the ‗guarantee for enhancing such dignity along the
path to human integrity‘. The responsibility for defending those rights rests upon the
entire Ummah.60
But the CDHRI does not specify in detail the rights of women in several important
areas, such as education and employment. Furthermore, the Declaration — where
there are no specific texts — can be used to counter any violation of the rights of
women, particularly in education.

1.4.2

The International Human Rights Conventions Dealing with Women’s
Rights

I will address in this section the international conventions concerning human rights
and the elimination of all forms of discrimination, particularly against women.61 The
most important of these conventions is CEDAW.62

59

Ibid art 9(a)
Ummah: a people, a nation, a race. The word occurs about 40 times in the Qur’ān. See AlKhudrawi, above n 2, 30.
61
There are several international documents. See, for example, the Convention against
Discrimination in Education 1962, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948 (UDHR), the
International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination 1996 (ICERD),
60
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1.4.2.1 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
Women (CEDAW)
The international human rights regime was born in the 1940s as a response to the
horrific violation of human rights prior to and during the Second World War. The
tragedies of the war served as an impetus for the establishment of a global human
rights regime dedicated to the promotion and protection of human rights. This was a
course of action upon which the UN immediately embarked. The UN Charter (1945)
and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR, 1948) have served as the
foundation of the human rights regime and have inspired many treaties, conventions
and customary laws addressing a wide range of human rights issues and topics. One
of the most important instruments is CEDAW.63
Efforts to develop an international convention focused specifically on women‘s
rights began in 1965, when the Commission on the Status of Women (CSW)64 was
mandated to prepare a draft declaration that would ‗combine in a single instrument
international standard articulating the equal rights of men and women‘.65 The

the Declaration of Elimination on Discrimination against Women 1967, and the Convention on the
Political Rights of Women 1954.
62

For a more detailed evaluation of the CEDAW Convention, see Chapter 5.
Cheshmak Farhouman-Sims, 'CEDAW and Afghanistan' (2009) 11(1) Journal of International
Women’s Studies 136, 136.
64
The United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW),
an expert body established in 1982, is composed of 23 experts on women’s issues from around the
world.
The Committee’s mandate is very specific: it watches over the progress for women made in those
countries that are the States parties to the 1979 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women. A country becomes a State party by ratifying or acceding to the
Convention and thereby accepting a legal obligation to counteract discrimination against women.
The Committee monitors the implementation of national measures to fulfil this obligation. See
United Nations, History of the Commission on the Status of Women (2 May 2010)
<http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/CSW60YRS/CSWbriefhistory.pdf> .
65
United Nations Division of Economic and Social Affairs Division for the Advancement of
Women, Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women: Short
63
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outcome, the Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, was
adopted by the UN General Assembly on 7 November 1965 and served as the
blueprint for the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against Women (CEDAW) which came into force in 1981. CEDAW represents the
‗culmination of more than thirty years of work by the commission on the status of
women‘ whose work had been ‗instrumental in bringing to light all the areas in
which women are denied equality with men‘.66 It sets out ‗internationally accepted
principles of equality for women and men and prohibits any restriction or exclusion
of women solely on the basis of sex or marital status‘.67 The Convention made
important progress in the global effort to advance women‘s rights and prevent
gender-based violation of those rights, and it serves as the most critical and
comprehensive document ever created to address the advancement of women and the
fulfilment of their human rights. CEDAW was a milestone in the history of UN
efforts to codify exhaustively international legal standards for women.68
At present, 186 countries, including the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, are parties to
CEDAW.69 CEDAW not only defines equality, it also discusses a wide range of
topics such as nationality, freedom of religion, movement, opinion, and association,
sexual and reproductive rights, rights to education, healthcare and access to political

History of CEDAW Convention (21 June 2012)
<http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/history.htm>. (CEDAW, Short History)
66
Full text of CEDAW can be found at <http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/cedaw.htm> at 26
June 2010.
67
Catherine Tinker, 'Human Rights for Women: The UN Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination Against Women' (1981) 3(2) Human Rights Quarterly 32, 33.
68
Farhouman-Sims, above n 63, 138. See also Da'ad Mousa, Human Rights of Women (19 July 2010)
<http://www.c-we.org/ar/show.art.asp?aid=5927>.
69
See UN Treaties database
<http://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=IV-8&chapter=4&lang=en>
at 8 February 2010.
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and public rights.70 The Convention‘s preamble and 30 articles address civil rights
and the legal status of women and, for the first time in treaty history, consider issues
relating to human reproduction and the impact of culture on gender relations. The
Convention highlights the crucial role of access to justice and legal rights in
curtailing discrimination and violations of women‘s rights. It comments on
previously undiscussed issues such as the need to transform power relations between
men and women within families, communities, the market and the state. It also
boldly discards the distinction between the private and public spheres by seeking to
end human rights violations in the home. The Convention also discusses the situation
of rural women, points to the need for special measures to promote gender equality,
and refers to the importance of removing cultural barriers to gender equality. One of
the most progressive aspects of the Convention is its recognition of social, customary
and cultural practices and stereotyped sex roles that are detrimental to women‘s
achievement of full equality, as well as its inclusion of stipulations for States Parties
to the Convention to actively reverse these attitudes and practices.
The Convention begins by defining discrimination on the basis of sex. The definition
of discrimination against women is provided in Article 1:
Any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect
or purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women,
irrespective of their marital status, on a basis of equality of men and women, of human
rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any
other field.

70

The Convention is very careful in addressing the issue of reproductive rights and refers only to a
women’s equal right’ to decide freely and responsibly on the number and spacing of their children
and to have access to information, education and means to enable them to exercise these rights’:
CEDAW art 16:1(e).
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Article 4(2) comprises a special provision for the protection of maternity without any
discrimination, which is very important in this study.
Article 10 provides that States Parties are obliged to take all appropriate measures to
eliminate discrimination against women in education, stating that:

States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against
women in order to ensure to them equal rights with men in the field of education and in
particular to ensure, on a basis of equality of men and women.
(a) The same conditions for career and vocational guidance, for access to studies and
for the achievement of diplomas in educational establishments of all categories.
(b) Access to the same curricula, the same examinations, teaching staff with
qualifications of the same standard and school premises and equipment of the same
quality.
(c) The elimination of any stereotyped concept of the roles of men and women at all
levels and in all forms of education by encouraging coeducation and other types of
education which will help to achieve this aim and, in particular, by the revision of
textbooks and school programmes and the adaptation of teaching methods;
d) The same opportunities to benefit from scholarships and other study grants;
e) The same opportunities for access to programmes of continuing education, including
adult and functional literacy programmes, particularly those aimed at reducing, at the
earliest possible time, any gap in education existing between men and women;
f) The reduction of female student drop-out rates and the organisation of programmes
for girls and women who have left school prematurely;
g) The same opportunities to participate actively in sports and physical education;
h) Access to specific educational information to help to ensure the health and well being
of families, including information and advice on family planning.

Article 10(c) encourages co-education, but that paragraph could be criticised on the
basis of several specialised studies.71
In order to ensure that women have health care access equal to that of men, including
access to family planning, Article 12 requires States Parties to take measures to
eliminate health care related discrimination against women.
While CEDAW has the most signatories of any international human rights treaty, it
also attracted the highest number of reservations. This is a major issue challenging its
71

Qe’idan, above n 49.
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efficacy and weakening it as a human rights regime. According to Schopp-Schilling,
‗[T]hese reservations are one of the reasons that the right to non-discrimination on
the ground of sex still has not reached the status of customary international law, in
contrast with the right to non-discrimination on the ground of race.‘72 There are a
variety of explanations given by States Parties to justify their reservations. Generally,
States Parties will argue that the reservation is an expression of incompatibility
between the Convention and national priorities or legislation. The majority of
reservations are entered by states that argue that elements of the Convention are in
contravention of cultural practices and religious laws.73
For example, many Muslim states (such as Saudi Arabia, Egypt and Morocco) have
‗made reservations to allow non-compliance whenever the convention conflicts with
the Islamic Shari‘ah‘. Del Prado has argued that such reservations are essentially
‗incompatible with requirements to abolish discriminatory laws, customs and
practices‘.74
Despite these challenges, CEDAW has proven a valuable and powerful tool in
advancing women‘s rights. While compliance has been slow and laborious, many
States Parties strive to live up to their obligations to CEDAW by incorporating its
articles into their laws and practices. Schopp-Schilling notes that,

72

Julie A Minor, 'Analysis of Structural Weaknesses in the Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination against Women' (1994) 24(2) Georgia Journal of International and
Comparative Law 137, 213.
73
This holds true for all Muslim States Parties to Convention except Turkey which has removed all
its reservations and Afghanistan which has ratified CEDAW without any reservations.
74
Geraldine Del Prado, 'The United Nations and the Promotion and Protection of the Rights of
Women: How Well Has the Organization Fulfilled Its Responsibility?' (1995) 2(1) William and Mary
Journal of Women and the Law 51, 70. For the issue of reservations see Krivenko, ‘Islamic View of
Women’s Rights’, above n 5, 113–14.
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The work of the Committee, through its constructive dialogue with States Parties, its
concluding comments and its close cooperation with international and national NGO
and UN specialized agencies, programmers and funds – in particular, with the United
Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM) – has had a tangible impact on the
improvement of women's exercise of their human rights in many countries. 75

The Convention is not without its critics, who point to a number of weaknesses that
impede its efficacy to promote and protect women‘s rights on the global scene.
One weakness of the Convention is that, although in its Preamble it recalls ‗the basic
principles of international humanitarian law,…. especially the Geneva Convention
(IV) relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War (1949) and the
Additional Protocols I and II (1977) (all of which have sections specifically
addressing the needs of women and girls), it does not more specifically address
violence against women in the private sphere of home (and any labour there
conducted) or in the public sphere during times of conflict, 76 except in the most
general way by reference in Article 2 ‗Scope‘ where it states that the Convention
‗shall apply in times of peace and in situations of armed conflict‘.
A second important weakness is the Convention‘s failure to specifically refer to
violence against women in post-conflict contexts, where human rights violations
generally intensify.77

75

Hanna Beate Schopp-Schilling, 'Treaty Body Reform: the Case of the Committee on the
Elimination of Discrimination Against Women' (2007) 7(1) Human Rights Law Review 201, 217.
76
See Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, General Recommendation
No 12 – eighth session, 1989 violence against women; and No 19 – eleventh session 1992 violence
against women: Texts available UN Division for the Advancement of Women, Index
<http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/recommendations/index.html> .
77
Prosecution for such activities did not occur at Nuremburg (although the Tokyo War Tribunal did
find one general guilty of the actions in this regard of those under his command: Anne-Marie L M de
Brouwer, Supranational Criminal Prosecution of Sexual Violence: The ICC and the Practice of the
ICTY and the ICTR (Intersentia, 2005) 5–9. Re rape in wartime (and during occupation) and the
failure to prosecute (despite Article 27 of the Fourth Geneva Convention explicitly prohibiting
wartime rape and enforced prostitution in 1949), see also 2009 Guardian article as the ‘tip of the
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The absence of special and specific reference to violence against women during
times of conflict leaves them more vulnerable to acts of impunity and the actions of
state and non-state actors in times of war; it has also weakened the Convention‘s
efficacy in preventing violations of women‘s human rights in conflict and postconflict zones.78
1.4.3

Education Policy and the Legal System in Saudi Arabia

In this section I will address some of the academic research focused on education
policy and the legal system in Saudi Arabia.
1.4.3.1 Mona Al Munajjed, Women’s Education in Saudi Arabia: The Way
Forward 79
The author‘s analysis identifies the major achievements made by Saudi Arabia in the
field of public education for girls, and probes the issues hampering the development
of girls‘ education and women‘s active involvement in the labour market. She also
presents a number of policy reforms and recommendations that, if implemented,

iceberg’ pain and suffering. Heather Harvey, Rape: The Unprosecuted War Crime (30 September
2009) <http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2009/sep/30/rape-war-crime>. The ICC designated
rape as a crime against humanity in 2008. The first prosecution opened in 2010 at ICC and continues
in 2012: see Human Rights First, Rape as a Weapon of War Takes Center Stage at the International
Criminal Court (22 August 2012) <http://www.humanrightsfirst.org/2012/08/22/rape-as-a-weapon-ofwar-takes-center-stage-at-the-international-criminal-court/>. For some relevant statistics, see also
Margot Wallström, Background Information on Sexual Violence Used as a Tool of War (13 February
2012) <http://www.un.org/en/preventgenocide/rwanda/about/bgsexualviolence.shtml> .
78
Farhouman-Sims, above n 63, 140.
79
Mona Al Munajjed, 'Women's Education in Saudi Arabia: The Way Forward' (2009) Booz &

Company Ideation Centre
< ttp://www.ideationcenter.com/media/file/Womens_Education_in_SaudiArabia_Advance_Look_FI
h
NALv9.pdf> (‘Women’s Education’). Mona Al Munajjed is a senior advisor with Booz & Company’s
Ideation Centre in Riyadh. She specialises in social issues and has worked with various international
agencies on programs and projects related to social development and focused on activating the
economic and educational role of women in the Arab region.
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would lead to the institution of high-quality education for women, along with a more
advanced and knowledge-based society, greater participation of Saudi women in
society, and a reshaped socio-cultural perception of women in Saudi society.
Al Munajjed addresses the subject of the study through several key points:
governmental achievements, constraints affecting women‘s education, shortcomings
in the curricula for girls, inadequate teacher training, and limited fields of study
(especially regarding fields of specialisation in science and technology).
A. The Saudi Government: Decades of Achievement
Al Munajjed explains that the Saudi government has prioritised providing free
education to all citizens without discrimination, making education compulsory for
children between the ages of 6 and 15: ‗Over the past 40 years, the government has
succeeded in building an educational infrastructure, leading to an increase in school
and university enrolment and a reduction in illiteracy‘.80 According to the 2008
UNESCO projections, Saudi Arabia is moving toward the goal of achieving
universal primary education. Results indicate that net enrolment in primary education
increased significantly to 93.0 per cent in 2007.81 National statistics also indicate
considerable progress in achieving gender equality among students; the number of
female students at all school levels rose from 270,000 in 1974–75 to more than two
million in 2004–05. The government‘s commitment to girls‘ education is also
demonstrated by the financial assistance granted to female students, and the
incentives in the form of allowances offered to women throughout their years of

80

Ibid 2.
UNESCO, 'Education for All Global Monitoring Report' (2008) 42, Table 2
<http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0015/001548/154820e.pdf> (‘EFA Global Monitoring Report
2008’).
81
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study. Currently, more than 38 educational institutes exist for women in the country
alongside eight universities under the patronage of the Ministry of Education and
women represent more than 58 per cent of the total number of Saudi university
students. The total number of female students enrolled seeking a bachelor‘s degree
more than tripled between 1995–96 and 2005–06 to more than 340,000. In addition,
the number of vocational institutes for women reached 27 in 2004–05, with
approximately 10 private colleges and universities for women located across the
major cities of the Kingdom.82
B. Constraints Affecting Women’s Education
The writer shows that the Saudi Universities Law, the Civil Service Law, and the
Labour and Workers Law treat women the same as men with regard to specific
considerations, as long as these are consistent with the Islamic law. There are many
shortcomings in implementation: a mixture of local norms and traditions, social
beliefs, and principles stands in the way, limiting women‘s opportunities to acquire
or complete their education. Marriage and a low awareness of the social and cultural
value of girls‘ education are also major challenges, as are high dropout rates for girls
— a 2008 UNESCO report estimated the total number of ‗out of school‘ children in
Saudi Arabia (in term of boys and girls in primary education) at 3.22 per cent of the
total primary school aged population.83 As Al Munajjed notes: ‗the problem is more
pronounced among girls — as they reach puberty, they mostly dropout to get
married. This phenomenon is confirmed once again after high school graduation.‘84
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Al Munajjed, ‘Women’s Education’, above n 79, 2–7.
UNESCO, ‘EFA Gobal Monitoring Report 2008’, above n 81, 51 Table 2.
84
Al Munajjed, ‘Women’s Education’, above n 79, 10.
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Early marriage (before age 16) is still a problem in pockets of Saudi society,
hindering girls‘ education due to marital and family responsibilities, and negatively
influences their chances of employment and the economic status of the family. It also
negatively affects their health as they are at greater risk of dying from causes related
to pregnancy and childbirth. While the lack of a minimum age for marriage remains a
matter of concern, the Saudi Human Rights Commission (SHRC) launched a
campaign to set a minimum age for marriage (17 for women and 18 for men) in
2008.85
C. Shortcomings of the Curricula for Girls
The author indicates that the public education system treats males and females
differently due to the gender-based expectations of society. This has led to a limited
range of fields of study for female students in schools, universities, and colleges.
Moreover, girls‘ curricula have not been seriously revised for more than 20 years
and textbooks have not been updated. As the author reflects:

Without the introduction of new information that reflects developmental changes in
society, the curriculum is not providing female students with the necessary skills to
enhance their overall education and to find jobs.86

D. Lack of Adequate Teacher Training
The author demonstrates that girls‘ education suffers from a shortage of qualified
teachers,87 despite the fact that the total number of female teachers in the public

85

Ibid. See also National Society for Human Rights, Al Tqriyr Al Tha>ny A'n Ahwa>l Huquq Al Ensa>n
(National Society for Human Rights, 2008) [Trans: National Society for Human Rights, Second
Report on Human Rights Conditions (National Society for Human Rights, 2008)] 54. See Hassan
Abdo, Saudi Arabia: Child Marriage Stirs Saudi Debate (8 May 2010)
<http://www.forwarduk.org.uk/news/news/365>.
86
Al Munajjed, ‘Women’s Education’, above n 79, 12.
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education system had increased to more than 200,000 in 2005–06. Saudi academics
have expressed their criticism to the Ministry of Education about the performance of
teachers and the need to formulate new programs for teaching:
Teachers lack frequent assessment and monitoring of the quality of their teaching
performance and the education system is not providing sufficient incentives to teachers
to upgrade their competencies; high academic qualifications are not part of the
requirements and the concept of lifelong learning is missing. 88

E. Limited Fields of Specialisation and Scientific Research
The author indicates that, at university level, the fields of education and training for
women are limited, as the specialisations do not correspond to the needs of the labour
market. Science and technology, engineering and agriculture remain predominantly
male territory. This limits Saudi women‘s potential for progress in an age that is
increasingly oriented toward scientific and technological advancement:

Women‘s degrees are concentrated in education and teaching, human sciences, natural
sciences, and Islamic studies. Of all female university graduates in 2007, 93% had
degrees in education and teaching or human sciences.89

Though, the author discusses the essential points and reports important statistics
focusing on the weaknesses in the education of Saudi women, this study lacks a
reliance on international and domestic law, failing to mention international
conventions such as CEDAW, or regulations in Saudi Arabia on women‘s education.
The research also neglects to address some issues that are essential to the education
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The qualified teacher has a significant impact on the student, see Kenneth J Rowe, 'The
Importance of Teacher Quality as a Key Determinant of Students' Experiences and Outcomes of
Schooling' (2003) ACER: Improving Learning 1, 8.
88
Al Munajjed, ‘Women’s Education’, above n 79, 14.
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Ibid 17.
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of women. Issues omitted that are specifically pertinent for women include the
provision of assistance services such as transportation and childcare centres.

1.4.4

UNESCO: Education for All 90

Some of the observations and statistics utilised by the academic writers above have
been rendered slightly out of date by even the passage of just three years. The most
recent 2012 UNESCO Education for All Report (released on 16 October 2012)
supplies further information regarding the progress achieved by the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia in relation to the education of women and girls, particularly at preprimary and primary level. It provides valuable background and a basis for
comparison with other countries of the Middle East and North African, Sub Saharan
Africa, Europe, Oceania, Asia, the Americas and Oceania. Much of the data there
presented is from 2010. Below is statistical portrait of education in Saudi Arabia
derived from the UNESCO document, whose sources of information are generally
the respective national governments supplemented where necessary from the
UNESCO Statistics Institute.
By 2010, the number of students in primary school had risen to over 3 million, 49 per
cent of whom were girls.91 Only 9 per cent were private facilities; as the sector is

90

It should be noted that the article above prompted subsequent access to the UNESCO 2012 report,
‘Youth and Skills: Putting Education to Work’ Education for All Report No 10, EFI Global
Monitoring Report (UNESCO, 2012) (released 16 October 2012) (This document has now been
referred to earlier in this thesis: UNESCO, ‗Youth and Skills‘ Education For All Report No 10‘,
above n 11).
91
Ibid 348 Table 5: Participation in Primary Education>.
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overwhelmingly publicly provided.92 The adjusted net enrolment ratio (that is, the
proportion of primary school aged children present in primary (and secondary
school) was 0.89; whilst survival rate to Grade 5 was 0.939.93 Importantly, with a
gender parity index of 0.99 (F:M), gender parity can be said to have been achieved in
primary schools.94
As regards those who have discontinued their schooling and are recorded as ‗out of
school‘ students, these totalled 318,000 in 2010 and of these just over half
(approximately 52 per cent) were girls.95 In terms of actual ‗drop outs‘ from all
(primary school) grades, the girls ‗drop out‘ rate for 2009 (the most recent year for
which figures are available) for all grades was 10 per cent and for boys of 3.3 per
cent, producing an average of 6.7 per cent.96 According to national estimates for
2007 (again the most recent year for which this information was supplied), primary
school completion rates thus remained higher for boys than for girls: 97 per cent
compared to 89 per cent (producing an average of 93 per cent).97
At secondary school levels the number of students attending secondary school had
risen to over 3 million, 48 per cent of whom were girls.98 Only 12 per cent of those
attending secondary school were at private facilities; again, the sector is
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Ibid.
Ibid 309 Table EDI.1: The EFA Development Index and its Components, 2010. Note: The
‘primary adjusted net enrolment ratio’ measures the proportion of children of primary school age
who are enrolled in either primary or secondary school. At school intake the ratio was 1.0: at 341.
94
Ibid. Note a GPI of between 0.97 and 1.03 represents gender parity: 106 Table 1.8: Key Indicators
for Goal 5 [Assessing Gender Parity and Equality in Education]).
95
Ibid 349 Table 5: Participation in Primary Education . This 318,000 compares to the over 3 million
in school. This it should be recalled is for primary school aged children.
96
Ibid 356 Table 6: Internal Efficiency in Primary Education: Repetition, Dropouts and Completion .
Thus, the girls drop-out rate was three times that of the boys, and at a very early age.
97
Ibid 357 Table 6: Internal Efficiency in Primary Education: Repetition, Dropouts and Completion .
Note these figures are for 2007, and are national estimates.
98
Ibid 365 Table 7: Participation in Secondary Education .
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overwhelmingly publicly provided.99 According to figures for 2008 (the most recent
estimates available), the transition from primary to secondary sees a higher attrition
rate for male students: 97 per cent for girls and 91 per cent for boys (an average of 94
per cent).100
Unfortunately, with a gender parity index of 0.95 (F:M), gender parity cannot said to
have been achieved in secondary schools.101 As regards those who have discontinued
their schooling and are recorded as ‗out of school‘ students, these totalled 96,000 in
2010 according to the 2012 ‗Education for All‘ Report, and of these 28,000 were
girls and 69,000 were boys.102 Generally it is found across the region that boys leave
to work, whilst girls tend to leave and be absorbed in domestic duties.
Statistics for the more recently developing pre-primary education and child care
sector lack a gender breakdown but there were 190,000 enrolled in 2010,
representing just 11 per cent of the children in the relevant age group. Of these, just
over half (51 per cent) were enrolled in private facilities.103 At tertiary level, more
than half those enrolled are women, but the vast majority are limited (as has been
observed above) to a narrow band of occupations, the primary one being education.
In terms of teaching as an occupation, saturation point appears to have been reached
in the schools of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia with a total of 625,000 teachers, over
half of whom are women.104 The only potential available expansion point appears to
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Ibid 364 Table 7: Participation in Secondary Education.
Ibid (figure in Table 7 from UNESCO Institute for Statistics (UIS) partial estimate).
101
Ibid 364 Table 7: Participation in Secondary Education.
102
Ibid 365 Table 7: Participation in Secondary Education.
103
Ibid 364–5 Table 7: Participation in Secondary Education.
104
ibid 357 Table 8: Teaching Staff in Pre-primary, Primary and Secondary Education. Of a the total
teaching staff in Saudi Arabia of 625,000 for pre-primary, primary and secondary, the figures below
show the breakdown and percentage of female staff and pupil teacher ratio:
100
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be the pre-primary sector, but that would only be increasingly utilised if more
women are employed. The causes and implications will be further explored below.
That Saudi Arabia has transformed its educational landscape education in a
remarkably few years cannot be doubted. The Kingdom moved first to establish and
then increase its provision of primary, secondary, tertiary and pre-primary facilities
(staffed with trained personnel and appropriately equipped) from a very low or nonexistence base, The overall positive figures for achievement that has marked the past
five decades however, mask the difficulties faced by women in their striving for
access to education. The rights of women to education and the difficulties they
encounter are subject to exploration in this thesis.
1. 5 Research Aims and Objectives
Aim: This research will investigate the educational rights of women in Islamic law
and study the theoretical and practical operation of relevant Saudi laws in line with
the laws and standards set by international human rights law. The focus will be on
CEDAW, the official reports and governmental contributions and responses to, the
CEDAW Committee,105 as well as shadow reports106 from International Women‘s
Rights Action Watch (IWRAW) Asia Pacific,107 and other NGOs.108






Pre-primary: 19,000 teachers (100% women) 1:10 PTR (at 372)
Primary: 298,000 teachers (50% women) 1:11 PTR (at 372)
Secondary: 311,000 (52% women) 1:11 PTR (at 373)
Total teachers 625,000,

105

The Committee was established in accordance with Article 17 of CEDAW and is composed of 23
members. The main objective of committee is to consider the progress made in the implementation
of the convention (CEDAW, art 17(1)). For the fulfilment of this function, it examines periodic
reports submitted by states parties and, along with reporting about its activities to the General
Assembly of UN, makes suggestions and general recommendations. See Krivenko, ‘Islamic View of
Women’s Rights’, above n 5, 105.
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Purpose: This study aims to ensure that girls and women, married or unmarried, have
equal rights with men in education at all levels; in particular, equal access to
programs of continuing education including universities, and vocational, technical
and professional schools. In addition, it aims to facilitate access to their right to
education and to maternity,109 without forcing a choice of one over the other. This
study attempts to resolve the problems and obstacles faced by women who wish to
continue their education. It will examine education policy in Saudi Arabia, discuss
and investigate the steps taken in Saudi regulations for the development of women‘s
education and the prevention of discrimination against women in education, and
consider ways to encourage women to participate in all aspects of education.
Rationale: The project is an attempt to solve the problem posed by the perception that
there is an unsolvable conflict between the right of women to education and their
home duties.
This thesis will assess the adequacy of existing Saudi law and, where warranted,
recommend amendments and reforms to ensure the protection of education for
women.
1. 6 Scope and Limitations of the Thesis
The normative framework for this study is:

106

Saudi Women for Reform, ‘2007 Shadow Report’, above n 20.
A self-proclaimed female equality activist organisation: see eg International Women's Rights
Action Watch, Women Change the World (8 October 2012)
<http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/iwraw/about.html>. See also Saudi Women for Reform, ‘2007
Shadow Report’, above n 20.
108
For example, Human Rights Watch, 'Perpetual Minors: Human Rights Abuses Stemming from
Male Guardianship and Sex Segregation in Saudi Arabia' 1-56432-307-2' (19 April 2008) (‘Perpetual
Minors’).
109
Cook and Dickens, above n 32, 226.
107
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International human rights law: the primary international legislation is the United
Nations (UN) Convention on the Elimination of All Form of Discrimination against
Women (CEDAW), the Convention against Discrimination in Education (CDE) and
the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC); and Islamic legislation dealing
with human rights, such as the Cairo Declaration of Human Rights in Islam
(CDHRI) and other instruments dealing with discrimination against women‘s
education.
This project will also examine Education Policy in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
with regard to the issues of women‘s education. Moreover, it will investigate the
steps that have been taken within the Saudi legal system to prevent discrimination
and encourage participation and will identify ways in which participation continues
to be limited.
1. 7 Research Questions

1.7.1

The Primary Research Question Explored in this Thesis

How can Saudi women obtain equal educational rights to those of men, as ordained
by the Islamic religion and provided for in international human rights law?

1.7.2

The Secondary Questions

Secondary Questions are divided into three sections:
With regard to Islamic law:
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1. What are the special characteristics of Islamic law regarding the rights of women,
particularly in education?
2. What are the misconceptions that have caused a lack of understanding of women‘s
rights in Islamic law?
3. Is there inconsistency between Islamic law and international human rights in
general and women‘s rights in particular?
With regard to international laws of human rights:
4. What obligations are imposed on States Parties to CEDAW and other treaties in
relation to women‘s educational rights?
5. What is the significance of Saudi reservations to parts of CEDAW?
With regard to the Saudi legal system:
6. To what extent are Saudi regulations consistent with international conventions on
human rights in general and women‘s rights in particular? Is Saudi Arabia meeting
the expectations of international human rights law with regard to women?
7. Is it possible for Saudi Arabia to have a regime that combines Islamic laws and
international conventions concerning the rights of women?
8. What are the real obstacles in Saudi society hindering women from continuing
their education; and whether law reform is what is needed or whether other charges
are required?
9. How does Saudi law on women‘s education compare with the laws of other
countries and with approaches recommended by CEDAW and its Committee, and
other relevant organisations?
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10. What further steps can be taken by Saudi lawmakers to ensure that women are in
a position to enjoy both education and their roles in the community?
1. 8 The Study’s Contributions
This study is an attempt to participate in the development of women‘s education in
the kingdom of Saudi Arabia; to contribute to taking advantage of international law,
especially international conventions to which Saudi Arabia recently has become a
Party; and to change habits, traditions, and systems that have contributed to the
denial of women‘s right to education. The study also will contribute to the
development of educational outcomes and benefits derived from international laws
that will facilitate the opening of new areas of specialisation in women‘s education
in all areas, thus eliminating the problem of limited educational specialisation for
women in Saudi Arabia. Moreover, this research attempts to clarify women‘s rights
under Islamic law. Applying the study‘s findings and recommendations will
significantly change the distribution of women in higher education in Saudi Arabia
as well as their overall proportion of student intake and graduates and contribute to
the activation of many facilities such as, the increased provision of transport, child
care facilities and libraries, the deprivation of these having hindered women‘s
ability to fully participate in education in Saudi Arabia. The findings also will be
useful for national economic development by opening new channels for graduate
education in all areas. The study is a new addition to research in the field of human
rights and law in the kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
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1. 9 Research Design
The methodology adopted to answer the research questions of this project consists of
six stages:
1. The collection and review of primary and secondary sources that are directly
related to women‘s rights in Islamic law in order to clarify the position of
Islam on women‘s rights in general and rights to education in particular.
2. The collection and review of primary and secondary sources that are directly
related to international human rights law in order to assess the nature of the
obligations of member states in relation to the rights of women to education.
3.

The collection and review of primary and secondary sources on women‘s
rights in the Saudi legal system in order to assess the adequacy of these laws
and to study their compatibility with Islamic law on one hand and
international human rights law on the other. This stage will also examine
Saudi Arabia‘s periodic reports to the CEDAW Committee and the
Committee‘s reports along with media reports, and the reports of national
and international NGOs.

4. Content analysis of primary and secondary material will be employed
through a systematic examination of the provisions of law regarding the
right of women to education. An analytical approach to the examination of
current Saudi legal regime will play a crucial role in this study. It will lead to
finding the strengths and weaknesses of the Saudi legal system.
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5. Qualitative data will be drawn from interviews with women experts in the
field of education and human rights in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 110 The
interviews, a flexible way to identify the issues accurately and realistically,
will begin with specific questions on women‘s education to identify the
problem and then move to open-ended questions.111
The purpose of collecting empirical data (via interviews) with women is to
inform a more complete assessment of the adequacy, in practice, of Saudi law
and policy. The interviews will be with women from different classes and
educational levels in Saudi Arabia in both the public and private sectors.
6.

The collection and review of primary and secondary sources from other
countries that have achieved success in the education of women will be
undertaken, and a comparison made with the Saudi legal system in order to
benefit from successful experiences elsewhere and to aid the development
and reform of the Saudi legal system.

1. 10 Outline of the Dissertation
Following this introductory chapter, this thesis contains a further seven chapters.
Chapter Two provides a general introduction to Saudi Arabia as a sovereign state
including the legislative framework, judicial system, history of women‘s education

110

Since this method gives a true and realistic understanding of the problem, it is a successful
method in many other examples of academic research as described by Creswell. ‘Fundamentally
interpretive’: This means that the researcher makes an interpretation of data. This includes
developing a description of an individual or setting, analysing data for themes or categories, and
finally making an interpretation or drawing conclusions about its meaning personally and
theoretically, stating the lessons learned, and offering further questions to be asked. See John W
Creswell, Research Design: Qualititative, Quantitative and Mixed Methods Approaches (SAGE
Publications, 2003) 182.
111
Zina O'leary, The Essentional Guide to Doing Research (Sage Publications, 2004) 164.
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and political education for women in Saudi Arabia. This chapter also aims to provide
a clear vision about culture and tradition in Saudi society.
Chapter Three will focus on human rights in general and women rights in particular
under Islamic law. It will provide sources of human rights in Islam and principles of
women‘s rights in Islamic Shari‘ah including her right in education, and economic
and social rights. This chapter examines the concept of leadership, guardianship and
the principle of equality in Islam in order to explain these issues in Shari‘ah and
correct misunderstandings about them.
Chapter Four focuses on the United Nation (UN) human rights conventions relevant
to the rights of women to education. This chapter will examines the history of such
conventions, particularly addressing the conventions concerned with the avoidance
of discrimination against women. This includes human rights conventions concerned
specifically with women‘s rights. Several conventions will be covered, such as the
Convention on the Elimination of All Form of Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW), the Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women
(DEDW), Charter of the United Nations (UN Charter) and the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights (UDHR).
Chapter Five focuses on the Convention on the Elimination of All Form of
Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) and will set forth a brief history of it and
examine CEDAW in term of Islamic law and implementation in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia. This chapter contains evaluation of the CEDAW convention in general
and detailed evaluation of Articles with particular relevance to education. This
chapter also examines the reports submitted to the Committee on the Elimination of
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Discrimination against Women by Saudi Arabia and the alternative reports that are
submitted by Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs).
Chapter Six provides concrete evidence of the situation of women students in Saudi
Arabia. It will examine the extent to which the rights that exist in Saudi law and
policy to protect the rights of women in education are enjoyed in practice. In order to
achieve this aim, interviews were conducted with women from different classes and
educational levels in Saudi Arabia. This chapter contains an outline of the
methodology adopted, the results obtained, and exposes the gap between the theory
and the practice. Reasons for this huge gap are also suggested.
Chapter Seven presents the major findings of this study on the essential question of
how the rights of women to pursue her education to reach to high degree, as
articulated in international human rights instruments, can be best promoted within
the context of the Saudi legal system. This chapter also aims to provide
recommendations and solutions for the problems Saudi women face.
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2. 1 Introduction
Women‘s rights have become one of the essential principles of state law and policies
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. They have dominated many of the government‘s
administrative resolutions and several initiatives of non-governmental organisations
(NGOs) in recent years. Saudi Arabia has ratified various international human rights
instruments and undertaken a range of formal plans to promote women‘s rights,
particularly with regard to women‘s work and education.112 The Kingdom‘s
ratification of the conventions was based on the fact that their general content was
consistent with the country‘s approach to safeguarding human rights. The
ratifications underline the Kingdom‘s desire to be bound by the provisions of the
conventions, and they indicate its determination to assume its responsibility to
protect human rights in general and women‘s rights in particular. Notwithstanding
the above, except for a few positive changes, the women of Saudi Arabia still lag
behind the women of many Asian countries in several respects. The fundamental
causes of this situation therefore necessitate an exploration of the background as well
as other relevant factors through which women‘s rights have evolved and been
recognised, defined, and enforced in Saudi Arabia. This chapter develops conceptual
issues and evaluates the gradual increase in the perceived importance of women‘s
112

Saudi Arabia ratified: 1. Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
Women; 2. Convention on the Rights of the Child ; 3. Convention against Torture; 4. Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination ; 5. Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities; 6. Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide ; and 7. Arab
Charter for Human Rights. For greater detail, National Society for Human Rights,The Compatibility
of Saudi Systems with Major Human Rights Cnventions, above n 15, 14.
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rights from both national and international perspectives. It aims to explore how law
became an essential basis for the development of and progress by women‘s
movements. It highlights how women have continued to struggle to expand their
education and knowledge and to transform their legal rights. The discussion begins
with an introduction to Saudi Arabia as a sovereign state.
2. 2 Saudi Arabia as a Sovereign State
The region‘s modern history is closely linked to what has become known as the Al
Saud dynasty, with the history of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia dating back to 1744.
In that year, the ruler of the central Arabian Peninsula, Muhammad Bin Saud, formed
an alliance with the Muslim scholar and reformer Muhammad Bin Abdul Wahhab,113
with the former gradually expanding his territorial control in the region and the latter
his theological sway in a unique partnership of mind and purpose. That partnership
led to the founding of what was eventually to become the modern state of Saudi

113

Wahhabis: ‚Eighteenth-century reformist/revivalist movement for sociomoral reconstruction of
society. Founded by Muhammad Ibn Abdul Wahhab, a hanbali scholar, in Arabia. Proclaimed tawhid
(uniqueness and unity of God) as its primary doctrine. Began in response to the perceived moral
decline and political weakness of the Muslim community in Arabia. Proposed a return to an idealised
Islamic past through reassertion of monotheism and reliance on Qur’ān and hadith, rejecting
medieval interpretations of Islam and jurisprudence. Emphasized education and knowledge as
weapons in dealing with nonbelievers. Formed an alliance with Muhammad ibn Saud in 1747 which
served as the basis for the consolidation of the present-day Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Referred to as
Wahhabis by opponents, but referred to themselves as Muwahhidun, or those upholding the doctrine
of tawhid.‛ See Esposito, above n 6, 333. See also Natana J Delong-Bas, Wahhbi Islam From Revival
and Reform to Global Jihad (International Islamic Publishing House, 2010) 6–9; Esmaeili, above n 3,
10. In recent years, extensive literature on Wahhabism has been published in English. Some of these
works are very critical of Wahhabism, while a few are apologetic and have been written on defending
the Wahhabi ideology. For critical literature on Wahhabism, see for example, Hamid Algar,
Wahhabism: A Critical Essay (Islamic Publication International, 2002); Henry Bayman, The Secret
of Islam: Love and Law in the Religion of Ethics (North Atlantic Books, 2003); Khaled Abou El
Fadl, The Great Theft: Wrestling Islam from the Extremists (Harper Collins publishers, 2005). For a
sympathetic analysis of Wahhabism, see Natana J Delong-Bas, Wahhbi Islam From Revival and
Reform to Global Jihad (International Islamic Publishing House, 2010); Ayoub Al-Jarbou, 'The Role
of Traditionalists and Modernists on the Development of the Saudi Legal System' (2007) 21 Arab
Law Quarterly 191, 192.
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Arabia.114 The Al-Saud family ruled much of the Arabian Peninsula throughout the
19th century, though the extent of this power was contested by others both inside and
outside the country with Egyptian and Ottoman imperial intervention as well as
intermittent internecine strife and intertribal conflict. In 1902, the then exiled Abdul
Aziz Bin Abdul Rahman Al-Saud succeeded in recapturing the capital Riyadh from
the rival Arabian family of Al-Rashid (which had controlled much of the area for
some time) and, in the following three decades, he succeeded in uniting the
numerous and diverse tribes into one nation, echoing the accomplishment of his
forebears some 150 years earlier. Some 30 years later on 23 September 1932, King
Abdul Aziz Al-Saud officially founded (and named) the modern Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia; and, true to its heritage, it is an Islamic State with the Qur‘ān as its
Constitution. A majority of world powers recognised the sovereignty of the new
nation.115 The Saudi Arabian flag, with its combination of Word Sha>hada> and
Swords/Scimitars (the former being the Islamic confession of Faith 116 in Arabic
script and the latter symbolising temporal power as support and enforcer for the

114

The First Saudi State. It was established in the year 1744 (1157 H) when Sheikh Mohammed Bin
Abdul Wahhab settled in Diriyah and Prince Mohammed Bin Saud agreed to support and espouse his
cause, with a view to cleansing the Islamic faith from distortions.
The Second Saudi State. This began in 1824 (1240 H) when Imam Turki Bin Abdullah Al-Saud
captured the city of Riyadh, liberating the entire Najd (the central region of what is now Saudi
Arabia) from the armies of Mohammed Ali Pasha.
The Third Saudi State. This era began in 1902 (1319 H) when King Abdul Aziz Bin Abdul Rahman
Al-Saud re-captured Riyadh, heralding the beginning of the process of founding the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia.
115
For more detail, see Wayne H Bowen, The History of Saudi Arabia (Greenwood Press, 2008) 83.
See also Library of Congress-Federal Research Division, 'Country Profile: Saudi Arabia' (2006) 3
<http://lcweb2.loc.gov/frd/cs/profiles/Saudi_Arabia.pdf>.
116
‘There is no god but Allah, and Mohammed is His Messenger’: See Shareef Ahmad, Basic
Principles of Islam (Darusslam, 2003) 5. See also Abdul Aziz Ibn Abdullah Ibn Baz, Prophet
Mohammad's Manner of Performing Prayers (27 March 2011)
<http://www.alghurabaa.org/books/salah/Prophets%20Prayer%20-%20Bin%20Baz.pdf>. See also
Delong-Bas, above n 113, 56.
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spiritual power), predates the modern state but eloquently portrays what the
sovereign state of Saudi Arabia represents. A survey of the country‘s natural
resources commissioned by the King in 1933 revealed vast reserves of oil (an
estimated 25 per cent of the entire planet‘s known reserves).117 Commercial
exploitation of these reserves from 1938 supplied ever increasing oil revenues which
were to facilitate the successful modernisation of the country undertaken on a series
of five-year development plans. King Abdul Aziz also worked to develop
international relations with the world‘s great powers. By the mid 1940s he had met
with both the US President Franklin D Roosevelt and the British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill.118
Over the past six decades, Saudi Arabia has developed a ‗special relationship with
the United States, based on mutual respect and common interests‘.119 Following King
Abdul Aziz‘s death in 1953, his eldest son King Saud Bin Abdul Aziz succeeded him
to the throne. During his 11 year reign, he put into place much of the country‘s
administrative and welfare structure. He was also noted for his generosity to Islamic
causes.120 After his abdication in 1964, King Saud was succeeded by his brother,
Crown Prince Faisal. During King Faisal‘s rule Saudi Arabia‘s industrial growth
forged ahead. He used the country‘s immense oil revenues to stabilise the economy
and support a massive national development program, initiating the first of a series of
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Pharaon, above n 16, 350.
Thomas W Lippman, 'The Day FDR Met Saudi Arabia’s Ibn Saud' (2005) 38(2) The Link 1, 4.
119
Cordesman and Obaid, above n 12, 3. See also William T Fain, American Ascendance and British
Retreat in the Persian Gulf Region (Palgrave Macmillan, 2008) 54.
120
For more details about King Saud, see Joseph A Kechichian, Succession in Saudi Arabia
(Palgrave, 2001) 40.
118
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five-year plans for the country‘s development.121 His assassination in 1975 did not
mark the end of such development. His brother King Khalid Bin Abdul Aziz
succeeded him and (oversaw the implementation of the second such plan (1975–
1979) and the creation of the third (1980–1984). King Khalid was not an active King,
however, preferring to leave the daily operations of government in the hands of
Crown Prince Fahd.122 The late 1970s were a time of unprecedented wealth in Saudi
Arabia, and characterised by massive public investments infrastructure, education,
health, and agriculture. A pious and private man, Khalid was generally popular, and
benefited from the unparalleled prosperity of his Kingdom.123 With the death of King
Khalid in 1982, Crown Prince Fahd became King, and his brother, Abdullah Bin
Abdul Aziz, was named Crown Prince and Deputy Prime Minister. Both were
strongly committed to industrialisation, and improvement in agriculture and
education, as well as calling for the implementation of a Greater Arab Free Trade
Zone and a greater acceptance of privatisation and reform in local economies.124
King Fahd also played a major role in promoting the welfare of Saudi citizens.
Importantly, though perhaps somewhat in response to international pressure, King
Fahd made efforts to revise the system of government, that is, the Kingdom‘s
political and administrative system, introducing in March 1992 a new 125 Basic Law
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For more details about King Faisal, see Joseph A Kechichian, Faysal: Saudi Arabia's King for All
Seasons (University Press of Florida, 2008) 36–50. See also Bowen, above n 115, 117.
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For more details about King Khalid, see Kechichian, Succession, above n 120, 62.
See Bowen, above n 115, 118.
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Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia, 'Political, Economic and Social Initiatives: The Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia' (2008) 6.
125
An earlier proposed Basic Law (some 60 years before) disappeared without a trace at the
‘committee’ stage: Peter W Wilson and Douglas F Graham, Saudi Arabia: The Coming Storm (M E
Sharpe Inc, 1994) 60.
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of Governance (Basic Law)126 that outlined the government‘s goals and
responsibilities and redefined the relationship between the King and his citizens. For
the first time, the rules of succession were put into writing and formalised.127 New
bylaws were also introduced for the Council of Ministers and the Al-Shura> (National
Consultative Council or Shura Council), the members of both of which are
appointees of the King.128 Upon his death on 1 August 2005, King Fahd was
succeeded by King Abdullah Bin Abdul Aziz as King of Saudi Arabia, Custodian of
the Two Holy Mosques,129 under whose rule the Kingdom joined the World Trade
Organisation that same year, highlighting the country‘s broader economic and
political engagement.
Saudi Arabia is an absolute and a unique hereditary monarchy where the successor
most worthy is chosen by the reigning monarch from among his sons and
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Basic Law of Governance 1992 (Saudi Arabia) promulgated by Royal Decree No A/90 (27/8/1412
H, 2/3/1992). The translation from which quotations are drawn refers to this Law as the Constitution
of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia; however, the Law itself in Article 1 refers to the Holy Qur’ān and
the Sunnah as the State’s Constitution: Arabic Translators International, Basic Law of Governance
1992 (Saudi Arabia). An alternative translation is available at the Saudi Arabian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs website which clearly indicates the document is to be referred to as the Basic Law of
Governance 1992 not the ‘Constitution’:
<http://www.mofa.gov.sa/sites/mofaen/aboutKingDom/SaudiGovernment/Pages/BasicSystemOfGove
rnance35297.aspx> at 20 March 2011. The Saudi Arabian Ministry of Interior text agrees:
<http://www.saudinf.com/main/c541.htm> at 24 March 2011.
127
Basic Law of Governance 1992 (Saudi Arabia) art 5.
128
For more detail, see Fouad Farsy, Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques, King Fahd bin Abdul
Aziz (Knight Communications, 2001) 103–5.
129
For more information about King Abullah bin Abdul-Aziz, see Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia,
Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques: King Abdullah bin Abdulaziz (23 January 2011)
<http://www.saudiembassy.net/files/PDF/King_Abdullah_Bio_June_2009-r.pdf>. The latter title,
introduced by the late King Fahd, refers to the two mosques central to Islam: that of Madinah and
that of Makkah; and officially replaced the honorific ‘His Royal Highness’ (see, eg, website Royal
Embassy of Saudi Arabia, The History of Saudi Arabia (25 January 2011)
<http://www.saudiembassy.net/about/country-information/history.aspx>,
and
one
traditionally
indicating the caliph (head) of an Ummah (Islamic community whose legislation, regulation and
rules are derived from Shari’ah): see Al-Khudrawi, above n 2, 155.
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grandsons.130 It has no written secular constitution. The monarchy defends its refusal
to adopt a secular written constitution on the grounds that the country already has a
constitution in the form of the Koran (the Qur`ān), the Muslim holy book, and the
Sunnah131 of the Prophet Mohammed ( ). On 1 March 1992, probably in response to
international demands for written rules of law, King Fahd issued three major laws:
the Basic Law of Governance and two procedural laws. One of the procedural laws,
the Shura Council Law, concerned the composition and role of the Shura Council;
and the other, the Law of Provinces, concerned the regulation of the relationship
between central government agencies and regional governors.132 The Basic Law is
sometimes referred to as Saudi Arabia‘s constitution. Chapter 1, Article 1 of the
Basic Law explicitly provides that Saudi Arabia‘s only ‗constitution‘ is comprised of
the Qur‘ān and the Sunnah. Not only is the Basic Law not a constitution,133 it
contains no provisions that seek to codify or otherwise guide the way in which the
Qur‘ān or the Sunnah are to be interpreted.134
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Basic Law of Governance 1992 (Saudi Arabia) art 5(c).
The meaning of ‘Sunnah’ as an Islamic term depends on who is defining it – that is, it depends on
the branch of Islamic knowledge that one specialises in: 1. The definition of Sunnah according to the
scholars of hadith: All that has been related from the Prophet ( ) – from his speech, actions,
131

approvals, physical or moral attributes, or biography, regardless of whether any of above is from the
period before the first revelation or after it. And as such, ‘ Sunnah’ is a synonym of Hadith. 2.
According to the scholars of usool al-fiqh (principles of Islamic jurisprudence): All that has been
related from the Prophet ( ) in terms of his speech, action, or approval. For more detail about
‘Sunnah’, see As-Suba’ee, above n 6, 73.
132
All three of the 1992 laws were issued by the King without formal consultation with any
governmental body. Instead, they were drafted by an ad hoc committee headed by the Minister of the
Interior, Prince Naif, another of King’s brothers. See Human Rights Watch, 'Empty Reforms: Saudi
Arabia's New Basic Laws' (May 1992).
133
Despite unfortunate translations that title it thus (and so contrary to the Basic Law’s first
Article), see also n 12 above.
134
Chapter 1 of the Basic Law is entitled ‘General Principles’. See Basic Law of Governance 1992
(Saudi Arabia) art 1 states in its entirety: ‘The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is a sovereign Arab Islamic
state with Islam as its religion; God’s Book and the Sunnah of His Prophet ( ), are its constitution,
Arabic is its language and Riyadh its capital.
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All laws and regulations in force in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia — at the forefront
of which is the Basic Law, which is considered the political and legal umbrella of the
State — are derived from the Qur‘ān and the Sunnah of His Messenger, Mohammed
( ). The Qur‘ān and Sunnah contain many stipulations prohibiting various forms of
discrimination, including discrimination on the grounds of race, colour, or gender.
They contain unequivocal rulings in favour of non-discrimination between men and
women, desiring that women enjoy many of the same rights and duties on the basis
of equality.135 The Basic Law addresses the protection of human rights in a general
manner. Article 26 stipulates: ‗The State shall protect human rights in accordance
with the Islamic Shari‘ah.‘136
This includes the prohibition of discrimination against women, in the manner that
such a prohibition is contained and expressed in the Qur‘ān and Sunnah. Article 8 of
the Basic Law provides for ‗government ... based on the premise of justice,
consultation, and equality in accordance with the Islamic Shari‘ah‘,137 while Article
47 provides for the principle of equality before the law. It stipulates: ‗The right of
litigation shall be guaranteed equally for both citizens and residents in the Kingdom.
The law shall set forth the procedures required thereof.‘ The Basic Law likewise
guarantees that litigation before all courts and judicial bodies shall be free of
charge.138 The Basic Law includes a body of rights that the Kingdom considers

135

More detail about women in Islam in Chapter 3.
Basic Law of Governance 1992 (Saudi Arabia) art 26.
137
Ibid art 8.
138
Abdul Rahman A Shlhwb, Al Niz{a>m Al Dustuwry fi AL Mamla>kh Al Arabiyh Al Sa’wdiyh (Safir
Press, 2005) [Trans: Abdul Rahman A Shlhwb, The Constitutional System in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia (Safir Press, 2005)] 351.
136
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fundamental to Saudi society, such as unity,139 the family as the basis of society,140
the centrality of Islam,141 and the sanctity of private property.142 It contains
provisions pertaining to the fundamentals of Saudi society, the health and welfare of
the family and all its members, and education.143
2. 3 The Legislative Framework in Saudi Arabia
The Shari‘ah is a main source of legislation in Saudi Arabia, even in regard to new
issues that have arisen over time; the religious factor still dominates the legislative
process.144 Saudi Arabia uses Al-Ifta145 (deliverance of advisory opinion by the
Permanent Council of Scholars or an associated Standing Committee) or
jurisprudence as a basic source for legislation on new issues. It also plays a vital role
in the legislative process.146 The King himself can pass a law with Royal Orders, by
issuing royal decrees that give his assent to legislation and proposed policies
submitted by the scholars or by both consultation with the Shura Council147 and the

139
140

Basic Law of Governance 1992 (Saudi Arabia) arts 11–12, 39.

Ibid art 9.
See, eg, Basic Law of Governance 1992 (Saudi Arabia) arts 6–11, 13, 17, 21, 23, 26, 33–4, 45–8,
57.
142
Ibid art 18.
143
See, eg, Basic Law of Governance 1992 (Saudi Arabia) art 27 (welfare – social security –
provision for citizens), art 31 (provision of healthcare for all citizens), art 30 (provision of public
education), art 13 (education: its role to instil the Islamic faith and provide members with knowledge
and skills to prepare them to be useful members of society), among others. See also Abdullah AlTuraiqi, The Political System of Saudi Arabia (Ghainaa Publication, 2008) 89–90.
144
Ayman Al-yassini, Religion and State in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (Westview Press Inc,
1985) 4.
145
Ifta: Act of issuing a fatwa (legal opinion) by an authoritative consultant in matters of law.
Initially a private vocation, this came to be the role of the public office of mufti in the eleventh
century. The Ottoman Empire integrated muftis into the bureaucratic system. See Esposito, above n
6, 132; Jamila Hussain, Islam: Its Law and Society (Federation press 2011) 41 (Islam 2011).
146
The Standing Committee for Scientific Research and Ifta, Da'wah and Guidance (29 March 2011)
<http://www.islamhouse.com/ip/13702>.
147
Shura Consultation. Based on the Qur’ānic injunction to the Prophet Muhammad ( ) to consult
with his followers and to Muslims to consult with each other in conducting their affairs. Modern
141
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Council of Ministers (which is advised by the Shura Council). The King also plays a
main role in the legislative process through his appointment of members of
legislative entities: namely, the Shura Council, the Council of Ministers (of which he
is Prime Minister), the Council of Senior Scholars (Ulama), and the General
Mufti.148 Accordingly, the legislative role of scholars is still limited to issues taken
directly from Islamic sources, whereas the Shura and Ministerial councils legislate
on most matters. The Basic Law is directed by the Al-Ifta source in the Kingdom,
which are the Holy Qur‘ān and the Prophetic Sunnah.149 Article 45 of the Basic Law
describes the specialisation and composition of the Council of Senior Scholars and
its role in the management of Al-Ifta.150 The Basic Law ensures that this lies within
the government‘s authority, and that the Law indicates the legislative role of
scholars.151 Therefore, legislative authority in the Kingdom is controlled by scholars,
the King, the Shura Council, and the Council of Ministers. There has at times a
degree of tension between the Monarch and some religious authorities that has led to
the setting up of the General Presidency for Scientific Research and Religious Edicts;
and, in conjunction with the General Mufti, to restrictions regarding authorisation to
issue fatwas.152

scholars consider shura to be the basis for the implementation of democracy. Liberal Scholars argue
that shura declares the sovereignty of people in electing representative leaders to democratic
intuitions designed to act in the public interest. For conservative thinkers, shura must be based on
the principle of the ultimate sovereignty of God and geared toward implementation of traditional
Islamic law. See Esposito, above n 6, 293. See also Al-Turaiqi, above n 142, 26.
148
Mufti: the deliverer of formal legal opinion; the expounder of Islamic law. See Al-Khudrawi,
above n 2, 396.
149
Basic Law of Governance 1992 (Saudi Arabia) art 1.
150
Ibid art 45.
151
Ibid art 45.
152
The Decree instructs the General Mufti to ‘restrict the issuing of fatwas to members of the Senior
Ulama> Council, and to inform us [the King] who is capable and to report to us about whoever you
consider to be qualified and completely capable to undertake the issuing of fatwas in order to allow
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However some disagreement still surfaces,153 where reform and tradition, or reform
and particular understandings of Shari‘ah intersect.
1. Scholars
Legislation in Islamic countries should be within the limits provided by Shari‘ah,
where the instructions of Allah ( ) and the teachings of the Prophet ( ) are followed
and it is not permissible for any legislative authority to change or develop them in
order to find a new rule that disagrees with its text or spirit. The theory of Islamic
legislation has been based on the assumption that there is no difference between
Shari‘ah and the administration of the country, those governed and the governing are
essentially of the same body, to be guided by Islam in all activities.154 Therefore, the
legislator, in any legislative process in the country of Saudi Arabia, should refer to
the main155 or branch156 Shari‘ah sources in Islam. There are two types of laws in the

them to do so in our selection of the chairmanship and membership of the Senior Ulama> Council, the
Standing Committee of Religious Research and Fatwa, and those whom we permit to issue fatwas’:
from the 12 August 2010 Royal Decree restricting authority to issue fatwas to those authorised by
the Government: Joshua Teitelbaum, The Struggle over Religious Edicts in Saudi Arabia (BESA
Center Perspectives Paper, 2010) 93. For pronouncements, see Islammemo, Royal Palace is the
Opinion of Senior Scholars (12 August 2010)
<http://www.islammemo.cc/akhbar/Locals/2010/08/12/105056.html?lang=en-us>.
153
Such as a fatwa against women serving as cashiers, see for more detail 'Supermarkets Snub
Fatwa against Women Cashiers', Saudi Gazeete 7 November 2010
<http://www.saudigazette.com.sa/index.cfm?method=home.regcon&contentid=2010110786939>
154
See, eg, Basic Law of Governance 1992 (Saudi Arabia) art 23.
155
The main sources of Shari’ah is the Holy Qur’ān and Sunnah of His messenger, Muhammad ( )
and these two bases, the Qur’ān and the Sunnah, are the accepted bases of the law for all the
madhhabs, or schools of Islamic law. The only difference at this point is on details of interpretation,
i.e. on what exactly the words of particular aya or hadith mean. The third source is Ijma (consensus)
or agreement. The fourth source is Qiya>s (analogy). For more detail, see Esposito, above n 6, 254;
and Yasin Dutton, The Sources of Islmic Law (10 January 2011)
<http://www.muhajabah.com/docstorage/dutton.htm>.
156
The other possible sources: Istihsan (juristic preference, discretion, flexibility to best suit a given
situation), Istislah (public good), al-masa>lih al-mursa>lah (public interest), Urf (custom), Sadd aldha>ra>’I (the opinion of a companion). For more detail about main and branch Shari’ah sources in
Islam, see Abdul Rahman Doi, Shari'ah: Islamic Law (Ta-Ha Publishers, 2008) 117–29. See also
Dutton, above n 155. See also Bayt Al-Hikmah, Istihsa>n and Maslaha> (30 March 2011)
<http://www.witness-pioneer.org/vil/Books/SH_Usul/istihsan_and_maslaha.htm> .
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Kingdom: first, there is legislation and policy that are entirely and directly derived
from Shari‘ah. Second, there are policies and legislation that do not contradict
Shari‘ah texts and are issued by the King (for example, orders), or passed by the
Shura Council, or the Council of Ministers.
Scholars have played a vital role in legislation through the Council of Senior
Scholars,157 where they exercise their legislative role either by delivering advisory
opinions or reporting any laws that deviate from Shari‘ah principles.158 The
composition of the Council of Senior Scholars is also subject to law as is the material
that they may consult to arrive at a decision. Article 45 of the Basic Law of
Governance stipulates that:
The sources of the deliverance of fatwa in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia are God‘s
Book and the Sunnah of His Messenger. The law will define the composition of the
senior ulama body, the administration of scientific research, deliverance of fatwa and its
(the body of senior ulama‘s) functions. 159

Its composition is also at the King‘s discretion. The Council of Senior Scholars
specialises in postulating / formulating what is required by the King. Resolutions are
issued on the basis of a vote by the majority of those attending; and where the
number of votes is even, the vote of the Prime Minister prevails. The Council of
Senior Scholars uses its discretion in studying the matters before it and issuing its
157

Esmaeili, above n 3, 40.
There are several examples of laws that been created in the Kingdom by religious organisations to
fill the gap in legal tests, among the most eminent ones that been prepared by scholars is that on
execution for drug traffickers. This law was issued by scholars when the Kingdom faced the
dangerous problems presented in the spreading of contraband and drugs. After studying of this issue,
the Council of Senior Scholars resolved unanimously to recommend the application of the death
penalty for drugs trafficking, because of the great corrupting influence such practices have on the
nation. The King has adopted this resolution and issued a royal order for the Ministry of Justice and
Ministry of Interior, where it would be brought into general use by the courts specialising in this
area. The kingdom is still executing drugs traffickers on the basis of this fatwa. See for more details
Al-Jarbou, above n 113, 205.
159
Basic Law of Governance 1992 (Saudi Arabia) art 45.
158
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judgment. Judgments are not subject to a Fatwa (the given advisory opinion) from
the Council of Senior Scholars unless there is no direct text in Islamic sources from
which a solution to a problem can be derived.160 Two important elements related to
Al-Fatwa> are also noteworthy. First, regarding the religious element, Al-Fatwa> is not
legally binding on the subject, but religiously binding for the poller (the one who
seeks advisory opinion). Second, regarding legal compulsion of Al-Fatwa>, whether
all individuals are legally obliged to follow the advisory opinion is subject to the
verdict of a judge or the approval of the King.161 Following a spate of objections and
even fatwas issued in response to a number of his edicts (including the provision of a
mixed-gender university), the King has recently issued a decree instructing the grand
Mufti to ‗limit fatwas to members of the 20-cleric Senior Scholars Authority
[Council]‘ rather than permit such declarations to any one of the numerous scholars
or mosque imams across Saudi Arabia.162
2. The King
The Prime Minister or President of the government in a state or kingdom governed
has the right to legislate in the interests of the community within the limits of Islamic
principles. The King in such a kingdom is authorised to issue regulations regarding

160

Shlhwb, above n 138, 259. See also Abdullah Ansary, 'A Brief Overview of the Saudi Arabian
Legal System' (2008) Hauser Global Law School Program 15. See also Al-Turaiqi, above n 142, 62.
161
The difference between a Mufti and a Judge: A Mufti offers a legal judgment but it is not a
mandatory judgment, when the issue of Al-Fatwa> is related to a legal dispute then a Mufti refers the
parties in conflict to the court. In the court the judge can issue fatwa in cases where there are no
legal clauses, but then the judge’s fatwa would be legally obligatory for the disputed party that
raised the case before him. See Naseer M Al-Gamedi, Al Ekhtis{a>s{ Alqd{a'i fi Al Fiqh Al Islami
(Alrushd, 2000) [Trans: Naseer M Al-Gamedi, Jurisdiction in Islamic Jurisprudence (Alrushd, 2000)]
395.
162
Royal Decree No B/13876 (2/9/1431 H, 12/8/2010); Al-Masry Al-Youm, Saudi Fatwa Ruling
Seeks to Contain the Clergy (24 March 2011) <http://www.almasryalyoum.com/en/node/70577> .
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what he sees as being beneficial for the community.163 In the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, the King has the right to legislate by issuing royal orders that include
regulations on various matters.164 The King also participates in the legislative process
which is conducted by the Council of Ministers. Appointing and releasing the
Council‘s members from their positions is conducted by royal order. Further, the
decisions of the Council of Ministers do not become final until approved by the
King.165 The King also participates in legislation and policy as a member of the
Council of Ministers, and he has the right to propose/reject any legislation or policy.
Moreover, the King approves the proposed legislation or policies related to treaties
and international conventions.166
3. Shura Council (Consultation)
One of the most important principles in Islamic countries is the Shura principle based
on the saying of the Almighty:

                 
               
657:3
So by mercy from Allah , [O Muhammad], you were lenient with them. And if
you had been rude [in speech] and harsh in heart, they would have disbanded
from about you. So pardon them and ask forgiveness for them and consult them
in the matter. And when you have decided, then rely upon Allah. Indeed, Allah
loves those who rely [upon Him]
(Qur‘ān 3:159)

163

Willard A Beling, King Faisal and the Modernisation of Saudi Arabia (fons vitae, 1980) 113.
An example of the legislative role of the King is the issuing of a group of policies which together
form a major part of Kingdom’s constitution namely: Basic Law of Governance, the Regions Policy,
the Shura Council, the Council of Ministers.
165
See Law of the Council of Ministers 1993 (Saudi Arabia) arts 7, 8, 9.
166
See ibid art 20.
164
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There is no policy or legislation limiting Shura in Islam; therefore, this principle can
be applied by conducting Shura — that is, consultation — with a group of
individuals, whether chosen, elected, or appointed by any legislative council forum,
provided the availability of conditions decided by scholars.167 The Shura Council
(Majlis Al-Shura>) in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia was established in 1926, and it
played a major role in the legislative process for more than 25 years after its
introduction. The importance of the Council appears in the late King Abdul-Aziz‘s
speech in opening the Shura Council in 1930 where he said:
I gave my order that no policy or [legislation etc] can be passed in this country and be
followed before showing [it] to the Shura Council … the Council ... is free to pass any
policy and acknowledge what they see [matches the] country‘s interests, provided that it
[does] not violate Islamic Shari‘ah.168

This confirmed the role of the Shura Council in legislation and policy. During his
reign, all legislation (approximately 170 Laws) was issued by the Council, and some
of them remain in effect and do match contemporary circumstances. 169 In 1953, the
Council of Ministers was established in order to incorporate both the legislative and
executive authorities. As a result, the authority of the Shura Council weakened, but it
still exists theoretically.

167

Abdul Qadir Oudah Shaheed, Criminal Law of Islam (S Zakir Aijaz trans, Adam Publishers and
Distributors, 2010) vol 3, 39. For more detail about shura in Islam, see Sadek J Sulaiman, Democracy
and Shura (24 January 2011) <http://www.alhewar.com/SadekDemAndShura.htm>.
168
Shlhwb, above n 138, 280.
169
See Al-Jarbou, above n 113, 198; Shlhwb, above n 138,281.
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In 1991, King Fahd announced a great reformation of the Saudi ‗constitution‘,
including compiling a new Act governing the activities of the Shura Council.170 The
Council is to express its opinion regarding the country‘s general policies that are
referred to it by the prime minister.171 Concerning the legislation or policy for the
country derived from foreign sources (or from foreign policies adopted by the
Kingdom) or their implications, the Shura Council has the right to study international
covenants, agreements, given privileges, and make recommendations regarding their
amendment or lodging of reservations and so forth. A majority vote from a quorum
comprising two-thirds of members must be obtained for the matter to proceed, and in
order for the Shura Council resolutions to be passed, a final royal decree must be
issued.172 The King has the ultimate power of assent (expressed in a royal decree),
without which no law is in force. In relation to the internal affairs of the country, the
Shura Council has the right to discuss annual reports submitted by the various
Ministries and other governmental departments. It is also concerned with construing
texts of policies or laws.173 As a part of the legislative process, the Shura Council is
consulted before any proposed law or policy is submitted to the King. The Council
also has the right to propose a new law or policy or to amend an existing law or
policy, and study them in Council. The President of the Shura Council raises with the
King any issues to be decided by the Council.174 Where the Shura Council approves a
resolution to adopt a proposed policy, law or regulation, its President refers the
170

Shura Council Law issued by Royal Decree No A/91 (27/8/1412 H, 1/3/1992) OG.Umm al-Qura
No 3397(2/9/1412 H, 5/3/1992). See Bureau of Near Eastern Affairs, Background Note: Saudi Arabia
(14 December 2011) <http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/3584.htm>. See Al-Jarbou, above n 113, 198.
171
See Shura Council Law 1992 (Saudi Arabia) art 15(a).
172
See ibid arts 14, 15, 18.
173
See ibid art 15.
174
Al-Turaiqi, above n 142, 51–2.
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legislation, regulation or policy to the King for approval. Before final approval by the
King, this resolution passes from the Shura Council to the Council of Ministers for
further examination. If the opinions of the two councils are in agreement, the
resolution is issued following its approval by the King.175 It is worth noting that the
Shura Council now includes a small number (ten) of female members selected by the
King. The principal of Shura can thus be seen to be increasingly inclusive.176
Nevertheless, while they are able to be consulted, the women are unable to exercise a
similar voting right to the male members.177
4. Council of Ministers
The Shura Council was the main legislative authority in the Kingdom until the
establishment of the Council of Ministers in 1953. The Council of Ministers, chaired
by the King (or his deputy), was to hold both the legislative and executive power.
The existence of the Council of Ministers and its role, which includes ‗drafting and
overseeing the implementation of the internal, external, financial, economic,
educational and defence policies, and general affairs of state‘ combined with its
weekly sitting schedule (presided over by the king himself or one of his deputies)178
led to the erosion of the authority of the Shura Council. The new Council came to

175
176

Shura Council Law 1992 (Saudi Arabia) art 17.

Andrew Lee Butters, 'Saudi's Small Steps', Time Magazine 19 October 2009
<http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1929152-1,00.html>. See also Salwa Al Omran,

The Council shall be the Number of Counselors to 10 Women Parliamentarians and Assignment
Tasks and Meet with Representatives of Foreign Delegations, International Women's (14 September
2009) <http://www.alriyadh.com/2009/09/14/article459250.html> [Arabic].
177
King Abdullah’s announcement on 25 September 2012 that women will be able to participate in
municipal elections in 2015 and become members of the consultative Shura Council is a long
overdue step toward greater participation of women in public life, see Human Rights Watch, Saudi
Arabia: Women to Vote, Join Shura Council (25 September 2011)
<http://www.hrw.org/news/2011/09/26/saudi-arabia-women-vote-join-shura-council>.
178
Saudi Online, Saudi Arabia Council of Ministers (30 March 2011) <http://www.saudiaonline.com/Government%20Council%20of%20Ministers.htm>. [See ‘Abdul Aziz Al-Saud].
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play much of what previously had been the role of the Shura Council, which was
relegated to a much more consultative role.
More than 40 years after the first Council of Ministers had been established, King
Fahd issued a new Royal Order regarding roles of the Council of Ministers in
1993.179 The 32 articles of the new Council of Ministers Law 1993 were formulated
to complement the articles of the Shura Council Law. The specific legislative
function of each of the two councils became clear when the Council of Ministers Law
stipulated that the regulatory authorities should practice their specialities according
to the respective laws governing each institution. The Council of Ministers Law
ascribes the legislative specialisation of each council when its regulation stipulated
In adhering to what is mentioned in the Shura Council Law, international regulations,
covenants, agreements and privileges are issued and amended after being reviewed by
the Council of Ministers.180

Thus, the Council of Ministers has a legislative authority in addition to that
possessed by the Shura Council and the King.181
2.3.1

Phases of Issuing Legislation, Regulations and Policies in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia

The process of enactment passes through several phases before entering into force.182
Although the Council of Ministers Law does not specify the procedures of enactment

179

Council of Minister Law issued by Royal Decree No A/13 (3/3/1414 H, 21/8/1993) OG Umm alQura No 3468 (10/3/1414 H, 28/8/1993). See SAMIRAD, Law of the Council of Ministers (24
January 2011) <http://www.saudinf.com/main/c513.htm> .
180
See Law of the Council of Ministers 1993 (Saudi Arabia) art 20.
181
For more detail, see Ansary, above n 160, 5. See also Al-Turaiqi, above n 142, 68.
182
For more detail, see Shlhwb, above n 138, 306. See also Al-Turaiqi, above n 142, 53–4.
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in a single article, this process involves five distinct phases, which have been
summarised as follows:
1: Proposal
The Council of Ministers Law gives the members the right to propose any law or
policy provided that the proposed law or policy is related to the works of the
proposer‘s Ministry. In addition, the Council of Shura can propose a law or policy to
the President of the Council of Ministers.
2: Discussion
When the Council of Ministers accepts a proposed law or policy for discussion, it is
firstly directed to the General Committee of the Council of Ministers for review.
Then, the General Committee sends it to the Bureau of Experts where it is studied
and the proposed policy or legislation formulated. Subsequently, the Bureau of
Experts returns the proposed policy or Law to the General Committee of the Council
of Ministers for approval. After approval, it is returned once again to the Council of
Ministers for a final discussion, before being submitted for the final assent of the
King and the promulgation of the royal decree.183
3: Voting
After the proposed policy or legislation has been discussed by the Council of
Ministers, whether the proposed policy or law is proposed by the Shura Council or
one of the members of the Council of Ministers, the Council of Ministers undertakes
the procedures involved in approval (that is, voting for the legislation/policy article

183

See, eg, Anti-Cyber Crime 2007 (Saudi Arabia). For the official translation of the text of this law,
see Royal Embassy, Anti-Cyber Crime Law (8 Rabi 11428 / 26 March 2007) (1 August 2010)
<http://www.saudiembassy.net/announcement/announcement03260701.aspx>.
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by article, then voting for it in its the entirety). All members of the Council have
votes of equal value, but the Council President has the casting vote in the event of a
tied vote. Resolutions are not final unless approved by the King.
4: Royal assent or ‘accreditation’
After approval of the policy, legislation or regulation by the Council of Ministers, the
text is sent to the King for him to sign. After being signed by the King, the policy or
Law is issued as a royal decree. This process is known as ‗issuing of policy‘ (where
the word ‗policy‘ includes legislation, regulation, and orders as well as ‗policy‘.)
5: Publication
Publication of royal decrees is the last phase of policy issuance. For such decrees to
be enforced, they must first be published in the Kingdom‘s official gazette, Umm AlQura. Thus, the policy or legislation enters into force from the date of publication,
unless another date is stipulated in the decree published. Publication in any other
media does not dispense with the need for its publication in the official gazette.
2.3.2

Procedures of Approving Treaties and International Conventions

International conventions are a direct source of legislation in the Kingdom. Each
member of the Shura Council and the Council of Ministers is concerned with
reviewing the treaties and international conventions. The review of international
conventions is conducted in the Shura Council after members ‗sign up‘ to be
involved in materials related to the convention (the convention project).184 Then, the
proposed convention is referred by the Council of Ministers to the head of the Shura
Council who in turn refers it to the Committee of Foreign Affairs in the Council. The
184

After the members agree in principle to pursue signing the Convention.
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Committee of Foreign Affairs then reviews the convention and consults with
governmental authorities in relation to it. After its review by the Committee of
Foreign Affairs and approval by the Shura Council, it is referred to the Council of
Ministers who in turn reviews the convention. The international convention then
undergoes further procedures before being approved by the Council and a royal
decree is issued for its ratification.185
2. 4

Judicial System in Saudi Arabia

Judicial policy has an essential function in Islamic countries. The responsibility for
adjudication falls to the governor. As judge, the governor could not properly apply
justice unless the judiciary policy is both respected and accepted. A judge must
decide the rights of one individual against those of another. Islam views this as a
serious responsibility. There are several sacred sayings that indicate the enormity of a
judge‘s responsibility. One example is from the Prophet ( ) who is reported to have
said:
There are three types of judges: one of them in paradise and two in hell, concerning the
one who is in paradise, he is a man who knew the truth and judged by it, but those who
are in the hell [are] a man who knew the truth and deviated from it, and a man who
judged the people with ignorance....186

The fair judge who seeks to find the truth and exerts his effort to achieve this goal
has great virtue. The Prophet Mohammed ( ) said, ‗[I]f a judge gives a verdict
according to the best of his knowledge and is verdict is correct, he will receive a

185

Shlhwb, above n 138, 306–10.
Abu-Dawud, Sunan Abu Dawud (Dar Al Kutob Al almeah, 1403) in the book of Al qadha hadith
no 3573.
186
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double reward. And if he gives a verdict according to the best of his knowledge and
his verdict is wrong, he will get one reward.‘187
It is impossible to separate the judiciary policy that currently prevails in Saudi Arabia
from the history of Islamic Judiciary. Although the Ministry of Justice was founded
in 1970 (1390 H) in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,188 this development is considered
an extension of Islamic adjudication that is based on principles of Islamic Shari‘ah.
Therefore, a brief overview of the establishment and development of Saudi Judiciary
Policy is presented as background.
2.4.1

Development of the Judiciary within Saudi Arabia

After King Abdul Aziz unified the Kingdom in 1926 (1345 H), the first substantial
change in the judiciary was in 1927 (1346 H) when the King issued the policy that
created the legal court system,189 which included the following courts:
1. Court of Urgent Issues: This court looked into criminal matters in which no
injury or fatality had occurred. It also looked into financial matters that did
not exceed 300 Saudi Riyal (SAR). This court‘s judgment was irrevocable,
but this irrevocability was subsequently adjusted to grant the right of
adversaries, in case of a decision deemed unsatisfactory, to have the decision
referred to the Judicial Observation Council for further consideration.

187

Muslim, S{ahih Muslim (Dar Ehi'a Al Kutob Al Arabiah, 1374) in the book of Al qadha hadith no
4462; Abu-Dawud, Sunan Abu Dawud (Dar Al Kutob Al almeah, 1403) in the book of Al qadha
hadith no 3574.
188
Saud Al-Durab, Al Tanz{eem Al Qad{i'ay fi Al Mamla>kh Al Arabiah Al Saudiah fi Dw'a Al Shar'ih
Al Isla>miah wa Niz{am Al S{oltah Al Qad{i'ayh (Hanefah Officet, 1982) [Trans: Saud Al-Durab,

Judicial Organization in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in the Light of Islamic and the Judiciary
System (Hanefah Officet, 1982)] 336.
189

Ibid 346.
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2. Supreme Court: This court looked into all matters that fell outside the
jurisdiction of Urgent Courts, such as real estate, personal, and criminal
matters, and so forth.
3. Judicial Observation Council: This body was concerned with cassation or
concluding the rulings issued by the Urgent and Supreme Courts. It was also
concerned with supervising the courts, ongoing suits, and giving legal
opinions (Ifta).
In 1931 (1350 H) King Abdul Aziz issued the policy regarding the further
development of the legal court system.190 This led to the establishment of a cassation
organisation (Supreme Council) to revise the awards of courts and supervise ongoing
work. The judicial policy witnessed more development when the policy regarding
legal courts formation was issued in 1938 (1357 H) to classify the courts and the
judges.191 A pivotal point in the development of judicial policy of the Kingdom
occurred in 1970 (1390 H) when the Ministry of Justice was established as the most
important governmental policy body responsible for adjudication within the
Kingdom.192 Its main mission was to oversee the administrative and financial
activities of the courts and other judicial circles. It made suggestions related to
judicial policy in the Kingdom, took responsibility for studying the suggestions and
decisions of the Supreme Council of the Judiciary, and raised issues with the King.

190

Rashed Aba-Namay, 'The Recent Constitutional Reforms in Saudi Arabia' (1993) 42(2)

International and Comparative Law Quarterly 295, 296.
191
Hamed Abu Taleb, Al Niz{a>m Al Qad{i'ay fi Al Mamlakh Al Arabiah Al Saudiah (Dar Al fiker,
1984) 213 [Trans: Hamed Abu Taleb, The Judicial System in Saudi Arabia (Dar Al fiker, 1984)].
192

Shlhwb, above n 138, 336. See also Al-Turaiqi, above n 142, 44.
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There are two institutions for adjudication in the Kingdom 193 currently in place:194
the Shari‘ah Courts System (Al-Maha>kim Al-Shariy‘ah) and the Board of Grievances
(Diwan Al-Maz{a>lem).
Shari’ah Courts
The Law of the Judiciary issued by Royal Decree No M/64 (14/7/1395 H, 23 July
1975) was created to classify the Shari‘ah courts, which operated as follows (until
more recent amendments in 2007, which will be described further below):195
1. Supreme Council of the Judiciary:196 The Supreme Council of the Judiciary
took responsibility for several aspects of Saudi adjudication policy.
Administratively, it was concerned with the appointment of judges,
evaluating them, terminating their services, disciplining them, and other
actions.197 With respect to organisation, the Council was responsible for
establishing and specifying court locations and suggesting the establishment
of specialised courts.198 The Council had a consultative role in issues referred
to it from the King or Minister of Justice. It also had the judicial role of
revising awards of Hudud199 (Prescribed Punishment) and Qis{a>s{200

193

There are several administrative committees for looking into limited cases such as military trial
board, committees for the resolution of securities disputes, and others, where Law of the Judiciary
that issued on (1395 H, 1975) in the Kingdom permits to establish specialised courts by a royal order
according to a suggestion from supreme council for adjudication Law of the Judiciary 1975 (Saudi
Arabia) art 26.
194
Though the latter has been subject to reform in the 1950s, 1982 and 2007 (further below). See
also Ansary, above n 160, 7.
195
Ahmed A Al-Ghadyan, 'The Judiciary in Saudi Arabia' (1998) 13(3) Arab Law Quarterly 235, 237.
196
Royal Decree No A/14 (2 April 2005) approved the new regulatory arrangement for the judicial
and dispute resolution system. Accordingly, the designation of the Supreme Judicial Board was
changed to the Supreme Council of the judiciary. See Al-Gamedi, above n 161, 124.
197
Law of the Judiciary 1975 (Saudi Arabia) arts 53, 55.
198
Ibid art 26.
199
Hudud in Islamic law it expresses the punishment, the limits of which have been defined by Allah
in Qur’ān or by Prophet Muhammad ( ) in the Hadith Traditions. Some of these punishments are:
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(Retaliatory Punishment).201 Giving the Supreme Council of the Judiciary
these powers and restricting the authority of the Ministry of Justice generally
to financial and administrative affairs gave the Judiciary as much autonomous
authority as possible. As a result, the responsibility for general supervision of
judicial matters came to rest with the Supreme Council of the Judiciary,
instead of the Ministry of Justice, and the Ministry of Justice came to be
considered more of a political organisation.202
2. Court of Cassation: The Court of Cassation acted as an appeal court. All
cases were considered by three judges, with the exception of Hudud and

Qis{a>s{ cases that involve a sentence of ‗death, stoning, or amputation‘, which
were to be considered by five judges due to the seriousness of these cases.203
The Cassation Court included separate circuits for criminal cases, personal
status cases, and a third circuit for cases outside these categories.204 It had the
ability to establish other circuits as needed. Each circuit was headed by a
judge with the title of ‗President of the Court‘. 205 The court had authority to

(1) for adultery stoning for a married person and 100 lashes for unmarried person; (2) for the false
accusation of a married person with adultery, 80 stripes; (3) for apostasy, death; (4) for drinking
wine, 80 stripes; (5) for theft, the cutting off of the right hand; (6) for highway robbery: for simple
robbery or the highway, the loss of hands and feet; for robbery with murder, death, either by the
sword or by crucifixion. See Al-Khudrawi, above n 2, 109; Shaheed, Criminal Law in Islam vol 3,
above n 167, 29; Al-Jarbou, above n 113, 199.
200
Qis{a>s{ Retribution. Prescribed in Islamic law for murder, voluntary manslaughter, involuntary
killing, intentional physical injury, the family or victim may waive retribution and exact monetary
compensation. In other cases, only monetary compensation can be exacted. The perpetrator’s clan is
responsible for payment of compensation, which is divided by the victim’s clan. See Esposito, above
n 6, 254; Shaheed, Criminal Law in Islam, vol 3, above n 199, 58; Al-Jarbou, above n 113, 199.
201
Law of the Judiciary 1975 (Saudi Arabia) art 8.
202
See Al-Ghadyan, above n 195, 238.
203
Law of the Judiciary 1975 (Saudi Arabia) art 13.
204
Ibid art 10.
205
Ibid art 10.
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look into all cases raised to it, whether from the Courts of Summary Justice or
the Public Courts.206
3. General Courts: Previously known as Supreme Legal Courts or Shari‘ah
Courts, these courts were constituted with one judge, with the exception of
Hudud and Qis{a>s{ cases, which were considered by three judges.207 The
General Courts looked into all cases that were not within the jurisdiction of
the Courts of Summary Justice.208
4. Summary Courts: Summary Courts were previously known as Courts of
Urgent Issues,209 and became the primary court. One or more judges could
preside, though its decisions were issued by only one judge. 210 It considered
the following types of lawsuits:
a. Lawsuits of possession.211
b. Lawsuits with values not exceeding SAR 20,000 whether in renting or
labour contracts.
Board of Grievances
The Board of Grievances in the Kingdom is the most important authority with its
judicial competence established in 1953 (1373H). At its inception, it was a part of the
Council of Ministers. One year thereafter, a policy was issued making it an

206

Hasan Al Ashak, Al Tanz{eem Al Qad{i'ay fi Al Mamlakh Al Arabiah Al Saudiah (Tuhamah, 1982)
[Trans: Hasan Al Ashak, Judicial Organization in Saudi Arabia (Tuhamah, 1982)] 358; Al-Ghadyan,
above n 195, 239.
207
Law of the Judiciary 1975 (Saudi Arabia) art 23.
208
Shlhwb, above n 138, 355; see also Al-Ghadyan, above n 195, 241.
209
Al-Durab, above n 188, 34. See also Al-Ghadyan, above n 195, 242.
210
Law of the Judiciary 1975 (Saudi Arabia) art 24.
211
It is a financial situation in which the possessor controls something for the purpose of using it as
if he is its owner. See Al-Khudrawi, above n 2, 134.
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independent organisation under the direct supervision of the King.212 In 1981
(1402H), a new policy was issued giving the Board of Grievances213 broader
authority and making it an independent administrative adjudication organisation, also
responsible directly to the King.214 The intent of Article 53 of the Basic Law of
Governance is to indicate that the Board of Grievances jurisdiction is specific to it.
Additionally, the explanatory memorandum for Board of Grievances has stated that
the bureau has general authority in the management and settlement of disputes.
Article 8 of the Board of Grievances Law has specified its competence to include:
a. Lawsuits related to the rights determined in civil service policy, retirement of
government employees, and governmental institutions.
b. Appeals of administrative decisions on the basis of violation of policy or
rules, a mistake in the application of rules, or misuse of authority.
c. Lawsuits of indemnification against government, public, and private
institutions.
d. Lawsuits related to contracts in which the country is a party.
e. Lawsuits related to forgery and bribery.
f. Matters referred from the Council of Ministers.
The Board of Grievances does not look into any issues related to sovereignty actions,
court decisions, or matters relating to other judicial organisations.215 The Board of
Grievances Law does not specify what might be considered as ‗issues of country

212

Shlhwb, above n 138, 380; Al-Gamedi, above n 161, 130.
See Board of Grievances Law1982 (Saudi Arabia), promulgated by Royal Decree no M/51
(17/7/1402 H, 11/5/1982) arts 1, 2, 3.
214
Shlhwb, above n 138, 380.
215
Board of Grievances Law1982 (Saudi Arabia) art 9.
213
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sovereignty‘, but these would likely include anything related to national security,
foreign affairs, and international relationships, as well as the orders of the King, such
as announcements concerning war or peace, appointment of senior employees,
issuance of policies, and other matters connected to sovereignty.216
2.4.2

Recent Reform in the Saudi Judicial System217

In October 2007, a new group of laws were issued affecting the organisation of each
judicial authority, as well as the Board of Grievances. These replaced the previous
policies that had existed for more than 35 years with respect to judiciary authority,
and almost 30 years with respect to the Board of Grievances.218 A large budget of
approximately SAR 7 billion (AUD 1.9 billion) was allocated to reform judicial
policy and to upgrade and develop the judiciary in a comprehensive and integrated
manner‘.219 Funds are allocated for the purpose of increasing the number of courts, to
build new courts, and to develop training and specialised courses for judges.220

216

For a list of available literature on Saudi Arabian law up to 1995, see Al-Ghadyan, above n 195,
242–4; Aba-Namay, above n 190, 298; Abdulaziz H Al Fahad, 'The Prince, the Shaykh - and the
Lawyer' (2000) 30 Case Western Reserve Journal of International Law 307; Abdulaziz H Al Fahad,
'Ornamental Constitutionalism: the Saudi Bisic Law of Governance' (2005) 30 The Yale Journal of
International Law 375.
217
Until now this new policy is unenforced and the previous judiciary policy is still applicable up to
preparation of this study. See Al-Jarbou, above n 113, 226–9
218
The Law of the Judiciary was established in 1975, and the Law of Board Grievances established
in 1981.
219
'Saudi to Get Supreme Court, Other Tribunals', Asharq Alawsat 27 April 2011
<http://www.asharq-e.com/news.asp?section=1&id=10410>. Cited in Ansary, above n 160, 180.
220
Known as the King Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz Project. See ‘Saudi to Get Supreme Court, Other
Tribunals’, above n 219. See also the Implementation Mechanism of the Judiciary Law and the
Board of Grievances Law 2007 (Saudi Arabia), Royal Decree No M/78 art 5(19/9/1428 H, 1 October
2007) OG Umm al-Qura No 4170 (30/9/1428 H, 12 October 2007). See Ansary, above n 160, 14. See
also Abdul Malik Alushykh, Tat{wir Edart Alqd{a' fi Al Mamlakh Al Arabiah Al Saudiah (Al Obeikan,
2010) [Trans: Abdul Malik Alushykh, The Development of the Administration of Justice in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (Al Obeikan, 2010)] 103.
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The reorganisation of the judicial system was done to fulfil the needs of society and
to accommodate the needs of a growing population, as well as the increasing number
and variety of cases. It represents a response to social and economic needs of Saudi
society, and it is provides the foundation for the modernisation of and support for a
prosperous economy.221 This reorganisation also seeks to confirm the independence
of the judicial system222 and seeks to guarantee the highest judicial standards.223
2.4.3

The New Role of the Supreme Council of the Judiciary

According to new judiciary law issued by Royal Decree No M/78 (19/9/1428 H, 1
October 2007), the Supreme Council of the Judiciary no longer represents the higher
judicial court, but now completely supervises the administrative aspects of the
judicial system pursuant to Article 6 of the Law of the Judiciary. The benefit of this
change is that the Council is able to achieve a greater focus on organisation and
administrative supervision of the courts and judges. The Council will now oversee
the employment affairs of judges, including their appointment, promotion, discipline,
training, secondment and transfer, and termination of service, in accordance with
rules and procedures. This will work to guarantee the independence of judges and the
adjudication system.224 The law has authorised the Supreme Council to:

221

Some problems may still remain though training is underway and codification is contemplated if
not already begun. These would at least partway address the problems noted by the following author:
Nicholas Diacos, Saudi Arabia: Governing Law and Dispute Resolution Provisions for Commercial
Agreements (26 March 2010) <http://www.mondaq.com/article.asp?articleid=96076> ; see for more
detail about this issue Al-Jarbou, above n 113, 194–5.
222
The judiciary is an independent authority. There is no control over judges in the dispensation of
their judgments except in the case of the Islamic Shari'ah: Basic Law of Governance 1992 (Saudi
Arabia) art 46.
223
See Basic Law of Governance 1992 (Saudi Arabia) art 55 (regarding appointments, inspections
and proficiency reports for judges).
224
See Law of the Judiciary 2007 (Saudi Arabia) art 6(1).
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Issue regulations on matters related to judges‘ duties (subject to the King‘s
approval);



Issue judicial inspection regulations;



Establish, merge, or abolish courts;



Specify the areas of jurisdiction for courts and the formation of their circuits;



Name the chiefs and deputies of both the Appellate and First-Degree Courts;



Issue rules governing the functions and powers of the courts‘ chiefs and their
deputies;



Issue rules governing the method of selecting judges;



Regulate duties of assistant judges; and



Propose what it deems necessary and relevant to its competency.225

The Council is responsible for submitting comprehensive reports to the King at the
end of each year, with details about what was achieved during the year, the
challenges that the council faces, together with suggestions for developing the
judicial utility.226
2.4.4

New Court System

Under the new Judiciary Law issued by Royal Decree No M/78 (19/9/1428 H, 1
October 2007) the courts policy organised as the following: 227


The High Court,



Courts of Appeal, and

225

See ibid art 6.
See ibid art 6(12).
227
See ibid art 9.
226
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First-Degree Courts, which are composed of:
* General Courts,
* Criminal Courts,
* Personal Status Courts,
* Commercial Courts, and
* Labour Courts (see Figure 1).

2.4.4.1 High Court
The High Court replaced the Supreme Council of the Judiciary and became the
highest judicial authority. It exercises its powers through specialised circuits as
required. The High Court consists of the president and a number of judges that hold
the rank of appellate court president. These are appointed by royal order in
accordance to a suggestion from the Supreme Council of the Judiciary. 228 Each
circuit consists of three judges, with the exception of the Criminal Circuit where five
judges must preside (such cases involve death, or the possible judgment might
include stoning, cutting/amputation or death penalty, or similar or less).229
The High Court now supervises the integrity of Islamic Shari‘ah applications and
policies issued by the King in the following areas:230
a. Revising judgments and decisions issued or supported by appellant courts in
cases that attract sentences involving amputation, death penalty (whether by
stoning or another method of execution), or similar or less.

228

See ibid art 5.
See ibid art 10(1)–(4). See for more details Al-Turaiqi, above n 142, 45.
230
See Law of the Judiciary 2007 (Saudi Arabia) art 11.
229
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b. Revising judgments and decisions issued or supported by appellate courts in
relation to cases not mentioned above, and with determining issues that do
not require consideration of the facts of a case.
2.4.4.2 Courts of Appeal
The Decree established that one or more Courts of Appeal would be established in
each of the Kingdom regions231 and operates through specialised circuits. The Decree
stated that each circuit would consist of three-judge panels, except the criminal
circuit, which would consist of a five-judge panel.232 Three provincial Courts of
Appeal have already been created, one in the Eastern Province on June 2010 and one
in Qasim Province in July 2010233 and one in Makkah Province in April 2011, and
the Circuits of the Appeal courts are:
1. Labour Circuits
2. Commercial Circuits
3. Criminal Circuits
4. Personal Status Circuits
5. Civil Circuits.234
Now, specialised appeals circuits can be established within the counties of each
province where a Court of Appeal has been established.235 Each circuit is to be

231

There are 13 provinces In the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. See Statoids, Regions of Saudi Arabia
(December 2011) <http://www.statoids.com/usa.html>.
232
See the Law of the Judiciary 2007 (Saudi Arabia) art 15(1).
233
Human Rights Watch, 'Looser Rein, Uncertain Gain: A Human Rights Assessment of Five Years
of King Abdullah’s Reforms in Saudi Arabia' 1-56432-691-8' (27 September 2010) 35.
234
See the Law of the Judiciary 2007 (Saudi Arabia) art 16. For more detail see Alushykh, above n
220, 112.
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composed of a president appointed by the Chief of the Appellate Court and judges
holding the rank of Appellate Judge. The Courts of Appeal will hear appellable
decisions from lower courts and render judgment after hearing the litigants‘
arguments (in accordance with the Law of Procedure before Shari'ah Courts 2002
and the Law of Criminal Procedure 2001).236
2.4.4.3 First Instance Courts
In accordance with the legislation, the First Instance Courts were to be established in
the regions, provinces and centres as required.237 The First Instance Courts consist of
several different courts:
1. General Courts: These are specialised circuits that include settlement of
lawsuits arising from traffic accidents and other violations. Each circuit
consists of one judge or three judges as specified by the Supreme Council of
the Judiciary, dependent on the type of case.238
2. Criminal Court: The Criminal Court system consists of the following
specialised circuits: Hudud (Prescribed Punishment) Cases Circuits, Ta'zir
(Discretionary Punishment) Cases Circuits, Qis{a>s{ (Retaliatory Punishment)
Cases Circuits, and Juvenile Cases Circuits. The Criminal Courts, which now
include all former Summary Courts, are each composed of a three-judge

235

See Law of the Judiciary 2007 (Saudi Arabia) art 15(2). See for more details Al-Turaiqi, above n
142, 46.
236
See Law of the Judiciary 2007 (Saudi Arabia) art 17.
237
See ibid art 18.
238
See ibid art 19.
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panel. Other cases (offences) as specified by the Supreme Council of the
Judiciary will be heard by one judge.239
3. Personal Status Court: This court consists of one or more circuits. Each
circuit consists of one or more judges, as specified by the Supreme Council of
the Judiciary. It is permissible for specialised circuits to be among them as
required.240 Specific Personal Status Courts handle divorce and other family
and personal matters. These will include the two existing Courts of Guarantee
and Marriages (in Riyadh and Makkah).
4. Commercial Court: This court consists of specialised circuits, each circuit
consisting of one or more judges.241
5. Labour Court: This court also consists of specialised circuits, each circuit
consisting of one or more judges.242
The Commercial and Labour Courts will supervise disputes that had previously been
handled by ‗special committees‘ of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry and the
Ministry of Labour respectively. These committees faced major criticism because
their decisions were not always enforceable when challenged in the courts. There
were also questions about the impartiality and independence of these committees.
Existing Commercial Circuits of the Board of Grievances, First Instance Circuits,
and Appeal Circuits were to be transferred (that is, all associated judges, cases, and

239

See ibid art 20; Implementation Mechanism of the Judiciary Law and the Board of Grievances
Law 2007 (Saudi Arabia) art 1(6)(2).
240
See Law of the Judiciary 2007 (Saudi Arabia) art 21.
241
242

See Ibid art 22.
See Ibid art 22.
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so on) to the new judicial system‘s First Degree Commercial Courts and Appellate
Courts.243
Figure 1: Diagrammatic Representation of the Judicial Courts System
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High Court

See Implementation Mechanism of the Judiciary Law and the Board of Grievances Law 2007
(Saudi Arabia) art 1(8)(6). For more details Al-Turaiqi, above n 142, 46–7; Alushykh, above n 220,
12–14.
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2.4.5

The New Role of the Board of Grievances

According to new judiciary law issued by Royal Decree No M/78 (19/9/1482 H, 1
October 2007), the Board of Grievances was declared to be an independent
administrative adjudication organisation. It is directly connected to the King, with its
headquarters in the city of Riyadh. It consists of a president with the title of Minister,
a vice-president, and a number of judges, researchers, technicians, and
administrators.244 Within the Board of Grievances, the Administrative Judicial
Council245 was established. This council took on the same competencies as those of
the Supreme Council of the Judiciary for Adjudication as defined in the Law of the
Judiciary. The president of Administrative Judicial Council retains the same
competencies as those of the president of the Supreme Council of the Judiciary for
Adjudication.246 The courts of Board of Grievances consist of the following:


High Administrative Court



Administrative Courts of Appeals



Administrative Courts ( see Figure 2)

1. High Administrative Court: With headquarters in the city of Riyadh, its
president is appointed by royal order and has the title of Minister247 and
exercises his authority through specialised circuits, each consisting of three
judges.248 The High Administrative Court is concerned with objections to

244

See Law of the Board of Grievances 2007 (Saudi Arabia), Royal Decree No (M/78) arts 1–2
(19/9/1482 H/ 1 October 2007) OG Umm al-Qura No 4170 (30/9/1428 H, 12 October 2007).
245
See ibid art 4.
246
See ibid art 5.
247
See ibid art 10(1)–(2).
248
See ibid art 9(1).
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decisions of administrative appeal courts where the objection is concerned
with the violation of legal rules or if issued from a non-specialised circuit.249
2. Administrative Courts of Appeal: Each circuit of this court consists of three
judges.250 This court is responsible for reviewing appellable judgments issued
from administrative courts. Judgment is made after hearing the arguments of
the adversaries pursuant to prescribed procedures.251
3. Administrative Courts: In these courts, each circuit consists of three judges,
although in some instances, it is permissible to have only one judge. 252 This
court is responsible for lawsuits related to rights determined by the civil
service system (that is, retirement of government employees, public service
systems, and independent moral personality).253

249

See ibid art 11.
See ibid art 9(2).
251
See ibid art 12.
252
See ibid art 9(3).
253
See ibid art 13.
250
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Figure 2: Diagrammatic Representation of the Board Grievances System
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2. 5 Overview of Women’s Rights in Saudi Arabia
The Qur‘ān and the Sunnah of His Messenger, Mohammed ( ) are the basic texts
from which all laws and regulations in force in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia are
derived. In the Qur‘ān and Sunnah, many stipulations prohibit various forms of
discrimination, including discrimination on the basis of race, colour, or gender (in
various circumstances). Moreover, they encompass many rulings regarding genderbased discrimination, with rulings that ‗give women the same rights and duties on the
basis of equality‘.254

254

CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 7.
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The Basic Law of Governance addresses the protection of human rights generally.
Article 26 stipulates: ‘The State shall protect human rights in accordance with the
Islamic Shari‘ah.‘ This Article prohibits discrimination against women in the manner
that such that there is no conflict with the Qur‘ān and Sunnah.255 Again, Article 8 of
the Basic Law provides for ‗government ... based on the premise of justice,
consultation, and equality in accordance with the Islamic Shari‘ah‘.256 The
intersection of faith and justice is clear, and the rights of the people and the
responsibilities of both the people and state are also given expression in the Basic
Law.
The Basic Law of Governance provides for the principle of equality before the law.
Article 47 stipulates: ‗The right of litigation shall be guaranteed equally for both
citizens and residents in the Kingdom. The law shall set forth the procedures required
thereof.‘ Furthermore, equal access to justice is encouraged by the Basic Law of
Governance which guarantees that litigation before all courts. 257 The Basic Law of
Governance includes a body of rights it considers fundamental to Saudi society, such
as unity,258 the centrality of Islam,259 and the sanctity of private property.260 It

255

Some remain unimpressed at progress in women’s rights in Saudi Arabia: see, eg, Radio Free Iraq,
'Activist Shrugs Off 'Cosmetic' Improvements in Saudi Women's Rights', (Transcript of interview of
Wajeeha al-Huwayder by Karam Mnashe [trans: Ayad Al-Gailani])' (20 March 2011)
<http://www.rferl.org/content/interview_saudi_womens_rights_wajeeha_huwayder/2344307.html> .
Note: Though private property rights, equality before the law are guaranteed, what others would
term basic human rights are omitted: rights of assembly, free speech, religion: see Wilson and
Graham, above n 125, 72. The basis for such an omission might be a fear of dissent and subsequent
fracture of the state and of the form of Islam central to the kingdom’s identity. A threat to the State
(or monarchy) is a threat to both unity and Islam, a threat to Islam is a threat to the State. See AlTuraiqi, above n 142, 89.
256
Basic Law of Governance 1992 (Saudi Arabia) art 8.
257
Ibid art 47.
258
Ibid arts 11–12, 39.
259
See, eg, ibid arts 6–11, 13, 17, 21, 23, 26, 33–4, 45–8, 57.
260
ibid art 18.
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contains provisions pertaining to the other fundamentals of Saudi society, such as the
health261 and welfare of the family and all its members,262 and education.263 Further,
it addresses the freedom and inviolability of private property,264 public confiscation
of property cannot occur without ‗fair compensation‘ and only when in the interests
of the state.265 Public confiscation of money is prohibited and the penalty of private
confiscation is to be imposed only by a legal order,266 though compensation can be
sought.267 The imposition of taxes and fees is forbidden unless necessary and on a
reasonable basis.268 The Basic Law of Governance gives security in addition to
freedom of communication to all people residing within the Kingdom, whether
citizens or residents (within the bounds of the need for national security or unity,
politeness (not slanderous) and in so far as is supported by Shari‘ah).269 Saudi

261

See, eg, ibid art 31 (provision of healthcare for all citizens).
See, eg, ibid art 27 (welfare – social security – provision for citizens).
263
See, eg, ibid arts 30 (provision of public education), 13 (education: its role to instil the Islamic
faith and provide members with knowledge and skills to prepare them to be useful members of
society).
264
Ibid art 18. (MOFA trans refers to inviolability of private property and the ‘sanctity of public
property’ (art 16), whereas the Arabic Translators International version refers to the ‘sanctity’ of
private property and note that public money is sacrosanct, ie secured by religious sanction (art 16).
In either case the inviolability appeared to be accorded public property is greater than that accorded
private property, reinforcing perhaps the importance of the collective over the individual.
265
Ibid. See also art 14.
266
Ibid art 19.
267
Ibid art 18.
268
Ibid art 20.
269
However, the need for unity may mean that criticism of leading figures or policies etc may not be
well received, curtailing freedom of expression taken for granted to a varying extent elsewhere in the
world (both in terms of freedom of the press and of individuals). Transgression may result in
imprisonment: see, eg, Reporters without Borders website ‘Internet Enemies: Saudi Arabia’ (on net
censorship etc) Internet Enemies (20 March 2011)
<http://en.rsf.org/internet-enemie-saudiarabia,39745.html>. The category (entered on a per country basis is updated at least annually, hence
an updated version is now available for 2012: <http://en.rsf.org/saudi-arabia-12-03-2012,42052.html>
(<http://en.rsf.org/IMG/pdf/arabie_saoudite__ar__pdf.pdf>). See also, Reporters without Borders,
Repressive Regulations Target Internet Freedom of Expression (8 January 2011)
<http://en.rsf.org/saudi-arabia-repressive-regulations-target-08-01-2011,39243.html>.
Freedom
of
speech in relation to religion may also be extremely limited given the interlocking roles of the State
and monarchy to uphold and cultivate Islam, and Islam of a particular persuasion as the sole
authentic model, rejecting others. See, eg, the ban on proselytism and the building of churches.
262
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Arabian citizens and their families enjoy full rights in cases of emergency, sickness,
disability, or aging.270 Furthermore, the Basic Law of Governance supports the social
security system and encourages both institutions and individuals to take part in
charitable work.271 The authorities in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia have made great
efforts in terms of securing social and economic development for the community in
general and for women in particular. This has been done with the conscious
involvement of women, as they are seen to play a vital role in shaping future
generations.272 Socially, several governmental organisations have been established
by the State that encourage and support charitable and civic organisations to be
committed to social development and the implementation of State policy in the area
of social solidarity.273 This attention has resulted in considerable and continuing
efforts in regard to women‘s welfare. The State plays a vital role in affirming
women‘s key role in the welfare of the family, and in protecting women against
poverty, particularly in the event of the death, incapacity, or imprisonment of the
husband, or in the event of divorce, and has done so by promulgating laws in this
regard.274 In terms of efforts to prevent the dissolution of families, the State ‗has
created reconciliation sections in the country‘s courts within the framework of its
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This is limited in relation to residents (eg, foreign workers) as it is in most states worldwide.
Basic Law of Governance 1992 (Saudi Arabia) art 27.
272
See, eg, CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2,
7.
273
For example: Women's Charitable Society, Association Faisaliah Charitable Women, Association
of Charitable, Services and Care of Cancer Patients, Friends of the Heart Foundation, and the Bir
Society.
274
See, Social Security Law 2006 (Saudi Arabia), promulgated by Royal Decree No M/45 (7/7/1427
H, 2/8/2006) arts 1, 2. See also, Social Insurance Law 2000 (Saudi Arabia), promulgated by Royal
Decree No M/33 (3/9/1421 H, 30/11/2000).
271
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desire to spread mutual support, tolerance, and cooperation among people in
furtherance of the common good‘.275
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia ratified CEDAW in 2000 using the following
wording:276
1. The Kingdom‘s accession to the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of
Discrimination Against Women adopted by United Nations General Assembly
resolution 34/180 (18 December 1979), in the attached wording, is approved with the
reservation that, in case of contradiction between any term of the Convention and the
norms of Islamic Law, the Kingdom is not under the obligation to observe the
contradictory terms of the Convention.
2. The Kingdom does not consider itself bound by Article 9, paragraph 2 and Article 29,
paragraph 1 of this Convention.

That the general content of the Convention is consistent with the country‘s approach
to conserving women‘s rights led to its acknowledgement by the Kingdom. This
shows the Kingdom‘s desire to abide by the provisions of the Convention and
indicates its determination to bear its responsibility to protect the human rights of
women in the country while taking into consideration the reservations that it has
expressed. These reservations are consistent with Articles 19–23 of the Vienna
Conventions on the Law of Treaties277 concerning reservations, especially as they
accord with the subject of the Convention and are not incompatible with its purpose.
It is difficult to discuss the philosophy of local and international law and its
application within Saudi Arabia in any way separately from the Shari‘ah. In the
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CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 7–8.
Royal Decree No 25 Concerning the Kingdom’s Accession to the Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, (28/5/1421 H, 28 August 2000). For text see:
CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2.
277
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, opened for signature 23 May 1969 (entered into force
27 January 1980).
276
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Islamic State, lawmaking stems from the Shari‘ah. This is self-evident in the
Kingdom, where Article 1 of the Basic Law of Governance stipulates:

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is a fully sovereign Arab Islamic State. Its religion shall
be Islam and its constitution shall be the Qur‘ān and the Sunnah of His Messenger …

Therefore, the legislation, regulation and policy adopted within the country cannot
breach the framework of the Shari‘ah. As a result, the country‘s laws cannot be
expected to be altered or developed by the legislative authority in such a way as ‗may
lead to the creation of new principles, inconsistent with the bases of the Shari‘ah, in
letter and spirit‘.278 Indeed, there is ‗no distinction between church and state in the
theory of Islamic Law‘,279 just as there is no distinction in life. ‗People‘ and
‗congregation‘ are essentially a single entity; with both ruler and ruled subject to the
provisions of Shari‘ah. The role of the courts,280 and the position of the Monarch and
the allegiance owed him are also supported by reference to the Qur‘ān, as is the role
of Government.281 There is no separation, therefore, between the Shari‘ah and the
state with its various laws, nor can there be (according to the traditional
understandings adopted in the Kingdom).282 Therefore, the legislative authority ‗is
obliged to abide by the totality of the sources of Islamic Shari‘ah‘,283 a point that is
made clear in the Basic Law of Governance:
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CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 10.
Ibid.
280
Basic Law of Governance 1992 (Saudi Arabia) art 48.
281
Ibid arts 6–8. The religious title of Imam early accorded rulers of Saudi Arabia further emphasises
the links, though in this theocracy there remains some tension (actual and potential) between ruler
and religious leaders in regards to certain matters.
282
See, eg, CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2,
2, 5–6.
283
CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 10.
279
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The regulatory authority shall have the jurisdiction of formulating laws and rules
conducive to the realization of the well-being or warding off harm to State affairs in
accordance with the principles of the Islamic Shari‘ah… 284

This is the basis of the Kingdom‘s reservation to the provisions of the Convention,
namely the Convention will be adopted in so far as it does not conflict with the
principles of the Shari‘ah.
If there is discrimination and injustice against woman, then the Kingdom‘s laws that
are taken from the Holy Qur‘ān and the Sunnah of Mohammed ( ) must be reformed
to tackle women‘s issues and promote equality. Thus, the relevant bodies of State are
obliged to apply the principles of equality in exercising their legal competence. They
must not discriminate concerning the human rights within the framework stipulated
in Article 26 (human rights in accordance with Shari‘ah) and accorded under Article
27 (social security provision), Article 28 (employment opportunity to be provided by
the State),285 30 (education and literacy provision), Article 31 (healthcare), Article 35
(treatment of nationality/citizenship other than as defined by Statute), Article 36
(freedom from arrest other than as provided by law), Article 37 (freedom from
unlawful search of home, privacy provision), and Article 38 (legal penalties as
provided by law) of the Basic Law of Governance.286 There are a number of

284
285

Basic Law of Governance 1992 (Saudi Arabia) art 67.

Though this may be restricted in practice by lack of appropriate (single sex or relative provided)
transport provision, childcare facilities, even the lack of provision of separate entrance doors or
eating or working areas. The recent uproar over mixed gender university indicates the level of
community opposition to such arrangements: Compare Henry Meyer and Glen Carey, Mixed-Sex
Saudi University Hits Clerical Opposition (Update1) (6 April 2011)
<http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&sid=az4zDJ6nTVEg>.
286
See CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 8.
See also Saudi Arabian Ministry for the Interior SAMIRAD, Questions of Human Rights (24 March
2011) <http://www.saudinf.com/main/x004.htm>.
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women‘s rights, elsewhere taken for granted, that are omitted.287 The right of women
to vote in municipal elections, for example, is still being considered, but then it must
be understood that the first ever such elections were held in 2005 in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia, where the King is a real and powerful (rather than merely titular) head
of State.288
In an instance where the principles included in the aforementioned articles are
breached, women have the right to seek redress in several ways, the following of
which are the most important.
1. The Court of the King and of the Crown Prince
Article 43 of the Basic Law of Governance states the following regarding the role of
the Court of the King and of the Crown Prince:

The court of the King and of the Crown Prince shall be accessible to every citizen and
to everyone who has a complaint or a grievance. Every individual shall have the right
to address public authorities in matters of concern to him.

Thus women aggrieved may bring their complaint directly to the Crown as well as to
the relevant ‗public authorities‘.
2. Regional governors
Article 7(c) of the Regional Administration Law refers to the obligation of regional
governors to ‗ensure the rights and freedoms of individuals and to refrain from any

287

Generally this is under Personal Status laws relating to child custody, divorce, property division,
inheritance etc., also freedom for adult to travel (without spouse / father’s permission).
288
, ‘Women Remain Barred from Voting as Saudi Arabia Announces Elections (7 April 2011)
<http://www.thenational.ae/news/worldwide/middle-east/women-remain-barred-from-voting-as-saudiarabia-announces-elections>. Other rights are not enjoyed by both men and women: eg, the right of
association in the workplace (for reasons such as union representation) is limited to those workplaces
with over 100 employees: See Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, Arab Political Systems:
Baseline Information and Reforms (6 April 2011)
<http://www.carnegieendowment.org/publications/index.cfm?fa=view&id=16918> .
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measure infringing these rights and freedoms except within the limits stipulated by
law‘.289
3. The Board of Grievances
This is an independent, administrative, and judicial body that is directly under the
authority of the King. The Board has jurisdiction to hear disputes arising from the
practice of executive authority, including those matters involving the principle of
equality and non-discrimination. Women may resort to this major body for redress in
cases involving proving injustices against them.290
4. Shari’ah Courts
In accordance with the new Law of the Judiciary 2007, the Shari‘ah courts consist of
the following:291


The High Court,



Courts of Appeal, and



First-Degree Courts, which are composed of (General Courts, Criminal
Courts, Personal Status Courts, Commercial Courts, and Labour Courts)

The specific jurisdiction of each of these courts is specified in detail in the Statutes of
the Judiciary.292

289

Regional Administration Law 1992 (Saudi Arabia), promulgated by Royal Decree No A/92

(27/8/1412 H, 2/3/1992).
290

Law of the Board of Grievances 2007 (Saudi Arabia), promulgated by Royal Decree No M/78

(19/9/1428 H, 1/10/2007).
291
292

Law of the Judiciary 2007 (Saudi Arabia) art 9.

Royal Order No A/14 (22/2/1426 H, 2 April 2005) approved the new regulatory arrangements for
the judicial and dispute resolution system, and finalisation of the statutory measures for amending
the laws affected in the light thereof. For more detail, see Ansary, above n 160, 15.
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5. The Bureau of Public Investigation and Prosecution293
The responsibility of the public prosecutor‘s office (the Bureau of Public
Investigation and Prosecution) includes the investigation of crimes, the supervision
of the enforcement of penal verdicts, and the control and inspection of prisons and
detention centres.294
The Basic Law of Governance is responsible for ensuring that the principle of
equality and non-discrimination, in a manner consistent with Shari‘ah,295 is among
the fundamental imperatives of Saudi society. It is stipulated in all the relevant
articles of the Basic Law of Governance. The rights of citizens within the Basic Law
of Governance apply to all, with no discrimination on the basis of gender.
Accordingly, in the performance of their work and exercise of their competence,
State authorities are committed to the principle of equality between men and women
as affirmed by the relevant articles of the Basic Law of Governance (listed above),
and in other laws, such as the Civil Service Law,296 Social Insurance Law297 and the
Labour and Workers Law.298 The principle of equality applies. Rights include access
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Frequently referred to thus. See, eg, Arab News, King Abdullah Hails ‘Peak of Loyalty’ (23
March 2011) <http://arabnews.com/saudiarabia/article317149.ece>. Also ‘Department’: CEDAW,
Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 10.
294
CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 10.
295
CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 13.
296
The Civil Service Law 1977 (Saudi Arabia), Resolution No 4949 (10/7/1397 H, 26 June 1977)
establishes equality between men and women in respect of rights and duties. For rights accorded
women under this Law, see CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc
CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 15–18.
297
See CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 19–
20.
298
Basic Law of Governance 1992 (Saudi Arabia) art 28 stipulates that the state shall set facilitate
the provision of job opportunities to every able person, and shall enact laws to protect the worker
and the employer. Also Basic Law of Governance 1992 (Saudi Arabia) art 59 stipulates that the law
shall set forth the provisions for civil service, including ‘salaries, stipends, compensation, fringe
benefits, and pensions’, pursuant to which the Civil Service Law does not discriminate between men
and woman.
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to social security (by virtue of their contributions), continued ability to work
following marriage or childbearing, right to occupy an increasing range of positions,
equal access to leave, equal access to basic compulsory education (see further,
below), access loans and so forth. Women equally also have the right to resort to
litigation in cases where these rights — given to them by the Basic Law of
Governance or other laws — are breached. The judicial authorities provide means of
redress to women through their various bodies. Furthermore, there are other
measures intended to provide legal protection to women and ensure their active
participation. In addition to the courts, there are a number of bodies to which a
woman may have recourse to raise a case of discrimination These include
departments for human rights (which include the rights of women and right to nondiscrimination) in a number of relevant government bodies, such as the Ministry of
Interior, Ministry of Justice, and Ministry of Islamic Affairs.299
There are other independent organisations whose role it is to protect the rights and
freedoms guaranteed by Article 26 of the Basic Law of Governance. These include
the government-sponsored independent National Organisation for Human Rights in
the Kingdom,300 whose ‗main task is to ensure the implementation of the Kingdom‘s
commitment to human rights‘.301. It receives complaints and follows these up with
the competent bodies and investigates allegations of human rights violations. Based
on its agreement to commit to the provisions of the Convention, the Kingdom shall
299

CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 14.
Royal Decree No 24/2 (17/1/ 1425 H, 9 March 2004): Human Rights Commission (25 January
2011) <http://www.haq-ksa.org/>. But in 2008 the office had not opened an all-female branch
(necessary some would say to facilitate receipt and processing of complaints); however, an on-line
complaint submission facility had been created: Turki Al-Saheil, Saudi Human Rights Commission
Launches Website (23 March 2011) <http://www.aawsat.com/english/news.asp?section=1&id=11985>.
301
CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 14.
300
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prevent any action of a discriminatory nature against women, whether by an
individual or organisation. The measures that it is taking to enshrine the principle of
non-discrimination against women are not exclusively legislative measures taken by
the legislative authorities. Indeed, there are other measures, including judicial
measures involving the possibility of annulling verdicts that represent discrimination
against women, under Article 173 of the Law of Shari‘ah Procedure that gives the
right of appeal.302 And it is an avenue that women are taking, with varying degrees of
success.303
2. 6 History of Women’s Education in Saudi Arabia
The education of women in Saudi Arabia has a relatively short history. Prior to 1960,
formal state provided education did not exist for women and girls. In common with
education for boys, any education was generally faith-centered.304 Families wanting
to educate their daughters sent them to kuttabs (small Qur‘ānic schools usually
attached to a mosque) for classes (boys too were sent to these schools for a religious
studies education). They may also have been sent to one of the very few private
schools that were then available but only in a few of the large cities (see further
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Shari’ah Procedure Law 2000 (Saudi Arabia) issued by Royal Decree No M/21 (20/3/1421 H,
23/6/2000) OG Umm al-Qura No 3811 (17/6/1421 H, 17/9/2000).
303
Human Rights Watch, Saudi Arabia: Where Fathers Rule and Courts Oblige (18 October 2010)
<http://www.hrw.org/en/news/2010/10/18/saudi-arabia-where-fathers-rule-and-courts-oblige>.
The
point has been made elsewhere that some rulings appear to be inconsistent with the justice demanded
by Islam and reiterate pre-Islamic values (eg, the issue of consent, re marriage). But many areas are
outside the jurisdiction of the Convention as it has been ratified (eg, personal status).
304
Hamdan, above n 23, 47; Al-Jabr, above n 16, 109; Nagat El-Sanabary, 'The Education and
Contribution of Women Health Care Professionals in Saudi Arabia: The Case of Nursing' (1993)
37(11) Social Science and Medicine 1331, 1332. (‘The Case of Nursing’)
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below).305 Other families sought professional Qur‘ānic readers for instruction of their
daughters at home,306 or employed non-Saudi women tutors or teachers to give them
private lessons at home.
Education (outside the home and often inside it) for girls stopped at puberty ‗when
strict seclusion at home began and veiling in public became mandatory‘. 307 A few
wealthy families retained tutors, who continued to teach but often combined the role
with that of governesses or companions.308 A tiny group were educated abroad.309
In the 1950s, the Ministry of Education, the governmental bureacracy founded as
recently as 1954310 and originally responsible solely for the education of boys, first
permitted girls to sit for the intermediate and secondary school examinations as
external students and earn officially recognised school certificates. 311 It is worth
recalling that in Saudi Arabia at this time there were few schools provided by the
State even for boys but a huge effort had been in place since the early 1950s to
correct that situation (and improve the nation‘s appalling literacy rate) 312 but even
boys‘ primary education was not mandated until 1958, while the number of schools
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Ibtissam A Al-Bassam, 'Institutions of Higher Education for Women in Saudi Arabia' (1984) 4(3)

International Journal of Educational Development 255, 255.
306
ARAMCO, Saudi Arabia - A Country Study (24 March 2011) <http://www.country-data.com/cgibin/query/r-11593.html>.
307
Soraya Altorki, Women in Saudi Arabia: Ideology and Behaviour Among the Elite (Colombia
University Press, 1986) 19.
308
Al-Jabr, above n 16, 109.
309
See, eg, London Middle East Institute, ‘Profile: Mai Yamani, Author, Broadcaster and LMEI
Advisory Council Member (24 March 2011) <http://www.maiyamani.com/pdf/17_yamani.pdf>
(‘Profile: Mai Yamani’).
310
SAMIRAD, Background to the Development of Education (24 March 2011)
<http://www.saudinf.com/main/j1.htm>.
311
Al-Bassam, above n 305, 255.
312
Though this was slow to improve until the 1970s–2000s for just some of the reasons cited:
1970 male literacy 15%, women 2%; 1990 male 73%, women 40%; 2001 male 71%, women 56.2%:
‘Saudi Arabia. Education’ Encyclopaedia of the Nations website ARAMCO, Saudi Arabia - A
Country Study (24 March 2011) <http://www.country-data.com/cgi-bin/query/r-11593.html>.
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and their inspection was insufficient to guarantee boys attendance. 313 That primary
education for girls was mandated just three years later in 1961 represents quite an
achievement.314
The first attempt to give Saudi girls (beyond the royal family) formal education
within Saudi Arabia was the Dar Al-Ha>na>n315 (‗House of Affection‘) school, a small
privately funded residential school for girls that had been founded in 1955 by the
Turkish educated — and teacher trained and qualified — Queen Iffat,316 who saw the
‗dire need‘ for girls‘ education.317 The aim of the School was to provide an education
that would enable the girls to secure a higher standard of living than might otherwise
have been the case.318 First, upper nursery and primary education was provided
where girls followed the curriculum of the Ministry of Education (with which it was
registered from 1957) and took the same final examinations as the boys. The first
group of Dar Al- Ha>na>n pupils completed their primary school education in 1959/60,
and in 1960, intermediate classes were opened, with this first cohort receiving their
intermediate school certificates in 1963. Secondary school classes were begun that
same year ‗despite a lack of qualified teachers, a shortage of equipment, and the
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Indeed, according to the UN, in 1952 the country had just 306 primary schools (up from just 2 in
1925) but an illiteracy rate of 92–95%: see State University, Saudi Arabia - Educational SystemOverview (24 March 2011)
<http://education.stateuniversity.com/pages/1302/Saudi-ArabiaEDUCATIONAL-SYSTEM-OVERVIEW.html>.
314
Ibid.
315
Dar Al-Hanan is still in existence and expanding on a new site: Maha Akeel, Dar Al-Hanan to
Reopen in New Location (30 November 2005) Arab News
<http://archive.arabnews.com/?page=1&section=0&article=73948&d=30&m=11&y=2005> .
316
Iffat Al Thunayan, King Faisal’s wife, pushed enthusiastically for the education of women in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. See, eg, Important Saudi Women of our Times (25 March 2011)
<http://www.oocities.org/urfriendanne/saudiwomen.html>; Patrice Flynn, 'A Slow Evolution: Saudi
Educational Nonprofits Push Reforms for Women', Non Profit Times 1 July 2010
<http://www.nxtbook.com/nxtbooks/npt/npt060110/index.php?startid=12 > .
317
Al-Bassam, above n 305, 255.
318
Ibid.
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limitations of the building it then occupied‘.319 Also in 1963 Dar Al- Ha>na>n girls
were the first to graduate from a regular school in Saudi Arabia and with secondary
school certificates.320
Formal education for girls was officially recognised in 1960, when King Faisal
announced in a royal speech that it had been decided upon the wish of the Ulama
(religious scholars) to open schools for girls under a committee responsible to the
Mufti.321 That same year that committee was replaced by the General Presidency of
Female Education (GPFE),322 which was responsible for girls‘ education at every
level throughout the entire country. All private girls‘ schools came under its
supervision in 1960, as did the girls‘ state funded schools which had been opened
across Saudi Arabia.
An early writer noted, however, that the GPFE remained ‗effectively, a ministry
staffed by men whose training and experience [were] entirely in religious sciences‘
(that is, religious scholars, reflecting what is still today the primary purpose of
education)323 and girls education remained under the Department of Religious
Guidance (rather than the Ministry of Education) until amalgamated with the
Ministry of Education in 2002 (further, below). Although the GPGE president had
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Ibid. Some had earlier left. See, eg, contemporary academic and writer, Mai Yemani: MLEI,
‘Profile: Mai Yamani’, above n 309.
320
This is the same year as the secondary section was opened – their graduation was made possible
by girls returning to Saudi Arabia having already received part of their education elsewhere.
321
Mufti: Jurist capable of giving, upon request, an authoritative although nonbinding opinion are
generally based on precedent and compiled in legal reference manuals. In some contexts Muftis are
appointed by the state and serve on advisory councils. See also Faqih; Fatwa: Esposito, above n 6
322
GPFE is one of the three official organisations which control education in Saudi Arabia, the other
two being the Ministry of Education, founded in 1953, and the Ministry of Higher Education,
founded in 1975.
323
Basic Law of Governance 1992 (Saudi Arabia) art 13, together with eliminating illiteracy (art 30)
and building knowledgeable and skilled citizens able to contribute to the nation and be proud of its
history (art 13).
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the same status as a minister and was a member of the Council as Ministers, the area
of female education was comparatively poorly funded compared to boys education
with girls schools therefore tending to be ill-equipped and often located in older
unsafe buildings.324
Although King Faisal supported the right of women to reach their goals, he was not
able to convince the public at the beginning.325 Opposition could be quite formidable
in local communities: he had to send an official force to Buriydh in 1963 to keep the
girls‘ school there open.326 Although he ruled that girls‘ schooling was mandatory
and obligatory (a ruling that continues in force to the present day), he did not force
the parents to take their daughters to school; rather, he ensured that those who wished
their daughters to obtain an education were able to do so.327 He rejected the idea that
in order to modernise Saudi Arabia, the country would have to break from its past;
rather, he believed that ‗slow and steady change was better than violent, disruptive
attempts to force change‘328 and that its traditions could be harnessed to provide the
basis for and to give effect to that change. Respect for the King‘s position can be
similarly utilised.
King Faisal would cite the Qur‘ān and Islamic teachings to support the concept of
women‘s education. When he faced resistance, for example, he would ask, ‗Is there
anything in the Holy Qur‘ān which forbids the education of women?‘. Moreover he
324

Hamdan, above n 23, 44.
Many members of the general public have also indicated that they believe that a Saudi woman’s
place is in her home. As a result, Saudi women continually encounter limitations and restrictions on
both an educational and professional level. According to the 1999 census, the percentage of women
working outside the home is 5% and these women concentrated in the teaching and health sectors.
See Shukri, above n 30, 28.
326
Hamdan, above n 23, 48–50.
327
Al-Jabr, above n 16, 109.
328
Hamdan, above n 23, 49.
325
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has been reported as saying, (and quoting a well-known Hadith),329 ‗We have no
cause for argument; Allah enjoins learning on every Muslim man and [woman].‘330
While non-religious education for boys was considered of secondary importance to
that of holy learning related to the Qur‘ān, secular knowledge (trade training and
other non-religious learning) had gained increasing status as it related to the role of
the male in his role as provider for his family and in relation to their role in driving
the nation forward, rather than relying on increasing numbers of imported foreign
nationals; however, non-religious education of girls was, at least initially,
‗considered useless and even, according to certain conservative religious scholars,
dangerous‘.331 While women centuries before, in the earliest days of Islam, had
reportedly been traders (including Khadijah,332 the first wife of the Prophet ( ),
translators, administrators, scholars, jurists, and persons whose valued advice could
be sought, farmers, even warriors, as well as carers (including nursing and
surgery)333 of the injured and ill, this model had in the intervening years been lost
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Ibn Majah, Sunan Ibn Ma>jah (Dar Ehi'a Al Kutob Al Arabiah, 1401) in the book of Al
Muqddemah hadith no 224; and Muhammad N Al-Albani, S}ahih Al Targheeb (Maktabat Al Ma'arif,
1421) includes it in his collection of hadith as no 3913: see also M H Al Khayat, 'Women in Islam
and Her Role in Human Development' (WHO-EM/CBI/022/E/G, World Health Organisation, 2003)
7.
330
See Robert Lacey, The Kingdom: Arabia and the House of Sa'ud (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
1998) 368.
331
Hamdan, above n 23, 50.
332
Khadijah Bint Khuwaylid (dec ca 618) was the first wife of Muhammad ( ) and his only wife
until her death. The mother of Fatimah and other sons and daughters of Muhammad ( ), and first
person to believe in Muhammad’s prophethood, she was a wealthy widow who hired Muhammad ( )
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and women had become ever more closely ‗enclosed‘ as particular understandings
regarding women and their roles rose to prominence.
Over time, however, the public took a generally and increasingly more favourable
position toward the enrolment of girls in school. The continued support by both King
Faisal and Queen Iffat, and the Royal family generally, for education of women and
girls contributed to that change.334 By 1989, the number of girls (1.2 million)
enrolled in schools was almost equal to the number of boys (1.4 million). This
represented a considerable improvement on the 1981 figures where 81 per cent of
boys and just 43 per cent of girls were enrolled).335 An immense program of school
building (both schools for boys and schools for girls) continued apace. (Over 900
schools were opened in 1988/89, for example.)336
Administration of girls‘ education remained under the control of the General
Presidency of Female Education, an organisation staffed by conservative religious
scholars. The purpose of educating a girl, as stated by the Director General, was ‗to
bring her up in a proper Islamic way so as to perform her duty in life, be an ideal and
successful housewife and a good mother, ready to do things which suit her nature as
teaching, nursing, and medical treatment‘.337 Thus employment outside the home,
though in roles particularly ‗suited to [a woman‘s] nature‘ was explicitly recognised.
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While upholding the centrality of Islam, the approach adopted by Queen Iffat also
had much in common with early Western justifications for female education. She
counselled women to learn about their faith but added that ‗every girl should get an
education, because education enlightens human beings who should know how to use
their brains‘.338 Furthermore she emphasised the importance of an educated mother
in the upbringing of a family, in the formation of children and the nation.339 Again,
the emphasis was on ‗one woman at a time‘, on evolution of an education system that
recognised women‘s abilities and rights and consolidated them, rather than a
‗revolution‘ where wholesale and sudden change that risked a devastating backlash,
damage to the society as a whole and to women in particular. Queen Iffat continued
to open educational institutions for women, at an increasingly higher level of
attainment and an increasing breadth of learning.
School education was not automatically accompanied by higher education for
women. In the 1960s, women who aspired to earn a university degree without
leaving the country enrolled as external students in the small undergraduate
programme which was then offered to women by Riyadh University (now the King
Saud University) and the King Abdul-Aziz University. A few women went to
universities in other Arab countries or in the West, and they were sponsored either by
their families or by the Saudi government. With girls‘ schools opening on a large
scale across the country, and girls‘ education rapidly growing in scope, the need for
qualified female teachers was pressing. This led to the opening of the Riyadh College
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of Education in 1970.340 Its main goal was to train Saudi teachers for intermediate
and secondary girls‘ schools. The Riyadh College of Education was the first
institution of higher education for women in Saudi Arabia. Later, seven more
institutions of higher education for women were opened in the country: a college of
education in Jeddah (1974), a college of education in Makkah (1975), an institute of
social work in Riya>dh (1975), a college of arts and sciences in Damma>m (1979), a
college of arts in Riya>dh (1979), a college of education in Madinah (1981), a college
of education in Buriydh (1981), and a college of education in Abha> (1981).341 These
are all four-year degree awarding institutions, offering university-level education,
and are governed by a department of GPFE known as the ‗Vice-Presidency of
Colleges‘ and headed by a vice-president. Education in women‘s institutions of
higher education is free, as it is in all universities and state schools in Saudi Arabia.
The colleges offer degrees in Islamic Studies, Arabic Studies, English, Geography,
History, Home Economics, Mathematical Sciences, Physics, Botany, Zoology, and
Education. Their chief objectives are (1) to train enough qualified female Saudi
teachers and administrators for the nation‘s girls‘ schools and colleges; (2) to train
girls to be good Muslims, accomplished house-keepers, ideal wives, good mothers,
and highly qualified scholars; (3) to provide higher education for Saudi women as
well as to non-Saudi Muslim women living in Saudi Arabia; and (4) to give
scholarships to a few women from other Muslim countries to study Islamic studies in
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Saudi Arabia.342 Women‘s schooling at all levels — elementary, secondary, high
school, and university — remained under the Department of Religious Guidance
until 2002, while the education of boys was overseen by the Ministry of Education.
This supervision was to ensure that women‘s education did not deviate from the
original purpose of female education, which was to make women good wives and
mothers and to prepare them for acceptable employment such as teaching and
nursing that were believed to suit their nature. The GPFE did not enjoy the same
prestige as the Ministry of Education, and was heavily influenced by conservative
religious scholars, which resulted in course offerings remaining restricted, education
chronically underfunded and buildings overcrowded. In 2002, the GPFE and the
Ministry of Education were amalgamated as a result of requests from both the
general public and the government.343
The gender segregation of students prompted the growth of teacher and nursing
training for women, but such segregation also had ramifications at institutions of
higher education, which are also necessarily gender segregated. Until the 2010
foundation of the King Abdullah University, gender segregation prevailed in all
tertiary institutions, and this remains the case for the overwhelming majority of
institutions. The vast majority of the tertiary education providers are State
institutions, these universities and similar State colleges do not possess any capital,
nor do they accept revenues in their own right, and their finances are the
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responsibility of the government. The academic and administrative staffs are all civil
servants. While UNESCO indicated that by 2003, there were some private tertiary
education providers, with more planned,344 another (domestic) source noted that
there was just one private institution, the Arab Open University, affiliated with UK
institution.345
Men and women are generally strictly segregated in Saudi Arabia. There are very
few exceptions (other than the King Abdullah University of Science and Technology
(which opened in late 2009).346 Men may, however, be allowed to teach women by
closed circuit television at other institutions.347 Nevertheless, all the administrative
and teaching staff of the girls‘ colleges are women. As men and women in Saudi
Arabia do not generally meet unrelated members of the other gender, meetings are
never held between the male and female administrators, and all communication is
carried out through two channels: by telephone and official letters. The resulting
system of administration is highly bureaucratic.348
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This research is not about stressing the patriarchal nature of Arab society in general
and Saudi society in particular; rather, it is about explaining the consequences of
excluding women from public life and constraining their educational choices.
Women‘s issues in Saudi society are often mistakenly connected to Islamic teaching,
with a failure to distinguish between the teachings of Islam and the survival of preIslamic values or their re-emergence subsequent to the life of the Prophet ( ).349
Women‘s issues in Saudi society and obvious gender inequalities in its educational
system are institutionalised and difficult to dislodge through individual action.
Women‘s inequality is traditionally structured in the society. The rationale for
needing to focus on women‘s achievements in higher education is considered a key
social development indicator that measures the status and condition of women in any
country.350
2. 7 Political Education for Women in Saudi Arabia
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia realised the importance of a general policy for
education taken from the ideological, methodological, and practical beliefs of Islam.
In 1970, the Education Policy in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia was issued. 351 The
document demonstrated the basic principles on which education is to be based. It
specified its goals and objectives and detailed the aims of educational phases, stating
the importance of bringing up children by implanting Islamic beliefs in them and
providing them with Islamic values, teachings, and higher exemplars in order to be
349
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strong community members.352 These have also been assured by the Basic Law of
Governance. The third article of this policy (now Article 13 of the Basic Law of
Governance) states: Adopted by the Council of Ministers Resolution No 779
The goal of education is to instil the Islamic faith in the brains of the young generation
and to impart [to] them ... knowledge and skills so that they become useful members in
building their society, who love their homeland and [are] proud of its history. 353

The education policy for both girls‘ and boys‘ education in the Kingdom is based on
announced basics, some of which are as follows:
1. Education in the Kingdom is derived from Islam, which is the nation‘s
religion (in terms of beliefs, worship, ethics, and rule of law) and offers
an integrated system for life.
2. Education instils a complete Islamic conception of the universe,
humanity, and life and all of existence as subject to what is created by
Allah ( ) so that each person would perform their function without error
or confusion.
3. Life is a phase of production and work, in which a Muslim invests
his/her capabilities according to his/her faith and guidance as to the
permanent and eternal life in the afterlife.
4. Belief in human dignity is commanded by the Holy Qur‘ān, and all
are charged with executing this honestly by Allah ( ) on Earth.
5. Benefitting from all types of useful human knowledge in the light of
Islam, for the progress of the nation and the raising of its living standard.
352
353
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6. Applying knowledge and technical methodology are the most
important means of cultural, social, and health development to raise the
level of our nation and country and to perform our role in international
cultural advancement.
These are some of the articles of the Educational Policy for the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia that are based on pride in the central values of the Muslim community.354 The
community aims at an open-minded, humanitarian civilisation that benefit from
lively Islamic instruction and positive interaction.
Those previous keystones include the education of both men and women. Girls‘
education has provided other special guides coming from Islamic methodology to
deal with existing facts in reality and justice. Some of these guidelines are as follows:
1. Girls‘ education aims to prepare the student for her primary mission in
life: that is, to be a successful homemaker, an ideal wife, and a good
mother.
2. It also aims to prepare her to perform tasks that are suited to her
nature (that is, services the community needs such as teaching, nursing,
and jobs that enable her to contribute to development and self-reliance).
3. Coeducation is prohibited in all phases of education, except in
preschool and kindergarten.

354
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4. Girls‘ education takes place in a climate of decency and purity in
accordance with Islamic rules.355
2.7.1

Philosophy of Separating Girls’ and Boys’ Education in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia

Education had a late start in Saudi Arabia; however, this delay gave the Kingdom the
ability to recognise the experiences of other communities in this field. It is clear that
the disadvantages of coeducation outweigh the advantages, whether in Islamic
communities or elsewhere.356 In order to avoid the disadvantages and to
accommodate Islamic teachings, the Kingdom has resolved, since the beginning, that
girls‘ education should be separated from boys‘ education. Once again, this is
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noteworthy as the Saudi community previously refused girls‘ education even when
separate from boys‘ education. People did not wish to send their girls to schools until
they had been reassured that the education was under the direct supervision of Saudi
state religious scholars and that strict procedures were in place that guaranteed
decency. In addition, girls‘ education in the Saudi community was only accepted
gradually with significant flexibility and encouragement. Finally, convincing people
of the necessity of girls‘ education was not easy. There was the same curriculum for
boys and girls with minor variations that respected the differences that existed
between them. In the boys‘ schools, there was an emphasis on physical education,
but in the girls‘ schools, there was an emphasis on an education that prepared the
girls to bear their primary responsibility in the community as prospective wives and
mothers. The Education Policy has stated the following regarding the goals of the
education system:
The goal of education within the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is to understand Islam
correctly and completely, provide the student with Islamic values, teachings and higher
exemplars, providing them with different knowledge, developing their positive
behavioural trends, developing community economically, socially and culturally,
preparing individual so as to be a good member in building his community.357

Abiding by this statement and benefiting from international experiences, girls‘
education emerged separately from boys‘ education. Girls have independent schools
similar to boys. The Kingdom has seen that this is better for promoting education and
scientific achievement and for building individual personality, moral fibre,
seriousness, and decency.

357
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By separating students into schools according to their gender, a suitable educational
environment for female students is made available where girls are able to learn in
comfort, away from the many distractions found in a coeducational environment.
Girls‘ achievements are higher in a non-coeducational environment, and this has
been confirmed by many educational researchers and scholars in various countries.358
2.7.2

The Philosophy of Stipulating Guardianship or Sponsorship in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia – Its Use and Abuse in Relation to Education

Sponsorship is a responsibility in Islam. Its aim is to guarantee rights and observe
family stability that leads to community stability. It does not mean compulsion or
constraint; it does not mean control that opposes rights; and it does not mean
controlling the freedoms of others who are under this authority. Moreover, it does not
prevent their well-being, because wise adults believe in complete rights, whether in
commercial dealings or in social life.359

Aishah said, ‗A girl came to Allah‘s Prophet, may peace be upon him, and said, ―O,
Prophet of Allah! My father offered me in marriage to his nephew to elevate his social
status.‖ Allah‘s Prophet

( ) returned the matter to her hands, to accept and approve the

marriage or to reject. She said, ―I approve now of what my father has done, but I wanted
to teach other women that their fathers have no right in this (to force them to marry
whoever they want).‖360
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The principle of sponsorship is guiding and directing. It benefits those who are under
sponsorship and considers the opinion of the guardian as safeguarding the woman‘s
interests and rights.
The sponsor or guardian (in the text above), in this instance the girl‘s father, is not
subject to censure for his opinions, because they come from quiet reason and
impartial judgment that is almost always right. Therefore, guardianship of an adult
virgin woman is actually observed, and a marriage contract is made, as it is the case
with public scholars when they make guardianship a condition of a binding marriage
contract as well as consent of the betrothed.361 Islam has stipulated the agreement of
the guardian and the family for the protection of the community in general and of
women and children in particular.
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, as a Muslim community applying Shari‘ah,
conserves the principle of guardianship as an Islamic principle decided by Shari‘ah
with regulations and constraints that favour women and their families. However,
sometimes, practices and customs depart from the legality of this principle,
segregating women, limiting their rights and controlling their acts. There is no doubt
that this is a divergence from this principle. It departs from the articles of Shari‘ah,
as it will be demonstrated in this study.
2. 8 Conclusion
The issues and rights of women have become a matter of prominent concern in the
international community in general, and in the Arab world specifically. One of the
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primary issues is women‘s right to education, especially in conservative societies
such as the Gulf countries, and particularly in Saudi Arabia.
Before we discuss women‘s rights to education in the Kingdom, we have to be
reminded that 60 years ago, most of the population in the regions within the
Kingdom were Bedouins living in the desert. The only cities at that time were
Makkah, Almadinah, and Alehsa, and a few villages scattered across the vast desert
area. It was natural for education to be limited in such a desert environment.
Moreover, both male and female education was limited in a society that was
primarily occupied with survival. But soon after the appearance of oil, the country
started to centralise schools for boys and exerted consistent and considerable efforts
to expand education for boys until it was available in all the Kingdom‘s regions.
Further steps were taken to encourage Bedouins to educate their sons. However, the
education of girls began only recently due to the conservative nature of people in the
desert areas. There was a fear of the negative social impacts seen in neighbouring
countries where coeducation of boys and girls took place.362 The government was
obliged to launch education of girls gradually as it could not force acceptance of such
a goal until it became an adopted part of the religious system. This finally came
about under the supervision of General Mufti. People became more accepting of the
idea and began enrolling their daughters in the education system. The Kingdom has
continued working to expand the levels of education available to girls gradually,
finally facilitating higher education levels only recently.363
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Because the Kingdom conforms to Islamic Shari‘ah in its laws and policies,
education of women in the Kingdom is achieved through reference to Islamic
Shari‘ah texts that explicitly state that women‘s rights are equal to those of men, as
confirmed by the Prophet ( ) when he said: ‗women are men‘s sisters.‘364 All that
has been commanded for men in Islamic Shari‘ah has been commanded for women
(except that which is particular to the nature of each gender),365 and one such right
commanded for both is the right to education. The general text of Islamic Shari‘ah
calls for the education of women and men equally. Therefore, directing educational
efforts to men and excluding women is a great injustice and a failure both in secular
and, particularly, in religious terms. It is not in accordance with Shari‘ah teachings.
The educational opportunities for women, according to the Shari‘ah, should not be
less than the educational opportunities given to men. It is, in fact, a religious
obligation when organised according to the provisions that guarantee protection of
women and espouse that their dignity, which should be maintained and preserved in
all levels of education. In ‗secular‘ terms, a policy that does not embrace and
promote women‘s education is depriving the nation of their talents and opportunities
to contribute to its economic betterment and societal enrichment.
Discussion of women‘s rights in education without an understanding of the social
and political nature of the Kingdom is very difficult, not only in the field of
education, but also in other entire existing fields of endeavour.366 Traditions and
customs form a barrier to the progress of education for women, especially in
364
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conservative societies such as that of Saudi Arabia, which prefer male education over
that of females.367 However, we have to be optimistic given what Saudi women have
recently achieved in education in such a short time.368 It will be necessary to revise
policies and systems so that women are specifically allowed to fully participate in
education system.369 Recognition of the important role the government has played
over the past five years in supporting and improving the participation of women in
many areas, especially the area of education, cannot be ignored.
This research assures us of the growing opportunities that women have for obtaining
an education and that they are approaching equality with men in this respect.
However, there is still much work that needs to be done to ensure that community
organisations, especially educational organisations, adopt a view that confirms the
rights of women and will allow full participation within society in the areas of
economics, education, and politics.
When given the opportunity, education, and training, a woman, as a mother and wife,
is capable of being able to contribute in positive ways in a variety of fields.370 This
will not be possible until her community changes its view about women, and
recognises that women are as capable and have the same abilities as men. The
government and its organisations must also adopt this view and express this by
revising its systems, curriculum, and programs in all areas that concern women. To
truly succeed, the government must successfully build awareness among its
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population of the importance of the role of women in all areas of the life, especially
in the field of education.371
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Abdulrahman I Al Shaer, 'Education for All Programmes in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia'
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3.

WOMEN’S RIGHTS UNDER SHARI’AH

3. 1 Introduction
The texts of the Holy Qur‘ān and the Prophetic Sunnah indicate that human rights
generally embrace rights and attendant responsibilities that are ‗imposed on human
beings [by Almighty Allah ( )], which include [their] freedom, conserving [their]
dignity and personality and as [humans] who [have] the right to a decent life‘.372
Men and women equally enjoy basic human rights. In Islam the general basis used to
determine a woman‘s status compared with that of a man is settled, except for that
which has been specifically stated by legal texts, by taking into account the nature
and life responsibilities of each, what is good for them and falls within the realm of
general interest, the interest of the family and the woman‘s interest.
Moreover, all individuals — whether Muslims or non-Muslims — living in Islamic
countries equally enjoy basic human rights.373 In Islamic communities, non-Muslims
are to have the same rights as well as the same duties as Muslims, except where legal
texts have indicated otherwise, as in specified and exceptional issues concerning
religious rules and secular matters.374 Excepted areas include marriage rules, divorce,
inheritance, religious practice and so on, which all relate to religious rules.375 The
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[Trans: Yusuf Al Qaradawi, Non-Muslims in Muslim Society (Wahbah Library, 1992)] 7; see also
Doi, Shari’ah, above n 156, 653; see also Suhal Hussein Al Ftlawy, Huqwq Al Ensa>n fi Al Isla>m (Dar
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view of Islam in regards to basic human rights has expanded to include all of
humankind, without discrimination in regards to race, gender, religion or colour. This
view is based on the Islamic concept of human dignity declared by the Holy Qur‘ān
in the words of Almighty Allah ( ):
             
(70:17

   

)

And We have certainly honored the children of Adam and carried them on the
land and sea and provided for them of the good things and preferred them over
much of what We have created, with [definite] preference
(Qur‘ān 17:70)

This honouring, as indicated by the texts, is neither restricted to members of a
specific generation nor for one gender above the other, but all are equally honoured.
As all people have descended from one family and belong to that one father and one
mother, no race is considered superior to another.
Just as Islam discusses the idea of segregation by race or gender, it also deals with
the issue of segregation with regard to colour. It is mentioned in the Sunnah that Abu
Dhar Al Ghifari 376 ( ) had used the fact that a person had a black mother as a term
of abuse when he stated, ‗You cannot comprehend this, O son of a black woman‘.
The Prophet ( ) becomes angry when hearing of this and scolds and disciplines Abu
Dhar ( ), stating, ‗You are a man [of] ignorance‘.377 A human being is honoured in

Al Fekr Al Arabi, 2001) [Trans: Suhal Hussein Al Ftlawy, Human Rights in Islam (Arab Intellect
House, 2001)] 22.
376
For more detail about Abu Dar Al Ghifari see Khalid Muhammad Khalid, Men Around the
Messenger (Islamic Book Trust, 2005) 77.
377
Al-Bukhari, S}ahih Al Bukhari (Al Maktaba> Al Sa>la>fiah, 1400) in the book of Al Ittq hadith no
2545; Muslim, S{ahih Muslim (Dar Ehi'a Al Kutob Al Arabiah, 1374) in the book of Al Iman hadith
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Islam even when it has become a dead body being carried in hearse and regardless of
religion. As the messenger Mohammad ( ) stands in honour as a Jewish funeral
procession passes by, some of his companions point out that it is a Jewish funeral,
to which he ( ) replies: ‘Is he not a human?’.378
The texts of the Holy Qur’ān and the Sunnah have come to organise human issues
and state human beings‘ relation to Allah ( ), themselves and race, determining the
special principles regarding one‘s general rights; holiness of private life; one‘s
economic, familial, social and health rights; and one‘s rights after death. Although
these texts place no restrictions on the setting of principles and rules, history informs
us that these rules were fully applied in the period of the Prophet Mohammed ( ), in
the period of the Caliphs379 and during many subsequent prosperous Islamic eras.380

no 4403; see also Abdul-Rahman Al-Sheha, Human Rights in Islam and Common Misconceptions
(Abu Salman Deya ud-Deen Eberle trans, Islam Land, 2007) 12 (‘Human Rights’). See also Common
Mistakes
Muslims
Fall
Into
(22
November
2011)
<http://www.alislami.com/islam/common_mistakes.php?p=10>.
378
Al-Bukhari, S}ahih Al Bukhari (Al Maktaba> Al Sa>la>fiah, 1400) in the book of Al jana>iez hadith no
1312; Muslim, S{ahih Muslim (Dar Ehi'a Al Kutob Al Arabiah, 1374) in the book of Al jana>iez hadith
no 2269.
379
‘Caliph’: term adopted by dynastic rulers of Muslim world, referring to the successor to the
prophet Muhammad ( ) as the political-military ruler of Muslim community. The first four
successors to that office were chosen by consensus of the Muslim community’s elders and were
known as leaders of the believers. After them, the caliphate became hereditary. Two principal
dynasties the Umayyads and Abbasids, dominated the caliphate until 1258. The Mamluk sultanate
kept members of the Abbasid family as titular caliphs in Cairo until the Ottoman conquest of Egypt
in 1517. Ottoman sultans were then widely recognised as caliphs until abolition of the caliphate in
1924. The caliph’s function classically are the enforcement of law, defence and expansion of the
realm of Islam, distribution of funds (booty and alms), and general supervision of government. It is
not a spiritual office, but the institution was imbued with political and religious symbolism,
particularly regarding the unity of Muslim community. See Esposito, above n 6, 49; Muhammad
Qasim Zaman, 'The Caliphs, The Ulama and the Law: Defining the Role and Function of the Caliph
in the Erly Abbasid period' (1997) 4(1) Islamic Law and Society 1
380
Doi, Shari’ah, above n 156, 643; Saeed, ‘Rethinking Citizenship Rights’, above n 373, 308.
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3. 2 Sources of Human Rights in Islam
Human rights in Islam are derived from the Islamic Shari‘ah, which, in turn, is based
on four fundamental sources.381
3.2.1

The Holy Qur’ān

The Holy Qur‘ān is believed by Muslims to be the final word of Allah ( ), revealed
to His final prophet Muhammad ( ). It is a book of Hida>ya>h, that is, guidance from
Allah ( ) and a guide to moral perfection.382 It has 30 sections and 114 surahs (or
chapters).383
It is regarded by Muslims as a miraculous book of Almighty Allah ( ). In an
illustration of its unique stature, it has been said that He challenged creatures to
produce a similar work and they failed; to create one of ten of its Surah and they
failed; or to create one Surah and they failed.384 In the Qur‘ān, Almighty Allah ( ) is
recorded as having said:
               
88:17

   

381

Ekaterina Yahyaoui Krivenko, Women, Islam and International Law: Within the Context of the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (Martinus Nijhoff
Publishers, 2008) 49; see also Lau and Hinchcliffe, above n 5, 17; Andra Nahal Behrouz,
'Transforming Islamic Family Law: State Responsibility and the Role of Internal InitiativeAuthor'
(2003) 103(5) Columbia Law Review 1136, 1146. See also Anne Saris et al, Women's Rights in
Muslim Communities: A Resource Guid for Human Rights Educators (Equitas-International Centre
for Human Rights Education, 2009) 13–14.See also Al-Hibri, above n 38, 6.
382
Leila P Sayeh and Adriaen M Morse, 'Islam and Treatment of Women: An Incomplete
Understanding of Gradualism' (1995) 30 Texas International Law Journal 311, 15.
383
See Al-Khudrawi, above n 2, 418; see also Mahmood A Ad-Dausaree, The Magnificence of the
Qur'an (Darussalam, 2006) 20; see for more details Doi, Shari’ah, above n 156, 47.
384
See Iftekhr Bano Hussain, The Astonishing Truths of the Holy Qur'an (Ta-Ha, 1996) 61; see also
Maurice Bucaille, The Qur'an and Modern Science (International Islamic Publishing House, 2005)
10; see also I A Ibrahim, A Brief Illustrated Guide to Understanding Islam (Darussalam Houston,
1997) 32; see also Ad-Dousaree, above n 383, 40.
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Say, "If mankind and the jinn gathered in order to produce the like of this
Qur'an, they could not produce the like of it, even if they were to each other
assistants"
(Qur‘ān 17:88)

The Holy Qur’ān consists of the following:385
1. Beliefs which should be trusted, such as believing in Allah ( ), His angels,
Holy books, messengers (

) and the last day, the day of judgement.386

2. Guidance, asking for hearers/readers to adopt consideration and prudence,
and think on the Kingdom of heaven and on earth and of what Allah ( ) has
created from secrets, until the heart is full of belief and glorifies the Almighty
Allah ( ).
3. An invitation to virtue, that is to the exercise of morals characteristic of virtue
that discipline persons and reforms individual and group affairs. It also
implores people to avoid those morals that deform virtuous humanitarian
intentions and cause suffering in life.
4. Stories of predecessors, whether individuals or groups, that were guided by
the Sunan of Allah387 ( ) in dealing with His righteous creatures and
corrupters.

385

See Badran Abu Ala'ynen, Os{ul Al Fiqh Al Islamy (Shbab Al Jama'ah, 1984) [Trans: Badran Abu
Ala’ynen, Foundation of the Islamic Jurisprudence (Youth of University, 1984)] 67.
386
Ibn Taymiyyah, Book of Faith (Salman Hassan Al-Ani and Shadia Ahmad Tel trans, Islamic Book
Trust, 2009) 21; see also Naji Ibrahim Arfaj, Have You Discovered its Real Beauty (K F National
Library, 2007) 22. Day of Judgement means Resurrection, the bringing back to life of human beings
final judgment. Contrary to the belief of pre-Islamic Arabs, the Qur’ān affirms that on the final day
all persons will be resurrected and must account for how they have lived their lives. See Esposito,
above n 6, 264.
387
People guided by way or path of Allah ( ).
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5. Admonishing and creating fear, issuing promises in relation to obedience and
threats in regards to violations of certain moral values.
6. Practical rules which Allah ( ) gave to His servants to organise their
relations with their God and amongst themselves.
Overall, the Qur’ān tackles the issue of eliminating unreasonable and ungodly
traditions in all of life‘s affairs. It also aims to completely reform the community
whether in terms of beliefs, dealings, worship, or rights.388
The rules and general regulations found in the Holy Qur’ān are considered as neither
adjustable nor alterable.389 Such rules and regulations are to be taken into
consideration in any judgements and in the conduct of the affairs of life. Some of
these rules and general regulations have the following aims:


The avoidance of discrimination so as to treat all human beings with dignity.



The protection of basic human rights in regards to personal freedom, chastity
in the home, protection of money and the prohibition of bloodshed as well
one‘s rights in the community and those that guarantee the leading of a
respectable life.



No compulsion in religion.390

388

Bilal Philips, The Purpose of Creation (Islamic Propagation Office in Rabwah, 2007) 47; Yusuf
Al-Hajj Ahmad, Encyclopedia of Islamic Jurisprudence Concerning Muslim Women (Darussalam,
2010) vol 1, 119.
389
Abdul Qadir Oudah Shaheed, Criminal Law of Islam (S Zakir Aijaz trans, Adam Publishers and
Distributors, 2010) vol 1, 194. See for more details Asifa Quraishi, 'Interpreting The Qur'an and The
Constitution: Similarities in The Use of Text, Tradition, and Reason in Islamic and American
Jurisprudence' (2006) 28(1) Cardozo Law Review 67, 69–72.
390
Doi, Shari’ah, above n 156, 661.
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Justice in judgement, even for the most severe enmities. Muslims consider the
Qur‘ān to be a holy constitution that cannot be altered or suspended and
which limits the political authorities of the governor; any of his acts that
would contradict these rules and general regulations would not be executed. It
also limits the authorities of judges and forbids them to abandon the rules of
the Qur‘ān. Furthermore, it guides the scholar in the use of discretion
concerning these rights, so as to ensure that these do not violate the rules of
the Qur‘ān, its regulations or permanent principles.391

3.2.2

Prophetic Sunnah

The Sunnah was transferred from the Prophet Mohammed ( ) through his words,
acts or his recognition of the acts of others.392
The Sunnah provides an integrated body of doctrine for the Holy Qur‘ān and states
its legal rules as well as assisting, interpreting and explaining the Qur‘ān.393 The
Sunnah and the Qur‘ān are considered to be one origin of inference, which is
expressed by text.394 Scholars have agreed that the Sunnah is independent in its
legislation of rules and is like the Qur‘ān in permitting and prohibiting, as stated in
391

Rawyah Al Z}ahha>r, Huqwq Al Ensa>n fi Al Islam (Dar Al Zaman, 2007) [Trans: Rawyah Al
Z}ahha>r, Human Rights in Islam (Al Zaman House, 2007)] 85; see also Doi, Shari’ah, above n 156,
67–9.
392
The meaning of ‘Sunnah’ as an Islamic term depends on who is defining it – that is, it depends on
the branch of Islamic knowledge that one specialises in: 1. The definition of Sunnah according to the
scholars of hadith: all that has been related from the Prophet ( ) – from his speech, actions,
approvals, physical or moral attributes, or biography, regardless of whether any of above is from the
period before the first revelation or after it. And as such, ‘ Sunnah’ is a synonym of Ha>dith. 2.
According to the scholars of Os{ul al-fiqh (principles of Islamic jurisprudence): all that has been
related from the Prophet ( ) in terms of his speech, action, or approval. For more detail about
‘Sunnah’, see As-Suba’ee, above n 6, 73; Behrouz, above n 381, 1146.
393
Mohammad Ali Syed, The Position of Women in Islam (State University of New York, 2004) 6.
394
See for more detail As-Suba’ee, above n 6, 445–57; Al-Albani, The Status of the Sunnah, above n
6, 6.
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the following words of the Prophet ( ) reported in at least two Ahadith: ‗I have …
[given the] Holy Qur‘ān and … its counterpart‘.395
The evidence confirming the authentication of the Sunnah comes from the words of
Allah ( ) (as recorded in the Qur‘ān),396 who orders obedience to the Prophet ( ) by
saying:
(80:4

)

            

He who obeys the Messenger has obeyed Allah ; but those who turn away - We
have not sent you over them as a guardian .

(Qur‘ān 4:80)

                
(59:4

)

            

O you who have believed, obey Allah and obey the Messenger and those in
authority among you. And if you disagree over anything, refer it to Allah and the
Messenger, if you should believe in Allah and the Last Day. That is the best
[way] and best in result
(Qur‘ān 4:59)

The Sunnah reveals the Prophet‘s approach; it details what has been summarised by
the Qur‘ān and particularises what has been generalised;397 it restricts or specifies

395

Abu-Dawud, Sunan Abu Dawud (Dar Al Kutob Al almeah, 1403) in the book of Al Sunnah hadith
no 4604; Muhammad N Al-Albani, S}a>hih Al Ja>ma'a (Al Maktab Al Islami, 1408) hadith no 2643.
396
For more evidence see Mashhad Al-Allaf, Mirror of Realization: God is a Percept, the Universe is
a Concept (Islamic Information Center, 2003) 60; Shaheed, Criminal Law in Islam, vol 1, above n
389, 198.
397
There are three legal aspects of the Sunnah: 1. It supports or stresses a Qur’ānic injunction. In this
case the injunction concerned refers both to the Qur’ān and the Sunnah; for instance, prohibition of
killing without justification, giving false evidence and, stealing. 2. It consists of elucidation and
interpretation of broad Qur’ānic injunction or qualifies absolute Qur’ānic injunctions. The Sunnah
specifies Qur’ānic injunctions. Its interpretation, qualification and specification are designed to
elucidate and explain such injunctions. For instance, the Sunnah lays down the details of saying
prayers, payment of zakat and performance of Hajj, as these have been enjoined in the Holy Qur’ān
without specifying the procedure of prayer, the quantity of Zakat and the ways of performing Hajj.3.
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what has been released, and portrays the image of the life of Prophet Mohammed
( ).398

3.2.3

Consensus (Ijm’)399

After the era of the Prophet Mohammed ( ), an agreement was reached among a
number of scholars of the Ummah (Islamic nation, that is, the entire world Muslim
community)400 in regards to legal judgements that the authentication of consensus
would be taken into consideration.401
Consensus has four basic elements:402
1. Availability of a number of diligent scholars in an era of occurrence of the
event which requires judgement. If there are no diligent scholars at the time

The Sunnah provides for an injunction not to be found in the Qur’ān. Hence any provision of the
Shari’ah that has not emanated from the Qur’ān must be taken to have originated in the Sunnah. For
instance, the Prophet ( ( said: ‘Marriage of a man with his wife’s paternal aunt or wife of her
paternal uncle is unlawful’. See Shaheed, Criminal Law in Islam vol 1, above n 389, 200–1.
398
As-Suba’ee, above n 6, 461; see also Doi, Shari’ah, above n 156, 74, 75; Al-Albani, The Status of
the Sunnah, above n 6, 11.
399
Ijm’: Consensus or agreement. One of four recognised sources of Sunni law. Utilised where the
Qur’ān and Sunnah are silent on a particular issue. There is considerable debate concerning whose
opinions are relevant for ijma. Some argue that only the opinions of scholars are relevant. Others
contend that ijm’ includes the consensus of the laity. Most agree that the consensus of Muhammad’s
Companions, the people of Medina, or the family of the Prophet ( ) are authoritative. Once an ijm’
is established, it serves as a precedent. According to the majority of jurists, a decision based on ijm’
generally cannot override a statement of the Qur’ān or the Sunnah. See Esposito, above n 6, 133;
Jamila Hussain, Islam: Its Law and Society (Federation press 2011) 43; Behrouz, above n 381, 1146;
Lau and Hinchcliffe, above n 5, 18.
400
Ummah Muslim Community. A fundamental concept in Islam, expressing the essential unity and
theoretical equality of Muslims from diverse cultural and geographical settings. In the Qur’ān,
designates people to whom God/Allah has sent a prophet or people who are objects of a divine plan
of salvation. See Esposito, above n 6, 327.
401
Muhammad Abu Zahrah, Os{ul Al Fiqh (Dar Al Fikr Al Arabiy, 2001) [Trans: Muhammad Abu
Zahrah, Foundation of Fiqh (Arab Intellectual House, 2001)] 185; see also Doi, Shari’ah, above n
156, 98; see also Al-Allaf, above n 396, 74.
402
Muhammad Al Bardesy, Os{ul Al Fiqh (Dar Al Thaqafh, 1983) [Trans: Muhammad Al Bardesy,
Foundation of Fiqh (Culture House, 1983)] 216.
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of that event or there is only one diligent scholar, then a consensus would not
be held to have been reached.
2. Agreement of all diligent scholars in the era in which the event has occurred
on one judgement.
3. Agreement of all diligent scholars should be revealed by each scholar
revealing his opinion on the event that occurred through words and through
deeds.
4. Agreement of all diligent scholars should be reached on a legal judgement as
regarding its correctness or its corruption.
There are two types of consensus.403 The first is explicit consensus, which is an
agreement of all diligent scholars on one judgement on an issue raised with each of
them giving his opinion in words or in deed.
The second is a silent consensus, in which some diligent scholars offer their opinions
and some scholars are silent for a long enough period for an opinion to be judged to
have been formed.404
3.2.4

Measurement (Qiyās)

Qiyās (literally ‗measurement‘) in Islamic law is the deduction of legal prescriptions
from the Qur‘ān or Sunnah by analogical reasoning. Qiyās provided classical
Muslim jurists with a method of deducing laws on matters not explicitly covered by
the Qur‘ān or Sunnah without relying on unsystematic or personal opinion (ra‘y or

403

Ibid 218; see also Abdul Wahhab Kallaf, A'alm Os{ul Al Fiqh (Dar Al Qalam, 1986) [Trans: Abdul
Wahhab Kallaf, Knowledge of Foundation of Fiqh (Pen House, 1986)] 51.
404
See Al-Khudrawi, above n 2,89. See for more details Abdul Qadir Oudah Shaheed, Criminal Law
of Islam (S Zakir Aijaz trans, Adam Publishers and Distributors, 2010) 207.
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hawa). According to this method, the ruling of the Qur‘ān or Sunnah may be
extended to a new problem provided that the precedent (as}l) and the new problem
(far‘) share the same operative or effective cause (illh), that is, the specific set of
circumstances that trigger a certain law into action.405 For example, the operative
cause for the prohibition against alcohol is that it intoxicates the mind. Therefore —
by the use of analogy — anything that intoxicates the mind, such as narcotics, is also
prohibited.406
Measurement (Qiyās) is the attaching of an event that is not directly governed by a
text (from the Qur‘ān or Sunnah) in relation to its judgement to an event that has a
text concerning its judgement in order to create equivalence between the two events
in rendering a judgement.407
Measurement serves as legal authentication for Muslim scholars and contains four
basic elements:408
1. The origin (as}l) is the problem to which analogy is established, that is, the
problem explicitly provided for. This is termed in jurisprudence as the
original problem.

405

Jurists opposed to having recourse to analogy in respect of all the provisions of the shar’a>h differ
on the question of drawing analogy in matters of crimes and punishments. Some of them consider it
legitimate to have recourse to analogy in such matters while others oppose it. Each group has certain
arguments to advance in support of its respective position. See for more details Abdul Qadir Oudah
Shaheed, Criminal Law of Islam (S Zakir Aijaz trans, Adam Publishers and Distributors, 2010) 212;
Lau and Hinchcliffe, above n 5, 18.
406
See for more detail Esposito, above n 6, 254–5; Behrouz, above n 381, 1147.
407
Doi, Shari’ah, above n 156, 108; see also Lau and Hinchcliffe, above n 5, 19.
408
Abdul Qadir Oudah Shaheed, Criminal Law of Islam (S Zakir Aijaz trans, Adam Publishers and
Distributors, 2010) 211. See for more details, see Kallaf, above n 403, 52–60.
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2. A branch (far‘) is the object of analogy, that is, the problem not provided for
and for which a provision has to be deduced through analogy. This is known
in jurisprudence as the corollary.
3. A judgement of the origin. Provision this means existing provision for the
original problem and from which a provision for the corollary has to be
deduced.
4. The cause (illh)409 is a description upon which the original judgement is built
and, as a judgement, is considered to be equal to the origin.
The basis of and support for measurement (Qiyās) is found in the diligence of
scholars. Where there is no text in the Qur‘ān, Sunnah and Consensus (Ijm‘), the
measurement of issues is based upon the spirit of the Islamic Shari‘ah, whose goal is
the various interests it supports. Where there is an interest, we find that Shari‘ah
calls and works on its behalf. The elements of measurement or diligence keep a
watchful eye on the growth and success of Islamic Shari‘ah, and aims to avoid
accusations of stagnancy in its texts or barrenness of its rules.410

409

It means ‘raison d’être’ of the provision pertaining to the original problem shared in common
with the corollary. See Abdul Qadir Oudah Shaheed, Criminal Law of Islam (S Zakir Aijaz trans,
Adam Publishers and Distributors, 2010) 211.
410
Al Z}ahha>r, above n 391, 88; see also Al-Allaf, above n 396, 75–7. Al-Khudrawi, above n 2, 438;
see also Sayeh and Morse, above n 382, 317. For a basic introduction to Islamic law, see generally
Noel J Coulson, History of Islamic Law (Edinburgh University Press, 1964); Joseph Schacht, An
Introduction to Islamic Law (Oxford University Press, 1964).
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3. 3 Characteristics of Human Rights in Islam
In Islam, human rights are seen as derived from the Shari‘ah of Allah ( ), and reflect
certain characteristics found in the Islamic Shari‘ah. Some of the most important
characteristics of human rights are as given immediately below.
3.3.1

The Rights of Divine Origin and Approach411

The approach to reaching goals and objectives in Islam is one believed to be of
purely divine, because its source is the revelation of Allah ( ) to the last of the
prophets, Mohammad ( ).412 This approach is viewed as not having come about as a
result of an individual, class or nation‘s will; rather, it is believed to have come about
as the result of the will of Allah ( ), who wanted to provide all people with the right
guidance. In the Qur‘ān, Almighty Allah ( ) is recorded as having said:

(174:4

)

           

O mankind, there has come to you a conclusive proof from your Lord, and We
have sent down to you a clear light .

(Qur‘ān 4:174)

The approach of Islam then is one that rejects the interference of human beings in
what is seen as being given by Allah ( ) through His Message and His Messenger

411

Yusuf Al Qaradawi, Al Khas{ai's{ Al A'a>mmah li Al Isla>m (Mua'ssat Al Resalah, 1993) [Trans:
Yusuf Al Qaradawi, General Characteristics of Islam (Al Resalah Publishers,1993)] 36; see also
Sae'ed Qutb, Ha>dha> Al Deen (Dar Al Shrooq, 1978) [Trans: Sae'ed Qutb, This Religion (Sunrise
House, 1978)] 19.
412
See Doi, Shari’ah, above n 156, 23.
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( ), particularly because of the view Allah ( ) holds regarding this, as reflected in
His words below:
(9:15

       

)

Indeed, it is We who sent down the Holy Qur'an and indeed, We will be its
guardian

(Qur‘ān 15:9)

Human rights are, therefore, divine in their fundamental bases, principles and rules,
and the only legislator of these rights is the Almighty Allah ( ). In Islam, no one has
the right to absolute legislation except through the permission of Allah ( ) in matters
which lack text. Therefore, human beings are expected to act as diligent derivers or
codifiers, but not ultimately as legislators.413
3.3.2

Comprehensiveness

Human rights in Islam include all types of rights and have the capacity and
perfection to comprehend human life in all of its aspects and various situations. In
taking into account human community life in all of its dimensions, these rules do not
neglect the material, spiritual, social, economic or other human rights. 414 At the same
time, they do not neglect the rights of people in any manner. The rights in Islam form
a network of correlated relations which are consistent and inclusive in regard to all
aspects of life. The rights in Islam also are without contradiction or conflict, and in
spite of life‘s vast and various aspects, Islam does not neglect any aspect on the
account of others. These rights apply to and are given to all, and no personal interests
413
414

See Shaheed, Criminal Law in Islam, vol 1, above n 389, 17.
Abu-Ka>z{eym, above n 372, 66.
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or secular avidities can control their application, spread enmity or be subject to
whim. A person who deserves these rights shall receive them.415
3.3.3

The Mid-point416

This refers to the intermediation or neutralisation between two opposite or
correspondent parties, where no one can solely dominate the other and where no
party would take more than is deserved or treat the other party unfairly. The
Almighty Allah ( ) created humans to be of a single and social nature
simultaneously. A good system takes these aspects into account but no one aspect
should become absolute over another. The Islamic system practises balance and
justice, and it does not oppress the individual on account of the community, nor does
it perpetrate an injustice on the community on the behalf of an individual.417 The
individual does not enjoy unlimited rights nor are individuals burdened with more
duties than are able to bear Rather, the duties imposed on individuals are within the
limits of their capabilities and without causing then great difficulty and fulfil their
needs and conserve their dignity and humanity.418 For instance, Islam has determined
the prohibition of unlawful killing and preserves the individual‘s ‗the right to life‘.
The value of human life is upheld in the Qur‘ān where Almighty Allah ( )
announces:

415

Omar Al Ashqar, Khas{a's{ Al Shari'ah Al Islamiah (Maktabat Al Falah, 1982)[Trans: Omar Al
Ashqar, Characteristics of Islamic law (Al Falah Library, 1982)] 53.
416
Al Qaradawi, General Characteristics of Islam, above n 411, 127.
417
Usry Al Se'yd Muhammad, Huqwq Al Ensa>n fi D{ow'a Al Kitab wa> Al Sunnah (Dar Al Ma'arefah,
2006) [Trans: Usry Al Se'yd Muhammad, Human Rights in the Light of Qur’ ān and Sunnah (House
of Knowledge, 2006)] 133.
418
Abdullah Bin Ba'h, Hewa>r A'n Bwa'ad Hawla> Huqwq Al Ensa>n fi Al Isla>m (Obekan, 2007)[Trans:
Abdullah Bin Ba'h, Dialogue on Human Rights in Islam (Obekan, 2007)] 166.
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(32:5

)

         

Because of that, We decreed upon the Children of Israel that whoever kills a soul
unless for a soul or for corruption [done] in the land - it is as if he had slain mankind
entirely. And whoever saves one - it is as if he had saved mankind entirely. And our
messengers had certainly come to them with clear proofs. Then indeed many of
them, [even] after that, throughout the land, were transgressors
(Qur‘ān 5:32)

3.3.4

Realism

This refers to the realistic view taken by Islam in regard to human beings and their
responses in regard to their innate characteristics and their formation. For instance,
Islam takes into account the strength of the sexual motivation of human beings and
does not look at it slightingly or regard it as filthy. At the same time, it does not
accept that humans should fulfil their sexual appetites as they please. Islam legislates
that sexual motivation is to be satisfied in a pure way that guarantees the dignity of
humans and which, through the legality of the marriage system, elevates them from
the level of animal.419 Islam also deals with family realistically. Despite the
consideration that the connections and relations and marriage contract between a
married couple stands as a great covenant, Islam permits divorce if conflict between
married couples has increased to the extent that no cordiality, love or means of
reconciliation exists. Neither marriage nor divorce is viewed as something to be
undertaken lightly, and extensive guidance exists in relation to custody, maintenance,

419

Al Qaradawi, General Characteristics of Islam, above n 411, 172.
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remarriage and so forth. Thus, Islam legislates rules and laws for marriage and
divorce that deal with human life in a realistic manner.420
3.3.5

Stability and Flexibility421

There two types of Islamic Shari‘ah rules.422 First there are those rules that are
inalterable; they cannot be changed by the passing of time or a change of location or
by the diligent reasoning of Imams and scholars. These include the obligatory duties
of persons423 and the prohibition of certain acts. The second type of are rules are
those that are changeable in accordance with the public interests found in a particular
time and place, such as the nature and types of sanctions (except for those provided
for certain offences by clear texts in the Qur‘ān). Changeable rules include Shari‘ah
rules that are varied according to public interest, and the rights within these rules so
as to bring stability and flexibility together in equal manner. 424 An example would be
the steadiness of the Shura/Consultation principle, which Allah ( ) has prescribed
for the Muslim community when He stated:

          
(38:42

)

420

Ibrahim Ahmad Aliyu, Protection of Women's Rights under the Shari'ah (Dakwah Corner
Bookstore, 2010) 75; see also Doi, Women in Shari’ah, above n 41, 84; see also Rukaiyah Hill
Abdulsalam, Women's Ideal Liberation: Islamic Versus Western Understanding (Abul-Qasim
Publishing House, 1998) 143.
421
Al Qaradawi, General Characteristics of Islam, above n 411, 174; Shaheed, Criminal Law in
Islam, vol 1, above n 389, 19.
422
Abn Alqeym Al Jozayh, Eghatha>t Al Lahfa>n (Maktabat A'atef, 2001) [Trans: Abn Alqeym Al
Jozayh, Relieving the Needy (A’atef Library, 2001)] 330.
423
Shaheed, Criminal Law in Islam, vol 1, above n 389, 79.
424
Sayeh and Morse, above n 382, 317–18.
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And those who have responded to their lord and established prayer and
whose affair is [determined by] consultation among themselves, and from what
We have provided them, they spend
(Qur‘ān 42:38)

It is not permissible for either a governor or for the community to remove
Shura/Consultation from political and social life, and a sultan (ruler) is not allowed
to force people to do that which they do not wish to do.425 Flexibility is represented
in not specifying a particular form of Shura which the people are obliged to adopt in
all times and places. Moreover, it aims to prevent harm to the community through the
enforcement of permanent restrictions when certain circumstances, environments and
situations change. Therefore, Muslims are expected to carry out what Allah ( ) has
ordered them to do by conducting consultation in a way that best suits to their
circumstances and adopting policies in each instance without being under an extreme
obligation as to form.426
3. 4 Regulation of Human Rights in Islam
The rights contained in Islamic Shari‘ah are not absolute. They are restricted by
certain regulations (as follows).
3.4.1

They are Restricted and Protected Through Legislative and Executive
Guarantees

Shari‘ah rules are not just recommendations or moral rules without support for or
guarantee of their fulfilment. The general authority (whether monarch, council or
parliament) in Islam has the right to compel the implementation of these rights and

425
426

Bin Ba'h, above n 418, 75; see also Doi, Shari’ah, above n 156, 98.
Al Qaradawi, General Characteristics of Islam, above n 411, 222.
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punish those who violate them.427 The authority also has the right to protect these
rights.428 For instance, Islam assures the freedom of expressing one‘s opinion, to
speak the truth in public and to give advice in all religious and secular matters in the
interest of the community in order to preserve the system and people‘s security
within the framework of the promotion of virtue and prevention of vice. However,
Islam does not release this freedom from certain bounds and from regulations which
will, if used and directed in a good manner, benefit the community. Some of these
regulations are:
a. That freedom is practised in a peaceful way based on wisdom and good
maxims without resorting to any form of violence or illegal compulsion.
b. Opinions that are disclosed and expressed do not harm people or cause
outrage.
c. Freedom should not be used to assault religions or hurt Islam and Muslims.429
3.4.2

They are Restricted by Regulations Concerning Public Interest and the
Avoidance of Harm to the Group

Islam gives rights and freedoms to individuals and imposes duties on them. It
restricts these individual rights and freedoms in order for these to remain within the
limits of the interest of the group, and for the purpose of preventing harm to others.

427

Al Z}ahha>r, above n 391, 96.
See Shaheed, Criminal Law in Islam, vol 3, above n 167, 2.
429
Soliman Al Hukal, Huqwq Al Ensa>n fi Al Isla>m (Dar Al Fekr, 1994) [Trans: Soliman Al Hukal,
Human Rights in Islam (Intellect House, 1994)] 54. See Abdullah Saeed and Hassan Saeed, Freedom
of Religion Apostasy and Islam (Ashgate Publishing Company, 2004) 69.
428
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Individuals must not use their rights in such a way that it hurts the group.430 If the
legislation of Islam is examined, it will be found to bestow each individual right, and
show the individual how to enjoy this right without harming others. 431 For instance,
Islam gives man the right to divorce and shows him the way to practise this right in a
manner that does not cause harm to the other party. Almighty Allah ( ) said:
(887:2

        

Divorce is twice. Then, either keep [her] in an acceptable manner or release
[her] with good treatment. And it is not lawful for you to take anything of what
you have given them unless both fear that they will not be able to keep [within]
the limits of Allah
(Qur‘ān 2:229)

Allah ( ) further stated:
            
836:8

        

And when you divorce women and they have [nearly] fulfilled their term
Iddat, 432 either retain them according to acceptable terms or release them
according to acceptable terms, and do not keep them, intending harm, to
transgress [against them]. And whoever does that has certainly wronged
himself
(Qur‘ān 2:231)

If the rights of an individual clash with the rights of the group, the rights of the group
would take priority.

430

Al Qaradawi, General Characteristics of Islam, above n 411, 151; see also Shaheed, Criminal Law
in Islam, vol 1, above n 167, 240.
431
Muhammad M Shalaby, Al Madkhal fi Al Ta'areef be Al Fiqh Al Isla>my (Dar Al Nahdah Al
Arabiah, 1983) [Trans: Muhammad M Shalaby, Entrance for Definition of the Islamic Jurisprudence
(Arab Renaissance House, 2000)] 275; see also Doi, Shari’ah, above n 156, 644; see also Al-Sheha,
Women in Islam, above n 10, 105.
432
Iddah is the prescribed waiting period a woman observes after separating from her husband (due
to divorce or his death). During this period, she is forbidden from marrying or being exposed to any
marriage proposal. See Aliyu, above n 420, 38. See also Al-Khudrawi, above n 2, 344.
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3.4.3

Rights are Restricted by Regulations Concerning Certain Interests and
Corruption

Shari‘ah is able to fulfil certain public interests433 while preventing and reducing
corruption, including wrongdoing. Where there is contradiction between interest and
corruption, these should be weighed so that one would have priority. For instance,
the issuing of the death penalty for a killer is fatal to the criminal (and clashes with
his interest in maintaining his own life); however, the interest in carrying out such a
penalty would be that of the victim and society more generally. In terms of the
victim, it is a sanction for the violation of his or her rights. 434 Moreover, the death
penalty adjudged correct by the relevant court and inflicted by the state on behalf of
the community could be considered an act of justice that results in the spreading of a
sense of security among the community and also eliminates the desire for revenge
(by relatives or friends of the victim) and any act stemming from that desire.435 There
is no doubt that these interests are proportionately greater than the harm suffered by
the criminal. Moreover the penalty causes the criminal to be held accountable for
such acts.436

433

Public interest is public benefit or public welfare. Imam Malik called it al-mas}alih al-mursalah,
the Arabic word mas}alih means welfare and mursal literally means to set loose i.e. from the text.
Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal used the term istislah- seeking the best solution for the general interests.
See Delong-Bas, above n 113, 49. See also Doi, Shari’ah, above n 156, 125.
434
Ahmad, Encyclopedia of Islamic Jurisprudence Concerning Muslim Women vol 3, above n 373,
65.
435
See for more detail about capital punishment in Islam, see Al-Sheha, Human Rights in Islam,
above n 377, 119; see also Doi, Shari’ah, above n 156, 353; see also Abdul Qadir Oudah Shaheed,
Criminal Law of Islam (S Zakir Aijaz trans, Adam Publishers and Distributors, 2010) vol 2, 248–50.
436
Doi, Shari’ah, above n 156, 353; Sa'eed Al Zahrani, A'ard Dowr Al Islaim fi Hefz{ Huqwq Al
Ensa>n (Naif Arab University for Security Sciences, 2000) [Trans: Sa'eed Al Zahrani, The Role of
Islam in the Preservation of Human Rights (Naif Arab University for Security Sciences, 2000)] 25;
Blair Major, 'International Human Rights, Islamic Law and the Death Penalty' (University of Alberta
Law School, 2008) 25.
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3.4.4

These Rights are Restricted by Ethic Regulations

Ethics in Islam addresses all aspects of human life — whether spiritual and physical,
religious or secular, individual or collective — by establishing the optimum approach
for good behaviour. All rights in Islam are restricted by the observance of
community morality, beliefs and values. Freedom of thought or opinion does mean
that humans have the right to insult other religions or to spread profligacy and
immorality.437 The Prophet ( ) said: ‗A Muslim is the one from whose tongue and
hand the Muslims are safe.‘438 He also said: ‗The dearest and nearest to me among
you on the day of resurrection will be one who is the best of you in manners.‘439
3. 5 The Human Rights Documents Issued from Islamic Bureaux and
Organisations
Human rights in Islam are not a gift from a king or a governor, nor do they come in
the form of a resolution issued by a local authority or international organisation.
Rather, they are obligatory rights that are judged as having been issued by a divine
source, which rights therefore cannot be then be omitted, disregarded or held in
abeyance; moreover, it is not permissible to attack or deny them.
Human rights documents in Islam serve as the fruit of a sincere effort on the part of
an elected group of senior Islamic world thinkers and leaders of Islamic movements
to express a comprehensive stand on human rights taken from Holy Qur‘ān and
Sunnah of the Prophet Mohammed ( ).

437

For more details, see Al Qaradawi, General Characteristics of Islam, above n 117–25.
Al-Bukhari, S}ahih Al Bukhari (Al Maktaba> Al Sa>la>fiah, 1400) in the book of Al Iman hadith no
10; Muslim, S{ahih Muslim (Dar Ehi'a Al Kutob Al Arabiah, 1374) in the book of Al Iman hadith no
41.
439
Muhammad N Al-Albani, S}a>hih Al Ja>ma'a (Al Maktab Al Islami, 1408) hadith no 1573.
438
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3.5.1

International Islamic Council Statement on Human Rights

On 19 September 1981, the International Islamic Council (IIC) issued a statement
which was released from the UNESCO Head Office in Paris, France. 440 This was the
second Islamic document to be issued to the world by the IIC and includes coverage
of human rights in Islam.441 The International Islamic Council had previously issued
an ‗International Islamic Statement‘ concerning the Islamic system, which included
the general framework for this system.442
Serving as an introduction to human rights in Islam, this second document defines
the rights in Islam and encourages Islamic communities to recognise these rights,
stressing that it is correct to implement these rules in order to establish a genuine
Islamic community.443 This document (the Universal Islamic Declaration of Human
Rights) also contains the overall human rights in Islam and provides a text from the
Holy Qur‘ān and Sunnah as the basis for each right. Such rights include the right of

440

Al Z}ahha>r, above n 391, 346; for more detail see Universal Islamic Declaration of Human Rights,
opened for signature19 September 1981 (entered into force 19 September 1981).
441
Abu-Ka>z{eym, above n 372, 29.
442
First International Islamic Statement: This statement was issued by the International Islamic
Council in London on April 1980 and is titled ‘The basic principles for Islamic system and its main
general constituents’. summarized summary of these principles would be that the globe has a system
that is ordained by the Almighty Allah and this has guided humanity by his caliph/successor on the
earth, and that the application of Shari’ah is a must for those Muslims who establish international
Islamic Policy based on Justice; Allah’s Shari’ah legitimises governments, governors and all state
establishments. The framework of the Islamic political system is required to be built on Islamic
Shari’ah, including the Shura and the organising of rights. The Islamic Economic System is also
based on social justice; the educational framework is based on the right to education for every human
being according to one’s readiness; the social framework is based on assuring individual dignity and
supporting family. See Muhammad Al Ghazali, Huqwq Al Ensa>n byn Ta>laym Al Islam wa Ia'alan Al
Omam Al Muthidah (Dar Al Da'wh, 2002) [Trans: Muhammad Al Ghazali, Human Rights Between
the Teachings of Islam and the United Nations Declaration (Al Da’wh House, 2002)] 169.
443
There are many Arab and Islamic conventions, charters and declarations of human rights such as
the Universal Islamic Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the Islamic Council of Europe on 19
September 1981; the Council of the League of the Arab States, Arab Charter on Human Rights, 23
May 2004; Council of the League of Arab State, Arab Charter on Hunan Rights, 15 September 1994.
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life, freedom, equality and justice as well as economic and social rights, including
the rights of families, spouses and children.
3.5.2

Cairo Declaration on Human Rights in Islam of 1990

On 5 August 1990, the Organisation of the Islamic Cooperation (OIC) issued a
declaration on human rights.444 The principles upon which the Cairo Declaration was
based first emerged in 1979 and were discussed at thirteen conferences, including
three Islamic summit conferences. The final version of the declaration was prepared
in a conference of foreign affairs Ministers of OIC member states in Tehran at the
end of 1989. It was then recognised and declared at the Ninth Conference hosted by
Cairo in 1990.445
The Cairo Declaration of Human Rights in Islam (CDHRI) is a declaration by the
member states of the OIC that provides an overview on the Islamic perspective on
human rights and affirms Islamic Shari‘ah as the sole source of those rights.446
CDHRI declares its purpose to be a general guidance for OIC Member States in the
field of human rights.447 This Declaration, usually seen as an Islamic counterpart and
response to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), was adopted on 5
August 1990 by 45 foreign ministers of member states of the OIC. It starts by
forbidding any discrimination on the basis of race, colour, language, belief, sex,
religion, political affiliation, social status or other criteria:

444

Cairo Declaration on Human Rights in Islam 1990 (Organisation of the Islamic Cooperation

(OIC)).
445
Bin Ba'h, above n 418, 183.
446

Cairo Declaration on Human Rights in Islam 1990 (Organisation of the Islamic Cooperation
(OIC) art 25. See also Al-Sheha, Human Rights in Islam, above n 377, 99.
447
Bin Ba'h, above n 418, 184; see also Major, above n 436, 31.
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All human beings form one family whose members are united by their subordination to
Allah and descent from Adam. All men [humans] are equal in terms of basic human
dignity and basic obligations and responsibilities, without any discrimination on the
basis of race, colour, language, belief, sex, religion, political affiliation, social status or
other considerations. The true religion is the guarantee for enhancing such dignity along
the path to human integrity…448

It goes on to proclaim the sanctity of life, declaring the preservation of human life as
‗a duty‘ prescribed by the Shari‘ah.449 The taking of life, for other than a reason
prescribed by Shar‘iah, is forbidden.450 The CDHRI also emphasises in Article 6(a)
that:

Woman is equal to man in human dignity, and has her own rights to enjoy as well as
duties to perform, and has her own civil entity and financial independence, and the right
to retain her name and lineage.

While both man and woman are alike in the dignity that is to be accorded to them as
human beings created by Allah ( ), there is a clear distinction in certain areas on the
basis of gender.451 This is seen as a fullness rather than a curtailment of rights in
Islam. It involves a consideration of women in their physical weakness and their
unique role as child-bearer which determines both responsibilities (particularly in
regard to family life) and rights and distinguishes them from those applicable to the
male. Her role also demands special care.452 While both parents have rights due from

448

Cairo Declaration on Human Rights in Islam 1990 (Organisation of the Islamic Cooperation
(OIC) art 1(a).
449
Ibid art 2(c).
450
Ibid art 2(a).
451
It has its parallel in a number of those of the Christian and Jewish faiths who adhere to a
‘complementarian’ view of the familial, social, ecclesial and political roles of men and women.
452
Cairo Declaration on Human Rights in Islam 1990 (Organisation of the Islamic Cooperation
(OIC) art 7(a).
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parents,453 the male is given special responsibility. The CDHRI states, for example,
in Article 6(b) that:

The husband is responsible for the maintenance and welfare of the family.

Many rights and responsibilities are shared across the gender divide and the State is
seen as playing a crucial role in their implementation. For example, Article 9(a)
states:

The seeking of knowledge is an obligation and [the] provision of education is the duty
of the society and the State. The State shall ensure the availability of ways and means to
acquire education and shall guarantee its diversity in the interest of the society so as to
enable man [persons] to be acquainted with the religion of Islam and uncover the
secrets of the Universe for the benefit of mankind.

The crucial role of Islam is reiterated throughout the Declaration. The CDHRI
concludes that all the rights and freedoms mentioned are subject to the Islamic
Shari‘ah, which is the Declaration‘s sole source.454
It declares ‗true religion‘ to be the ‗guarantee for enhancing such dignity along the
path to human integrity‘.455 The responsibility for defending those rights rests upon
the entire Ummah.456
3. 6 Women’s Rights in Islamic Shari’ah
In the period of nascent Islam, women played prominent roles in all realms of life:
religious, political, educational, legal, moral and economic. A few examples will
453

Ibid art 7(a)– (b).
Ibid art 25.
455
Ibid art 1(a).
456
Ibid Preamble. Ummah: a people, a nation, a race. The word occurs about 40 times in the Qur’ān;
See Al-Khudrawi, above n 2, 30.
454
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show what Islam accomplished in raising the educational level of women and will
highlight Muslim women‘s contributions the growth of knowledge in Islamic
society.457 Islam preserves women‘s rights from birth to death.458 It observes a
woman‘s rights from childhood, where kindness towards women is encouraged and
Paradise is held to be the reward for doing so. There are sayings mentioned in the
prophetic Sunnah, which clearly indicate the care which should be taken concerning
girls. Anas

459

( ) states that the Prophet ( ) said: ‗―[he] who sponsored two

daughters until legal majority he would come with me in the Last Day [thus]‘ while
joining his two fingers‘.460 Abi Sayeed Alkhadri

461

( ) states that the Prophet ( )

said: ‗[he] who has three daughters or sisters, two daughters or two sisters and dealt
with them kindly and feared Allah in his dealing with them he will be in Paradise‘.462
Aishah463 (

) stated that a lady along with her two daughters came to me asking

(for some alms), but she found nothing with me except one date which I gave to her
and she divided it between her two daughters, and did not eat anything herself, and
then she got up and went away. Then the Prophet ( ) came and I informed him about
this story. He ( ) said: ‗whoever is put to trial by these daughters and he treats them
457

Sayeh and Morse, above n 382, 322; Abdul Rahman Doi, Women in the Qur'an and the Sunnah
(Ta-Ha Publishers, 1996) 6.
458
Yusuf Al-Hajj Ahmad, Encyclopedia of Islamic Jurisprudence Concerning Muslim Women
(Darussalam, 2010) vol 2, 30.
459
He is Anas Bin Malek Al Ansary; see Muhammad Al Dhahabi, Seya>r Ai'ala>m Al Nubli'a (Dar Al
Kutub Al Ilmiyah, 2010) vol 4, [Trans: Muhammad Al Dhahabi, Biographies of the Outstanding
Nobles (Scientific Books House, 2010) vol 4] 202. ( Biographies, vol 4)
460
Ali Al-Hethamy, Mjma'a Al Zawi'ad (Muassast Al Ma'aref, 1406) hadith no 8/160.
461
He is Saad Bin Malek Bin Senan; see Al Dhahabi, Biographies, vol 4, above n 459, 85. The
holding of two fingers of one hand close together by the Prophet is a sign of the degree of closeness
that this behaviour then accords the believer with the Prophet.
462
Muhammad N Al-Albani, S}ahih Al Targheeb (Maktabat Al Ma'arif, 1421) hadith no 3913.
463
She is termed the ‘Mother of believers’, Aishah bint Abu Bakr Al-Siddeeq; see for more detail
Muhammad Ali Qutb, Women around the Messenger (Abdur-Rafi Adewale Imam trans,
International Islamic Publishing House, 2008) 63.
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generously (with benevolence) then these daughters will act as a shield for him from
Hell-fire‘.464 These holy prophetic sayings show that Islam encourages Muslims to
deal kindly with daughters, and that it obliges a man to take care of his daughter(s)
and sister(s), to guarantee an honourable life for them and to support them until
marriage.465
In honouring the woman as a mother,466 Allah ( ) linked kindness to her with
worshiping Him when He stated:
               
(23:17

         

)

And your Lord has decreed that you not worship except Him, and to parents,
good treatment. Whether one or both of them reach old age [while] with you,
say not to them [so much as], "uff," and do not repel them but speak to them a
noble word
(Qur‘ān 17:23)

The Almighty Allah ( ) commands sincerity in worshipping Him alone, and at the
same time and to the same degree, commanded benevolence towards parents, one of
whom is the mother.467 The Prophet ( ) emphasised the exercise of benevolence
toward the mother and the necessity of treating her with kindness. Abu Hurairah468
( ) for the Prophet ( ) stated that a man asked, ‗Who is most deserving of my good

464

Al-Bukhari, S}ahih Al Bukhari (Al Maktaba> Al Sa>la>fiah, 1400) in the book of Al Zakah hadith no
1418; Muslim, S{ahih Muslim (Dar Ehi'a Al Kutob Al Arabiah, 1374) in the book of Al Bir wa Al
Selah hadith no 2629; At-Tirmidhi, Sunan at-Tirmidhi (Dar Al Kutob Al almeah, 1412) in the book
of Al Bir wa> Al Selah hadith no 1913.
465
See Al-Sheha, Women in Islam, above n 10, 38.
466
Muhammad Zafrulla Khan, Islam and Human Rights (Islam International Publication, 1999) 103.
467
Al-Sheha, Women in Islam, above n 10, 60; see also Al-Rifaie, above n 24, 31.
468
He is Abdul Rahman Bin Sakher Al Dowsi; see Muhammad Al Dhahabi, Seya>r Ai'ala>m Al Nubli'a
(Dar Al Kutub Al Ilmiyah, 2010) vol 3 [Trans: Muhammad Al Dhahabi, Biographies of the
Outstanding Nobles (Scientific Books House, 2010) vol 3] 513.
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companionship‘? To which he replied, ‗Your mother, then your mother then your
mother then your father‘.469
Concerning marital life, the Almighty Allah ( ) said:

                 
             
(21 20:30

)

And of His signs is that He created you from dust; then, suddenly you were
human beings dispersing [throughout the earth].
And of His signs is that He created for you from yourselves mates that you
may find tranquility in them; and He placed between you affection and mercy.
Indeed in that are signs for a people who give thought
(Qur‘ān 30:20–21)

Almighty Allah ( ) created the woman to serve as a psychological point of refuge
for the man and build this life that is based on love and mercy. 470 A man spends his
days seeking a livelihood and upon returning home, will find psychological
comfort.471 These roles (the care and responsibility shown by husbands for wives,
and the care of wives for their husbands) serve as a means through which couples can

469

Al-Bukhari, S}ahih Al Bukhari (Al Maktaba> Al Sa>la>fiah, 1400) in the book of Al Adab hadith no
5971; Muslim, S{ahih Muslim (Dar Ehi'a Al Kutob Al Arabiah, 1374) in the book of Al Bir wa Al
Selah hadith no 2548; Muhammad Zafrulla Khan, Women in Islam (Islam International Publication,
2008) 21–2; Doi, Women in the Qur’an and the Sunnah , above n 457, 7; Major David J Western,
'Islamic "Purse Strings": The Key to the Amelioration of Women's Rights in the Middleeast' (2008)
61 The Air Force Law Review 79, 83.
470
Muhammad Al-Jibaly, The Quest for Love and Mercy (Al-Kitaab and Al-Sunnah Publishing,
2002) 12; see also Doi, Women in Shari’ah, above n 41, 6; Khan, Islam and Human Rights, above n
466, 38.
471
A woman can help her husband in alimony, such as Khadija (
) when she helped the Prophet
( ). see Mahmood Ahmad Ghadanfar, Great Women of Islam (Jamila Muhammad Qawi trans,
Darussalam, 2001) 23.
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interrelate and survive and grow in faith.472 It has its parallel in a number of those of
the Christian and Jewish faiths who adhere to a ‗complementarian‘ view of the
familial, social, ecclesial and political roles of men and women. This is often
summarised in the phrase: ‗equal but different‘.473
Islam has put the man and the woman on the same level in terms of what is
considered congenitally suitable for them and what begets dignity, distinction and
chasteness.474 There are some legal burdens which Allah ( ) has eased for women
out of deference to their physiology, their engagement in home life, their
concentration on maternity and inclination towards bringing up their children
whether through thought or on a practical level.475 The particular needs of women are
recognised. A woman does not participate so much in public life or socialise as freely
as men, particularly when she menstruates, as she cannot pray or fast at that time.476
This provision honours her and recognises her characteristics and femininity by
granting her permission not to attend communal prayers during her menses and by
ensuring her strength at this time by releasing her from the obligation to fast. This
472

See Aliyu, above n 420, 45; see also Al-Sheha, Women in Islam, above n 10, 48; see also AlRifaie, above n 24, 29.
473
Pharaon, above n 16, 353; Charis, Concluding Remarks on the Headship of the Husband (30
November 2009) <http://godswordtowomen.wordpress.com/2009/02/09/more-on-the-headship-of-thehusband/>. The author (Charis) notes that her material is derived from Katharine Bushnell (18561946), God’s Word for Women (first published 1921) who emphasises mutual subjection and care (a
more equal relationship, always in love of others and obedience to G_d).
474
See Aliyu, above n 420, 4; Abdul-Azeem Badawi, The Concise Presentation of the Fiqh of the
Sunnah and the Noble Book (Jamaal Al-Din M Zarabozo trans, International Islamic Publishing
House, 2007) 402–403.
475
Although the Prophet ( ) was one of the best people in terms of dealing with his wives and
relatives; he would repair shoes, sew clothes, milk goats and clean the house. When Aishah (
)
was asked about the status of the Prophet in his home, she replied: ‘he was serving his relatives,
when the time of prayer came he stood to pray’. Al-Bukhari, S}ahih Al Bukhari (Al Maktaba> Al
Sa>la>fiah, 1400) in the book of (Al Adab) hadith no (676). see Al-Rifaie, above n 24, 26; see also
Vivienne Stacey, 'Women in Islam' (2008) (4) St Francis Magazine 5.
476
Ahmad, Encyclopedia of Islamic Jurisprudence Concerning Muslim Women vol 1, above n 388,
542; Badawi, above n 474, 73.
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does not reduce her level from that of a man who is able to pray and fast for she is
not committing a sin omitting prayer or refraining from fasting during menstruation
because she is instructed by Allah ( ) so to do.477 More broadly, however, men
retain an advantage over women though the latter enjoy ‗similar rights‘. In words
attributed to Almighty Allah ( ):
(228:2

228.

)

           

And due to the wives is similar to what is expected of them, according to

what is reasonable. But the men have a degree over them [in responsibility and
authority]. And Allah is exalted in Might and Wise
(Qur‘ān 2:228)

Allah ( ) goes on to say:
             
(34:4

)

Men are the protectors and maintainers of women, because Allah has made
one of them to excel the other, and because they spend (to support them) from
their means.
(Qur‘ān 4:34)

In these two verses, Allah ( ) states that women have rights just as men have certain
duties toward women.

478

However, the man is distinguished by one right that is

obligatory in life in society; namely, he retains the headship of the house and

477
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478
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family.479 In the verse it is mentioned that the man is superior in a sense that he is
legally required to protect the woman, to support his family with his earnings and
wealth, to maintain the dignity and integrity of his wife and family, along with giving
advice to their affairs;480 and in return she is required to obey him in a positive sense,
bring up the children, and help him in maintaining the house so that no one is able to
do anything which would harm the marital life and disturb the family system, which
serves as the kernel of community.481
The rights of Muslim women, which are decided by Shari‘ah, are rights that indicate
the value of the woman in the community and her solemn position in this life, which,
without a doubt, serve to enhance and dignify the woman. The woman has an
honourable place in Islamic Shari‘ah. She is sponsored in expenditure, her
chasteness is preserved, and her words are heard and taken notice of. These aspects
are indicated in hundreds of texts that promote the sponsoring and care of women.482
In the last advice of the Prophet ( ), it is stated: ‗[F]ear Allah in [your relations with]
women because they are like your captives, you took them in protection of Allah,
you took their vulvas as permissible by a word of Allah, and you are responsible of
their bread and cloth[es] in kindness.‘483
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Abdulsalam, above n 420, 137; see also Abu Bakr Al-Jazairi, Islamic Etiquette (Jamaal Al-Din M
Zarabozo trans, Darussalam, 1998) 58.
480
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420, 137.
481
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482
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483
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1218; Abu-Dawud, Sunan Abu Dawud (Dar Al Kutob Al almeah, 1403) in the book of Al Haj hadith
no 1905.
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In all of life‘s aspects, the woman enjoys a certain level of participation — whether
great or small — provided that it preserves her dignity, takes account of her nature
and the way in which she is participates, economically, socially, politically,
scientifically and ideologically. Moreover, she is not treated differently from the man
unless it concerns her dignity as a woman and her femininity. Women have the same
rights and duties in kindness, that is, any right for the man corresponds with duties
that are also imposed on him in regards to a woman.484 Although Islamic Shari‘ah
fundamentally acknowledges the principle of equality between man and woman, it
also recognises the nature of each sex, and contends that the building of the family
should be organised and that there should be one person who is responsible for
looking after family affairs. Because a man can readily do so and has none of the
barriers that hinder the woman and oblige her to stay at home, Islam has bestowed
upon the man the responsibility of the family and placed him in charge of family
expenditure as well as protecting and caring for its affairs, and made the woman
responsible for her husband‘s home and their children.485 The Prophet ( ) said:
All of you are sponsors and all of you are responsible for your subjects. Imam is
sponsor and he is responsible for his subjects/citizens. The man is the sponsor of his
home relatives and he is responsible for his subjects. The woman is a sponsor for her
husband‘s home and she is responsible for her citizens.486

These words portray the distribution of responsibility according to specialty; every
human being has certain rights and duties.487
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3. 7 Principles of Women’s Rights in Islamic Shari’ah
3.7.1

Women’s Rights in Culture and Education

Knowledge is the blessing which Allah ( ) has given to human beings. Knowledge
offers guidance and mercy, and is exalted. Allah ( ) honoured scholars and elevated
their position, when He said:
             ِ
( 66:52

)

Allah will raise those who have believed among you and those who were given
knowledge, by degrees. And Allah is acquainted with what you do
(Qur‘ān 58:11)

Allah ( ) has encouraged us to acquire the honour and virtue of knowledge.488 The
example of the Prophet ( ) guides us where he said:
(114:20

    

)

O Muhammad say: "My Lord, increase me in knowledge

489

(Qur‘ān 20:114)

Knowledge in Islam is not monopolised by one gender — the door of competition in
seeking knowledge is open for men and women.490 There is a portion of knowledge
which a woman should learn and which is necessary to avoid being plagued by
ignorance. This is the aspect of knowledge is that which concerns belief, worship and

488

Al-Hibri, above n 38, 36.
Ibid 16.
490
Aliyu, above n 420, 34; see also Al Khayat, above n 326, 10; see also Al-Sheha, Women in Islam,
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above n 38, 38.
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the transactions conducted by women. She must know how to pray and fast, how to
deal with her husband, and how to bring up her children. She must also know her
rights and duties.491 A woman should go out to seek knowledge, asking, discussing
and searching in order to learn and obtain knowledge.492 What emerged from the
Islamic view was the importance of education for women and the obtaining of
knowledge that would support a woman in performing her role as wife and mother,
and help her to deliver her message in repairing the community and nation.493
In looking at the prophetic Sunnah, one finds general sayings in regard to the seeking
of knowledge and the encouragement to obtain it, with no difference made in its texts
between men and women. Among these texts, such as the words of Mua‘awiyh
494

( ), it is stated: ‗I heard the Prophet ( ) said: ―If Allah wants to do good to a

person [male or female], He makes him comprehend the religion [the understanding
of the Qur‘an and the Sunnah (legal ways) of the Prophet ( )]‖‘;495 and what was
narrated by Abu hurairah ( ) who related that the Prophet ( ) said: ‗Who[ever]
follows a road of pursuing knowledge, Allah eases a road for [that person] to the
paradise‘.496
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Therefore, women in the era of the Prophet Mohammed ( ) took care to seek
knowledge and obtain more jurisprudence, and they also had a great role in
publishing and teaching all types of science. Abi Sayeed Alkhadri ( ) noted that
women too were granted audience with the Prophet ( ) and learnt at his feet and
were not excluded:
[A] woman requested the Prophet to fix a day for them as the men were taking all his
time. On that he promised them one day for religious lesson and commandments. Once
during such a lesson the Prophet said, ―A woman whose three children die will be
shielded by them from the Hell-fire‖. On that woman asked,‖ If only two die? He
replied, ―Even two‖.497

It was not generally, however, satisfactory for a woman to merely acquire knowledge
by herself; she was also to seek the legal opinion of her father, brother and mother.
Abdullah Bin Abbas498( ) said:
[A] woman said to the Messenger of Allah that Hajj obligation (Pilgrimage) [is desired
to be performed by my father, an old Shiekh 499 who cannot ride on a camel. Could I
perform Hajj on his behalf?‖; [the Prophet] said ―Yes, you may.‖ That happened during
the Hajjat-ul-Wida.500

Islam has not historically deprived woman the right to benefit from different types of
knowledge. Aishah, the Mother of believers (

), was an example. She was a

reference for interpretation, jurisprudence and Islamic traditions in addition to being
the most proficient person in medicine, poetry, Arab news and their line of

497
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499
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2, 281.
500
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ancestors.501 Her nephew, Orwah Bin Alzubair502 ( ), describes her, stating: ‗I have
accompanied Aishah (

) and I didn't see anyone who had either more knowledge of

a revealed verse, obligation, Sunnah, Arab history, their ancestors, judgement nor
medicine than her‘.503
Therefore, one of the most important human rights in which Islam has equalised men
and women is the latter‘s right to education and culture.504 Islam has given women
the same rights as men in obtaining education and knowledge and permits them to
acquire what they choose from science and culture. The wives of Prophet ( ) acted
as references for religion and issues of jurisprudence during his life and after his
death.505 Each of their houses served as a school in which the students of knowledge
and sayings met and learned the Shari‘ah rules, other sciences and knowledge from
them. Moreover, Aishah (

) narrated on behalf of the Prophet ( ) approximately a

quarter of the Sunnah.506 During her time, women had known rights not only in
education but also played a great role in spreading knowledge among women and
men. Some were teachers in different Islamic theological sciences and areas of
knowledge, especially the study of sayings (Ahadith/traditions). In this area, a
woman could acquire a professorship degree and compete with great scholars and
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narrators.507 Women became examples in justice and honesty in regard to such
knowledge, where the narrators and critics had placed their trust in them at a time
when numerous famous male Islamic scholars could not obtain such trust. 508 Alhafiz
Alzahabi, where he criticised the narrators of prophetic tradition, states in regard to
their veracity and honesty: ‗I didn‘t know [of] women who [had been] accused …
with falsehood, [not one] woman whose saying has [been] denied‘.509 Imam Ibn Saad
illustrates this point by noting that more than seven hundred women narrated on
behalf of the Prophet ( ) and wrote about the trust [given them by] companions and
followers, great figures of religion and Imams of Muslims [on whose behalf women]
have narrated.510 Ibn Hajar Alasqalani wrote about the life of 1543 from the writings
of scholars and narrators (women) and he said: ‗[T]hey were trusted and scholars‘.511
Certain Muslim women have become outstanding in the area of knowledge and
worked in teaching. Here are some examples:
1. Na>fisah Bint Alhasa>n (died 208 H / 824 CE) was a narrator and
approximately 207 famous scholars attended her sessions. Among those who
have narrated and heard about her was Imam Alshafie when he entered
Egypt.512
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2. Zainab Bint Ash-sh’ri (died 615 H / 1218 CE) was a great scholar who
gained knowledge from many scholars. She met and received ijazas
(certificates) of Hadith from a number of scholars, and Ibn Khallika>n
received an ijaza from her.513
3. Sha>hda Bint Abi Alnasr (died 574 H / 1178 CE) was teaching the public in
Baghdad Mosque not only religious science (knowledge) but also literature,
eloquence, poetry and she was described as ‘proud of women’.514
4. Fa>timah Bint Alaa Aldeen (died 562 H / 1166 CE) was a scholar in
jurisprudence and prophetic traditions. Many scholars have obtained
knowledge from her as she held teaching sessions and released several
publications.515
5. Fa>timah Bint Alshiekh Jamaludeen Aldimashqi (died 708 H / 1211 CE) was
also a scholar and a narrator. She learned from her father and obtained
knowledge in various sciences from many scholars in her era such as
Alsafadi and others.516
6. Sit Alwza>raa (died 733 H / 1332 CE) was a grandchild of the scholar Wa>jih
Aldeen Alhanba>li. She memorised Sahih Albukhari and Musnad Alshafie,
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studied Sunnah books, and senior scholars have borrowed from her
writings.517
7. Zainab Bint Ahmed Almaqdasiah, who is known as Bint Alkama>l (died 740
H / 1339 CE), obtained certificates from many scholars from her era in
Alsham, Egypt and Iraq. Ibn Batotah has mentioned her in his journey.518
Thus, it is clear from among these few examples519 of women who were leading
sessions for religious knowledge up until the Ninth century of Hijri (1500s CE), and
that these women were those who came from conservative religious families; the
fathers and brothers of some of them were great scholars and it was not considered
strange in that Muslim era for women to strive for education and learn in an
atmosphere of decency, veneration and conservation of Islamic principles and values
which Shari‘ah has encouraged.520
3.7.2

Economic Rights

Islam has determined the economic rights of women in several verses and sayings,
which indicate that the woman has the right to possess all types of permitted money
from all legal sources as well as the right to practice trade through selling and
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buying.521 She is also given the right to guarantee, give, recommend, authorise and
contract general financial activities.522 Islam also determines the woman‘s rights in
matters of dowry, and specified it for her alone, permitting no one to interfere with
it.523 The Almighty Allah ( ) said:
              
(4:4

)

And give the women [upon marriage] their [bridal] gifts graciously. But if they give
up willingly to you anything of it, then take it in satisfaction and ease

(Qur‘ān 4:4)

Islam also has given her the right of ownership and determined her right of
possession after she had been deprived of such during the pre-Islamic period.524 The
general principle in heritage has been revealed. In this regard, Almighty Allah ( )
stated:
            
(4:7

       

)

For men is a share of what the parents and close relatives leave, and for
women is a share of what the parents and close relatives leave, be it little or
much - an obligatory share
(Qur‘ān 4:7)
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And, in ordering her to pay Zakat, expenditure and alms just like a man, the
Almighty Allah ( ) said:
       
      
        
(35:33

     

)

Indeed, the Muslim men and Muslim women, the believing men and believing
women, the obedient men and obedient women, the truthful men and truthful
women, the patient men and patient women, the humble men and humble
women, the charitable men and charitable women, the fasting men and fasting
women, the men who guard their private parts and the women who do so, and
the men who remember Allah often and the women who do so –— for them
Allah has prepared forgiveness and a great reward.
(Qur‘ān 33:35)

In Islam, the rules for worship and transactions directed to those who are in charge,
be they men or women, and are equally applied unless there is specific (Shar‘iah)
directions otherwise.525 Woman and man are equal in judgement. For instance, the
right of ownership is established in the Holy Qur‘ān and Sunnah, whether this
ownership is transferred in the form of money, real estate, arable land or some other
form.526 Islam has legitimised women‘s participation in employment (including legal
work) where they know how to perform the tasks involved and these are not viewed
as being contrary to her nature. Islam does not prohibit any legitimate job for a
woman, but does constrain the types of employment for the purpose of preserving
her dignity, conforming to her nature, and keeping her aloof from what would
525
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contradict decent morals.527 Moreover, it should not deter her from work but such
work should provide profit for her and her children. On behalf of Ja>ber ( ),528 a
woman went out of her home to harvest date palms. A man then prevented her from
going out. She went to the Prophet ( ) and he ordered her to harvest her date palms
so as to gain profit from this work.529
However, we have to say that Islam has made it a requirement for the man to work
and expend his income to support his family and did not do so for the woman. Thus,
the man is obliged to expend his income on his wife, even if she is rich.530 The state
is also obliged to sponsor a woman and maintain her through the Muslim treasury
should she lose her sponsor (guardian, whether a relative or not). 531 Furthermore,
Islam has given women the right to a degree of financial independence as she has the
right to sell, buy, give, act an agent and authorise others. If there is a special need or
a social necessity, or if there is an interest in her performing work such as nursing,
education, and so on, outside of the home, Islam has stipulated the following
conditions for the woman:532
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a. The work should not take all of her time and effort or prevent her from
performing her basic duties as a mother and wife.533
b. The work should not be outside of her characteristics and exigencies of her
natural tasks.
c. She should perform her work in dignity and decency so as to avoid the whims
and the ways of seduction.
d. She should not be alone with men who are unknown to her, for the Prophet
( ) said: ‗A woman should not be alone with a man unless there is a Muhram
/ unmarriageable person [present] … [that is, a person who as a near relative
and is unable to be married to her].534
If a woman goes out for work and operates within these Islamic conceptions, there is
no objection to her doing so. Islam has given her an opportunity to work according to
her circumstances and in a field which is suitable for her. Shari‘ah has permitted
women to practice trading and all means of obtaining permissible profit. The prime
example of this is Khadija, the first wife of the Prophet ( ). A woman also has the
right to complain to judicial authorities in order to claim any financial rights that may
have been lost.535 All of these actions are done without the supervision of a husband
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or sponsor, as long as they do not contradict either Shari‘ah instructions or her basic
function as a mother and a wife.536
3.7.3

Social Rights

Woman has gained a great deal of freedom and dignity in Islam, and one of the
highest social rights she has obtained is her right in choosing a husband, where Islam
has given her the right to accept or reject any prospective husband who proposes to
her.537 Although Islam gives this right to women, there are some fathers who attempt
to control the marriage of their daughters and do not give them the opportunity to
choose a marital partner.538 In such cases where a daughter does not want to marry
the person, if the daughter refuses or cries, it may be considered a violation of
morality and tradition, but such a reaction on the part of the woman is completely
aligned with Islamic instructions and prophetic teachings as it is an indication of lack
of willing assent of the woman, in which circumstances the marriage should not be
taking place at all. In Islamic Shari‘ah, marriage is not valid without the consent of
the betrothed.539 The Prophet ( ) stated:
―A matron should not be given in marriage except after consulting her; and a virgin
should not be given in marriage except after her permission.‖ The people asked, O
Allah‘s Messenger! How can we know her permission?‖ He said, ―Her silence
(indicates her permission)‖.540
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Hence, it appears that a woman, whether a virgin or not, is completely free to refuse
whomever she does not want to marry and her father or sponsor has no right to
oblige her to do so.
If the sponsor concludes the contract of marriage for a woman who lacks virginity
without consulting her, or for the virgin without getting [her and/or her
guardian/sponsor/father‘s]541 permission, then the contract is not valid unless the
woman accepts the marriage.542 This is indicated by what has been stated in Sunnah,
where the father of Al Khansaa543(

) concluded the contract of her marriage when

she was no longer a virgin (thus, a divorced or widowed woman) and that she hated
that and came to the Prophet ( ) who cancelled the marriage.544
A girl came to the Prophet ( ) and said: my father has concluded the contract of my
marriage with his nephew in order to hide his fault/defect, and made it up to her and she
said: I accept what my father has done, but I wanted to show the women that fathers
have nothing to do with this issue. 545

However, in the matter of the marriage of a young daughter being contracted before
she has reached the legal age (where that exists in particular countries) or the
historically accepted age of a girl having reached maturity (that is, puberty) and

541

For a marriage to become valid, four conditions must be met: Consent of the lady’s guardian, two
witnesses, the marriage contract, and the bridal ( Mahr). A guardian is the wife’s father, his
representative, or the nearest of kin to her on her father’s side or the Muslim ruler. ‘The Messenger
of Allah said, ‚There is no marriage without (the consent of) a guardian.’: Recorded by Ahmad Bin
Hanbl, Musnad Al Imam Ahmad (Dar Aljeel, 1420) hadith no 5/68 ; see Ahmad, Encyclopedia of
Islamic Jurisprudence Concerning Muslim Women vol 2, above n 458, 309.
542
Ta'aemh, above n 510, 65.
543
She is Al Khansaa Bint Khudam Alansariah. See Al Dhahabi, Biographies, vol 3, above n 468,
466.
544
Al-Bukhari, S}ahih Al Bukhari (Al Maktaba> Al Sa>la>fiah, 1400) in the book of Al Ekrah hadith no
6945. See for more detail Al-Hibri, above n 38, 14–16.
545
An-Nasa’i, Sunan an-Nasa’i (Maktabt Al Matbua'at Al Islameih, 1412) in the book of Al Nika>h
hadith no 5369; see also Al-Sheha, Women in Islam, above n 10, 91.
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without her consent, differences of opinion exist among scholars as to its
permissibility or validity.546
In terms of the social rights of women, when Allah ( ) enjoined the obedience of a
woman to her husband and put the husband in a position of full responsibility to
preserve and maintain her dignity, he imposed on the man the duty to expend his
income on the woman‘s behalf and made it compulsory for him.547 No scholars can
disagree on its necessity, for Almighty Allah ( ) said:
(2:233

)

            

Upon the father is the mothers' provision and their clothing according to what is
acceptable. No person is charged with more than his capacity

(Qur‘ān 2:233)

Thus supporting any woman (daughter, wife, mother, sister and so on) is required of
the male person who is responsible for her according to the consensus of scholars.
Whether this person is her sponsor or guardian (wali), father, husband, brother or
son,548 Almighty Allah ( ) said:

546

It should be noted that as yet a minimum marriageable age does not yet exist in Saudi Arabia;
however, there are studies that indicate that a resolution in this regard is near. Currently, some
scholars permit making a little daughter marry without her consent based on the words of Aishah
(
) that the Prophet ( ) had married her when she was six years old and had sexual intercourse
with her when she was nine years old. Some scholars view that it is not permissible to marry a little
girl who has not yet reached the accepted age for marriage (puberty) and view the marriage of the
Prophet ( ) as commanded by Allah, and that the command of Allah ( ) should be obeyed, but that
the marriage was specific to the Prophet just as he was ordered to marry more than four women.
Basing the right of fathers to have their little daughters marry without the latter’s knowledge upon
the event of Aishah’s marriage to the Prophet ( ) is not sufficient because it contradicts the words
of the Prophet when he said: ‘that the widow cannot be married until consulting [her] sponsor and
the virgin cannot be married until obtaining her permission’. As well as other sayings that clearly
give the woman her right in choosing a husband. See for more detail Khattab, above n 505, 41; Syed,
above n 393, 41; see also Hussain, Islam 2011 above n 27, 93.
547
Saris et al, above n 381, 59–60.
548
Akef, above n 530, 53; Dakhel, above n 530, 195-–7
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(4:34

       

)

Men are in charge of women by [right of] what Allah has given one over the
other and what they spend [for maintenance] from their wealth. So righteous
women are devoutly obedient, guarding in [the husband's] absence what Allah
would have them guard
(Qur‘ān 4:34)

Additionally, among the rights of woman is the right of cohabitation with kindness.
Islam has obliged kind treatment among community individuals in general, privately
among family members and between members of couples,549 which is confirmed by
the texts of the Holy Qur‘ān and Sunnah through the words of Almighty Allah ( ):

             
(4:19

)

And live with them in kindness. For if you dislike them — perhaps you dislike
a thing and Allah makes therein much good.

(Qur‘ān 4:19)

The word Eshrah (bedfellow) is derived from ‗living together‘.550 The Almighty
Allah ( ) commanded the Muslim man to cohabitate with his wife while exercising
kindness and in accordance with good morals. The Prophet ( ) encouraged good
morals among Muslims when he stated, ‗[T]he most perfect man in his faith among
the believers is the one whose behaviour is most excellent; and the best of you are

549
550

Al-Jazairi, above n 479, 58–60; Pharaon, above n 16, 355.
Eshrah means to live with, associate with: Al-Khudrawi, above n 2, 354.
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those who are the best to their wives.‘551 Aishah (

) said that the Prophet ( ) stated:

‗The best of you is the one who is best to his own family, and I am the best of you
towards my family.‘552 The Prophet ( ) was one of the best people in terms of
dealing with his wives and relatives; he would repair shoes, sew clothes, milk goats
and clean the house. When Aishah (

) was asked about the status of the Prophet in

his home, she replied: ‗[H]e was serving his relatives, when the time of prayer came
he stood to pray.‘553 All of the above-mentioned examples illustrate the wife‘s rights
regarding treatment by her husband with kindness, companionship and the good care
that Islam ordered.554
3.7.4

Political Rights

Islam looks after the woman and treats her in a humanitarian way, appreciates her
effective role in the community, recognises her impact on the political life for the
nation and, therefore, gives her the care and the rights that guarantee an honourable
life for her.555 It preserves a respectable place for her, considers her honourable
standing, and assures her of her political rights, all of which serve as the elements
that allow a woman to her enjoy her life to the fullest. Some of these rights are:
a. The right to share her opinion and participate in consultation. Consultation/
Shura is one of the original bases in Islam, for Almighty Allah ( ) said:

551

At-Tirmidhi, Sunan at-Tirmidhi (Dar Al Kutob Al almeah, 1412) in the book of Al Mna>qeb
hadith no 2612.
552
At-Tirmidhi, Sunan at-Tirmidhi (Dar Al Kutob Al almeah, 1412) in the book of Al Rida>’a hadith
no 3895.
553
Al-Bukhari, S}ahih Al Bukhari (Al Maktaba> Al Sa>la>fiah, 1400) in the book of (Al Adab) hadith no
(676).
554
See Al Khayat, above n 326, 10.
555
Ibid 9.
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(38:42

)

And those who have responded to their lord and established prayer and whose
affair is [determined by] consultation among themselves, and from what We
have provided them, they spend.
(Qur‘ān 42:38)

Muslims do not decide upon a matter unless consultation is undertaken in regard
to it, as the matters of Muslims should be based on consultation. Consultation is
no different between male and female in that the Prophet ( ) consulted women
as he consulted men.556 Muslim women in the era of the Prophet shared their
opinion and gave advice, and the Prophet ( ) listened to women and took
consultation with them seriously. In Alhudaiba (Reconciliation),557 the Prophet
( ) has taken the opinion and consultation of his wife Aisha, the Umm Salamah,
(

)558 when the Prophet‘s companions delayed in responding to a command of

the Prophet ( ). He had ordered them to slaughter the sacrifices and shave their
heads and they delayed in responding to his order. Allah likely revealed some
verses of the Qur‘ān, and then the Prophet ( ) approached Umm Sa>la>ma>h (

)

and told her what he was facing disappointment together with his people. She
advised him to go out and to not talk with anybody until they slaughtered the
sacrifices and shaved their heads. He welcomed her opinion on the matter and
556

Doi, Women in Shari’ah, above n 41, 104.
Hudaibiyah Peace Treaty. Al-Hudaibiyah is a well in an open space on the verge of the sacred
territory which encircles Makkah. It is celebrated as the scene of a truce between the Prophet ( ) and
the Quraish, when the Prophet agreed not to enter Makkah that year, but to defer his visit until the
next, when they should not enter it with any weapons save those of the traveller: see Al-Khudrawi,
above n 2, 298.
558
She is Umm Salamah the ‘mother of believers’: see Qutb, Women around the Messenger, above n
463, 127.
557
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took her advice, and when he acted, the people followed him, because they knew
it was the word of Allah ( ) and His Prophet ( ).559
This indicates that Islam gives women the freedom to express points of view on
political issues and in the promotion of virtue and prevention of vice for each of
individual of the Ummah (Islamic nation) whether young or old, superior or
subordinate, male or female. This freedom emanates from the principle of
responsibility, and as long as each individual of the nation is responsible for
redemption as well as the promotion of virtue and the prevention of vice, that
individual should be given full freedom to express his or her opinion and to
receive consultation.560
b. Gender equality and justice in Islam. Moreover, in applying the principle of
equality and justice between men and women in Islam, the Prophet ( ) allowed
women to pledge allegiance as he did for men in regard to heeding and obeying
the Almighty Allah ( ) when he said:

                
             
(68:11

       

)

O Prophet, when the believing women come to you pledging to you that they
will not associate anything with Allah, nor will they steal, nor will they commit
unlawful sexual intercourse, nor will they kill their children, nor will they bring
forth a slander they have invented between their arms and legs, nor will they

559

Al-Bukhari, S}ahih Al Bukhari (Al Maktaba> Al Sa>la>fiah, 1400) in the book of Al Magha>zi hadith
no 4157; See the whole story in Safiur-Rahman Al-Mubarakpuri, The Sealed Nectar: Biography of
the Noble Prophet (Darussalam, 2002) 405.
560
See Bewley, above n 503, 26–7.
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disobey you in what is right - then accept their pledge and ask forgiveness for
them of Allah. Indeed, Allah is Forgiving and Merciful
(Qur‘ān 60:12)

The Prophet ( ) permitted women allegiance to pledge allegiance to him on the
day of the conquest of Makkah,561 as he considered that Muslim women are an
independent persons upon whom — equally to men — the country is built, and
that they has followed the Prophet to Islam and the monotheism of Allah in
eliminating their belief in polytheism, and then avoiding that which Allah
prohibited, including stealing, adultery and unlawful killing, and had undertaken
not commit other crimes. He also ordered them to obey Allah ( ) and His
Messenger.562 As Islam has given the right of homage (allegiance), it also gave
her the right to discuss and inquire about the conditions of this homage. It is
reported in the Sunnah that Hind Bint Otbah563(

), for example, discusses the

words of the Prophet ( ) where he said: ‗and they (the women) should not steal‘.
Hind asked Prophet ( ) whether this applies when a woman‘s husband is a miser
and she takes from his money without his knowledge, and the Prophet ( ) replied,
‗Take what is enough for you.‘ When he said, ‗and not commits adultery‘. Hind
asked, ‗Oh, the Messenger of Allah, does the freewoman commit adultery?‘564
Thus, Islam cares for the woman where it has stipulated her ability to pledge
561

The Prophet ( ) proceeded to Makkah at the head of 10,000 soldiers on the 10 th of Ra>ma>da>n, 8 H
(630 CE). It was the most significant sign of the start of a new era that was to witness the great
march of Islamisation and the entry of people into the fold of Islam in huge numbers: see AlMubarakpuri, The Sealed Nectar, above n 559, 458.
562
See Aliyu, above n 420, 105.
563
She is Hind Bint Otbah; see Muhammad Al Dhahabi, Seya>r Ai'ala>m Al Nubli'a (Dar Al Kutub Al
Ilmiyah, 2010) vol 2 [Trans: Muhammad Al Dhahabi, Biographies of the Outstanding Nobles
(Scientific Books House, 2010) vol 2] 337.
564
See Safiur-Rahman Al-Mubarakpuri, Tafsir Ibn Kathir (Darussalam, 2003) vol 9, 607; see also AlMubarakpuri, The Sealed Nectar, above n 559, 471.
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allegiance and her rights in Islam with strong Qur‘ānic verses and in other texts,
and presents this as a crucial and serious issue for Muslims.
c. The right to offer sanctuary in her home. Islam has given women the right to
provide safety and security for those (whether Muslim or non-Muslim) who seek
security and who enter another‘s homes for a limited or unlimited period. 565 Islam
has given to women the right to safeguard the enemy and give him security. It is
recorded that two men from Bani Makhzoum entered into the house of Um

Ha>ni566(

) for security; she then closed the door and hurried over to the Prophet

( ) to tell him their news and he approved of her actions as the Prophet ( )
replied, ‗We have safeguarded those [to whom] you give peace.‘567
3. 8 Woman and General Sponsorship/Leadership
General sponsorship means taking responsibility in religious matters in addition to
world issues on behalf of the group.568 In regards to the Caliphate, the Emirate of
countries, soldiers and grievances (court judgements),569 Allah ( ) has specified
these particular roles for men and not women based on the principle of the division

565

Ahmad, Encyclopedia of Islamic Jurisprudence Concerning Muslim Women vol 3, above n 373,,

45.
566

She is Hind Bint Abi Ta>lib cousin of the Prophet ( ); see Al Dhahabi, Biographies, vol 3, above
n 468, 384.
567
Al-Bukhari, S}ahih Al Bukhari (Al Maktaba> Al Sa>la>fiah, 1400) in the book of Al Ada>b hadith no
6158; Muslim, S{ahih Muslim (Dar Ehi'a Al Kutob Al Arabiah, 1374) in the book of Sala>t Al
Musa>freen hadith no 336.
568
Naseef, ‘Women’s Rights and Duties, above n 333, 187.
569
Imam Abu Hanifah, the founder of the Hanafi school of jurisprudence, says that a woman can be
appointed to a judicial position where she is supposed to adjudicate in civil and commercial cases,
but he too says that it is not proper to appoint her to a position where she is supposed to adjudicate
in cases involving hadd punishment and equitable retaliation cases and cases involving nikah.
However, scholars like Ibn Jarir Al-Tabari have said that a woman can be appointed to a judicial
position to adjudicate in all matters: see Doi, Women in Shari’ah, above n 41, 137; see also Hussain,
Islam 2011, above n 145, 84.
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of tasks according to the nature of men and women — and not from any view of
women as inferior, or with the intention of reducing her position. Allah ( ) created
men and women with physical and psychological characteristics suitable for the tasks
with which they will be charged.570
Because the tasks involved in the leadership of countries, armed forces and courts
necessarily require serious external reviews and appearing among men to direct these
matters, the Almighty Allah ( ) charged men with such jobs, where women, with
their physical, psychological and emotional characteristics (such as being overly
compassionate) that would hinder her from carrying out such special physical and
mentally strenuous duties, are prevented from practising such duties that require
power, great strength and severity when judging.571 Such capacities were deemed to
be present in men because of his physical structure and creation. If it had been in the
interest of women to engage in such tasks and related employment, Islam would not
have neglected to include them. Instead, Islam gave women all the tasks and types of
employment that were suitable to her physical and psychological abilities and those
that harmonised with her nature.572 As a result, general leadership positions are not
suitable for women (as is evidenced by the fact that we rarely find women seeking
such jobs even when such roles are open to them). Therefore, Islamic Shari‘ah has
restricted the Caliphate and governing to men only.573 Rather than overburdening

570

Dakhel, above n 530, 50
Ahmed Al-Sharkawi, Huqwq Almr'ah fi Al Sunnah (Dar Al Somaie, 2009) [Trans: Ahmed AlSharkawi, Women Rights in Sunnah (Al Somaie House, 2009)] 337.
572
Akef, above n 530, 121.
573
Hasan, The Rights and Duties of Women, above n 493, 28.
571
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her, Islam charges the woman with those responsibilities that are within her capacity
and suitable to her feminine nature.
3. 9 Principle of Equality in Islam
Islam has, from early on, denied any racial or ethnic fanaticism, and attributed all
human beings to one origin when the Prophet ( ) said: ‗You are all belonging to
[descended from] Adam and Adam [was] created from soil‘. 574 In a farewell
speech,575 he spoke clearly on the matter when he said: ‗Oh. People: your God is one
and your father is one, so [there is] no difference between Arabic [and] … nonArabic, nor for non-Arabic, between white and black, or between black and white
unless by fear of Allah‘.576 The Prophet ( ) determines this in regard to gender when
he says that women are men‘s sisters577 and the Holy Qur‘ān is full of verses
confirming the equality between all human beings and indicates their one origin, as
in the words of the Almighty Allah ( ):
               
(13:49

      

)

O mankind, indeed We have created you from male and female and made you
peoples and tribes that you may know one another. Indeed, the most noble of
you in the sight of Allah is the most righteous of you. Indeed, Allah is Knowing
and Acquainted
(Qur‘ān 49:13)
574

Abu-Dawud, Sunan Abu Dawud (Dar Al Kutob Al almeah, 1403) in the book of Abwa>b Al Noom
hadith no 5116; Imam Ahmad Bin Hanbl, Musnad Al Imam Ahmad (Dar Aljeel, 1420) hadith no
16/300.
575
See for more detail Al-Khudrawi, above n 2, 149.
576
Muhammad N Al-Albani, Al Silselah Al S}ahiha> (Maktabt Al Ma'airef, 1406) hadith no 2700. The
sole differences are: faith and degree of piety.
577
Abu-Dawud, Sunan Abu Dawud (Dar Al Kutob Al almeah, 1403) in the book of Al Taharah
hadith no 236; At-Tirmidhi, Sunan at-Tirmidhi (Dar Al Kutob Al almeah, 1412) in the book of Al
Taharah hadith no 113.
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Thus, we find the texts of Islam addressing humanity with the rules of Islam and with
no distinction between white and black, yellow or brown; all are addressed in those
rules, and they acknowledge and confirm that there is no preference for one race over
another, and that differences of colour and language do not indicate superiority or
preference.578 Concerning its application in Muslim life, it is represented in the
performance of obligations and worship. Muslims gather for prayer in one place in
straight lines and on the basis of equality, where a poor person stands next to a rich
one, a young person beside an older one, the black beside the white — all of them
standing together and directed toward Allah ( ). Not one of them precedes the other
for any reason. This equality was not achieved as a result of ideological conflicts,
revolutions or demands; rather, its principles and rules were established because they
came in the form of a revelation from Allah ( ). The position of women at the rear
or in an elevated area open to the main hall or separated section of the mosque or the
prayer space is not an indication that women hold a lower position, but rather is
recognition that mosques (masjids) were just as open to women as they were for men
because the masjid is for Muslims, men and women, to worship our Creator.579 The
Prophet Muhammad ( ), made provision for women‘s attendance when he said, ‗Do
not stop the maid servants of Allah from going to the masjid of Allah.‘580 And he

578

See Sayeh and Morse, above n 382, 331.
See for more detail about this issue, Doi, Women in the Qur’an and the Sunnah , above n 457, 25 ;
Women Praying in Masjids (Mosques) (22 November 2006)
<http://1muslimnation.wordpress.com/2006/11/22/women-praying-in-masjids-mosques/>.
580
Abu-Dawud, Sunan Abu Dawud (Dar Al Kutob Al almeah, 1403) in the book of Al S{a>la>h hadith
no 566; Ahmad Bin Hanbl, Musnad Al Imam Ahmad (Dar Aljeel, 1420) hadith no 2/475.
579
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also said, ‗The best rows for men are the first ones, and the worst ones the last ones,
and the best row for women is the last, and the worst for them is the first.’581
These principles of equality in Islam were not just theoretical, but were also
practically enforceable. In the era of the Messenger and Caliphs, it is reported that
Aishah (

) said that a woman from Bani Makhzoum had stolen and the people

asked who would tell the Prophet ( ). No one would do so. Then, Osa>ma Bin Zaid582
( ) told him and he said: ‗In the past if a noble had stolen, they [would] leave him
and if the poor man had stolen they [would] kill him, and I swear by Allah if Fa>tima>h
Bint Mohammed [his daughter] has stolen, I will cut her off hand.‘583 Although here
the emphasis is on equality before the law in terms of rank and the impermissibility
of nepotism or favouritism, the hadith also serves to indicate that women as well as
men are held accountable for their actions.
3. 10 Equality Between Men and Women
Islam has equalised man and woman where possible and differentiated between them
where there are reasons for such differentiation.584 An absolute lack of differentiation
between women and men is impossible; as it would oblige the man to participate, for

581

Muslim, S{ahih Muslim (Dar Ehi'a Al Kutob Al Arabiah, 1374) in the book of Al S{a>la>h hadith no
440. Women have the added dispensation of being able to pray in their homes, which have if they
have young children are in their care, is an advantage for them: Mohammed( ) has been recorded as
saying that this practice brings greater blessing than their praying in the mosque and echoes the
injunction of Jesus that people should not be like the hypocrites who pray publicly ‘to be seen’ but
rather pray ‘in their closets’ (Matt 6:5–6).
582
He is Osa>ma Bin Zaid Bin Ha>rethah one of the companions; see Al Dhahabi, Biographies, vol 3,
above n 468, 472.
583
Al-Bukhari, S}ahih Al Bukhari (Al Maktaba> Al Sa>la>fiah, 1400) in the book of Al Hudud hadith no
4304; Muslim, S{ahih Muslim (Dar Ehi'a Al Kutob Al Arabiah, 1374) in the book of Al Hudud hadith
no 1688.
584
See Zahi Yaseen, 'Leadership Styles of Men and Women in the Arab World' (2010) 3(1)
Education, Business and Society 63, 68; see also Al-Sharkawi, above n 571, 108.
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example, in pregnancy, delivery and breast-feeding.585 The role of motherhood and
its associated tasks involves noble emotions, fine work and the patience for
continuous effort. It also requires certain psychological characteristics that match the
physical adaptation for pregnancy and breastfeeding.586 Not one of these aspects
would be available in the absence of the others. All of these accurately position a
woman to fulfil her original task and specified goal, that of being a believing, caring
wife and mother. On the other hand, in charge of another task and physically and
mentally prepared for it, a man is in charge of struggling to live outdoors587 and faces
the risks and difficulties of obtaining food, protecting his wife, his children and
himself. While this task may not cause a man to be overcome by emotion, there are
other possible injuries and risks involved.588 These are risks from which a man seeks
to protect his female relatives. Women face other risks, associated with pregnancy
and childbirth that a man does not face. Each in their way risks losing the other.
If the nature of woman is different from that of a man, then the inevitable result is
that there is no absolute equality between man and woman, and this is what Islam has
determined.589
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Abdulsalam, above n 420, 65.
Al-Rifaie, above n 24, 26–7.
587
This does not mean that women cannot be involved in professional activities (which are not
incompatible with the family responsibilities) there are many hadiths from the utterance of Prophet
Muhammad ( ) from which we can conclude that women can give any contribution and work in the
certain professional field as far as that job does not disturb their main duty as a wife and mother for
their family. Women are still able to explore their strengths and contribute to their society and
certainly have a financial freedom to spend their own salary or money to give alms for their own
families or other poor people who need their help. See for more detail The Freedom of Women in
Islam (7 December 2011) <http://www.waislama.info/the-freedom-of-women-in-islam-6.html>
588
See Aliyu, above n 420, 45; see also Al-Sheha, Women in Islam, above n 10, 48.
589
Pharaon, above n 16, 353.
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Islam equalises man and woman but not in an absolute sense. As previously stated, it
equalises them where possible and differentiates between them where there are
reasons for doing so.590 Thus, certain aspects of equality exist between man and
woman in Islam.
3.10.1 Equal in Terms of Value as a Human Being
The Holy Qur‘ān, when speaking of the origin of human beings, indicates that the
first woman was created as a partner for the first man (who himself was made from
clay) and from both of them are descended all the various tribes and nations of the
earth. Mutual respect among nations and their populations is enjoined. This indicates
that no differentiation between men and women exists in terms of their humanity,
and differentiation is only by what piety and virtue human beings acquire.591 The
Almighty Allah ( ) says:
               
     

O mankind, indeed We have created you from male and female and made you
peoples and tribes that you may know one another. Indeed, the most noble of
you in the sight of Allah is the most righteous of you. Indeed, Allah is Knowing
and Acquainted
(Qur‘ān 49:13)

In another verse specific mention is made of the reverence due to one‘s mother.

590
591

Abdulsalam, above n 420, 65; see also Aliyu, above n 420, 45.
Syed, above n 393, 17.
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(1:4

)

             

O mankind, fear your Lord, who created you from one soul and created from it
its mate and dispersed from both of them many men and women. And fear
Allah, through whom you ask one another, and the wombs. Indeed Allah is ever,
over you, an Observer
(Qur‘ān 4:1)

Allah ( ) ordains that the role of human beings is to reverence Him in all their
doings and also to respect each other due to their common origin and ultimate life
goal.592 Mutuality is emphasised. Although all come from the first man, so all men
are born of women, so women too should be respected; and in all things believers are
to be always aware that Allah ( ) sees and knows all.

3.10.2 Equal in Regard to the Right to Life
In terms of the value of life, Islamic Shari‘ah has given the life of each of man and
woman equal importance when it is deliberately taken. Therefore, the intentional
taking of an innocent life necessitates the death sentence, whether the victim is a man
or a woman, from childhood until maturity. In every instance, the murderer should
suffer the death penalty.593
3.10.3 Equal in Religious Issues: Punishment and Reward of the Last Day
In terms of belief, women are required to believe as are men and have religious
obligations that such belief entails; they share the basic requirement to believe and
necessity to submit to the basic requirements of the faith that has been communicated
592
593

Al-Hibri, above n 38, 26.
Doi, Shari’ah, above n 156, 358–60.
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to them from Allah ( ) through Jibreel to the Prophet ( ) in the Qur‘ān. Almighty
Allah ( ) decided the belief of women is as for men and said:
              
(19:47

19.

)

So know, [O Muhammad], that there is no deity except Allah and ask

forgiveness for your sin and for the believing men and believing women. And
Allah knows of your movement and your resting place
(Qur‘ān 47:19)

It is unanimously acknowledged that the five pillars of Islam (shaha>dah (statement of
faith), sa>la>t (prayer), saum (fasting), za>ka>t (charity), ha>jj (pilgrimage)) have been
imposed, necessarily, on women and men alike,594 but prayer is not imposed on
women during the time of menstruation and confinement as it is too much for her,
nor do the omitted prayer periods have to be made up for). 595 In regard to fasting, a
woman should not fast during these times but will have to compensate for the fasting
omitted by fasting at another time a number of days equal to those on which she did
not fast during Ramadan.596
As to punishment and reward on the last day, a woman is like a man in this regard.
Almighty Allah ( ) says:
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Whoever does righteousness, whether male or female, while he is a believer We will surely cause him to live a good life, and We will surely give them their
reward [in the Hereafter] according to the best of what they used to do. .
(Qur‘ān 16:97)

Almighty Allah ( ) says also:
       
      
        
     

Indeed, the Muslim men and Muslim women, the believing men and believing
women, the obedient men and obedient women, the truthful men and truthful
women, the patient men and patient women, the humble men and humble
women, the charitable men and charitable women, the fasting men and fasting
women, the men who guard their private parts and the women who do so, and
the men who remember Allah often and the women who do so - for them Allah
has prepared forgiveness and a great reward.
(Qur‘ān 35:33)

3.10.4 Equal in Competence
This involves the practice of civil affairs from the concluding of contracts,
defeasance, constituting companies, trading and being an agent, authorisation,
litigation and so on. For more than 1400 years, Islamic Shari‘ah has given women
competence equal to that which men enjoy. In Islam, women are able to sell,
purchase, conclude and cancel contracts, litigate, and nothing is stipulated regarding
her competence to do so except for those general conditions that have been observed
for intact actions.597
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3. 11 The Differences Between Men and Women in Islam
Islam differentiates between man and woman in some fields; this differentiation is
just in terms of social, economic and psychological needs which necessitate certain
differences be recognised as described below.598
3.11.1 In Being a Witness
In regards to witnesses, Allah ( ) advises:
             
                 
                   
              
              
                  
                
282:2

...         

O you who have believed, when you contract a debt for a specified term, write
it down. And let a scribe write [it] between you in justice. Let no scribe refuse to
write as Allah has taught him. So let him write and let the one who has the
obligation dictate. And let him fear Allah, his Lord, and not leave anything out
of it. But if the one who has the obligation is of limited understanding or weak
or unable to dictate himself, then let his guardian dictate in justice. And bring to
witness two witnesses from among your men. And if there are not two men
[available], then a man and two women from those whom you accept as
witnesses — so that if one of the women errs, then the other can remind her.
And let not the witnesses refuse when they are called upon. And do not be [too]
weary to write it, whether it is small or large, for its [specified] term. That is
more just in the sight of Allah and stronger as evidence and more likely to
prevent doubt between you, except when it is an immediate transaction which
598
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you conduct among yourselves. For [then] there is no blame upon you if you do
not write it. And take witnesses when you conclude a contract. Let no scribe be
harmed or any witness. For if you do so, indeed, it is [grave] disobedience in
you. And fear Allah. And Allah teaches you. And Allah is Knowing of all things
(Qur‘ān 2:282)

The stipulation of two women with one man in witnessing does not reflect poorly
upon the dignity of woman nor reflect the consideration and respect bestowed upon
her. It is so stipulated because Islam considers that the message of woman in society
is to perform her role in family affairs, which necessitates that she stays at home
most of the time, especially during the time of selling and buying.599 Knowing this, it
becomes clear that a woman rarely acts as a witness concerning financial dealings
between people.600 And while some women are wise and demonstrate genius in many
fields such as medicine, engineering, mathematics, sciences, and so on, in most
cases, the woman stays at home. Further, being a witness in Islam, in general, is a
heavy burden from which people desire to escape, and it is not a right that is thought
worth competing over. Making the woman witness half that of a man in financial
cases was not out of prejudice or to lessen her dignity, but to reduce the load imposed
on her.601 On the other hand, for a woman to be convicted of adultery, the accuser
must produce four male witnesses to the event (Qura‘an 24:4). This is not for the
derogation of men but impose limits on suspicions being unnecessarily aroused and
false allegations made. It also means, unfortunately, that for a woman to demonstrate
that intercourse has been forced upon them, either a man must confess or witnesses
be produced. The unlikelihood of this occurring, then understandably necessitates a
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far closer care and watchfulness be in place for female relatives so that their safety is
maintained. In terms of a woman whose husband accuses her of adultery, his
testimony may be valued as four; but again, the wife‘s testimony that he lies is taken
to be of equal value and therefore her one testimony has equalled his four. In such
cases an oath (Li‘aan) is taken by each of them (accuser and accused) to the effect
that the person is speaking the truth and that, if lying, the lie will be held against
them by Allah ( ). Divorce ensues and Allah ( ) will judge the parties in the
Hereafter. It has been mentioned in books of jurisprudence that the ‗witness of a
woman may void the witness of four men‘.602 From this point, it is clear that the
requirement of witnessing of two women in financial issues is not intended to
denigrate women or lessen their rights, but stems from other considerations.603
3.11.2 In Inheritance
Islam has confirmed its appreciation for women and care for their rights in giving
them inheritance rights which contrast with the entire lack of such provision for
women and general ignorance that prevailed in the pre-Islamic period in many
ancient nations.604 The portion for a woman in inheritance varies in Islam according
to a number of specific circumstances of the case.605
Firstly, when referring to inheritance from a mother to her children, a daughter‘s
portion should equal that of males when the inheritance is for the children of that one
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mother (ie siblings of the one birth mother, not adopted nor children of another wife).
If a woman has been alone, she would take a sixth as the brother takes for a mother
takes if she has been alone. If they are males and females, two or more, all receive a
third.606
Secondly, woman‘s portion can be the same or less as a man‘s, as it is in the
inheritance by a mother and a father where a child predeceases his parents; if the
deceased has offspring both males and females, the father and mother each take a
sixth of his heritage, and if the deceased has female offspring only, the mother and
father each take a sixth and then the father takes anything from the inheritance
exceeding that.607
Thirdly, her portion when a child of the deceased would be a half of a male‘s portion,
which is more common and follows what Almighty Allah ( ) stated: 608
(11:3

         ُ

)

11. Allah instructs you concerning your children: for the male, what is equal to
the share of two females

(Qur‘ān 3:11)

This allocation is based on principle ‗benefits in accordance with the scale of
responsibility‘.609 Islam has exempted woman from all financial costs, and since it is
the responsibility of the man to bear the expenses of family for the wife, children and
relatives, to pay the dowry and shoulder all penalties, it was just to give the man
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double what has been given to the woman in terms of an inheritance in order for him
to be able to fulfil these economic responsibilities. Therefore, Islam has honoured the
woman to the utmost degree in giving her half of what is given to the man and, at the
same time, exempting her from all financial costs.610 Those who study these aspects
would find that the portion of the son is subject to reduction according to series and
renewal obligations and expenditures, whereas the portion of daughter is subject to
increase, according to what she takes from the dowry, gifts and in what she invests
her money, along with exempting her from any legal financial obligation for her
husband, home and children.611
Thus, it is clear that Islamic Shari‘ah has given woman her rights in all aspects and
fields the same as a man, and the noble Shari‘ah texts have achieved equality
between the two genders in terms of the real meaning of equality, which is not
understood by some people. Equality in terms of the meaning of the shared humanity
of man and woman exists, as does equality in appreciating the capacities of each of
the two genders and ensuring that the respect for each is fulfilled. When we say, for
instance, that Allah has permitted woman to work or learn, it does not mean that the
work is the end goal in itself, that is, a situation where equality between man and
woman would not exist unless the woman worked or has been educated; but rather
that the goal of work and learning is to appreciate the woman‘s capacity, respecting
her for who she is and allowing her to create and flourish on the basis of mutual
respect between the two genders, whether a woman works or not and whether she has
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been educated or not. Therefore, Islam not only created equality between the two
genders, but also gave distinction to a woman in all aspects. She is precious, viewed
in Islam as ‗a fine flask‘ for which we have to exert our effort in order to care and
preserve her.612 As the Prophet ( ) said: ‗Be careful of flasks‘.613
However, Islamic Shari‘ah neither contradicts nor opposes the procedures and laws
that work to achieve human rights in general, and for woman in particular, but
protects these rights and encourages that all work in their favour to maintain their life
and dignity, and promotes respect among members of both genders.614 Islamic
Shari‘ah has set general rules that are distinguished by flexibility and applicability in
all times and places to cover new developments and community situations in regards
to issues that were not previously known to human beings in the area of human
rights.615 It established these humanitarian standards and rules of behaviour over
1400 years ago and legislated and implemented laws and rules to protect women‘s
rights at a time when women were bought and sold like so many ‗items of junk‘.616
Islamic legislation then emerged to ensure an appreciation of woman, respecting her
privacy, her capacities, and providing her with excellence in terms of her upbringing,
care and education.
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3. 12 Conclusion
Women's issues and rights in local and international communities are still being
engaged upon in eminent places, and attract a great deal of attention from all
academic and governmental bodies as well as on a religious level. One of the most
important rights is the right of woman to an education, especially in conservative
communities such as the Gulf in general and Saudi Arabian community in particular.
When we start to research in relation to a woman‘s right to an education in such
conservative communities, we have to begin in general with Islamic Shari‘ah
teachings that govern these communities, and also the constitution of Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia, which states in its first Article that its constitution is Holy Qur‘ān and
Sunnah.617.
Islamic Shari‘ah has given all the rights to women in equal with man, starting with a
saying of the Almighty ( ):
228:2

            

And due to the wives is similar to what is expected of them, according to what is
reasonable. But the men have a degree over them [in responsibility and
authority]. And Allah is Exalted in Might and Wise.618
(Qur‘ān 2:228)
617
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The prophetic Sunnah also came with words of equality between men and women,
as in saying of Prophet ( ) ‗Women are the sisters of men‘.619 From these texts and
others, we extract that all that has been commanded for the Muslim man (including
the right of education), is also the right of woman, but also except in relation to what
is specified by Shari‘ah rules that are made to suit man and woman according to their
formation and nature.620 The idea, therefore of absolute equality in regard to all
aspects is voided by Islamic Shari‘ah and also by common sense and careful thought
alike.621 Where each gender has a function and nature that differ from each other‘s,
Shari‘ah has referred to this difference in a pronouncement of the Almighty ( ):

36:3

   

)

And the male is not like the female

(Qur‘ān 3:36)

And in regards to this difference, the Islamic Shari‘ah has equated for men and
women the rights and duties of each in accordance with what is suitable to their
nature, physical and psychological constitution.622 Islamic Shari‘ah encourages the
education of women and even made it an obligation and one with no difference in
this right between male and female. Directing efforts to men and not women in the
field of education is a great defect and deficiency and it is not related to Islamic
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Shari‘ah, because a woman‘s education is not to be any less than a man‘s education.
With encouragement and growth of Islam, Shari‘ah has set regulations that maintain
and preserving women while they are achieving and practising their education, the
right to which has been given to them by Islamic Shari‘ah. One of the most
important of these regulations relates to education is guarding the woman from coeducation,623 as Islam observes human instincts and forbids all the reasons for
upheavals and nastiness in the community, that is, it preserves women from being
insulted or her dignity and virtue compromised. Islamic Shari‘ah also, while ruling
on women‘s education, does not neglect their psychological and physical
constitution. Shari‘ah has observed in women‘s education what is best suited to her
nature, her psychological and physical constitution, and does not overload her by by
expecting greater achievements in science or in terms of undertaking works that
would violate her nature and constitution. The scholars, however, have stipulated
education in that which conserves a woman‘s femininity and dignity and takes into
account her psychological and physical constitution — this is the only way to make
women appreciated and able to maintain a respected position.624
From this point, it clear that obeying Islamic Shari‘ah and acting in accordance with
its tenets does not stand as a barrier in the field of women‘s education and
progressing to the highest levels in the field of education, but the regulations have
been set that enable the woman to enjoy her full rights in an environment that
conserves her dignity, and takes her nature and psychological and physical
constitution into account.
623
624
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Lastly, women‘s education is a sensitive and serious issue. If we deal with women‘s
education in a way that conforms to her psychological and physical constitution,
conserving her dignity and maintaining her honour, the community will gain the
greatest results with even more benefits for women and the broader community. If
women‘s education is misused, then women will be spoiled and this in turn will harm
the community. Between absolute openness (which is not limited by regulations) and
extremism (which stands as a barrier to women‘s rights to an education) is a ‗midway‘ point, an evenness or a balance that will maximise the benefits to the woman,
her family and the broader community.
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4.

THE RIGHTS OF WOMEN IN INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS
LAW

4. 1 Introduction
The role of women in communities has been significantly and continuously affected
in different periods and in different of places by various ideologies, philosophies and
beliefs as well as by scientific development. In considering the importance of this
issue, we must pause and examine the woman‘s situation in the world, and find the
extent to which she enjoys rights and freedoms today. Research must be conducted
among the various types of instruments and so on which have tried to protect her
rights in an attempt to discover the extent to which they do so. Such instruments vary
from being the various declarations, conventions and conferences (whether these are
of countries or of organisations of different types). This chapter will explain whether
these texts represent a suitable legal framework for the protection of women‘s rights,
truly representing all of their requirements and all of their goals.
Before starting to research this issue, we have to tackle two basic issues that are
related to women‘s rights: (i) the legal nature of the principle of non-discrimination;
and (ii) the inter-connection of human rights and the issue of women and
incorporating this in the activities of the United Nations
4.1.1

Legal Nature of the Principle of Non-Discrimination

In regards to the importance of on the nature and standing of the non-discrimination
principle — from whence is such a principle derived? Are these texts peremptory
rules themselves or derived from such rules? Is it permissible to violate such a text or
to come to some agreement as to a different or variant form? Is there a penalty for
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failing to execute these texts if they are, or are derived from, peremptory rules, that
is, ones that brook no discussion or argument?
The Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action in 1993, whilst not in itself a
binding Treaty or Convention, confidently asserts that, ‗the human rights of women
and of the girl-child are an inalienable, integral and indivisible part of universal
human rights‘.625 Thus, again, Part I (18) addresses women‘s rights as ones that do
not accept any contrary action or curtailment. This description is of great legal
significance because the rights that are not inalienable rights, as agreed by
international jurisprudence, are peremptory rules and it is not permissible to
repudiate or breach them in any instance.626 An example of such rights are those in
Article 3 of the Geneva Convention (I) of 1949 where it has been stipulated that
certain acts are prohibited and would be so considered in any time and any place,
namely: ‗violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds, mutilation,
cruel treatment, torture taking of hostages, outrages upon personal dignity, in
particular humiliating and degrading treatment‘.627 The Vienna Declaration
maintains that human rights for women are from the same basic rights that exist for
others and these are inalienable. The Declaration on the Elimination of Violence
625
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against Women further links the two when it notes that violence in all its forms
comes under the heading of degrading treatment and torture and inhuman;628 this
enhances the consideration of human rights for women as a peremptory rule. There is
a change signalled between the Declaration and the subsequent Convention on the
Elimination of Violence against Women. What may have been aspirational
recommendations or philosophical agreements at the level of the Declaration,
however, become binding commitments at the signing of the Convention. Although
such commitment may be marred to a varying extent by the reservations lodged by a
number of governments, the Convention nevertheless ‗sets the international standard
for what is meant by equality between men and women‘.629 The same transition
occurs with the signing of the various conventions that embody the principles of the
United Nations Declaration of Human Rights and made them binding commitments
for signatories.630 The recognition of the principle of equality as ‗inherent‘ and
intertwined with the innate dignity of human beings within the declarations and
subsequent conventions indicates its status a peremptory rule.
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It is clear, therefore, that the principle of non-discrimination is a peremptory rule,
and as such it is not permissible for it to be violated and its breach should be
punished.
4.1.2

Connection of Human Rights and the Issue of Women and Incorporating
this in the Activities of the United Nations

The view of the international community on women‘s rights developed over time. As
women are an inseparable part of humanity and therefore her rights are inseparable
from those of human rights, this has led to a view of human rights as comprehensive
and not in any way to be separated or divided on the basis of gender. Human gender
is to be a quality that is connected and aligned with this mission of humanity in the
community in accordance with their constitution and it is not to impact on the rights
that a human being enjoys whatever their gender. It follows then that women‘s rights,
when they are dealt with as a part of human rights, mean that women are to enjoy the
universality and comprehensiveness of human rights. The prospective importance of
the dimensions of Vienna Declaration is manifested as it adopted the stance of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and transformed it into concrete directions
for further implementation, among the signatories, United Nations (UN)
organisations themselves and in other derivative documents, and it sought to involve
women specifically in the process. This appears from the procedures that been
applied and measures taken, such as what has been stipulated on giving human rights
for women the priority in UN activities, and the continued international observation
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of human rights for women by their incorporation into UN activities,631 including UN
activities to enhance and protect the human rights.
A 1994 resolution of the Human Rights Committee concerning the incorporation of
women‘s rights in United Nations mechanisms632 forms the first foundational
procedure from the United Nations as to the way to incorporate women‘s rights
within the mechanisms and foundations of the organisation, whereas previously they
had been addressed in rather a piecemeal fashion. Executive measures to this effect
had begun, as stated in the report of the Secretary General that presented to the
Fiftieth Session of the Commission for Human Rights, when it was revealed that a
coordination centre had been established for ‗women‘s issues‘ in the office of
Assistant Secretary-General‘s Commission for Human Rights. Also created was the
position of High Commissioner for Human Rights, with that person a supervisor for
coordinating UN activities in regard to women.633 A special rapporteur was
appointed to ‗address violence against women comprehensively, including domestic
violence and traditional practices that in the past may have been seen as cultural or
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social matters outside the domain of human rights‘.634 Thus the previously private
matters are now subject to public (and international) scrutiny. All of which clearly
recognised that for women to enjoy ‗equal rights‘ special attention appeared to be
necessary, that this is so is also recognised by the ability of countries to put in place
certain temporary affirmative action measures to assist a society achieve the goal of
equality between the genders.635
It is worth mentioning that the formulation of an optional protocol that is attached to
the International Convention for the Elimination all Forms of Racial Discrimination
(ICERD)636 gives women the opportunity to raise their claims against their countries
when such countries breach ICERD, and although the effects of the protocol are
limited to the countries that agreed to join it and grounds are limited to racial rather
than gender-based discrimination, but it will enhance the international protection
procedures for human rights for women as well as for men.637
Therefore, the texts that included the principle of non-discrimination are from
peremptory rules which it is impermissible to violate, and the issue of women‘s
rights, in general, represents one of the UN‘s priorities which it seeks to fulfil, and
such rights form a part of human rights which is indivisible and cannot be separated,
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from which we can understand that all measures that are taken to protect human
rights generally also necessarily include the protection of women‘s rights especially.
4. 2 Definition of Women’s Rights
‗Women‘s rights‘ has been variously defined. As Elisabeth Reichert noted, given that
women are as human beings inherently embraced by ‗human rights‘, why is special
consideration required to their ‗equal‘ rights? As she explains, the reasons are found
in the need to consider the impact historically of traditional social roles which have
affected participation in all walks of life, but particularly those involving public
power, as well as private domestic power, subordination and violence. Thus
women‘s empowerment and ‗reach‘ for ‗equality‘ is seen as a specific human right in
and of itself,638 and the achievement of ‗women‘s rights‘ is set in a context of a suite
of human rights.
The meaning of the term, as understood within any national or social context, varies
according to that individual state. The definition of ‗women‘s rights‘ is affected by
socio-economic, cultural-religious and legal setting of the particular country in which
a woman resides.639 These rights vary from one country to another and include a
wide range of ‗entitlements‘ that may be given to women. This may include, for
example, variations that exist not only between countries but in terms of rights in law
and rights in practice, such as adult franchise and access to education, and the
exercise of these rights.
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However, the concept also encompasses the status or core values that are attached to
human rights, such as their universality, inalienability and indivisibility. 640 The
principles of human rights are said to stem from, and respond to, the very nature of
human beings.641 A survey of ‗Eastern‘ and ‗Western‘ (and other) history,
philosophy and culture — and particular of international instruments formulated
since the creation of the League of Nations and then the United Nations — reveals
that what have been considered core human rights (or values accorded a similar
central status) have varied over time; the same can be said for ‗women‘s rights‘.
Where the two intersect is of prime importance to this thesis.642
The effort in formulating a broad constitution for human rights has also resulted in
the notion of a ‗secular‘ and ‗equal‘ naturally arising ethical claim, a claim for what
is women‘s just rights, indeed for justice as well as those legal rights guaranteed
under the system of law. The moral and legal importance of this claim has
contributed to giving women rights. Several rights are considered as potential
women‘s rights, such as: the right to education, the right to work for a minimum
wage, and the right to be free of domestic violence, from which women
disproportionately suffer (with those affected already often among the economically
and socially disadvantaged).643
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4. 3 ‘Women’s Rights’ as Human Rights
Although the concept of ‗women‘s rights as human rights‘ is largely the product of
the Fourth World Conference on Human Rights in 1993, its basis lies with the UN
Charter of 1945.644 Prior to the adoption of the UN Charter, women‘s rights received
significant attention in the writings of a good number of prominent writers, and at
national and international conferences. However, the UN Charter, for the first time,
legally made women‘s rights international.645 From the outset, women‘s issues were

Press, 1994) 66. Although men are also victims of domestic violence, the rate is far lower. Although
women in wealthier homes can be affected, there is a lower likelihood or at least a lower level of
reporting. Risk factors apart from gender are: poverty, being reared in a violent home (previous
experience as a victim), intermittent unemployment or unemployment of partner, alcohol abuse, or
drug use, low education level of partner, recent separation, and pregnancy. See, eg, Demetrios N
Kyriacou et al, 'Risk Factors for Injury to Women from Domestic Violence' (1999) 341(25) New
England Journal of Medicine 1892; Liesl Mitchel, Domestic Violence in Australia – An Overview of
the Issues, Background Note, Parliamentary Library, 23 November 2011. See also Krivenko, ‘Islamic
View of Women’s Rights’, above n 5, 106–7.
644
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‗on the agenda‘ with the formation of the Commission on the Status of Women.646
Since 1945, a number of international conferences have been conducted under the
auspices of the UN and a number of binding covenants and /or treaties formulated
that seek to reaffirm and elaborate women‘s rights.647 Initially areas of specific
vulnerability were targeted such as nationality of married women, consent and
minimum age for marriage.648 The Commission was then tasked to draft a
Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (adopted by the
UN General Assembly in 1967). A Working Group from within the United Nations
later drafted the subsequent Convention, the Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW). CEDAW has been the most
comprehensive attempt to address gender equality in the international arena,649 and it
is regarded as ‗universal in reach, comprehensive in scope, and legally binding in
character‘.650
The 1993 World Conference on Human Rights and the Vienna Declaration affirmed
that women‘s rights are ‗an inalienable, integral and indivisible part of universal
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human rights‘.651 The results of the Conference demonstrated what many described
as ‗the power of women to bring concerns from the grassroots into the public
arena‘.652
The recommendations of the Vienna Declaration led the General Assembly to adopt
the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women in 1993. Article 3 of
the Declaration reiterates a woman‘s entitlement to the ‗equal enjoyment and
protection of all human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic,
social, cultural, civil or any other field‘.653 It provides, among other things, a
woman‘s right to life, right to equal protection under the law, and right to be free
from all forms of discrimination, as well as the ‗right to equality‘, and ‗liberty and
security of person‘, mental and physical health, and the right not to subject to torture,
inhumane treatment and so on.654
At the International Conference on Population and Development (ICPD) in 1994,
the significance of women‘s rights in connection with development and population
policy was affirmed.655 According to this Conference, women‘s control of their
fertility and reproductive health is regarded as a basic requirement for their
empowerment.656
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One of the pivotal conferences on women was the Fourth World Conference on
Women in 1995 (the ‗Beijing Conference‘), which provided an opportunity to
advance women‘s rights globally by developing a ‗Platform for Action‘ (PFA). The
PFA was primarily designed to expedite the implementation of ‗The Nairobi
Forward-looking Strategies‘ that had been formulated some 10 years earlier. 657 In
this PFA, 12 fields in relation to promotion and protection of women‘s rights were
identified.658
Aside from the developments based on the above-mentioned treaty (CEDAW), the
Charter-based bodies of the UN contribute to moving women‘s human rights forward
by way of formulating numerous resolutions and recommendations. For instance, the
Commission on Human Rights issued a detailed resolution requiring all countries to
criminalise and penalise trafficking in women and girls in all forms on April 1999.659
Trafficking in persons, especially women and girls, was subsequently addressed in a
specific Protocol to the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organised
Crime, and the disproportionate number of women and girls involved is recognised
in the Protocol‘s title. They form by far the greater proportion of persons trafficked,
generally for sexual purposes; however, boys and men are also trafficked, generally
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for forced labour, though boys are also a target for trafficking for sexual purposes.660
The aim of the Protocol is to ‗protect and assist ... victims … with full respect for
their human rights‘, and whether these victims be female or male.661
It is widely argued, however, that the overall wording of the international human
rights provision of CEDAW is premised on a limited approach towards equality, one
which merely seeks to equate women‘s rights against the measure of a male
yardstick. As Charlesworth maintains: if rights and freedom are viewed in a gendered
way, that is, one that utilises inherently male (not to say western) values as the
criteria, then ‗access to [those values] will be unlikely to promote any real form of
equality‘.662 It could be argued that such an approach might obliterate the unique
contribution that could be made by examining rights and freedoms through a
feminine rather than feminist lens, the latter blinkered into ‗maleness‘, rather than the
male values re-examined and appraised through the a lens of ‗femaleness‘.
Nevertheless, the nurturing of patriarchal social systems and customary and
communitarian values, which patently exist in most Asian, as well as African, Pacific
Islander (for example, Melanesian), and Middle Eastern countries, has resulted in the
lawful rights of women having been consistently denied or violated.
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One of the major controversies surrounding the formulation of human rights that
often hinders the promotion of women‘s rights has been whether human rights
should be weighted in favour of individual autonomy while ignoring the larger
community value. Asian values traditionally do differ from those in the West, with
family and community obligations being the core of social life as opposed to the
individualism in the West.663 It is argued that the liberal western concept of human
rights is excessively individualist and not conducive to good community living.664
From the Asian point of view, ‗human rights‘ — as currently conceived — are
essentially ‗eurocentric values‘,665 reflecting a European rather than genuinely
universal perspective, and as such are unsuited to Asian culture, 666 and, by analogy,
similarly community-oriented and less individualistic cultures
It has also been said that the overall premise of international human rights
instruments and resolutions seem to have little relevance to the reality of most
women‘s lives and have had less impact than intended or desired. 667 An African
Women‘s Development Fund representative notes in this regard:
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Of the 1.3 billion people living in poverty today, 70 percent are women and they
constitute the majority of refugees. Female illiteracy is invariably higher than male
illiteracy. … Millions of girls are still subject to genital mutilation. In many countries
women lack access to reproductive healthcare and every day women are targeted in
armed conflicts. Women‘s economic, social and cultural rights continue to be
neglected.668

4. 4 Protection of Women’s Rights in the Light of International Conventions
The international conventions and declarations669 particular to women did not neglect
the necessity of their equal status with men. As has been mentioned, the UN Charter
states in its preamble that ‘the peoples of United Nations reaffirm faith in
fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, in the equal
rights of men and women and of nations large and small‘.670 The first Article of the
Charter also stipulates among the purposes and principles of United Nations:
[T]o achieve international cooperation in solving international problems of an
economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character and in promoting and encouraging
respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to
race, sex, language, or religion. 671

The eighth Article of the Charter also stipulates that ‗the United Nations shall place
no restrictions on the eligibility of men and women to participate in any capacity and
Happened at Beijing (January 1996)
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under conditions of equality in its principal and subsidiary organs‘. 672 The Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)673 stipulates the basic principle of equality
between the two genders, namely that ‗all human beings are born free and equal in
dignity and rights‘674 and again that ‗everyone is entitled to all the rights and
freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race,
colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion…‘.675 The equality between
man and woman as to their rights (and duties) is acknowledged by special
international covenants, such as the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (both of
which were framed in 1966, although they did not enter into force until a decade
later).676 It is absolutely impermissible that the difference in gender would be a cause
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of inequality of legal protection, nor may there be any difference or reduction in
economic, educational, civil or political rights on the basis of gender such that a
woman would be deprived of education or work or the vote. It would therefore be
unacceptable to give all opportunity to males on the basis that males are stronger,
more capable, conscious or aware than females (that is, on the basis of a genderlinked stereotype) as this would be a violation of international obligations and human
values.677
On 7 November 1967, the General Assembly issued Resolution No 2263, the
Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women.678 This was an
official international ‗statement of moral and political intent‘ calling for the
elimination of discrimination between the two genders, that had been drafted by a

and … equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family’ as the ‘foundation of
freedom, justice and peace’.
The two covenants came about as follows: In the session of the General Assembly of the United
Nations that approved the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1949, the Assembly requested
the Human Rights Committee to prepare, as a priority, a project for a [binding] covenant in 1949 and
the first 18 Articles were then reviewed in 1950 on the basis of comments that came from
governments. In the same year the General Assembly announced ‘linkage and solidarity in enjoying
civil and political freedoms, economic, social and cultural rights’: see Draft International Covenant
on Humans Rights and Measures of Implementation: Future Work of the Commission on Human
Rights, GA Res 421, UN GAOR, 5th sess, 317th plen mtg, Agenda Item 63 (4 December 1950) para
(d) Therefore, the General Assembly resolved to create a special covenant for human rights as well as
the economic, social and cultural rights, both of which were to give clear recognition of equality
between man and woman in the rights that are set forth the Declaration. In 1951, the Committee sets
forth 14 Articles concerning the economic, social and cultural rights formulated on the basis of
governments’ suggestions and those of the specialised agency. It also set forth 10 Articles
concerning the arrangements applying these rights including the necessity for those parties to the
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human rights, the first one of them to consist of civil and political rights and the other consists of
economic, social and cultural rights.
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committee of the UN Commission for the Status of Women; nevertheless, it lacked
the ‗contractual force of a treaty‘.679
Since that date, a number of international conferences that been held on women‘s
rights by the UN seeking to progress the issue. These were known as the ‗World
Conference on Women‘, of which several have been held. These will be covered
briefly below and in greater depth later in the Chapter.
The first World Conference on Women (WCW) was held in Mexico in 1975. The
year was considered by the UN as International Women‘s Year and marked the
beginning of the ‗Decade for Women‘. The goal of the conference was to achieve
‗full gender equality‘ between man and woman in terms of participation in decision
making in regard to peace, development, and both within the family and community,
and also in terms of educational opportunities, wages, as well as in a woman‘s right
to decide whether to get married or not, and in there being respect for all her human
rights.680
The second WCW was held in 1980 at Copenhagen under the slogan of ‗equality,
development and peace‘, and it was focused on equality in work, the right in health
care and education, and in equal participation of woman with the man in exercising
her rights.681
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In 1985, the third WCW was held at Nairobi to follow up the development over the
‗Decade for Women‘, evaluate the situation of women and their rights in the world
and formulate a ‗blueprint for action‘ for the period to 2000 682 as indicated in the
General Assembly of the United Nations‘ its Resolution No 53/136 dated 11
December 1980. The strategic plan was designed to eliminate all forms of
discrimination and ensure the increasingly active role of women in the community.683
Then, in 1995, the Beijing conference (the fourth WCW) was held, the broadest
international conference to make active women‘s role in the world and to achieve
equality and fight discrimination against women. The conference statement
confirmed the principle of equality between human beings, and between the rights of
men and women in accordance with the UDHR, and a series of recommendations has
been confirmed in this regard.684
Here, we have to indicate that the CEDAW has stipulated in the first part of the
Convention a definition of discrimination against women685 that would entail the

From Pain to Power (Iwanami Shoten, 1999) 5; Margaret E Galey, 'Women Find a Place' in Anne
Winslow (ed), Women, Politics, and the United Nations (Greenwood Press, 1995) 14–6.
682
1985 World Conference on Women, Nairobi, Kenya, July 15-26m 1985, 5th Women’s World
Conference (21 June 2012) <http://www.5wwc.org/conference_background/1985_WCW.html>. Also
available on this site are summaries of the earlier and later conferences.
683
See, for more detail, Report of the World Conference to Review and Appraise the Achievements
of the United Nations Decade for Women: Equality, Development and Peace, UN GAOR, UN Doc
A/CONF 116/28 (15 July 1985). The Nairobi World Conference document was adopted by consensus
without a vote. See also Valentine M Moghadom, 'Sisterhood is Global' in David P Forsythe (ed),
Encyclopedia of Human Rights (Oxford University Press, 2009) 458.
684
See Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action ; B Suguna, Women's Movements (Discovery
Publishing House, 2009) 183. See, for more detail, Minnesota Advocates for Human Rights,
Summary of the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action (6 January 1996)
<http://www.theadvocatesforhumanrights.org/uploads/declaration.pdf> .
685
The term ‘discrimination against women’ shall mean ‘any distinction, exclusion or restriction
made on the basis of sex which has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition,
enjoyment or exercise by women, irrespective of their marital status, on a basis of equality of men
and women, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural,
civil or any other field’: Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
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modification of social and cultural patterns of relations between the two genders
which embody contrary values. This would mean effects on culture and tradition that
constrain the enjoyment by woman of their rights and require the eradication of the
stereotyped roles for both genders686 and the rejection of the concept of superiority in
regard to gender (almost universally traditionally perceived as male). CEDAW also
has demanded an end to all forms of trafficking in women and their exploitation in
prostitution,687 (although exploitation appears to be increasingly interpreted as
referring to forced prostitution and concerns centre around a lack of consent,
underage participation or bribery rather than prostitution, per se).688 In the second
part it has confirmed a woman‘s right to enjoy complete equality in political and
public life as well as the right of women and children to enjoy the right to nationality,
that is, it is impermissible for woman and child to remain without a nationality.
Women are to have the same rights as men in relation to the acquisition and retention

Women, opened for signature 1 March 1980, 1249 UNTS 13 (entered into force 3 September 1981)
art 1 (CEDAW).
686
CEDAW art 5(a).
687
Ibid art 6.
688
See eg CEDAW Special Reporter, Women and Violence, DPI/1772/HR (UN Department of
Public Information, 1996). Somewhat controversially, the CEDAW Committee has called for
decriminalisation of prostitution in China as part of a means to attack trafficking of women and
encourage women to seek medical and other assistance without making themselves vulnerable to
prosecution: Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination
Against Women : China. 05/02/1999 CEDAW Committee, 20th sess 19 January – 5 February 1999,
UN Doc A/54/38, paras 288–91. It should be noted that ‘eradication of the exploitation of
prostitution of women’ does not have the same meaning as ‘eradicate prostitution’, which was an
early interpretation of such a goal. In contemporary western society, decriminalisation or legalisation
of prostitution is seen as permitting women to legitimately exploit their own bodies for income;
exploitation is seen as when men other than customers (that is, ‘pimps’ or officials etc) profit from
prostitution rather than the women involved. For some feminists, it is a question of a woman’s right
to her body and its use. This view is not universal among feminists: see Apne Aap Women
Worldwide, Interview with Women’s Rights in Development (21 June 2012)
<http://apneaap.org/founder/interview-association-womens-rights-development>. [The interview is
with founder Ruchira Gupta]. See also Jo Doezema, 'Now You See Her, Now You Don’t: Sex
Workers at the UN Trafficking Protocol Negotiations' (2005) 14(1) Social and Legal Studies 61, 66–
8, 80. This article evidences two often competing views of the prostitution of women, namely as a
violation of her rights or as a legitimate form of labour able to be freely chosen.
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of nationality (with such choices, where a woman is married, unaffected by those of
her husband).689 In the third part, the Convention has stipulated the importance of
women‘s education both in quantity (duration) and quality, that is, countries are
obliged to eradicate discrimination against females in education and to give equal
opportunities in education and pay special attention to the quality of education for
both genders.690 The Convention has tackled in its fourth part the right of equality
before the law in terms of marriage and family law, as to a woman‘s rights in
separation and terminating family connection as well as her right in choosing the
husband, with such rights to be equal to those of a the man, without any
discrimination between the two parties.691 The fifth part of the Covenant has
constituted a Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women that
consists of 23 experts ‗of high moral standing and competence in the field covered
by the Convention‘, with consideration being given to equitable representation both
geographically and in terms of ‗different forms of civilisation‘.692 The Committee‘s
role is to consider ‗the progress made in the implementation of the Convention‘ in
their examination of the reports that are submitted in this regard by the states parties
in the execution of its provisions. Thus the CEDAW Committee is to observe the
implementation of these provisions by countries and the extent of their compliance
with their legal obligations to the Convention.693
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CEDAW arts 7(b), 9.
bid art 10.
691
Ibid art 16.
692
The figure was initially 18 prior to entry into force of the Convention: CEDAW art 17(1).
693
Ibid art 17.
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There are also a number of other earlier international conventions created under the
auspices of the United Nations, in addition to the abovementioned CEDAW. These
include the Convention on the Political Rights of Women of 1952,694 and a number
that will be outlined in greater detail in the next section of part 4.5 of this Chapter.
In addition, in regards to an international conventions specifically for women in
terms of their having increased protection and equality with men in specific areas,
there are many of this kind where the International Labour Organisation plays a vital
role in this regard, such as those for the protection rights in regard to maternity and
night work for female factory workers. Just as in the case of CEDAW, those ratifying
an ILO Convention commit to implementing the provisions of the particular
Convention and to submitting reports to the relevant body.695
Relevant ILO agreements include ILO Conventions Nos 175 (1994) and 177 (1996)
concerning part-time work and work in the home; Nos 171 (1990) and 176 (1995)
concerning night work and health in mines, which now no longer exclude women but
focus on health and safety of all workers. Among the most important ILO
conventions in relation to women‘s rights are: the Equal Remuneration Convention
(ILO Convention No 100) of 1951; the Discrimination (Employment and
Occupation) Convention (ILO Convention No 111) of 1958; the Workers with
Family Responsibilities Convention (ILO Convention No 156) of 1981; and the

694

Convention on the Political Rights of Women , opened for signature 31 March 1953, 193 UNTS
135 (entered into force 7 July 1954).
695
See generally, ILO, ABC of Women Workers’ Rights and Gender Equality (1st ed, ILO, 2000)
(ii), 1–2.; also ILO, ABC of Women Workers’ Rights and Gender Equality (2nd ed, ILO, 2007) 6–7.
Recommendations, on the other hand, set non-binding targets. Second edition:
<http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---dgreports/--gender/documents/publication/wcms_087314.pdf>
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Maternity Protection Convention (ILO Convention No 183) of 2000. As can be seen
in their titles, Conventions 100 and 111 specifically aim to promote gender equality.
This means that there are international obligations which should be respected by
countries, especially in terms of implementing and preserving women‘s rights and
equality with men and preventing any types of discrimination against women in the
community.
Nevertheless, in spite of these conventions, declarations, covenants and so on, and
despite the conferences referred to above having been held — and despite
international legal and humanitarian rules having been imposed in respect to the
equal rights of women, and obligations imposed by the convention texts and those
violating them being called to account — unfortunately, there are still grave breaches
of women‘s rights in several countries. Examples include: the continued trafficking
of women and girls for prostitution;696 discrimination between the two genders in
education,697 and in employment opportunities and advancement; and in many other
areas where women‘s rights — whether civil, cultural, political, health-related, right
to expression, association or religion and so forth — are trampled or ignored for
various reasons.698 A number of these countries are misinterpreting Islam, instead
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In 2011, the European Parliament announced that all the measures undertaken by the EU to
combat this trafficking for prostitution were ineffective. According to data published by the Council
of Europe, it is a major source of funds for organised crime: ‘moreover the ‚white slave trade‛ is a
sector of the underground economy which has developed exponentially in recent years,’ and about
80% of the 800,000 people who are trafficked every year are women. See Petar Petrov, White Slave
Trade Profits from the Crisis, Press Europ (18 October 2011)
<http://www.presseurop.eu/en/content/article/1070101-white-slave-trade-profits-crisis>.
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See for example Karen L Kinnear, Women in Developing Countries: A Reference Handbook
(Contemporary World Issues, 2011) 3–4.
698
Jeanne Ward, Lisa Ernst and Integrated Regional Information Networks, Broken Bodies, Broken
Dreams; Violence against Women Exposed (United Nations Publications, 2005) 2.
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preferring their different thoughts and customs699 and depriving women of education,
work and of the enjoyment of human rights. Their actions are indicative of the
danger of such breaches in many of these countries.
Therefore we will focus in this chapter on the following areas:
4. 5 Protection of Women against Discrimination Within the Framework of
United Nations
The United Nations organisation has exerted great efforts to provide protection for
women against discrimination in all fields that touch human life and these efforts and
roles of various organisations have been represented in UN Charter and in
international conventions, declarations and conferences. The UN Charter is one of
the basic documents that call for the provision and maintenance of human rights and
to equality between man and woman. Instates in its Preamble:
We the peoples of the United Nation determined to save succeeding generations from
the scourge of war, which twice in our lifetime has brought untold sorrow to mankind,
and to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the
human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and
small….700

Here ‗equality‘ means equality in the rights, freedoms and dignity in all that is
regarded as ‗fundamental human rights‘, and all that this word ‗equality‘ includes,
from branches in the rights to all other aspects. Also the Charter also mentions in
regard to the international, economic and social cooperation that the United Nations
works on the basis of ‗universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and
fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or

699
700

Farhouman-Sims, above n 63, 154.
Charter of the United Nations Preamble (emphasis added).
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religion‘.701 These passages in the Charter are repeated or enlarged upon elsewhere to
enhance and confirm the stability of the principle of non-discrimination between men
and women, the obligation of countries to take by this principle and to do their best
to attain this principle‘s goal as a basic aim and as one of the United Nations‘
purposes.
4.5.1

The Rights of Woman in International Conventions

There are several international conventions that have been concluded within the
United Nations framework which stipulate the equality between the two genders and
confirm the principle of non-discrimination against women in the different areas that
have been tackled by those conventions, and I will mention some of these
conventions with an explanation of the most important areas that have been
addressed in regard to issues or aspects that touch a woman‘s life and enhance her
equality with man.
4.5.1.1 Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms
This convention was signed in 1950702 by the members of the Council of Europe in
deference to the UDHR that issued by the General Assembly of United Nations in
1948. Its significance lies in the fact it is ‗the first agreement ever made in which
national states have submitted human rights to a system of binding international
controls … it carries the hopes expressed in the [Declaration] … into the sphere of

701

Ibid art 55(c).
A number of Protocols were subsequently signed which have been incorporated into the 1990
text.
702
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action‘.703 Signatories undertake as ‗like-minded [countries with] … a common
heritage of political traditions, ideals, freedom and the rule of law, to take the first
steps for the collective enforcement of certain of the Rights stated in the Universal
Declaration‘.704 It acknowledges for each human being (male or female) who is
subject to it, the right to enjoy all rights and freedoms that are stated in this
Convention, such as the right to life,705 protection of the law,706 a right to privacy,707
freedom from slavery or forced labour,708 and freedom of persons of marriageable
age to contract marriage and found a family.709 The Convention also stipulates that:
The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in the Convention shall be secured
without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion,
political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority,
property, birth or other status.710

This Convention has confirmed the equal enjoyment by women of all the human
rights defined within the European Convention,711 many of which are similarly
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William K Coblentz and Robert S Warshaw, 'European Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms' (1956) 44(1) California Law Review 94, 95.
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Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedom , opened for signature
4 November 1950, 213 UNTS 222, (entered into force 3 September 1953) Preamble (Convention for
the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms).
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Ibid art 2.
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Ibid arts 5–7. Includes the presumption of innocence, the right to a fair and hearing within a
reasonable time frame with public exclusion subject to conditions; no retrospectivity.
707
Ibid art 8.
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Ibid art 4.Not including military service or substituted service or labour imposed during detention
and or conditional release..
709
Ibid art 12.
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Ibid art 14. As amended by Protocol No 11 to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms, opened for signature 11 May 1994, ETS No 155, (entered into force 1
November 1998), (ECHR).
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Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms Preamble.
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stipulated in UDHR.712 It is also notable that the ECHR established a court to try
relevant cases unable to be solved through negotiation.
4.5.1.2 International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination
Because the UN Charter is based on principles of dignity and equality, all countries
have committed to act in cooperation with the organisation to attain its goals. These
are to enhance international respect for basic human rights for all without any
discrimination due to gender, colour, race or ethnicity. The UDHR stipulates the
equality of all people to enjoy their fundamental rights and freedoms. The United
Nations confirms that discrimination between human beings on the basis of race,
colour, gender or ethnicity also constitutes an obstacle to the fulfilment of the goal of
international peace.713 This Convention, which has been approved by the General
Assembly, emphasises the observation of human rights without discrimination on the
basis of race. It thus puts into a binding form part of the thrust of the UDHR that had
pronounced upon the equality between all human beings.714
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4.5.1.3 Convention against Discrimination in Education
The right to education is of paramount importance in all nations since it holds the key
to the future not only as a means of personal growth and fulfilment but also because
it provides countries with well-informed citizens who are prepared to take their place
in the burgeoning world economy by helping to build a better future for all. 715 In
1960, the Convention against Discrimination in Education was approved by the
General Conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organisation (UNESCO). The General Conference recognised that discrimination in
the field of education was a breach of the provisions of the UDHR and in turn it has
confirmed the right of each individual to an education.716 The General Conference
realised that it is UNESCO‘s duty not only to prohibit any form of discrimination in
education but also to support the equality of all in terms of opportunities and dealings
in the field of education.717 This Convention states that ‗for the purpose of this
Convention, the term ―discrimination‖ includes any distinction, exclusion, limitation
or preference which, being based on race, colour, sex, language, religion, [and]
political or other opinion.‘718 Thus this Convention makes binding the practical
manifestation of gender equality as a human right in the field of education.
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UNESCO, Convention against Discrimination in Education 1960 art 1.
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4.5.1.4 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
Adopted by a resolution of General Assembly in 1966, the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) entered into force almost a decade
later. Signatories committed themselves to guarantee the practice the rights that
mentioned in the Covenant without any discrimination whether on the basis of ‗race,
colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin,
property, birth or other status‘,719 and to ‗take steps‘ to ensure that the designated
rights are progressively fully realised.720 Countries involved in the ICESCR have
committed to ensuring the equal rights of men and women to enjoy ‗all economic,
social and cultural rights‘ recognised within the Covenant,721 among which are the
right of individuals to enjoy fair working conditions (including fair wages,
guaranteed minimum wages, reasonable limits on working hours and equal pay for
equal work regardless of gender);722 the right of each individual to achieve the
‗highest attainable standard of physical and mental health‘; 723 and the right to an
education, which necessarily entails making elementary education compulsory and
free for all individuals.724 In addition each individual has the right to participate in
cultural life and to enjoy with benefits of scientific and technological advancement as
well as those involved in the creation of scientific, literary or artistic products to
benefit from the protection of their material and moral interests that have resulted
719

International Convenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights art 2(2). See, for detail, J C
Aggarwal and S P Agrawal, Documentation Encyclopaedia of UNESCO and Education (Ashok
Kumar Mittal, 1991) 125.
720
International Convenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights art 2(1).
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Ibid art 3.
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Ibid art 12.
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Ibid art 13(2)(a). Secondary education is also to be generally available and progressively made
free: at art 13(2)(b).
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from their creation.725 Again, this Covenant seeks to place into practical and binding
form the aspirations of the UDHR. Its acknowledgement of the necessarily
progressive achievement of the rights described introduces a note of realism but
those who ratify are also able to seek international assistance to achieve a number of
the goals.726 However, it should be again noted that a number of countries have
entered significant Reservations to this Covenant.727
4.5.1.5 The Convention on the Elimination of All forms of Discrimination
against Women
The general principles in the Convention on the Elimination of All forms of
Discrimination against Woman (CEDAW) have been approved by the General
Assembly.728 The significance of this Convention consists of the countries that are
involved in this Convention being aware that the fulfilment of complete equality
between the two genders requires changes being made in the traditional role for the
man as well as for the woman in the community and family. Countries who joined
this Convention are to take into consideration the role of woman in family welfare
and in community development (which role is not completely acknowledged in the
social importance of maternity). The role of both parents is seen as both in the family
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and in the broader community, in a social environment where bringing up children
where the equal role of woman is not permitted to be used as a basis for
discrimination, but instead the upbringing of children requires a sharing of
responsibilities between the man, woman and community in general.729
In the Convention‘s provisions, countries which are States Parties to the Convention
condemn all forms of discrimination against women and commit to taking ‗all
appropriate means … without delay‘ to eradicate discrimination against women.730
These methods include: incorporating the gender equality principle in their national
constitutions, ensure it practical realisation through legislation, impose legal
protection for women‘s rights, refrain from any discriminatory action against women
and take ‗all appropriate measures‘ to ensure that neither public authority nor private
enterprise discriminate against women, repeal all national penal provisions which are
considered as discriminatory to women731 and guarantee all of her social, political,
educational, cultural and economic rights.732
Therefore, the concluding of this convention (and the inclusion of its various
provisions) is a positive step on a comprehensive international level. 733 By tackling
almost the entire spectrum of human rights734 the Convention provides a strong
guarantee and support for the right of a woman to enjoy her fundamental rights and
729
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freedoms (as for all human beings) that are mentioned in the UN Charter and UDHR
and in all conventions that tackle human rights with its different areas of expression.
It confirms the principle of non-discrimination against woman because it is a
constant principle in the aims of the United Nations.
4.5.1.6 Special rules in relation to the protection of women in Geneva
Conventions of 1949 and its Two Additional Protocols of 1977
International humanitarian law emerges in the formulation of the basic principle of
equality between men and women in their treatment under the Geneva Conventions.
Article 12 in each of the First and Second Conventions (the former in regard to the
sick and wounded of the armed forces in the field; the latter in regard to those
wounded or sick or shipwrecked at sea), Article 16 of the Third Convention
(prisoners of war), Article 27 of the Fourth Convention (protection of civilians
during warfare), Article 75 of First Additional Protocol (protection of victims during
international armed conflicts), and Article 4 of the Second Additional Protocol
(dealing with victims of non-international armed conflict) — all require that all
persons (if not already more favourably covered by other Articles) should as a
minimum be accorded humane treatment as outlined in the ‗fundamental guarantees‘
of each Convention or Protocol, which are treatment accorded ‗without any adverse
distinction based upon race‘.735 It is also clearly and variously stated that women
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Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection
of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I), opened for signature 8 June 1977, 1125
UNTS 3 (entered into force 7 December 1978) art 75 (Geneva Convention Protocol I).
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‗shall in all cases benefit by treatment as favourable as that granted to men‘,736 this
means that the woman have all the rights and freedoms that stipulated in the
conventions, also the principle of ‗equal dealing‘ or treatment is widened into
another space where ‗women should be treated with full consideration due their
sex‘.737 The Conventions recognise a degree of difference (in terms of vulnerability
perhaps in times of war) that should be accommodated, with Article 75(5) of
Protocol I insisting that, when detention is involved, where possible women should
be kept separate from men but where families are detained, such units should be
maintained if possible. (This last appears to recognise shared familial responsibilities
and the rights of children to parental care.) However, overall, this ‗special‘ or ‗full
consideration‘ for women has no legal definition but is understood to cover such
concepts as the physiological nature of women, and particularly pregnancy and
childbirth.

736

Geneva Convention (I) art 12: ‗Women shall be treated with all consideration due to their sex.‘
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All of these texts include confirmation of the principle of non-discrimination
between the two genders in all fields, cases and situations where women can be;
however, these texts paint a series of limited pictures in particular situations in terms
of behaviour which should be followed and is obligatory for the States Parties in
dealing with women. In this regard, there are many Articles mentioned in the Geneva
Conventions and the two protocols that concern women.738
4.5.2

Women’s Rights in International Declarations

There are many international declarations that have been issued within the United
Nations framework, and one of the most important principles that are repeatedly
confirmed in these declarations is the principle of non-discrimination between the
two genders. Such documents call for equality between men and women. We will
discuss some of these declarations in brief focusing on the principle of nondiscrimination between the man and the woman.
4.5.2.1 Universal Declaration for Human Rights
The fundamental human rights and freedoms were central in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) that was issued by the General Assembly of
the United Nations. It states that ‗everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms
set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex,
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property or

738

See for example, Geneva Convention (I) arts 3,12; Geneva Convention (II) arts 3,12; Geneva
Convention (III) arts 3, 14, 16, 25, 29, 49, 88(2), 97(4); Geneva Convention (IV) arts 3, 14(1), 16, 17,
21, 22(1), 27(2), 38(5); Geneva Convention Protocol Additional (I) art 8, 75(1),76 (1)–(3); Geneva
Convention Protocol Additional (II) arts 4,(2), 5(2), 6(4).
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other status‘. 739 The Declaration has mentioned a group of rights and freedoms that it
considers a basis for human dignity and personality, such as, the right of the
individual to ‗life, liberty and security of person‘ (Article 3); the prohibition of
slavery (Article 4), torture or other ‗cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment‘ (Article
5); a person‘s legal personality is also recognised (Article 6) and equality before law
is to be guaranteed with ‗equal protection‘ against violations of the Declaration
(Article 7).740 Also to be guaranteed are the enjoyment of personality, freedom of
thought (Article 18), opinion and expression (Article 19), and freedom of religion
(Article 18).741
The UDHR is considered an official document in regard to the principle of nondiscrimination. The importance of this document is as an anchorage point for the
basis of non-discrimination between the two genders.742
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4.5.2.2 United Nations International Declaration on the Elimination of All
Forms of Racial Discrimination
Adopted by the General Assembly in 1963, this Declaration asserted that each
country should enhance, respect and observe the basic human rights and freedoms
embodied in the UN Charter and act in accordance with it. (These same rights were
later expressed in the UDHR.) The Declaration takes the principle of nondiscrimination as a basis on which was launched the United Nations work on human
rights in relation to racial discrimination, freedom from which is accorded
irrespective of gender.743 The Declaration‘s goals were later expressed in terms of
obligations for States Parties to the International Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD), where commitments are binding rather
than simply aspirational.
4.5.2.3 Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women
Issued by the General Assembly in 1967, the Declaration on the Elimination of
Discrimination against Women (DEDAW) consists of basic principles and
arrangements for guaranteeing a woman‘s ability to enjoy her rights as equal with
those of a man.744 The Declaration states that discrimination against women
represents a fundamental injustice and ‗an offence against human dignity‘,745 in this
instance the fundamental human dignity of women. It called for countries to take ‗all
743
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appropriate measures‘ to establish legal protection for equal rights for men and
women as a basic right.746 Among rights to be attained and protected are the right to
vote and hold public office,747 equal right to an education, and employment748 as well
as other social, economic and cultural rights.749 While this document is a Declaration,
its language is more like that of a Convention; however, as a Declaration there are no
States Parties or signatories. By contrast, the later Convention on the Elimination of
Discrimination against Women binds its States Parties to its provisions.
4.5.2.4 Proclamation of Teheran
The International Conference on Human Rights in Tehran issued this Proclamation in
1968.750 It confirmed the necessity of countries to work together to achieve all of
human rights represented in the UN Charter,751 the UDHR and other relevant
conventions. It reiterated the necessity for each human being to enjoy all political,
economic and social rights equally, and the necessity to eliminate discrimination
from which the women still suffers, as the situation where women were still treated
as less than man contradicted the UN Charter and the provisions of the UDHR.
Furthermore, the Proclamation of Tehran confirmed that the complete execution of
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the Declaration of the Elimination of Discrimination against Women is necessary for
humanity.752
4.5.2.5 Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action
This Declaration was issued by the World Conference on Human Rights in 1993, and
it includes the confirmation of human rights, and of a woman‘s right to enjoyment of
complete equality in all human rights. It further maintains that this should be a
priority of governments and the United Nations. Moreover, it maintains that as
human rights for women and children form a part of basic human rights that cannot
be separated and are inalienable, and then women‘s rights should form an inseparable
part of human rights activities with which the United Nations is concerned. Thus
including the enhancement of all human rights decrees in relation to women,753 the
Declaration has emphasised the importance of the emergence of woman and her
complete participation as an active part of development process.754
Through these declarations that are related to human rights in general, and more
specifically to women‘s rights, it is clear that a focus on the equality principle and
non-discrimination against women as one of legal construction bases for human
rights is emerging from a new and growing view of the importance of the woman‘s
role in the international community in achieving the security of community,
international development and peace. These efforts that are represented in
international proclamations and declarations do have a clear and distinguished
752
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impact in regard to the reality of life, with several countries having adopted the
works schedules of the relevant declarations, in general or in part, for the
enhancement of (and marking an increased respect for) the woman‘s role and
opening horizons in front of her to practise her role, even if this progress is minimal
and there are many differences between communities, circumstances and the degree
of advancement.
4.5.3

Women’s Rights in International Conferences

The specialised agencies that are affiliated with the United Nations have undertaken
some activities to improve the situation of women and eliminate discrimination that
is practised against her.
Most mechanisms that aim to reach these goals have been established by a
Commission on the Status of Women and the Committee on the Eliminating of
Discrimination against Women. The Committee was established as a preparatory
board for four international conferences for women: the first conference held in
Mexico City (1975), the second in Copenhagen (1980), the third in Nairobi (1985),
where the inspired Nairobi strategy, and the fourth in Beijing (1995).755 We will
discuss these conferences as they were basically held to encourage countries to allow
women to take their rightful place in the world.
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4.5.3.1 Mexico Conference
At the beginning of the 1970s, international efforts intensified to eradicate
discrimination against women and increase her participation in the community to an
equal level with men in order to advance the status and role of women. 756 The 1972
resolution of the General Assembly to declare the year 1975 as the ‗International
Women‘s Year‘757 was an important resolution devoted to the work of encouraging
gender equality which was seen a necessary to guarantee the complete emergence of
women in development efforts and to increase her contribution to enhancing
international peace. At the apex of activities of International Women‘s Year was
special international conference for woman that was held in Mexico City. The First
World Conference on Women passed a number of resolutions that included several
principles, such as gaining equality between men and women and eliminating any
form of discrimination on the basis of gender.758 It also confirmed the necessity of
providing equal opportunities in education and training, and of the complete
participation of woman in economic, social and cultural areas.759
The UN General Assembly subsequently announced that the period from 1976–1985
was to be the first decade dedicated internationally to women gaining equality and
participating more fully in decision-making in regard to development and peace, and
it called for the period to be devoted to exerting greater efforts to apply the
conference resolution. It was decided to hold an international conference in 1980 to
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evaluate progress that been achieved in implementation the goals set for the ‗Decade
for Women‘.760
4.5.3.2 Copenhagen Conference
The General Assembly confirmed the recommendations of the Second World
Conference on Women held at Copenhagen in 1980.761 These recommendations
included the importance of women‘s participation in the decision-making processes
related to changes necessary for them to no longer suffer from disadvantage but
rather enjoy equal rights, specifically in relation to suitable arrangements for the
creation of social and economic changes required (such as in relation to working life
or social security benefits). Furthermore, the Conference confirmed that equality
does not mean the legal equality and removal of discrimination only but also equality
in rights, responsibilities, and opportunities for the participation of women in
development and in direct relation to their role in development. This embodies the
aim for comprehensive development,762 one that embraces women as workers and as
decision makers in relation to work, recognising their role in development, no longer
simply in passive obedience to the decisions of others (generally male power
holders) but as equal participants in deciding such matters. The Conference also
confirmed the prohibition on the use of force or threatening to use it, and confirmed
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the goal of the elimination of discrimination, because the achievements of women‘s
rights (as human rights) are crucial for the international peace and security.763
4.5.3.3 Nairobi Conference
Held in 1985, the Third World Conference on Women in Nairobi reviewed and
evaluated the achievements of UN Decade for Women in securing equality,
development and peace. It then approved the Nairobi ‗Forward-looking Strategies‘
for advancing the rights of women.764 In spite of that, we find women‘s contributions
in home life and economic activity within and outside the home are still not met with
the appreciation that they deserve. Therefore, women‘s requirements and energies
are still neglected when it comes to the allocation of resources, obtaining loans, and
benefiting from training opportunities and technical advancement. This task is
confirmed by the goals set by the Nairobi strategies in terms of equality,
development and peace which face many economic, social and political obstacles.
These obstacles have previously led to an undervaluation of the contribution that
women make in the economic field (both actual and potential) and led to restrictions
on their role in development and opportunities for obtaining employment, healthcare
and education, and their participation in peace and its encouragement in the world.765
It is these obstacles that the Nairobi Forward-looking Strategies sought to address.
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4.5.3.4 Beijing Conference (1995)
Held in Beijing in China in 1995, the Fourth World Conference on Women evaluated
the progress of women in relation to the Nairobi conference and its strategies. It then
revised the approach and adopted a ‘Platform for Action‘ that focuses on issues that
the Conference saw as representing a basic obstacle towards more progress for
women in the world. The plan includes elements that are related to increasing of
awareness; participation in decision making; eradication of illiteracy; and elements
related to poverty, health, and work on doubling the efforts and procedures to
achieve the goals of inspired Nairobi strategies, enhancement of women‘s
independence, elimination of violence, achievement of equal education opportunities
at its various levels; and it noted that that woman rights are derived from human
rights.766 The Conference working methodology assures the basic principle that was
mentioned in the Vienna Declaration which is that the human rights for woman and
child are inalienable rights and that they are inseparable part of human rights.767
4.5.4

Woman Rights in Specialised International Organisations

The specialised international organisations have played a clear role in providing
protection for women against discrimination in the field of specialisation of each
organisation. Because of the importance of the issues of education, science and
culture and their impact on the women‘s entire lives, the model for the role of
specialised organisations will here be the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
766
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Cultural Organisation (UNESCO).768 It will serve an indication of the contribution of
specialised international organisations to this protection.769
Since its establishment, UNESCO has been working to attain its goals of raising the
levels of education, vocational training and conserving countries‘ culture, and it
adopted all measures possible for it to achieve a convergence of understanding
between human beings.770 One of the projects that were established by UNESCO
specifically for women is the ‗Global Partnership for Girls and Women‘s Education‘,
which focuses mainly on secondary education and adult literacy, especially in Africa
and Asia. A High-Level Panel was also established to complement these efforts by
‗stepping up global advocacy, and acting as a ―global conscience‖ for the
advancement of girls and women‘.771 Another of the projects, one to encourage
women‘s participation in women in higher education and development, consists of
five university chairs for UNESCO and two networks for increasing woman
participation in higher education management and in the science field. It aims to
enhance the role of women graduates and their contribution to the development
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process.772 A further project related to women, science and technology aims to
increase awareness both in the community and nongovernmental organisations
(NGOs) by emphasising the importance of women training in the field of sciences
and technology.773 Because of the emergence of the issue of enhancing the women‘s
role in the field of education and technology within the priorities that are specified in
international conference for sciences,774 UNESCO must further enhance its
capabilities and the possibilities of it carrying out more inspired activities in favour
of women‘s advancement and greater participation, especially in the field of sciences
and technology.
4. 6 Discrimination in the Field of Education in International Law
Education enhances an individual‘s ability to reach levels of cultural and political
development and understanding as well as a standard of living that are consistent
with their aspirations for a better life and participation in public life.775
The international community is concerned about this area and has exerted some
effort to enhance the individuals‘ ability to access without any discrimination
(including on the basis of gender) suitable and equal opportunities in education at its
various levels.776 The UDHR stipulates that:
Everyone one has the right to education and it shall be free, at least in the elementary
and fundamental stage. Technical and professional education shall be made generally
available and higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.
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Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to the
strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. 777

The International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination has stipulated the right to education and training.778 The International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has further stipulates that:
Primary education shall be compulsory and available free to all; … secondary education
in its different forms, including technical and vocational secondary education, shall be
made generally available and accessible to all by every appropriate means, and in
particular by the progressive introduction of free education; … higher education shall be
made equally accessible to all, on the basis of capacity, by every appropriate
means….779

Moreover, the Covenant has stipulated the right of everyone to participate in cultural
life and benefit from advances in science and technology.780 Furthermore, the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights has also stipulated the freedom
of parents in regard to the religious education of their children. 781 The Vienna
Declaration and Programme of Action of 1993 (issued by the 1993 International
Conference on Human Rights) are both based on equality between men and women,
and have confirmed equality in educational opportunities at all levels.782
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The Convention on the Rights of the Child further stipulates that elementary
education is to be made obligatory and free, and that moves are to be made to
develop secondary and university education.783
The Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action considers education as a human
right and a means for achieving the goals of equality, development and peace, and
the methodology adopted has specified a number of goals within framework for
women‘s education that is consistent with the 1990 UDHR in relation to providing
education for all.784 The framework for meeting basic education requirements is
consistent with the Cairo International Conference on Population and Development
in 1994,785 and the International Summit Conference for Social Development in
Copenhagen 1995. The latter recommended that governments provide basic
education for all and guarantee enrolment of at least 80 per cent of children who are
of elementary school age by the year 2000.786 Beijing‘s Platform for Action further
specified that the illiteracy rate of females should be reduced to half that recorded in
1990, concentrating on rural, immigrant, refugee, homeless and women with
intellectual disabilities, and that discussions should involve all education levels in
vocational, scientific and technological training, and a guarantee given of nondiscrimination in relation to gender in education and training.787
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Since the 1990 World Conference on Women held in Beijing, the UNESCO has
organised two international conferences at which it has tackled the issue of women in
education and training. Through the holding of each international conference — that
concerned with Higher Education in Paris in 1998788 and that concerned with Science
in Budapest in 1999789 — great efforts have been made to gain an indication of
women‘s role and to improve it. The Committee of the UNESCO Centre for Women
Committee has confirmed in its conclusions of 1997 on the basis of the direction that
had been set for providing education and training for woman. The Committee for the
Elimination of Discrimination against Women (the CEDAW Committee) has further
confirmed the importance of providing education and training.790
4. 7 Conclusion
Although the international laws provide for women‘s rights, even the most basic of
human rights and women‘s rights that are enshrined in these laws are frequently
violated in times of war, during periods of occupation and even during peace time.
The extents of the violations are based on the circumstances of each society. The
reasons are many. They include dislocation of war and removal of customary respect
for women, demonisation and dehumanisation of ‗the enemy‘, the vulnerability of
the female as victim for displaced aggression and revenge, and the relative
acceptability of poor treatment of those who are ‗other‘. Of great concern is this last
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– as this ‗difference‘, this ‗other‘ exists beyond wartime and into peace. Where the
common humanity and rights of women are not generally recognised, ill-treatment
and denial of the rights of women as human beings can continue.
Beyond this is the absence of an effective international protection system that is able
to achieve the objectives of provisions of international laws and enforce justice
where breaches have occurred. The lengthy delay between breach and justice further
obviates the value of the ‗rights‘ as enshrined in international law (for example,
between breaches of the Geneva Convention and appearances before the
International Court of Justice). In other than wartime breaches of rights (where, it has
been observed victors traditionally are less likely to appear than the defeated,
although this is thankfully changing).
Criticism is also located in the very nature of the Conventions that form the
foundation of the international organisations. The very ability of countries to enter
Reservations — and makes possible the participation of far more countries than
might otherwise have occurred — has also meant that the bodies have observed that
some of the Reservations are contrary to the spirit of the very Convention to which
the country has become a party. This has become a complaint on the part of some
who object to the primacy of Shari‘ah and the Qur‘ān in regard to women‘s and
children‘s rights, and the stance taken by Muslim States Parties on matters such as by
personal status provisions and so forth, again on the basis of the Qur‘ān and
Shari‘ah.

The various organisations, however, work with signatories who are

generally required to submit formal reports on progress in regard to the areas covered
by the various conventions (for example, women‘s participation in education,
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employment and so forth). Whilst there appear to be some efforts to find a common
ground and progress some of the contested matters, those holding different positions
on certain matters regard these as non-negotiable, or attempt to argue from a basis
that is unacceptable to the other. Arguing from a secular position in regard to
practices in an Islamic state is to argue from a basis of weakness rather than strength.
A search for true commonalities and understanding, of matters of interpretation and
reinterpretation that reveal greater convergencies may be far more productive as
might exploring constructive ways in which to implement change while taking into
account the cultural or religious nature of the States Parties.
Although many complain that there should be far greater degree of compulsion from
the central orgnisations so that change can be rapidly effected, such an expectation is
unrealistic and contrary to their very foundation. The ‗weakness‘ of their very
voluntariness and the ability of parties to enter reservations has meant greater
participation by states that otherwise would be completely outside the purview of the
Conventions and encouraged greater contact and ongoing dialogue. As such this is in
itself a positive development.
As alluded to above, the absence of an authority that supervises the execution and
application of these provisions or, if such bodies exist, their relative ineffectiveness,
provides opportunity for those who violate women‘s rights to flee from punishment.
Wartime criminals flee to countries lacking extradition provisions, and in terms of
peacetime violations of women‘s rights in education, healthcare provision, access to
justice, international ‗moral‘ pressure is all that is usually applied, if at all (for
example, apartheid generated a boycott, the abrogation of women‘s rights are often
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not viewed in the same light). In this regard external negotiation with international
organisations to which a nations is signatory can assist promote women‘s rights
within a country as it is at least held accountable ‗on paper‘ for the programs being
implemented (for example, in access to health care, education, participation in
political process and so on). This in turn can stimulate through programs of
awareness raising, a greater awareness within nations of the rights enjoyed by
women in other countries and raise expectations of what can be possible
domestically.
It is worth mentioning that many organisations, international , regional, NonGovernmental and human rights organisations or their committees, have played an
effective role in establishing the concept of non discrimination against women at all
levels and in many if not all fields. These organisations‘ interest and efforts in
achieving change, progress and renewal are fruitful, primarily because of a
willingness to engage in long-term dialogue and not be deterred by apparent
reluctance on the part of States Parties in regard to some matters. Instead, concrete
help to implement change or help collect relevant statistics is offered. This enhances
international cooperation and leads to a genuine two-way conversation that is
informative for both the organisations and the States Parties. The goal of women‘s
rights is kept in focus and the international community continues to call for
effectiveness to achieve a balance between the different views of what comprises
human rights and women's rights, so as to avoid the violations at all levels.
With regard to women‘s rights in education, progress has actually been achieved in
many countries around the world in the field of the reformation of the education
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systems, but particularly in making available basic education opportunities for all.
This is education that meets the basic educational requirements of persons,
guaranteeing education in the early stages of childhood and primary education and
education programs to eradicate illiteracy, with primary education to be free to all.
Also recognised is the importance of secondary education for girls as well as boys.791
Some countries still suffer from unacceptable levels of illiteracy, especially in regard
to women and girls; these are generally the same countries that still suffer from
gender discrimination in the provision of education. There can also be gender-based
discrimination in the field of vocational training, in terms of the content and
provision of books and other resources provided, and in curricula, as well as in
teacher preparation.792 In higher education, especially in developing countries where
we find the rate of women‘s participation is often less than men. The change even in
developed countries in this regard over the past two to three decades has been
dramatic. Some 30 years ago the rate of women‘ participation was consistently lower
than that of men.793 Today the picture is vastly different — showing just what can be
achieved with a concerted effort.794 In some European countries, however, the
proportion of female graduates outstrips that of men,795 and in Canada, over the past
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Paradoxically, in a number of countries, boys’ ‘under participation and underachievement are of
growing concern in secondary education’: UNESCO, ‘EFA Global Monitoring Report 2008’ above n
81, XX.
792
See, for example, Human Rights Watch, ‘Perpetual Minors’, above n 108, 14; Saudi Women for
Reform, ‘2007 Shadow Report’, above n 20, 37–9. More recently, a UNESCO detailed relevant
statistics and information in regard to training, curricula and resource content etc: UNESCO, ‘EFA
Global Monitoring Report 2008’, above n 81, 5, 12, 15, 20–1.
793
In Spain the rate reportedly was 28%, in Australia 25% and in Canada a puzzlingly low 4%: Al
Aqabi, above n 765, 122.
794
UNESCO, ‘EFA Global Monitoring Report 2008’, above n 81, XX.
795
Ireland, Finland, Denmark, Sweden, Lithuania and Belgium: see European Commission Eurostat,
Tertiary Education Statistics (September 2011)
<http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/statistics_explained/index.php/Tertiary_education_statistics>.
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20 years the proportion of university graduates (among those aged 25 to 34) has risen
dramatically to now reach 34 per cent, compared to 26 per cent of men for the same
age group.796 This change has not been without its own difficulties. It has been
recognising as bringing with it other problems, particularly in fields that are
traditionally identified with women. In education, for example, there is a dearth of
men as models for boys in classrooms; and downward status and wage pressures also
observed in female gender identified professions as opposed to those traditionally
regarded as male. In all fields there are difficulties associated with women still
preferring to take some time out of the workplace in their child-bearing years
(disproportionately to men), something that may factor into further undervaluation of
women as equal workplace participants deserving equal salaries at graduation
(particularly in professions where remuneration is not governed by a collective
agreement or protected gender neutral standard wages).
In developing nations too, relatively rapid change is being experienced in the
provision of basic (and gender equal) education, although difficulties remain in
regard to the poor, disabled or ‗indigenous‘ populations, and those living in slums or
rural areas or are adults with literacy difficulties.797 A 2008 UNESCO Report notes
that despite laws ‗on the books‘ regarding access to primary education, some 58 of
the 86 countries ‗that have not yet reached universal primary education‘ will not do
so by 2015.

798

Gender disparities ‗have reduced since 1999 but remain pervasive‘,

despite advances that have resulted in 118 countries of 188 achieving gender parity at
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Martin Turcotte, Women in Canada: A Gender-based Statistical Report (Statistics Canada, 24
February 2010) <http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/89-503-x/2010001/article/11542-eng.htm>.
797
UNESCO, ‘EFA Global Monitoring Report 2008’, above n 81, XX.
798
Ibid XX.
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primary level by 2005.799 At secondary level, female students expressed as a
percentage of all students at that level falls to 37 per cent and lower again at tertiary
level. However, the participation rate for girls in education is far higher than ever
before even though not achieving parity.800 A new emphasis is also being placed on
pre-school education.
It is against this backdrop that the achievements of Saudi Arabia stand out as a
country that was determined to achieve education for boys, then all at primary, then
secondary and finally tertiary level. The Kingdom has dedicated substantial resources
to attaining this goal. There is, however, some unevenness in the achievements and
outcomes.
The obstacles that hindered the execution of strategic goals in the field of equality in
education are generally shortage of resources and its effect on the provision of basic
educational infrastructure, such as buildings and equipping them with what they
require.801 This shortage also leads to negligence in regard to planned educational
reformat; any reduction in teachers‘ wages also leads to frustration and their
resigning from their positions. Traditional attitudes from customs and traditions that
are strong at all levels of community also have a clear impact on the implanting and
maintenance of discrimination against women, especially in education. This will
persist in light of the absence of a clear obligation from the highest levels of
government (national and local) to formulate and implement effective policies for
equality between men and women, in education as well as in other areas of social,

799

Ibid 12–13.
Ibid.
801
See for example, Doumato, Women’s Rights in the MENA: Saudi Arabia, above n 26, 18–19;
Saudi Women for Reform, ‘2007 Shadow Report’, above n 20, 39.
800
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cultural and economic life, but is particularly crucial in education where change can
effect so many outcomes for women‘s lives.
The availability of a central national body that can examine legislation and oversee
its implementation against CEDAW provisions with which Saudi Arabia‘s ruler and
Shura agree would provide additional support for the desired changes, as would the
presence of sanctions for violations.
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5.

AN ISLAMIC PERSPECTIVE OF CEDAW AND ITS

IMPLEMENTATION IN THE KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA.

5. 1 Introduction
The last decades of the 20th century witnessed increasing attention to the issue of
women‘s rights, with a large-scale world-wide movement that aimed to pay attention
to issues in relation to her, such that the first World Conference on Women was held
in 1975 in Mexico, and the United Nations also declared 1975 to be ‗International
Women‘s Year‘. With the importance accorded this issue, one year became a
‗Decade for Women‘. Then came the adoption by the United Nations of the
Convention on the Elimination of all Discrimination against Women in 1979, which
was followed by the second World Conference on Women in 1980 in Copenhagen,
then the third such conference in Nairobi in 1985 and lastly the fourth conference for
woman in Beijing in 1995. Other international conferences were also especially
convened for various issues that were inherently related to women. These included
the World Summit for Children that was held in New York on 1990 (prior to the
adoption of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child), World Conference on
Human Rights in Vienna in 1993 (following upon the first World Conference on
Human Rights in Teheran in 1968), the UN International Conference on Population
and Development in Cairo in 1994, the World Summit for Social Development in
Copenhagen in 1995 and other conferences in relation to women‘s issues.802

802

Rhona K M Smith, Textbook on International Human Rights (Oxford University Press, 2007)
181. See also Felice D Gaer, 'And Never the Twain Shall Meet? The Struggle to Establish Women's
Rights as International Human Rights' in Carol Elizabeth Lockwood, Daniel Barstow Magraw and
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5. 2 CEDAW: Its Preparation and its Purpose
This section will try to set forth a brief history of a UN convention that specifies
women‘s rights. For this we must return to the beginning of second half of 20 th
century when women‘s rights went through several stages of expansion in various
areas.803
-

The Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) in United Nations prepared
the Convention on the Political Rights of Women, which was adopted in 1952
by the General Assembly of the United Nations. 804 Then came its work on
formulating a number of conventions, each of which was formulated to
address an area where women were considered particularly vulnerable and
each of which was adopted by the United Nations: the Convention on the
Nationality of Married Women (1957), and the Convention on Consent to
Marriage, Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriages (1962).

-

In 1965, the CSW commenced work on a declaration in regard to
discrimination more generally against women. This became the Declaration
on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, passed by the United
Nations General Assembly in 1967. It called for changes in the concepts and
an end to prevailing traditions that discriminated between men and women.

Margaret Faith Spring (eds), The International Human Rights of Women: Instruments of Change
(American Bar Association, 1998) 12–14.
803
Devaki Jain, Women, Development, and the United Nation: A Sixty-year Quest for Equality and
Justice (Indiana University Press, 2005) 73. See also United Nations Foundation, Key Dates in
International Women’s History (15 June 2012) <http://www.unfoundation.org/assets/pdf/key-datesin-international-womens-history.pdf>.
804
Gaer, above n 802, 9; Bhadra, above n 755, 96.
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The role given to non-governmental organisations (NGOs) was increased,805
as this Declaration referred to non-governmental women‘s organisations as
able to cause this change, through challenging the customs and prevailing
religious and cultural values.806 Whilst the Declaration had ‗moral and
political force‘, as a Declaration it imposed no binding obligations.807
-

In 1973, the CSW began to prepare the Convention on the Elimination of All
Form of Discrimination against Women, and its preparation finished on 1979.

-

In 1974, the international Declaration on the Protection of Women and
Children in Emergency and Armed Conflicts was adopted by the United
Nations General Assembly.808

-

On 18 December 1979, the General Assembly of the United Nations
approved the Convention on the Elimination of All Form of Discrimination
against Women (CEDAW) as one of international conventions for human
rights. Its Preamble states that woman rights are human rights, and the
Convention is a comprehensive call to absolute equality in rights between
men and women in all fields: political, economic, cultural and civil. Upon
becoming signatories to and ratifying the Convention, countries are legally
bound to implement its provisions. Therefore, CEDAW is one of the most
important international decrees; it is as an international law according to

805

Kinnear, above n 697, 7; Felice D Gaer, 'And Never the Twain Shall Meet? The Struggle to
Establish Women's Rights as International Human Rights' in Carol Elizabeth Lockwood, Daniel
Barstow Magraw and Margaret Faith Spring (eds), The International Human Rights of Women:
Instruments of Change (American Bar Association, 1998) 7.
806
Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women art 11 (2). See Gaer, above n
802,10.
807
UN, Short History of the Commission on the Status of Women, above n 64, 8.
808
Declaration on the Protection of Women and Children in Emergency and Armed Conflict , GA Res
3318 (XXIX), UN GAOR, Supp No 31 at 146, UN Doc A/9631 (14 December 1974).
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which States Parties are obliged to take ‗all necessary measures‘ to eliminate
the differences between men and women, whether at the level of general
public life in relation to practising civil, political, economic, social and
cultural rights and enjoying these rights, or on the level of private life,
especially in the framework of the family.809
-

On 3 December 1981, CEDAW entered into force after 50 countries became
signatories (in accordance with Article 27 that stipulates the execution of the
Convention after one month of its approval and joining of 20 countries).810
However, many different governments that signed subject to the entry of a
number of Reservations are subject to great pressure from the CEDAW

809

This Convention is a result of policy of setting agenda, that is, the process of determining the
priorities that the different countries of the world should consider, and negotiate in terms of
transmission of issues of interest from the list of what can be described as priorities of western
civilisation and transfer them to a general list for national priorities (within the different cultures).
The process of setting agenda is conducted in several phases:
It begins by intensifying efforts among the mass media to shed light on the topic until the general
interest it is such that it reaches an international scale, thus, the public discussion begins in different
countries of the world within personal dialogues or by individuals of general public importance and
impact. Thus the first phase of international public opinion formulation begins.
The second phase of formulation of universal rules regarding the control of human conduct and the
world as a whole in all of the fields of life: social, cultural and political. This occurs through
international conferences that are held to reach covenants and conventions those countries that
approving and in the latter case agree to abide by. Then international pressure began on many levels:
1. Pressure on countries who did not sign at all, for them to sign up and approve the provisions of the
respective text.
2. Pressure on countries that signed but have Reservations on some provisions in order for those
countries to lift those Reservations.
In this framework the issues of women are to be internationalised through politicising and using
them as a pressing issue for various regimes and countries. See Kamel Al-Saseed, Monzer Al-Fadl
and Saheb Al-fatlawi, Maba>di Al Qa>nwn wa> Huqwq Al Ensa>n (United Arab Company for Marketing,
2009) [Trans: Kamel Al-Saseed, Monzer Al-Fadl and Saheb Al-fatlawi, Principles of Law and
Human Rights, United Arab Company for Marketing (2009)] 34.
810
CEDAW art 27.
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Committee to withdraw their Reservations, and some countries are actually
beginning to lift their Reservations.811
5. 3 General Evaluation of the CEDAW Convention
5.3.1

Advantages of the Convention

The Convention has many advantages812 for it stipulates procedures and measures
that protect human rights in general and women‘s rights more specifically (both
public and private) Some of these advantages are:
Article 3 which stipulates that States Parties take ‗all appropriate measures‘ to
guarantee woman‘s development and progress, guaranteeing women their exercise of
human rights and basic freedoms on an equal basis with men.
Article 5 stipulates that States Parties shall take ‗all appropriate measures‘ to ‗modify
the social and cultural patterns‘ with a view to eliminating discrimination, prejudices
and customary traditions and all other practices that are based on the idea of
inferiority or superiority of one of the two genders.813

811

Since the Convention was put into place some thirty years ago, all Arab countries have become
signatories except Sudan and Somalia. Eleven Arab countries became States Parties by 2000,
although there were some countries which have entered Reservations, such as: Jordan, Iraq, Kuwait,
Libya, Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria, Lebanon, Egypt, Yemen and the Comoros. Islamic countries
which are signatories are Indonesia, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Turkey and Malaysia.
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia joined in 2000, Mauritania in 2001, Bahrain in 2002, Syria and the
United Arab Emirates in 2004, Oman in 2006 and lastly Qatar in 2009.
The Reservations of Arab Countries focus on: Article 2 where it relates to prohibition of
discrimination in countries constitutions and legislations; Article 7 that related to the political life;
Article 9 that concerns giving legal competence and laws of travelling and residence, Article 16 that
relates to marriage and family laws; Article 29 that relates to disputes in interpretation of treaty or
applying it between the parties countries to International Court of Justice.
812
It could be argued that such advantages led to the compatibility of the Convention with Islamic
Law. However, this thesis will also outline some disadvantage below.
813
CEDAW art 5(a).
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The Convention also stipulates in Article 6 that States Parties must take ‗all
appropriate measures‘ against all forms of traffic in women and the exploitation of
the prostitution of women.
The Convention has also been praised for the provisions in Article 7 in regard to
countries taking ‗all appropriate measures‘ so that women can exercise their political
rights such as: voting, being in public office, participating in shaping governmental
policies, and participating in nongovernmental organisations and societies concerned
with public and political life.
The Convention is also praised for Article 10 wherein it is stipulated that the rights of
woman in education are not to be hindered by any barrier that is based on
discrimination on account of gender or religion.
The Convention is also lauded for Article 11 that stipulates women‘s equal rights
with men in employment entitlements, such as access to employment, promotion and
paid leave, occupational health and safety (including safeguarding reproductive
ability), and equal remuneration as well as a right to social security in retirement,
incapacity to work (due to sickness or age or other disability).814
5.3.2

Disadvantages of the Convention

The disadvantages of the Convention815 focus on the following issues in its general
framework:

814

Chinkin, above n 729, 5–6.
As can be seen, the thesis has evaluated both advantages and disadvantages of the Convention from
Islamic perspectives. In other words, the thesis adopts a position that there are elements of the
Convention that are not compatible with Islamic law, while having recognised, as has been discussed
earlier, that there are some elements that are compatible with Islamic law.
815
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1. Although the Convention has stipulated in Article 17 that, when the
membership of the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against
Women (CEDAW Committee) is determined by States Parties, they must
consider the principle of ‗equitable geographical distribution, and
representation of the different forms of civilization forms as well as the
principal legal systems‘ in the world, in practice this has not been
implemented due to a deficiency in the Article that stipulates the process of
election of nominees to the CEDAW Committee. Member States should view
this as a deficiency in the Article that should be amended. 816 The secret ballot
cannot necessarily achieve the end goal of appropriate representation of not
only het geographical spread of members but their various civilisations and
legal systems.
The most important of these is the contradiction between the stipulation requiring the
inclusion of representation of different civilisations and the representation of their
differing cultural and legal practices, and the detailed texts that are devoted to
standardisation criteria that need to be imposed on all humans without observing
these very practices which are an integral part of the nature of the civilisation, its
mores and values. This is the pivotal defect in the Convention.817
Civilisation, cultural and legal practices vary the world over, so imposing one style
of methods, ideas and behaviours on an international level is ignoring the principles
816

Having to ensure a geographical and ‘type of law, civilisation’ is a deficiency because it cannot be
guaranteed in any free election where a majority of votes determines candidate’s election which
might result in an over or under representation of a particular legal system or type of civilisation. For
details of the process of election, see IWRAW CEDAW Knowledge Resource, Election Process (17
June 2012) <http://www.iwraw-ap.org/committee/election.htm>.
817
Al Ahmad, above n 637, 84.
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that are related to respecting religious and cultural variation, countries‘ sovereignty,
and right of a nation to self-determination, that are stipulated by international
covenants, the primary one of which is the UN Charter, which represents an
international community constitution for nations, and from which descends all of the
other treaties and conventions, and where is stipulated in Article 103 that:
In the event of a conflict between the obligations of the members of the United Nations
under the present Charter and their obligation under any other international agreement,
their obligations under the present Charter shall prevail.

The UN Charter stipulates that nations‘ cultures must be respected,818 a principle
which is reiterated in several of international treaties, such as the Cairo Declaration
on Population and Development (CDPD).819
However, CEDAW is dominated by one mode of thought in regard to human beings,
universal and life: the western view. The correctness of this criticism has been
confirmed within the framework of United Nations.820 In 1989, the International
Decade for Cultural Development began, and by the end of the decade it was obvious
that the failure of many UN programs was due to a failure to observe the practices of
particular civilisations. In terms of rights and duties, CEDAW is dominated the
western view, which contains a system of rights and duties that differs substantially
from the rights and duties contained in many of the other world civilisations. Simply

818
819
820

Charter of the United Nations art 73(a).
Cairo Declaration on Population and Development (4 September 1994) art 2.
Kareem, above n 666, 81–3.
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imposing the western view brings into question the credibility of the Convention‘s
ability to express and meet the real requirements of all the world‘s women. 821
2. Imposing the western concepts as representing the potential philosophy of the
Convention on the Elimination of All Form of Discrimination against Women,
such as:
Firstly: The Demand for Absolute Equality between men and women in a manner
that includes all aspects of the life as a sole solution and basis ignores the reality of
existing differences in the characteristics of men and women and in the nature of the
various types of employment.822
Secondly: Concentrating on Individuality, which means looking at a woman as an
individual not a member of the family because the contemporary European
civilisation is largely based on the individual and individuality. This contradicts or
forms a contrast with the Islamic view which, in spite of its acknowledgement of
women as having what it deems necessary in terms of human rights, such a view is
not based on a theory of individuality; rather, Islam has a balanced ‗mid- point view‘
between individuality and the collective, and respects human nature which has been
created in people by Allah ( ). Thus human rights appears in the field of women as
they are human beings and women, where they and men are identical in terms of
general human rights, such as, in truthful speech, in being subject to reward and

821

See Saleh Al Rajhi, Huqwq Al Ensa>n wa Hurryya>th Al Asa>siyyah fi Al Shria'ah wa> Al Qa>nwn
(Obekan, 2004) [Trans: Saleh Al Rajhi, Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms in Islamic Law
and International Law, Obekan (2004)] 35.
822
Fatima Umar Naseef, Women in Islam: A Discourse in Rights and Obligations (International
Islamic Committee for Women and Child, 1999) 252; Abdullâh Bin Muhammad Bin Humaid,
Equality in Islam (15 June 2012)
<http://www.islaam.net/main/display_article_printview.php?id=1283> [Arabic]
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punishment,823 in being equally subject to the teachings and values set forth in the
Holy Qur‘ān,824 and thus equally subject to the regulations, disciplines and suchlike
that organise the relations between men and women and control such relations.825
Thus while both are equally subject to the teachings of the Holy Qur‘ān and
Shar‘iah, for example, their rights and duties under these may not be identical.826
Thirdly: The View of Gender Relations as one of Inevitable Conflict and
Oppression. In this view women and men are inevitably in conflict, in a struggle for
power, with men inevitably the oppressors and women needing to be empowered to
‗take‘ their rights as ‗equal to men‘ in every sphere (for example, within the family,
in employment, or political life). The language of feminism one that declares
determinism of conflict between male and female, and fosters family disintegration
and; it is language that generates anxiety, frustration and even boredom between the
members of couples, as it is generally in practice based on that the idea that a woman
cannot gain her identity unless she operates outside the family framework.827

823

See, eg, Qur’ān: 33:35 where reward and mercy is indicated for those women and those men who
submit to Allah, those who are truly obedient, those who are truthful, those who persevere in the
faith, those who are humble, those who give alms, those who fast, and those who are chaste. These
duties and obligations are clearly for both genders. Divine reward and punishment are the lot of all
humanity on the Day of Judgement as all are subject to the Creator: All, both men and women, will
be rewarded according to their deeds: Qur’ān 4: 32; 33:35; 16:97. Punishments by the law during
one’s lifetime and their nature may vary (and compensation certainly does) according to the crime,
age, and the gender (even faith status), but being subject to the law is the lot of all persons.
824
In accordance with Shari’ah (as derived from the Qur’ān) women are ‘full human beings’ and, like
men, ‘are … therefore obligated [in regard to] ... Islam (outward submission…), Iman (inward
faith…), and Ihsan (perfection of worship…)’. Islam’s Women: Jewels of Islam, Equality of Men and
Women (1 July 2012) <http://www.islamswomen.com/articles/equality_of_men_and_women.php> .
825
Soaad Dakhil, Mazaher Tkreem Almr'ah fi Al Shrea'h Al Islamiah (Dar Ibn Al Jawzi, 2009)
[Trans: Soaad Dakhil, Manifestations of Honoring Women in Islamic Law, Dar Ibn Al Jawzi (2009)]
47.
826
Provisions for inheritance likewise vary according to gender and relationship with the deceased
and mirror the responsibilities of the person inheriting.
827
Betty Friedan and Anna Quindlen, The Feminine Mystique (W.W. Norton and Company, 2001)
57.
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5.3.3

Detailed Evaluation of CEDAW Articles with Particular Relevance to
Education

Whilst some Articles (such as Article 10) are specifically directed at education, many
more general ones have a profound impact in that area. In addition, as texts and
curricula are expected reflect CEDAW values, other Articles (such as those on
gender role stereotyping (Article 5), nationality (Article 9), employment (Article 11),
health (Article 12), prostitution (Article 6) and so forth also have an impact. The
general principles and definition of equality as espoused by the Convention and their
impact on education will be covered below (Articles 1–5, 10).
Article 1: Regarding the Definition of Discrimination
Article 1 defines discrimination828 as:
Any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or
purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women,
irrespective of their marital status, on a basis of equality of men and women, of human
rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any
other field.

The basic remarks on this Article are:
1. Discrimination is a legal term which has social implications and impacts,
even though the expression of discrimination is about oppression and
prejudice more than expressing discrimination and difference, 829 and yet not
all discrimination is oppression; but rather justice sometimes is in
differentiating between people, just as also oppression sometimes is in

828

Added a fourth form of discrimination upon the CEDAW Committee Recommendation No 19 in
1992, which emphasised that violence against women — undertaken on the basis of gender — is a
form of discrimination against women that affects the free enjoyment of freedoms.
829
Smith, above n 802, 176.
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imposing an equality on them, failing to recognise what corresponds and
what differs in the individual circumstances of the respondents. Equality is
not justice when it judges people on the basis of an equality in rights in spite
of the disparity in their duties, competencies and works; and justice is not
found simply in equity as if men are ‗equal‘ with women in regard to all areas
if consideration provided is at variance to the characteristics of the rights and
duties that are given (for example, greater provision of assistance may be
required to assist those with disabilities to work to their capacity in the
workforce, just as greater care may be necessary to ensure the health of a
pregnant woman and her foetus in the workplace. Justice is best served by
additional provisions rather than simply equal provision).
2. It seems on the face of it that the Article aims at equality, but when thinking
deeply about the philosophy that it potentially reflects and its background,
you will find that it does not aim at equality, but at a total ‗sameness‘,
similarity or correspondence, even where there are differences in
characteristics and abilities — it is this, however, which exactly represents a
type of oppression and inequality.
This Article has a number of ramifications in regard to education and more generally.
It purports a complete similarity and identical correspondence between men and
women, and thus it is contrary to universally observed facts — as well as also to
legal facts. In Islam, it is believed that Allah ( ) did not create one person as two
replicated copies, but He created a couple: as a male and a female they were created.
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According to the Qur’ān, the first couple were created from a ‗single soul‘830 (which
emphasises their likeness)

831

but as a couple (illustrating their difference and

complementarity). This is a universal fact about the nature of human beings. Even
those with no belief in a Creator may observe that in humans gender exists, with
reproduction requiring both the male and female. It is a fundamental characteristic of
the human species. Calls for a ‗unisex‘ approach to humanity which sees persons as
essentially identical (with what small differences there are in social role or outcomes
to be effectively eliminated), or those calls for recognition of more than two
genders832 on the basis that there is a third gender, namely ‗social gender‘, which
transcends gender based on physical characteristics alone — such calls may be
viewed as contrary to human nature, to the natural order, and to social norms not just
in an Islamic society but elsewhere.833
Article 2: Regarding the Mechanism of the Convention

830

Or ‘person’: Qur’ān 4:1.
Other accounts of creation within the Qur’ān likewise emphasise a unity of origin: See 15:26
(clay); 30:20 (dust); beasts and men from water (24:45 and 25:54 respectively); 96:1–2 (from clots of
blood – perhaps a reference to ongoing creation via the womb); with such accounts linked by 40:67
and 23: 12–14.
832
The writer here is not referring to hermaphroditism or chromosomal abnormalities, which are
clearly recognised as an unfortunate abnormality of development of the human foetus, but rather to
calls for recognition of gender as socially constructed or even as evidence of greater diversity, one
that embraces transgender identity (as well as homosexuality etc) as a valid expression of human
diversity rather than as a corruption of it. See, eg, WHO Genomic Resource Centre, Gender and
Genetics: Genetic Components or Sex and Gender (26 June 2012)
<http://www.who.int/genomics/gender/en/index1.html>.
833
As is recognised by the WHO which notes that there are communities and cultures that have
‘gender categories that differ from the traditional Western division of people into males and females’
(emphasis added – the writer appears to fail to distinguish that this division is equally apparent in a
majority of other cultures and traditions), and that ‘different cultures have taken different
approaches to creating gender distinctions, with more or less recognition of fluidity and complexity
of gender’, such as that in other communities other categories than ‘male’ and ‘female ’are
recognised, for example the Berdache of North America, the Fa’afafine of the Pacific and the
Kathoey of Thailand etc. See, eg, WHO Genomic Research Centre, Gender and Genetics, above n
830.
831
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This Article calls for taking all measures, including legislation, to achieve the
defeasance of all rules, regulations and norms that discriminate between man and
woman, and to replace them by laws that confirm the elimination without exception
of any such practices or policies, which are the result of traditions and customs. This
includes even those based on religious grounds. This clearly violates Islamic
Shari‘ah because the changes desired under CEDAW are not restricted to civil
matters but extend to include family laws or what is known as ‗personal status laws‘,
which form the more specific characteristics of societies and peoples and are laws
that depend on religious bases, on a nation‘s civilisation and cultural particularities of
which religious tradition is a core characteristic.
According to this Article all legal rules or legislation or policy in relation to women
that are deemed (by CEDAW and the CEDAW Committee) to discriminate against
women are to be abolished over time, and legislation introduced that prohibits any
such discrimination and protects a woman‘s rights. Legislation and policies deemed
discriminatory by CEDAW are not to be maintained but abolished, and policies
reflecting CEDAW‘s social constructs are to be introduced and maintained. This is
despite the fact that the international pursuit of the abolition of Shari‘ah conflicts
with the very Charter of the United Nations, which stipulates respect for cultural and
religious variation in the world.834
Article 3: Regarding the Adoption of ‘[a]ll Appropriate Measures’ to Ensure
Absolute Gender Equality in the Exercise and Enjoyment of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms

834

Charter of the United Nations art 73(a)
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Equality in Shari‘ah is defined in a manner that recognises the equality of the two
genders in terms of shared human abilities and characteristics, as created beings
before their Creator, but also recognises where there are inherent differences and thus
areas where related rights and responsibilities necessarily diverge. Here the concept
of justice is involved and rather than a concept of ‗absolute‘ equality. The concept in
Shari‘ah of equality does not mean conformity or similarity, that is, the two genders
being identical in rights and responsibilities, but rather that they differ according to
their own inherent characteristics, and act in complementarity.835 To maintain some
artificial absolute equality is to do both genders an injustice as such an approach fails
to recognise their differences and essential complementarity.836 It is also contrary to
the Qur‘ān and Shari‘ah, which form the primary cultural and religious characteristic
of a number of Muslim states.
Article 4: Regarding the Adoption of Special Measures for Acceleration of
Equality
This Article relates to the encouragement of States parties to achieve total equality
between men and women in all fields by the adoption of special and temporary
measures and specifying its goals as equality in opportunities and in results.
In this Article, the physiological differences between men and women are ignored as
is the woman‘s role in maternity, with the two genders seen as if they are one and the

835

Abdulsalam, above n 420, 65; Hasan, The Rights and Duties of Women in Islam, 31.
For a more radical though 1970s view on equality before Allah and the creation text see Riffat
Hassan, Equal Before Allah? Woman-Man Equality in the Islamic Tradition (18 July 2012)
<http://globalwebpost.com/farooqm/study_res/islam/gender/equal_riffat.html>. Note the article is
reproduced on Dr Farooq‘s Study Page. It originally appeared in (1987) 7(2) Harvard Divinity
Bulletin (The Divinity School, Harvard University).
836
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same — this expresses a radical feminism,837 one that is suspicious of femininity and
masculinity, and considers them as due purely to environmental factors, that is to
social upbringing (‗nurture‘), and not due to any real differences in the abilities of the
two parties or related to their inherent gender-specific characteristics (‗nature‘). This
movement in its extreme form called for family disintegration as it considered this an
artificial foundation and not a natural one, and it has criticised restriction of the
woman‘s role to maternity and during pregnancy and maternity; instead the
movement requires parity at all times. Such a view is reflected in a number of
respects in the Convention.838
Radical feminism also considers that the value traditionally placed on chasteness and
maternity merely reflects the commodification of women‘s sexuality and
reproductive role as subservient to the requirements of the male and male-dominated
(patriarchal) society, and that such a belief system had been imparted to reduce a
woman‘s awareness of, and therefore her ability to exercise, her equal rights in many
fields and to frustrate her access to fundamental freedoms. Feminism calls for
women‘s economic independence839 (from parent, spouse or child), to a new
emphasis on individuality rather than family and community; and, in terms of
sexuality and procreation, to the freedoms offered by freely available artificial

837

For more detail, see Jennifer Guglielmo, 'Transnational Feminism's Radical Past' (2010) 22(1)

Journal of Women's History 10, 25; Sarah Bromberg, Feminist Issues in Prostitution (5 June 2012)
<http://www.feministissues.com/index.html> [Note: Paper presented at presented to the 1997
International Conference on Prostitution at Cal State University, Northridge]; Jonathan Dean, Radical
Feminism: What It Is and Why We Are Afraid of It? (9 February 2011)
<http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2011/feb/09/radical-feminism-assange-case>.
838
The Convention embodies a few exceptions, some minimal leave provisions and so forth, and
which are, for example, reflected in Articles 11 and 12. Such provisions are not to be seen as
discriminatory: Article 4(2).
839
Simone De Beauvoir, The Second Sex (Constance Borde and Sheila Malovany-Chevallier trans,
Alfred A. Knopf, 2009) xv.
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contraception and abortion, and to artificial insemination or in vitro fertilisation as an
alternative means of procreation.840 Such views are among those which increasingly
diverge from Muslim beliefs and practice, and appear to be finding a place in the
interpretation of the Convention.
This Article includes the temporary exercise of discrimination between men and
women in favour of the woman, that is, this provision permits the temporary
contravention of the demand for equal treatment and favours discrimination in favour
of woman in what has been identified as ‗positive discrimination‘,841 until such time
as women are able to enjoy ‗equal opportunity and treatment‘ (at which time all such
measures are to be discontinued, as such measures are not to ‗entail the maintenance
of unequal or separate standards‘).842
Then, why is not ‗justice‘ and not similarity (identical and therefore equal treatment)
or ‗equality‘) the goal that any convention tries to fulfil in regard to women? Justice
is based on an equality upon which the parties have agreed and adjudicate between
them in regard to what they have disagreed on, specifying for each the position that
has been agreed upon as suitable for each party and not according to what is imposed
by a view that views as acceptable only entire uniformity (which, as has been
previously explained, is not always conducive to genuine justice to those involved).
Article 5: Regarding Changing the Natural Social Patterns of the Role of Each
Man and Woman

840

See, eg, Germaine Greer, The Female Eunuch (Harper Collins, 2006) 253, 279; see also Friedan
and Quidlen, above n 825, 57.
841
Positive discrimination means adopting policies that ensure that people such as women, members
of smaller racial groups, and people with disabilities get a fair share of the opportunities available.
See The Australian Pocket Oxford Dictionary (Oxford University Press, 2006) 845.
842
CEDAW art 4(1).
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This Article represents one of the most important goals of CEDAW, because it
focuses on changing social and cultural patterns within what appears to be a limited
timeframe. It is not accepting of what are the standard or traditional gender roles
within many cultures. Therefore, there is a strong possibility that a change in roles is
demanded, as CEDAW considers the role of man and woman in the family as
‗neutral‘ roles, that is, they are not related to gender. This meaning is closely related
to the concept of social gender.843
Overall, for example, maternity is to be viewed as a ‗social function‘, where both
sexes are to fully share responsibility for child rearing. The Convention considers
that maternity is not a role for woman that is necessitated by her biological and
psychological formation but it is essentially a social function which any other human
being can perform. The UN interpretation of the Convention calls, therefore, for a
system that specifies parental leave for fathers as well as mothers so that they can
also care for the child and so that the mother would be able work outside her home
for payment just as does the father.
However, in Islam men and women are recognised as distinguished by certain
physical and psychological characteristics and abilities. This does not make one of
them superior to another, but rather each is responsible for the performance of certain
life functions which the other cannot perform. This complementarity is believed by
the vast majority of Muslims to be the rule of Allah ( ) for entirety of humanity. It
was what the people of the west also generally believed until comparatively recently.
What many in the west have perceived as ‗progress‘ and the elevation of women to
843

See David Keane, Caste-Based Discrimination in International Human Rights Law (Ashgate
Publishing, 2007) 159.
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equality particularly in the ‗world of work‘ may also be viewed by many Muslims
and some conservative westerners844 as the capture of women for paid employment
or even ‗corruption and a denigration of women and their role as mother and wife; at
the very least they view the changes proposed as reducing the status of women in
traditional roles of wife and mother. How such views are presented in materials and
curricula in education is, of course, a specific area of concern.
Article 10: Regarding Absolute Equality Between Men and Women in the Field
of Education
Launching from general Islamic principles and its overall approach, women‘s
education is not just a right, but also ‗an obligation‘.845 There is, however, a big
difference between the two: a ‗right‘ is a possibility or characteristic that one can
claim or quit voluntarily — it is an option a person can choose to take; but an
‗obligation‘ or ‗duty‘ is a commitment which should be done and is obligatory upon
the person. The Islamic view also accepts everything that can make better
circumstances available for a woman to perform this duty/obligation and be able to
take advantage of the opportunities that can open the horizons for her knowledge and
communication. Even if she is obliged for some reason or another to leave study, the
society must provide her with possibilities to return to perform this duty, with
policies including adult education programs and literacy programs. Islamic states
must as a matter of duty to the concept of women‘s education in Islam accept and

844

See Abdulsalam, above n 420, Rukaiyah Hill Abdulsalam, Women's Ideal Liberation: Islamic
Versus Western Understanding (Abul-Qasim Publishing House, 1998) 27.
845

‘Women have a responsibility in regard to spiritual knowledge, the Prophet ( ) said: ‚ Acquiring
knowledge is an obligation upon every Muslim‛’: Ibn Majah, Sunan Ibn Ma>jah (Dar Ehi'a Al Kutob
Al Arabiah, 1401) in the book of Al Muqademah hadith no 224.
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support all that can be done to reduce the rates of girls‘ premature departure from
school.
It is justice to give women the opportunity to obtain higher academic degrees (in the
sciences and technology as well as other areas) for which they obtain the necessary
qualifications and qualifications so that they can complete more fully their education.
Women have the right to receive scholarships, and conditions should be made
available to them to ensure that their travel conforms with Shari‘ah when travelling
for study abroad, such as securing a suitable companion or for them to be
accompanied by a Muhram/guard. Suitable accommodation should also be secured
so that a woman does not stay alone with a stranger (that is, with a person with
whom marriage is theoretically possible).
Criticism of this Article in regard to paragraphs (a) and (b) stems from the equality of
females and males in vocational, technical and professional training, where thus
qualifying women in tasks associated with hard industrial labour that require strong
muscle power (which women usually lack), and tasks that also expose the pregnant
woman and the child she is carrying to risks, are involved. Whilst technological
innovation has placed within women‘s physical capacity tasks that previously were
beyond them (for example, driving massive trucks at mine sites), problems remain in
ensuring the woman‘s security at gender mixed occupations or where isolation may
expose women to unacceptable risks (for example, in rural areas herding animals
alone out of sight of male relatives). Islam also supports the maintenance of the
femininity of women and the masculinity of men. It also prohibits men from acting
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as women and vice versa.846 Where employment does not require a characteristic that
is gender-specific, either gender can — with the appropriate safeguards in place —
be employed. Examples in such a category would be being a trader, such as was
Khadija, the first wife of the Prophet ( ).847
In regard to paragraph (c) a number of criticisms can be made.
Firstly: education is a prime area targeted to effect the elimination of discrimination
against women. The stated aim is:
The elimination of any stereotyped concept of the roles of men and women at all
[educational] levels and in all forms by encouraging co-education and other ..education
… to achieve this aim and, in particular, by the revision of textbooks and … programs
and .the adaptation of teaching methods.

This is a mechanism to merge the differential concepts of gender within education
into a single essentially genderless concept of human person, and is contrary to
Shari‘ah, which claims the contrary, that is, that humanity is truly expressed in the
variation afforded by gender, and that therefore school books, school activities and
programs should not neglect the differences between men and women that are
acknowledged in both the Qur‘ān and Shari‘ah and must not ignore what results
from these differences in terms of a natural disparity in the roles of each gender.
Secondly: the encouragement of coeducation (paragraph (c)) (especially in
adolescence) as a means of ending gender discrimination in education is not without
its critics. There is scientific and practical evidence that has confirmed the

846

Narrated Ibn Abbas: the Prophet ( ) cursed effeminate men [those men who are in the similitude
(assume the manners) of women and those women who assume the manners of men] and he said,
‚Turn them out of your houses. Al-Bukhari, S}ahih Al Bukhari (Al Maktaba> Al Sa>la>fiah, 1400) in the
book of Al Liba>s hadith no 1996.
847
This is especially the case where women lack support from father, husband or other family
members and have responsibility to keep themselves or their children.
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disadvantages of mixing students of both genders at this critical age. Many people in
the west have realised the negative impacts on the educational process; therefore,
many schools in the United States, for instance,848 have begun to transfer to single
gender schools or single gender classes within schools, as it has been found that such
students achieve better results than students in coeducational schools or classes.849
Not only should women and girls have access to ‗the same opportunities to benefit
from scholarships and other study grants‘ (paragraph (d)), they should be able to
access ‗continuing education, including adult and functional literacy programs‘,
again designed to reduce the gender gap in education. In addition, early withdrawal
from formal education by girls is to be discouraged (this in turn would reduce the
need for additional continuing education or literacy programs for women).
Paragraph (g) calls for the same opportunity for men and women to actively
participate in sports and physical education. Given the importance of sports for both
genders, and that such opportunities must be provided for the both, special areas
should be provided for women so that they are able to gain the necessary physical
activity and education whilst not participating in mixed activities or areas where both
men and women undertake such training simultaneously. Again, the types of sport
for women should be carefully selected so that the they would be suitable for women

848

Ferrara, above n 356, 14; Terri Thompson and Charles Ungerleider, 'Single Sex Schooling: Final
Report' (2004) Canadian Centre for Knowledge Mobilisation 1, 4; Michael Gilbert, ‗Single-Sex
Schools Help Children Thrive: Bleaching out Gender Differences Hampers the Education of Both
Girls and Boys‘, Christian Science Monitor, 20 September 2007
<http://www.csmonitor.com/2007/0920/p09s01-coop.html>; Younger and Warrington, above n 49,
370.
849
See for example, Madigan, above n356, 12–13; for more information about effectiveness of coeducation in morale see Amanda Story Valimont, The Effectiveness of Sex Education Programs in

Virginia Schools: Teenage Pregnancy and Sexually Transmitted Disease Rates: A Comparison of
Counties (Masters Thesis, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 2005) 3–5.
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and girls and not lead to their becoming a ‗third gender‘ with overly-developed
muscles, who appears neither male nor female, like a wrestler or a boxer. Whilst
undertaking such activities, girls and women must not wear immodest clothes that
are impermissible under Shari‘ah.850 These observations should not be taken as
discouraging such activity but rather provide encouragement to authorities to seek to
provide an environment which would make exercise and physical education not only
possible but acceptable and so increase the health and fitness of women and girls.
Paragraph (h), referring to ‗access to specific educational information to ensure
health and well-being of families‘ would embrace nutritional and other information
which should be scientifically informed and suited to Islamic dietary restrictions. In
regard to the inclusion of information and advice on family planning, information on
procreation should be subject to age restrictions, and the special information for
planning a family should be for married people or those who are about to get
married, as there is no need to teach such material to children and adolescents in
school because such information increases curiosity and prematurely excites the
instinct in children who may then decide to ‗experiment‘ in relation to their newly
acquired knowledge — as has happened in western societies, which now suffer from
the consequences of integrating such information into the curricula (and yet still
believe that more information and even earlier exposure to it will reduce such
behaviours).851 It should be noted that this paragraph is further related to Article
12(1) which covers such education in a post-schooling context.
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Human Rights Watch, 'Steps of the Devil: Denial of Women’s Girls’ Rights to Sport in Saudi
Arabia' 1-56432-862-7' (15 February 2012) 33.
851
See Valimont, above n 847, 58–61.
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5.3.4 Other Articles that have an Impact due to Impact on Curricula
Article 6: Regarding Suppression of Trafficking in Women and the Exploitation
of their Prostitution
Prostitution of females and males is forbidden in Islam as it necessarily involves
breaching of Qur‘ānic rules on chastity. Indeed engaging in relations with other than
one‘s spouse is severely punished. Chastity — celibacy before marriage and
faithfulness to one‘s spouse thereafter — is a cherished value.852 The attitude of
CEDAW and the CEDAW Committee, however, seems to be one of increasing
tolerance of the practice of prostitution.853 There appears to have been an increasing
influence of a radical feminist (some would argue ‗western‘) view that the woman,
having the right to her bodily integrity, has also the right to sell access to that which
she (not her family or partner) ‗possesses‘. Some feminists equate marriage itself to
another longer term ‗sale‘ of such access for guaranteed support and shelter. The
growing use of the term ‗sex worker‘ is witness to the view of prostitution as just
another type of employment. Some view it as exploitation only when persons other

852

Punishments such as 70 or 100 lashes or execution (stoning) are to be equally applied irrespective
of gender, depending upon the crime (adultery, fornication (initial or repeated) etc), although women
may also be subject to punishment by being confined to their homes: Qur’ān 24: 2–3 (100 lashes for
adultery); 4:15 (home confinement for women for fornication); 24:33 (women not to be forced into
prostitution); 24:3 fornicators only able to marry each other, likewise those guilty of adultery.
Mohammed (-) is reputed, however, to have said that Allah forgave a prostitute her sin as she shown
mercy to a thirsty dog (even uncovering her head to use as a cloth to draw water with her shoe):
Bukhara hadith 4:538. See <http://www.sacred-texts.com/isl/bukhari/bh4/bh4_541.htm>. Mercy is
frequently enjoined where at all possible.
853
See eg CEDAW Special Rapporteur, Women and Violence, DPI/1772/HR (UN Department of
Public Information, 1996), above n 688.. It should be noted that ‘eradication of the exploitation of
prostitution of women’ does not have the same meaning as ‘eradicate prostitution’, which was an
early interpretation of such a goal. This view is not universal among feminists: see Apne Aap, above
n 688. See also Doezema, above n 688, 66–8, 80. This article evidences two often competing views
of the prostitution of women, namely as a violation of her rights or as a legitimate form of labour
able to be freely chosen.
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than the woman herself profit from her efforts (such as ‗pimps‘ who ‗employ‘ or
‗protect‘ the women and/or sell their services; or officials, law enforcement officers
and the like that are bribed where the practice is illegal). The CEDAW Committee
itself appears to increasingly interpret the Article as referring to forced prostitution
(where women are trafficked into the occupation or coerced into participation) and
concerns appear to centre around a lack of consent, underage participation or bribery
or to the vulnerability of women to abuse due to the threat of prosecution preventing
complaints being laid against abusive customers).854 Islam seeks to protect women
from exploitation by prostitution.855
Articles 7 and 8: Regarding Women’s Right to Participate in Elections and as
Representatives
In September 2011, after consulting the senior clerics and others, King Abdullah bin
Abdulaziz al-Saud announced that, as ‗we refuse to marginalise women in all roles
that comply with Shari‘ah,‘ women would be eligible for be appointment to the
Shura, and from the 2015 elections women the right to vote and stand for election to

854

Somewhat controversially, the CEDAW Committee has called for decriminalisation of
prostitution in China as part of a means to attack trafficking of women and encourage women to
seek medical and other assistance without making themselves vulnerable to prosecution: Concluding

Observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women : China.
05/02/1999 CEDAW Committee, 20th sess 19 January – 5 February 1999, UN Doc A/54/38, paras
288–91.
855
Perhaps somewhat paradoxically, prostitution remains a problem. There are calls for women to be
‘rescued’ and rehabilitated into the community, able to access other employment, and for the
‘buying’ rather than ‘selling’ to be criminalised. See, eg, Aishah Mohd Nasaruddin, The Fate of
Prostitutes (14 November 2011) <http://muslimmatters.org/2011/11/14/the-fate-of-prostitutes/>. As in
the west of previous eras, it may go largely policed: see eg William Butler, Why Dubai’Islamic
Austerity is a Sham – Sex for Sale in Every Bar (16 May 2010) Guardian/Observer
<http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2010/may/16/dubai-sex-tourism-prostitution>. Muslim women,
however, rarely work in such a capacity.
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local government.856 What was previously unthinkable is now not only thinkable but
‗doable‘. Women‘s suffrage (right to vote) and participate in the Shura and be
elected to local government represent a substantial change. It also reflects the central
role that the faith of the nation plays in all deliberations as well as and the important
role of the King (who is able to issue a Decree) and Ulama.857 Saudi Arabia has
already had a number of female representatives in overseas positions, although they
remain a minority.858
Article 11: Regarding Absolute Equality Between Men and Women in the Field
of Employment
Again, whilst Shari‘ah considers what best suits the woman, CEDAW demands that
‗all appropriate measures‘ be taken to eliminate discrimination against women in the
field of employment. Whilst ‗work‘ is considered an inalienable right of all human
beings, the position of the woman in the home as wife and mother does not appear to
be sufficiently recognised; rather, it is ‗set against‘ paid employment. Thus
motherhood is seen as an occupation able to be combined with ‗work‘ and is not to
be regarded as an obstacle to work (hence the need for provision of child-care
centres: Article 11(2)(c)); rather, discrimination by employers against women on the
basis of pregnancy or motherhood is to be eliminated. Both men and women are to

856

Asma Alsharif, Saudi King Gives Women Right to Vote (25 September 2011) Reuters
<http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/09/25/us-saudi-king-women-idUSTRE78O10Y20110925>.
857
Other areas remain unchanged and a matter of concern to liberal Muslims and those for whom
CEDAW represents a norm. See, eg, Human Rights Watch, ‘Perpetual Minors’, above n 108, XX:
<http://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/saudiarabia0408_1.pdf>.
858
See, eg, Mrs Mayssam Tamim, Assistant Resident Representative at the United Nations; Ms
Thuraya Obaid, Under-Secretary General and Executive Director of the UN Population Fund. Ms
Mariam Ali, Public Relations Manager, Western Studies Institute (KSA) at the US-Islamic World
Forum, 29–31 May 2012. Professor of Pharmacology, Dr Samira Ibrahim Islam is also the first Saudi
woman and second Saudi to be a WHO staffer.
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be able to access parenting benefits or payments on the basis of equality (Article
13(a)). CEDAW needs to re-evaluate its approach to take into account the genuinely
held religious and cultural traditions of member nations. Women are, however, able
to assume positions in the workforce where, with their substantial education, they are
able to make substantial contributions in business, education, medicine, research, and
business and finance, for example.859 Conservative Islam does not ban this but rather
seeks to reduce risks to women in the exercise of their talents and enable them to
balance their contribution in the world of paid employment with their role in the
home as wife and particularly as mother.
Article 12: Regarding Health
Equal access to health care provision is an essential human right in Islam. CEDAW
also maintains that access to adequate nutrition in pregnancy and while nursing a
child is to be ensured by States Parties as is appropriate pre-natal and post natal care.
These are services that women require due to their particular physiology and role in
procreation and infant nutrition and care. It is praiseworthy and only sensible that
such provisions are retained in the Convention. Article 12(1) also speaks of access to
family planning on an equal basis with men. It is to be regretted that there is no
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See, eg, Dr Faten Khoresheed, genetic engineering researcher and Professor at King Abdul Azziz
University; Dr Nahed Taher, CEO, Gulf One Investment Bank; Professor of Pharmacology, Dr
Samira Ibrahim Islam; Dr Manal Madeenii (first Saudi principal in UK); Dr Selwa A F Al-Haazaa
(medical science and service prize-winner); Dr Haytt Sindi, bioinformatics researcher and Cambridge
scholarship holder (whom NASA tried to attract); Dr Hend < Ben Khuthaila, Professor at King Saud
University and fisrt woman dean; Muna Soliman, television presenter and professor of English
literature; Lubna Olayan, CEO, Olayan Financing Corporation. For these and more, see Dar Al
Hayat, Important Woman in Saudi Arabia (20 July 2012)
<http://arabfeminism.wikispaces.com/Important+Women+in+Saudi+Arabia> and for details, see Amal
Nemengani, The Reality of Saudi Arabia (28 March 2006)
<http://www.pitt.edu/~sorc/ssh/Activities/Docs/the%20reality%20of%20saudi%20arabia%20CCAC.pd
f>. Women are also members of the Chamber of Commerce.
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reference to appropriate age of access to such information or to the nature of
information or services, nor any reference to spousal or parental approval or
permission.
5. 4 Reports Submitted to the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination
against Women by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
One of the most important missions of Committee on the Elimination of
Discrimination against Women (‗CEDAW Committee‘)860 is to observe the
execution of procedures and national measures that relate to convention
implementation. This is undertaken in by two ways: firstly, by studying the reports
that are submitted by States Parties; and secondly, through studying the reports that
are submitted by non-governmental organisations (NGOs).
5.4.1

National Reports that are Submitted by States Parties to the CEDAW
Committee

Article 18 of the Convention stipulates the necessity of each State Party to submit its
initial national report within one year from approval or joining of the Convention,
and then subsequent reports at least every four years thereafter.861 In such reports are
to appear the legislative, judicial, administrative and other measures that taken by the
States Parties in order to carry out the rules of the Convention. These reports will
give provide a record of progression attained in executing the Convention. After
having studied the reports, the CEDAW Committee issues recommendations

860

In contravention to convention, CEDAW is used as an acronym to refer to both the Committee
and the Convention in various publications; however, to avoid any confusion, the term ‘CEDAW
Committee’ will be used in this thesis.
861
CEDAW art 18.
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regarding any matter where it believes that further progress needs to be made, stating
not only that the States Parties must pay more attention to these matters but often
outlining the changes that the Committee believes need to be made.
Under Article 18, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has submitted (to 30 June 2012) one
combined official report about the progress that has been attained in regard to this
Convention.862 It also has answered all questions that have been presented by the
CEDAW Committee in relation to those reports,863 on which answers the Committee
has now issued final comments.864 The reports and relevant materials are detailed
below.
Firstly: The report combining the first and second reports that was submitted by the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in 2005 and published by United Nations in March 2007.
The report comprises 48 pages and was prepared by a group of women and men from
different governmental sectors. The Commission on Human Rights also participated
in preparation of this report and it has been discussed by some of relevant national
organisations, such as the National Organisation for Human Rights, the King Khalid
Charitable Foundation and the Women‘s Awakening Association, as well as some of
women interested in women‘s issues and the defence of their rights.865
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CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2.
For questions, see Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, 'List of
Issues and Questions with Regard to the Consideration of Periodic Reports' UN Doc Doc
CEDAW/C/SAU/Q/2 (16 August 2007). For KSA responses, Committee on the Elimination of
Discrimination against Women, 'Responses to the List of Issues and Questions Contained in
Document Number CEDAW/C/SAU/Q/2,' UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/Q/2/ Add.1 (18 December
2007).
864
Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, 'Concluding Comments of the
Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women' (UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/CO/2
(8 April 2008).
865
CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2.
863
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The report is divided into two parts: Part I provides a general view and information
about Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in terms of growth in population, and social,
economic and cultural indicators, and explains the legislative, social and economic
framework and describes the various means of governing in Kingdom and their
types.866
Part II tackles the convention provisions one after another, and it investigates the
process of its implementation within the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.867
Secondly: A report has been submitted that responds to all the enquiries of the
CEDAW Committee.868
This 30 page report includes responses to 32 questions that been asked by the
Committee of those who had prepared the combined first and second reports.
5.4.2

The Alternative Reports that are Submitted by Non-Governmental
Organisations (NGOs)

The CEDAW Committee depends on other sources that help it monitor the
implementation by State Parties of the Convention. Among these sources are reports
from national or nongovernmental organisations which submit brief reports in a
written and verbal form and include publications by organisations that are affiliated
with United Nations.869
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Ibid 1–9.
Ibid 9 et seq.
868
Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, 'Responses to the List of
Issues and Questions Contained in Document Number CEDAW/C/SAU/Q/2,' UN Doc
CEDAW/C/SAU/Q/2/ Add.1 (18 December 2007).
869
For example, what has been issued by Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia
(ESCWA) in publications that relate to women's positions in Arabic States which are affiliated to
ESCWA.
867
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The Committee focuses on the alternative reports as there is a fear that the official
reports would on the one hand underestimate the barriers and problems in relation to
women and on the other exaggerate when describing the State Party‘s achievements.
The benefit of the alternative reports is in ‗filling the gaps‘ or revealing disparities
between the situation as drawn by the governmental reports in relation to women‘s
rights in their countries and courses and policies set forth by the State Parties in
implementing the convention, and the actual realities as experienced and observed
‗on the ground‘.
The role of Non-Governmental Organisation (NGOs) is to write an independent
report in cases where they are not satisfied by the official governmental report. The
independent reports must tackle certain issues that are the particular field related to
that organisation and its expertise, such as education, health or any other field
included in the Convention. These organisations (or individuals) must confirm in the
independent reports the nature of actual living situations for women in their
homelands, and determine whether and by what means the laws that effecting
women‘s rights are to be implemented. Often examples of the failure to implement
relevant Articles are supplied that illustrate a failure by government to implement a
convention or of difficulties being experienced in their attempts to implement a
convention. 870

870

See, eg, some of the organisations that contributed by UNESCO on CEDAW in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia: Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women,
‘Reports Provided by Specialized Agencies of the United Nations System on the Implementation of
the Convention in Areas Falling within the Scope of their Activities’ (2 November 2007) UN Doc
CEDAW/C/2008/I/3/Add.3.
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Many alternative reports from NGOs or national and supranational organisations
have been issued. These include the following:
5.4.2.1 Association for Defending Women's Rights: First Report
The report includes the most prominent breaches of women‘s rights in the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia in regard to violations of the Convention in regard to education,
employment, sponsorship. Other claims are also presented in the report.871
5.4.2.2 Shadow Report
It is a similar report to the official report for the State Party but it differs in that those
preparing this report are a group of women who are interested in public affairs and
activists in the field of women‘s rights and do not fall under the governmental
umbrella but are working independently. This report discusses all provisions of
CEDAW, one after another.872
5.4.2.3 Human Rights Watch Reports Concerning Saudi women
These reports are:
1. ‗Perpetual

Minors:

Human

Rights

Abuses

Stemming

from

Male

Guardianship and Sex Segregation in Saudi Arabia‘.873
2. ‗Looser Rein, Uncertain Gain: A Human Rights Assessment of Five Years of
King Abdullah‘s Reforms in Saudi Arabia‘.874

871

Association for Defending Woman's Rights, Attitudes to Women Rights Issue in Saudi Arabia
2009 (14 June 2012) <http://www.sawomenvoice.com/news_view_2942.html> [Arabic].
872

Saudi Women for Reform, ‘2007 Shadow Report’, above n 20.
Human Rights Watch, ‘Perpetual Minors’, above n 108, XX
874
Human Rights Watch, ‘Looser Rein, Uncertain Gain’, above n 233.
873
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3. ‗Steps of the Devil: Denial of Women‘s Girls‘ Rights to Sport in Saudi
Arabia‘.875
These reports discuss government refusal to register women‘s rights associations and
to defend women‘s rights, and included reference to violations of women‘s rights
within the family;876 the need for improvement in the level of justice in judgments
involving women; problems with the sponsorship of women and in the separation
between the two genders; and the deprivation of women and girls of their rights in
education, work and health. These reports also include recommendations and
suggestions for improvements to be made.
5.4.2.4 Freedom House Report Concerning Women’s Rights in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia.
The report discusses several women‘s rights in terms of autonomy, security, personal
freedom as well social and cultural freedom in addition to non discrimination and the
possibility of resorting to legal action.877
5. 5 The Action of the Saudi Government Regarding the Convention on the
Elimination of All forms of Discrimination against Women
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia ratified CEDAW in 2000 using the following
wording:878
1.

The Kingdom‘s accession to the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of
Discrimination Against Women adopted by United Nations General Assembly

875

Human Rights Watch, Steps of the Devil, above n 848.
I mean abuse within the family.
877
Doumato, Women’s Rights in the MENA: Saudi Arabia, above n 26.
878
Royal Decree No 25 Concerning the Kingdom’s Accession to the Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, (28/5/1421 H, 28 August 2000). For text see:
CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2.
876
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resolution 34/180 (18 December 1979), in the attached wording, is approved with
the reservation that, in case of contradiction between any term of the Convention
and the norms of Islamic Law, the Kingdom is not under the obligation to observe
the contradictory terms of the Convention.
2. The Kingdom does not consider itself bound by Article 9, paragraph 2 and Article
29, paragraph 1 of this Convention.

5.5.1

CEDAW and Saudi Domestic Law: Compatibility and Differences

5.5.1.1 Compatibility
Article 10(a) of CEDAW states:
The same conditions for career and vocational guidance, for access to studies and for the
achievement of diplomas in educational establishments of all categories in rural as well
as in urban areas; this equality shall be ensured in pre-school, general, technical,
professional and higher technical education, as well as in all types of vocational training

Saudi Arabia has exerted great efforts in the education of women; we can confidently
say that it is committed to achieving the outcomes mentioned above.879
Article 12 commits a country to not differentiate between men and women in the
field of health care — the Kingdom‘s statutes agree with this Article.880
Article 9(a) allows women to gain nationality and change it just as a man can. A
woman‘s nationality does not hinge upon the marriage of a Saudi woman to a foreign
man (in such circumstances she retains her Saudi nationality), nor does the Saudi
879

See CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 28–
33. See also responses for question 20, 21, 22: Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination
against Women, 'Responses to the List of Issues and Questions Contained in Document Number
CEDAW/C/SAU/Q/2,' UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/Q/2/ Add.1 (18 December 2007). Saudi Arabia has
made significant progress on female education and literacy in the past 50 years, albeit within
restricted parameters. According to a UN report , while in 1970 only 16.4% of Saudi women over the
age of 15 were literate, by 2005, 83.3% of Saudi women within that age bracket were estimated to
be literate: see Human Rights Watch, ‘Perpetual Minors’, above n 108, 13; see also Human Rights
Watch, ‘Looser Rein, Uncertain Gain’, above n 233, 3–4.
880
See CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 38–
41. See also responses for question 28: Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against
Women, 'Responses to the List of Issues and Questions Contained in Document Number
CEDAW/C/SAU/Q/2,' UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/Q/2/ Add.1 (18 December 2007).
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system of nationality force a foreign woman married to a Saudi man to take Saudi
nationality.881
5.5.1.2 Differences
First: Article 2(a) is as follows:
To embody the principle of the equality of men and women in their national
constitutions or other appropriate legislation if not yet incorporated therein and to
ensure, through law and other appropriate means, the practical realization of this
principle.

This text commits the country to combining the principle of equality between women
and men with the main system of law (Constitution, legislation, regulations, orders,
rulings and so forth) or any other system. This does not occur in practice in any
major employing body of the country, including the educational system. The
Kingdom can have this principle in each regulation so that there is to be no
differentiation between women and men. It may already mention in the relevant
regulation that the employing body is not to differentiate between women and men,
such that for example the expression lawyer is suitable for men and women (meaning
that a woman has the same right to be a lawyer as a man). This is a clear expression
of equality between women and men. However, there is a demonstrable gap between

881

See CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 35.
The pre-session working group examined the combined initial and second periodic report of Saudi
Arabia (CEDAW/C/SAU/2) and mentioned a report that Royal Decree No M/54 (29 Shawwal 1425
H), amending several articles of the Saudi Nationality Law to affirm the principle of equality
between men and women in all matters relating to Saudi nationality, is to be reviewed with the
Ministry of the Interior. An update on the status of this decree will be provided, and an indication
given as to how this decree will affect Saudi Arabia’s reservation to Article 9(2) of the Convention.
See also Saudi Arabia responses to this issue in Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination
against Women, 'Responses to the List of Issues and Questions Contained in Document Number
CEDAW/C/SAU/Q/2,' UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/Q/2/ Add.1 (18 December 2007). See response 19.
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the legislation where it does provide for equality and practice within the Kingdom in
regard to education and employment.882
Second: Article 2(b) mentions the country‘s commitment to
Adopt[ing] appropriate legislative and other measures, including sanctions where
appropriate, prohibiting all discrimination against women.

There is no regulation or legislation within the Kingdom that punishes people for
differentiating between men and women. There is also no general binding text within
the Kingdom that prohibits such differentiation or discrimination on the basis of
gender, nor clear binding laws in relation to employment and education. Therefore,
there is a great necessity for such texts, as there are many violations of the legal
rights of women.
Third: Article 2(c) mentions the necessity:
To establish legal protection of the rights of women on an equal basis with men and to
ensure through competent national tribunals and other public institution the effective
protection of women against any act of discrimination.

Lawful protection cannot be achieved in this instance without first proving the right
exists either under the legal or regulatory system, and secondly by providing legal
protection for it. Until the implementation of the commitment imposed by this clause
(that is, the creation of appropriate ‗competent national tribunals or other public
institutions‘), it is necessary to secure women‘s rights by decisions and by proving
and adopting the right procedures for legal protection. The first part of protection
(tribunals/authorities) still lacks necessary elements; the second part of protection,

882

Saudi Women for Reform, ‘2007 Shadow Report’, above n 20, 31, 49; Human Rights Watch,
‘Perpetual Minors’, above n 108, 17.
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especially the legal protection, lacks some practices and remains in contravention of
the Convention. Lawsuits by women and other contracts or agreements generally
have a condition that the guardian should attend and/or give their consent for
proceedings to begin or contracts to be made.883 The practices envisaged by the
Convention are considered illegal by the justice system. Existing arrangements,
therefore, do not comply with Article 2(c) of the Convention.
Fourth: Article 2(d) imposes on the state or any of its authorities or establishments a
requirement that they:
Refrain from engaging in any act or practice of discrimination against women and to
ensure that public authorities and institutions shall act in conformity with this
obligation.

The commitment here concerns the practices of a country itself or of any of its
authorities or establishments. The regulations and legislation governing these
authorities cannot allow any differentiation on the basis of gender, nor can practices
be allowed to continue to exist that — either in the presence of appropriate
legislation or its absence — allow discriminatory practices to continue. The Ministry
of Education, for example, must abolish the necessity for the consent of the guardian
of adult women in order for those women to be permitted to complete their
education.884
Fifth: Article 9(2) mentions that:

883

See Human Rights Watch, ‘Looser Rein, Uncertain Gain’, above n 233, 15–16; Human Rights
Watch, ‘Perpetual Minors’, above n 108, 21; Saudi Women for Reform, ‘2007 Shadow Report’,
above n 20, 66.
884
See Saudi Women for Reform, ‘2007 Shadow Report’, above n 20, 1–2; Human Rights Watch,
‘Perpetual Minors’, above n 108, 14, 16–17; Nowra Al Hajiry, Biased Systems: Requirements
Hinder Private Investment in Female Education (19 June 2012)
<http://www.alwatan.com.sa/Politics/News_Detail.aspx?ArticleID=14503> [Arabic].
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States Parties shall grant women equal rights with men with respect to the nationality of
their children.

Saudi Arabia has lodged reservations to this paragraph. The violations of this Article
provide clear evidence of discrimination on the basis of gender in several areas,
including the most important — the field of education. Children born to a Saudi
mother and a non-Saudi father are deprived of access to some levels of education and
have only a narrow right to higher education, whereas all children of a Saudi father
but non-Saudi mothers have the right to education as those whose two parents are
Saudi.885 Thus children are advantaged or disadvantaged on the basis of the
nationality of their father; the nationality of their mother is not the basis of their
access to education. This discrimination on the basis of gender clearly affects the
rights of the child. The woman has become ‗invisible‘ and the rights of her children
to an education as the children of a Saudi national (not of a Saudi ‗man‘) are denied.
Sixth: Article 15 of CEDAW mentions the legal status of woman:
1. States Parties shall accord to women equality with men before the law.
2. States Parties shall accord to women, in civil matters, a legal capacity identical to
that of men and the same opportunities to exercise that capacity. In particular, they
shall give women equal rights to conclude contracts and to administer property and
shall treat them equally in all stages of procedure in courts and tribunals.
3. States Parties agree that all contracts and all other private instruments of any kind
with a legal effect which is directed at restricting the legal capacity of women shall be
deemed null and void.

The Saudi government opposes this Article as it is considered a violation of
Shari‘ah.
All financial treatment that make a women unable to control their money or unable to
make financial contracts without the help of a guardian (in circumstances that do not
885

Saudi Women for Reform, ‘2007 Shadow Report’, above n 20, XX
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apply to males of a similar age or marital status and so forth) are evidence of a failure
to accord equal treatment to men and women. Such actions make women feel
discriminated against — indeed, such treatment is a clear breach of Article 15(2) of
CEDAW. Women that have reached adulthood (18 years) should have the same
rights as men in negotiating contracts and making other decisions in regard to their
assets. They also should have the same right as men to choose the fields of education
in which they wish to study without having to have the consent of their guardian.
This Article of the Convention is also contrary to Article 76 in the Saudi Civil
Affairs Regulations886 which govern procedures in relation to obtaining a personal
ID. All persons who have attained 15 years of age are to have a personal ID
(necessary for the Saudi citizens who are being checked by the civil affairs offices),
but there is, however, some variation depending on age and gender. Getting an ID is
free for women and for persons who are between 10 and 15 years of age. Persons in
this age group can obtain an ID after obtaining the consent of their guardian. It is
clear that this article causes discrimination against women, and is in breach of the
first and second paragraph of Article 15 of the Convention.
Absolute guardianship renders a woman unable to exercise her rights in all matters,
most importantly in completing her education.
Previous studies found shortcomings in the local Saudi law addressing the issues of
women in general and education in particular, and that this law needs to develop and
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‘All persons who completed 15 of the Saudi citizens checking the civil affairs offices to have a
personal ID. Getting ID is free for women and the Persons who are between ten and fifteen can do
the same after the guardian agreement; Saudi Civil Affairs Regulations 1986 (Saudi Arabia) art 76.
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a re-examination be made of many of its provisions so that women are given the right
to education guaranteed by the Islamic texts and also as is clear in international law.
5. 6 Conclusion
The Islamic law endowed women with rights at all levels and in various fields and
declared equality among men and women long before many other systems conceived
of such a principle. Whereas the concept of equality now exists in human terms,
these do not always accord with the divinely sourced concept in Islam. Islam makes
allowances for the differences between men and women that do exist but clearly
encourages the equal development of the potential of both sexes. For example,
Islamic law permits women to work, but this does not mean that work (paid
employment outside the home) is the goal of existence and that real equality for
women can only be achieved by such work; rather, such work represents the
development of a woman‘s potential across her abilities and enables her to contribute
to her community and family. In Islam respect is to be maintained for a woman‘s role
as wife and mother, as it is for the role of a husband and father. This relational
quality of human society is clearly recognized rather than just the economic relations.
Value and self-concept (identity) therefore does not reside solely in one‘s working
relationships so much as in one‘s personal and extended family relationships. This
kind of evaluation is balanced and facilitates the development of women‘s potentials
in all aspects of her life and values women within the society in order to create and
maintain respect based on the interchangeable respect among women and men.
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Islamic law does not contradict the laws and procedures designed to achieve equality
among women and men as well as maintenance of human rights in general and
maintaining women's rights in particular when such developments are in line with
Islamic thought. Islamic law encourages the application of these rights as being
legislative ends and including the dignity of all parties and maintenance of the self
and of a just Islamic society. So, the international works on human rights represent
but a part of Islamic law. Islamic law is able to elaborate rather than restrict women‘s
rights. Their dignity as women and human beings as well as their valued position
within family life must be preserved and enhanced rather than undermined by
developments in education and employment. A blossoming of female endeavor that
is a fragrant gift in both the home and society more generally as educational and
workplace opportunities expand rather than a crippling of family life and women‘s
lives through uncritical adoption of western cultural mores and practices. Therefore
the international community needs to create new concepts touching life of humans
and woman in different fields in order to produce and build synergy in society on the
basis of respecting of both the privacy and potential of both sexes. This can be
achieved by reference to Islamic concepts or by depending on or being inclusive of
the comprehensive rules determined by the Islam to deal with developments
according to the conditions of each society in the international family.
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6.

EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS FOR WOMEN IN SAUDI ARABIA — IN
PRACTICE

6. 1 Introduction
The previous chapters have shown the support of women‘s educational rights as it
exists in the legislation of Saudi Arabia and in international human rights laws,
notwithstanding the contradictions that have been outlined between Saudi and
international law. The purpose of this chapter is to examine the present practical
application of these international provisions in Saudi law and policy. In order to
achieve this aim, the researcher has conducted interviews with various women from
different fields and educational levels within Saudi Arabia, in both public and private
sectors. As stated in Chapter One, this method of collecting data was one of the four
steps which would be taken in order to find the answers to research questions. The
semi-structured interview, which basically consists of open-ended questions, has
been used. The selection of this type of interview was based on its capability to allow
the subjects to show their points of view more frankly comparing with a standardised
interview or a questionnaire.887
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Semi-structured interviews, in particular, have attracted great interest and are widely used. This
interest is linked to the expectation that the interviewed subjects’ viewpoints are more likely to be
expressed in a relatively openly designed interview situation than in a standardised interview or a
questionnaire. Nick Fox, Using Interviews in a Research Project (NIHR RDS for the EM/YH, 2009)
6; Uwe Flick, An Introduction to Qualitative Research (SAGE Publications, 2002) 74; Beverley
Hancock, Elizabeth Ockleford and Kate Windridge, An Introduction to Qualitative Research (NIHR
RDS for the EM/YH, 2009) 16; Gretchen R Webber, In-Depth Interviews (21 January 2012) Work
and Family Researchers Network
<http://wfnetwork.bc.edu/encyclopedia_entry.php?id=16783&area=All>.
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The empirical data collected via interviews with women from different levels of
education in Saudi Arabia is valuable as it enables an exploration of what is actually
occurring ‗on the ground‘.
This chapter examines to what extent the Saudi laws which are designed to protect
the rights of women‘s education are put into practice, and whether they are
adequately protecting both rights, that is, the right to educate and the right to parent.
6. 2 Interview Format
The interviews were based on the semi-structured type of interview. This means that
each interview was guided by a standard list of mostly open-ended questions, which
gave considerable freedom to respondents so that they could focus on and expand
upon the issues of greatest importance to them. The semi-structured interview form is
so designed that ‗the existing knowledge … can be expressed in the form of answers
and therefore [it] can become interpretable‘.888 The qualitative data that has been
extracted from these interviews can provide a rich and in-depth understanding of
problem being studied.889 Furthermore, the processes involved are designed to help
researchers to understand the meanings that are used for social phenomena and to
explain the mental processes underlying behaviours.890 In qualitative research, the
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Flick, above n 885, 84.
Natasha Mack et al, Qualitative Research Methods: A Data Collector’s Field Guide (Family
Health International, 2005) 29. See also G J Ebrahim, 'Mother and Child Health: Research Methods'
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‗main road‘ to various realities is the interview;891 it enables the researchers to reach
the special practices and knowledge of individuals, that is, ‗the rich and complex
processes that form an individual's life experience‘.892 Interviewing women in the
field of education was an approach adopted to distinguish between theory and the
practice of the right to education within the real circumstances of their multifaceted
daily lives of education, motherhood and home duties. Depth and breadth of insights
is also facilitated by the condition of anonymity on the basis of which the interviews
were conducted. The women interviewed were free to describe reality as they
experienced it. In the present context, data of this type is especially valuable because
this study is the first of its kind in this field of law in Saudi Arabia.
6. 3 Ethics Approval
Before conducting interviews, the investigator obtained approval from the relevant
ethics committee of the University of Wollongong893 under whose auspices this
research was conducted. Individual interviewees received an information sheet that,
among other things, detailed their rights, and assured them of the confidentiality of
the research and the anonymity of the participants. Every interviewee who was
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Qualitative field research may be defined as follows: It is a disciplined inquiry examining the
personal meanings of individuals’ experiences and actions in the context of their social and cultural
environment.
‘Qualitative’ because of the nature of the data that is collected, and the detailed descriptions being
recorded by the investigator. ‘Field research’ because the investigation is carried out in the usual
environment where the phenomenon occurs. ‘Disciplined’ because the inquiry is guided by
methodological principles for problem definition, data collection and analysis, and theory
formulation. Taking together all these terms, qualitative field research aims to provide systematic
evidence for obtaining insight into other persons’ views of the world. See Ebrahim, above n 887,
197; Robert E Stake, The Art of Case Study Research (SAGE Publications, 1995) 64.
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Webber and Baird, above n 885. See also Cassandra E Sharp, Becoming a Lawyer: The
Transformation of Student Identity Through Stories (PhD Thesis, University of Wollongong, 2006)
73.
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contacted for this project decided to participate after they read the participant
information sheet. After reading it, they signed the consent form. 894 All forms used
were approved by the ethics committee.
Respondents‘ names and individual information are substituted by a system that only
broadly identified the type of occupation by a group number (G 1: secondary school
graduates who did not pursue university studies, G 2: university students, G 3:
university graduates who didn't pursue their studies at post graduate levels, G 4:
higher education scholarship students in Australia, G 5: women who obtained higher
degrees (Master and PhDs), and a designated participant number within that group.
For example, a respondent who is from the university student group would have
neither her name nor university disclosed, but would be simply identified as G 2.8.
Pinpoint references to a particular page of an interview would be represented by an
additional number, such that page 15 of the translation of the transcript of the
interview with that same student would be referenced as G 2.8.15. Such an approach
enhances the anonymity of respondents.
6. 4 The Approach used for Data Collection
6.4.1

Selection of Sample

This study was undertaken through personal interviews conducted with women in
five categories from different educational levels in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Some of these interviews have been conducted with single participants and others
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The participant information sheet and the consent form for the interviews will be attached in the
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collectively.895 The interviewees numbered 40 and fell into 5 categories, each
composed of 8 persons. I faced many difficulties in regard to securing and
conducting these interviews, particularly because the Saudi community is a very
conservative in regards to intermingling between men and women. 896 There were
also more difficulties with university students because men are not permitted to enter
women‘s universities in any capacity. It should be noted that women‘s universities
undertake the vast bulk of tertiary education of women in the Kingdom. I was able to
overcome these problems through contacts established through some relatives,
colleagues and friends, and by stating the benefits anticipated from this research and
possible recommendations in favour of women‘s education. During my interviews I
found mutual respect, a growth of inquiry and awareness, openness and transparency
in discussing the problems that were to be tackled by the research. I have also
realised from these interviews the extent of encouragement and appreciation for a
research topic that concerns so great a number in the community, even if it seemed
that there were no radical and legal solutions for these problems. What surprised me
was that most of the women interviewed were unaware of their rights, except in
terms of what is related to them through women‘s meetings, but these do not have a
legal focus. Understandably, therefore, with these meetings as their source of
information, they remain uninformed. The most surprising thing to me, however, is
that more than 95 per cent of the target population in personal interviews did not
know of the Convention on the Elimination of All Form of Discrimination against
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The different approaches to interviewing have different requirements for selection of respondents.
In structured interviews, often there will be a need for a detailed sampling frame to determine how a
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Women (CEDAW) nor of other agreements, which indicates a lack of awareness of
the rights that are accorded by these conventions and laws. Moreover, these
interviews were with women from different classes and educational levels, so the
researcher had the opportunity to form a comprehensive image of the experience of
human rights of women in the field of education from secondary school graduates,
through university, up to and including obtaining a higher degree in education.897
Secondary school graduates who did not pursue university studies
The first group consisted of secondary school graduates (SSG) who did not pursue
university studies. Here the challenge was to find out the real reasons for ‗dropping
out‘ instead of continuing their education, and to determine what the obstacles are
that may be addressed in the future.898 This study included a number of women in
various fields, including, housewives, single women and working women (employed
in either the private or public sector). Interviews with those who did not go on to
tertiary study were included because there are many Saudi women who did not
pursue university studies but had completed their secondary schooling. The great
majority of Saudi women and girls are able to access secondary education. The
reasons include that, general speaking, a father or husband will strongly encourage
his daughter/s or his wife to complete her secondary school education, so women
easily obtain permission to exercise their right to this level of education. This is
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Ibid 11.
See for more detail Ministry of Economy and Planning United Nations Development Program,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia: Millennium Development Goals (UNDP, 2011) 51
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reflected in recent figures: in 2010–2011, 444,776 female students graduated from
secondary schools compared to 565,970 male students.899
Interviewing women in this category (high school education only) is facilitated by
their ability to be flexible in regards to interview timing and because most of them
spend much of their time at home. The presence of a male relative in the home also
facilitates the interview process.
University students
The second group consists of female university students (US). This will enable the
identification of the real problems faced by the women while university students, and
the main reasons that Saudi women cease their education at this stage of university
(that is, as university undergraduates). The interviews might also help uncover any
discrimination against and shortfalls in education suffered by women, particularly
those in Saudi universities.
This cohort consisted of a number of women who were at different learning stages in
various specialisations,900 as they are best placed to recognise the facts relating to
women‘s education in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in terms of the range of possible
studies and the difficulties women reportedly face during university education more
broadly. Although it was anticipated that the interviews would be very difficult to
secure and conduct, the awareness among potential participants of the significance of
899

Ministry of Education, Summary Statistics on General Education In K.S.A Academic Year
2010/2011 (4 February 2012) <http://www.moe.gov.sa/>. The percentage of girls who opted not to
enter university after completing high school fell from 39 per cent in 1997–98 to 20 per cent in
2004–05 See Al Munajjed, ‘Women’s Education’, above n 79, 9.
900
The number of female students in governmental universities of year of 2011 was 364, 907
equivalent to 61% of the total number of learners, see Ministry of Higher Education, Center of
Higher Education Statistics (5 October 2012) <http://www.mohe.gov.sa/ar/Ministry/DeputyMinistry-for-Planning-and-Information-affairs/HESC/Pages/default.aspx> [Arabic].
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the study facilitated these interviews and they were able to be conducted within
social relationships with some female students and thus the interviewer gained access
to their perceptions of the benefits derived from that study in relation to the trials
they suffered in pursuit of further education.
University graduates who did not pursue their studies at post graduate levels
The third group consists of university graduates who did not pursue their studies at
post graduate levels (BG). The goal was to identify the real reasons which hinder
these women in their pursuit of further learning, and instead end their studies when
they have obtained their university degree or certificate. In addition, the investigation
focuses on the obstacles and problems confronted by a woman after graduation in
regard to her choice of whether to pursue post-graduate study or seek employment.
The interviews were conducted with members of this cohort, married and unmarried,
employed and unemployed. This group was selected for interview because,
according to the statistics of Ministry of Higher Education, a large number of Saudi
students obtain university degrees.901 Yet, on the other hand, labour market statistics
indicate that although the participation rate of women has risen, 902 the percentage of
Saudi women in paid employment remains among the lowest in the world, and
growth in this area appears to have ‗stalled‘.903 The interviews with this group were

901

dibI.
From 5.4% in 1992 to 14% in 2007: Al Munajjed, ‘Women’s Education’, above n 79, 7. She there
cites United Nations Development Program, Saudi Arabian Ministry of Planning, Millenium
Development Goals (2008) 45.
903
Asmaa Al-Mohamed, 'Saudi Women's Rights Stuck at a Red Light' (2008) Arab in Sight 45, 48.
The figures for women in waged employment (in the non-agricultural sector) rose from 14.2% in
2001 to 16.5% in 2002 only to fall the 15% range for the three years 2006-08 inclusive, and further
again to 14.2% in 2009: MOEc and UNDP, KSA: Millennium Development Goals, above n 896, 51
902
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very easy to conduct because the interviewees were cultivated, sophisticated, highly
literate and had the ability to ask for their rights.
Higher education scholarship students in Australia
This group consists of higher education scholarship students in Australia (HESSA).
The interviews were asked to identify if there were any difference in treatment or
discrimination among female scholarship students (as compared to the experience of
males) regarding financial matters or specialisations. The aim was to recognise any
obstacles that face women scholarship-holders in accessing assistance for study and
during their study. The extent of facilities provided by the government, and any
reasons preventing women from obtaining scholarship (in regard to the fulfilment of
conditions) will be determined. This cohort comprised female students from different
specialisations and various Australian universities. They were undergraduate or postgraduate (Masters, PhD) students.
Women who had obtained higher degree (Masters & PhDs)
This group consists of women who had obtained a higher (Masters, PhD) degree.
They were interviewed in an attempt to identify the obstacles and problems faced by
the women in reaching that level of learning. They had experience in overcoming
these obstacles and their experience could help women who wish to pursue their
learning. Their insights would be a valuable contribution to this study. Although
fewer women have currently obtained their Masters and PhD degrees than men, there
are indicators that demonstrate that there is an increasing number of women
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undertaking this level of post-graduate study.904 The interviewees were various, so as
to include married and working women either in the public or private sector.
6.4.2

The Transcription Process

The interviews were conducted in Arabic and audio recorded. I then transcribed the
audio recordings. A translator joined me in translating the transcript from Arabic to
English. Then, I reviewed the translation to ensure its accuracy. Where translation is
involved, the task is doubly difficult as a researcher has to ensure answers have been
translated (in this case from Arabic to English), truthfully and without losing any of
the original meaning. It is important that the nuances and the emotions (that are
present in the Arabic) are conveyed in the translation. Once this process was
completed, the draft was further revised by eliminating any typographical errors and
verified by comparing it with the original Arabic text, making sure that it was a
reliable and certified translation.
6.4.3

Interview Questions

Important questions that were asked of the women in the field of education were
related to (i) obstacles that women facing in their education, (ii) early marriage and
its effect upon education, (iii) the effects of the prohibition on women driving cars to
access to education (for example, to centres of education), (iv) the significant
decreases at the university level and even more so for post graduate studies, (v)
limited availability of care at child care centres, (vi) the existence or otherwise of
904

The government reports that women form the majority of university graduates in a graduating
year (or did in 2002–2003), albeit in a narrow range of course areas: CEDAW, Initial and Second
Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 32. The number completing higher
degrees might, therefore, be expected to rise.
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maternity leave, and its length if available, (vii) gender discrimination in education
(in terms of the international CEDAW convention), (viii) each woman‘s experiences
as a woman and her suggestions regarding greater enforcement of existing
provisions, and also their suggestions for legislative change.905
6. 5 Main Themes that Emerged from the Interviews
The main themes that emerged from the interviews were that there were a number of
barriers to women‘s greater participation in education, particularly tertiary education.
These were:
(i)

The woman‘s greater domestic burden. The greater burden of running a
household (including care of children or other relatives) was seen as
falling to the women, who often had no support or help from the
community.

(ii)

Early marriage. There was semi-agreement on the need to identify a
specific age for marriage, with that proposed often being eighteen years
of age for both women and men.

(iii)

Lack of access to transport. There were differing views on women driving
cars, but there was agreement on providing a transportation allowance to
women to compensate them for the transportation expense incurred in
pursuing education in a country where women were prohibited from
driving.

905

See Appendix 1: for a copy of the 14 interview questions as presented to the interviewees.
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(iv)

Lack of specialised child care centres. The establishment of specialised
child care centres was seen as a necessity so that women with children
could continue their education.

(v)

Inadequate maternity leave. Maternity leave for women students (which
was estimated to be only two weeks) was deemed inadequate, with a need
for longer leave to accommodate the needs of the women and their
infants.

(vi)

Customs and traditions. These were seen as playing a substantial role in
depriving women of the opportunity to continue their education.

(vii)

Lack of equal provision and maintenance of education infrastructure. A
clear distinction exists between what is provided for female students as
opposed to their male counterparts exists in relation school buildings (and
their maintenance) and the provision of school supplies.

(viii) Lack of research centres or other institutes of education for women in
comparison with those available to men. Their provision is essential if the
country wishes to promote further education for women while
maintaining the highest degree of gender segregation in the education
process. It should perhaps be noted that, according to the Saudi
government, the provision of places at centres of continuing education for
secondary school certificate holders and university graduates are based on
labour market demand. It is here that the government released data
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tellingly reveals that the gender balance reverses from that observed at
university.906
(ix)

Lack of equal access to courses. Women in their tertiary education are
deprived of a choice of many specialisations that currently are enjoyed
solely by men.

(x)

The majority of women do not know about their rights to education,
nothing but what is provided about it to them by men.

These areas will be explored in greater detail below. The interviews reveal the huge
gap between theory and practice with regard to the rights of women to education in
Saudi Arabia. Reasons for this will be then suggested.
6.5.1

Discrimination

Saudi laws do not contain clear provisions preventing or criminalising discrimination
against women in general or in education in particular but all legal rules are general
and do not contain discrimination between men and women.907 The interviews
showed that the application of laws is imperfect, and there are some violations that
damage the rights of the women. There are also no laws to prevent discrimination
against women and ensure their rights as maintained by the Islamic laws and
international law. The interviews showed clear discrimination against women exists
because there are no strong laws preventing discrimination against them and there
are no associations or establishments or entities calling for women‘s rights. In
response to the questions raised, most of the target participants said that they faced
906
907

CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 33
National Society for Human Rights,The Compatibility of Saudi Systems, above n 15, 53–4.
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discrimination at all stages of their education; hence it can be said that discrimination
is widely practised against women in the field of education.
6.5.1.1 Gender Discrimination
Most answers ascribed the reasons for discrimination against women to the belief in
the dominance (or superiority) of male over the female and a preference for men to
women in regards to education in general. Some 35 of the 40 interviewees revealed
that they had encountered gender-based discrimination in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia and that this discrimination devalues women and causes them to lose (or be
unable to exercise) their rights in society, especially their right to a full education on
par with their male counterparts. This undoubtedly affects the education and training
of women and their subsequent employment. One of the undergraduate (UG)
students interviewed said:
The government helps women in their education and work, but some officers
deal differently with male and female students: every good thing begins with
male students and then after [repeated]claims and insistence [on our part] it
passes to female students — there is no law which can prevent those [who
would limit] our rights.908

A real problem encountered by women in Saudi Arabia is that the community gives
the man priority over the woman in areas where such primacy or inequitable access
to resources is unjustified by both legislation and Islam, and although there is some
progress in the area, this view still affects women‘s access to and progress in all
fields. This is the case not only as some critics might argue because this viewpoint is

908

G2.7.65
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manifested in part in current legislation, but it is certainly manifested in its
implementation (or in the avoidance of its proper implementation). One woman, a
higher degree graduate (HDG) interviewee, said:
Unfortunately, there are still some [sections within the] community that impose
male superiority over female and prefer the man over the woman. These are
bad customs in the community and [are] not from our Islamic religion, because
Islam doesn‘t distinguish in education between male and female but … has
encouraged all of us to seek and achieve knowledge; and we hope that there
would be treatment from the government of such customs and traditions that
contribute in a lack of development of community.909

Another, an undergraduate, commented:
From my own point of view, the community still prefers the man to the woman.
Because of this preference, the woman faces obstacles [to] … continuing her
education.910

Women feel there is an intention on the part of officials to practise discrimination
against women, partly because even after women continued to call for their rights
over a long time, there has been no response to these demands. This discrimination
appears even deprive women of their ability to raise her voice in various for or to
express her opinion frankly. Another UG student:
The Kingdom‘s government is always seeking ... to be benevolent and to fulfil
justice but we feel that some men in education do not want us to be equal with
them in education. They are removing our rights and not taking our request into
their consideration because we cannot convey our voice like man. And I can
give you an example of that. yesterday in Okaz Newspaper [was written]: ―We
… female students in Taibah University during a meeting with the Prince of the

909
910

G4.4.111.
G2.5.57.
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Medinah region [were] deprived of our chance to express our problems and
hopes because the male organisers supervised the words and speeches
delivered to the Prince, and because we are in an isolated place, the restrictions
were imposed upon us in order [that we would] not to[be able to] say what we
desire‖.911

She and others remarked upon the difference between intent and stated policy and
law, and their implementation. Their expecationa of equality in education have been
dashed as they encounter officials whose implementation of such policies is
arbitrary, if at all, and still appear to favour men. A female secondary school
certificate holder (SSG) commented on the role that the officials play in the existence
of discrimination because there are no laws preventing it.
The problem is that the community culture is a masculine culture that often
gives the man good things and [that which is] remaining is for the woman. I
expect that the education system in the Kingdom didn‘t distinguish between
male and female students, but those who are responsible for education give [to]
whom[so ever] they need [to] and deprive whom[soever] they need [to] — the
problem is in application and not in the system.912

The discrimination does not hinge on specific persons or associations it results from
the culture and traditions inherited over the centuries for women have undoubtedly
long suffered from such discrimination which emanates from a period predating
Islam. One HDG interviewee said:
Customs and traditions have judged us and [there has] been injustice [to] …
women in many of the laws, in personal status, in courts, in education and
911

G2.1.43. The interviewee was referring to the following media report: Tamador Al Rohali,
'Taibah University Students: We Were Not Allowed to Speak', Okaz Newspaper (Tiaf), 6 October
2011 <http://www.okaz.com.sa/new/Issues/20111006/Con20111006449196.htm> .
912
G1.3.15–16.
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health. Unfortunately, these customs and traditions are mostly used to
underestimate women‘s affairs although we all know that Islam has honoured
the woman and gave her complete rights, but these customs and traditions
[have] become dominant [in] the brains of many men.913

A fellow HDG similarly attributed discrimination to the persistence of ancient preIslamic traditions and result in poor bureaucratic practice by those who adhere to
such beliefs, which lower woman‘s ‗position in the society‘.
In fact, the reason for [women‘s] backwardness in several fields are the
customs, traditions and wrong practices of many officers which are the result of
these customs that underestimate women‘s affairs and [adhere to the belief in
the] superiority of the man. The Islamic Shari‘ah didn‘t distinguish between
woman and man in education but … has ordered all people to learn what is of
benefit to the nation, but some men are insisting [on] prefer[ing] the man to the
woman as [was] the custom of ancient Arabic tribes.914

Some men remain unconcerned about women‘s education, either they do not
recognise the importance of women‘s learning, or they desire to dominate them, as
one SSG interviewee mentioned in her answer.
A Saudi man has no concern for a woman continuing her education … when [a
woman meets] …the first obstacle in studying, we find that all [parties] are
thinking negatively. The outcome is a woman leaving her study, which is
considered the only one solution for this problem; whereas we find the solutions
[being found] and claims [made] in an instance where the male student faces
an obstacle to his study.915

Another woman, an undergraduate, added that:

913

G5.3.137.
G5.4.141.
915
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Many men do not agree with his wife having a higher academic level [of
educational qualifications] than him and they deter the woman from continuing
her education.916

The interviewees tell of apparent discrimination that is depriving women of posts
(such as executive or advisor positions) in decision making centres and deterring
women from applying for such positions.917 This is due to an awareness of the
prevalence of an attitude that preferences men to women and affects them in the
course of their studies and subsequent employment opportunities. One HDG woman
said:
Women are deprived of [the opportunity to study] many specialisations that
men enjoy in universities and colleges. Also it [discrimination] is noticed in the
huge numbers of unemployed among graduates who can‘t find suitable jobs,
moreover the lack of leader and consultative positions for women — all of these
have led to a reduction in female student numbers.918

The feedback loop from employment to educational intake (at all levels) can either
encourage or discourage. The fear that now seems to be being expressed above is that
the rising number of unemployed graduates919 may serve to discourage women from
furthering their post-secondary, and particularly post-graduate, education.

916

G2.1.44.
See Saudi Women for Reform, ‘2007 Shadow Report’, above n 20, 1.
918
G5.1.125.
919
Due, many of the women argue, to a lack of access to specialisations and other discriminatory
practices that are often a manifestation of a survival of pre-Islamic traditions rather than genuine
reflective Islamic teaching (as can be seen above).
917
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6.5.1.2 Discrimination Exercised in Guardianship 920
Dominance of a man over a woman‘s affairs was the source of problems for several
women. Although the Shari‘ah gave the man the right to take over some matters
pertaining to her,921 most men appear to use these rights to damage the rights of
women.922 In addition, there are no laws to prevent the guardian‘s actions that cause
harm to women and girls, such as their depriving them of educational opportunities
or from participating in their desired academic specialisation. All decisions regarding
a woman or girl‘s affairs require the permission of the male guardian (even in regard
to the most minor as well as major decisions).923 There is no requirement that such a
decision be in the best interests of the girl or woman, matters are simply left to the
guardian‘s discretion. A system that purportedly is essentially designed to protect
women or take account of their vulnerability or ‗special nature‘, tends rather to leave
women feeling — and the law treating them in so many regards — as ‗perpetual
minors‘, and certainly as ‗less than equal‘.924 All of these matters make women feel

920

The term Wilayah or guardianship here is in the context of the property, education and marriage
of the ward. The word ‗wali‘ is taken from the Arabic word Al-Wilayah meaning the willingness to
take responsibility of managing or taking up the authority to administer, for instance, the needs of the
orphans, and to become a wali (guardian) for a woman by performing a marriage contract for her. See
the meaning of Qiwama in p 144.
921
For example, women need the approval of a guardian in marriage and travel, see Al-Sheha,
Women in Islam, above n 10, 92; Abdulsalam, above n 420, 137; Aliyu, above n 420, 101.
922
Hamdan, above n 23, 47–8; Pharaon, above n 16, 361.
923
Saudi Women for Reform, ‘2007 Shadow Report’, above n 20, 2–3. In addition to a list of
absolute prohibitions for women (which includes driving) is a list of activities that cannot be
accomplished without the permission of a woman’s guardian. These include access to education at
all levels, employment, surgery, even admission to hospital for the delivery of a child, or opening a
bank account. She cannot leave hospital or prison without her guardian’s signature. The presence of
her guardian (or muhram, male relative to whom it is impossible for her to be married, eg son, father,
nephew, uncle) is also required for her to enter cafes or stay in a residential hotel or often to
transport her to her destination. Such limitations, rather than protecting her, can increase to her
vulnerability to abuse: at 2.
924
See, generally, Human Rights Watch, ‘Perpetual Minors’, above n 108.
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that men are preferred to them even in regard to simple rights. A HDG student girl
explains the precarious nature of women‘s current rights and appeals for change:
The woman … [needs] to take her natural position in the community first, and
she must not be seen as a property of the man who acts [in regard to] … her
[in] whatsoever [manner] he can: whenever he wants to deprive her of
education, he can do that; and whenever he wants to imprison her in their
home, he can [do that also]. The woman needs the community to be aware of
her position and value — on this point the developed community can
understand and be aware of the importance of women‘s education and
cooperate … in responsibilities so that all of its individuals can enjoy their
rights.925

An undergraduate commented:
I think that Saudi community still has some customs which … [continue to]
breach women‘s rights, such as the issue of custody [guardianship] in this
extreme form — this is a type of custom … not belonging to Islam.926

Some 33 of the 40 interviewees maintained that guardians dominate women,
especially in the field of education, as a guardian‘s permission is required for the
woman to continue her education.927 No-one, on the other hand, can impose specific
educational requirements upon him as guardian in relation to the education of the
women and girls in the household.928 This is noted across the spectrum of
interviewees from the SSG immediately below to HDG women.
Husbands and parents are the main cause of a woman not continuing her
education because most of them do not want responsibility for the home and
require the woman to have the entire responsibility. Unfortunately, guardians
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G5.5.142.
G2.2.49-50.
927
Hamdan, above n 23, 59.
928
Nor does a male student require a similar permission from his father (or a husband from his wife).
926
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have full freedom to prevent a woman from continuing her education; and, if
the guardian, whether husband, father or brother, wants to deprive the woman
of continuing her education, he can do that very easily and no one can stop
him.929

A HESSA interviewee confirmed that:
The absolute power of the guardian, whether husband or father, deters the
woman from continuing her education in any of ... its … phases without any
intervention from governmental authority to talk with or even punish the
guardian.930

Dominance extends to include interfering in the determination of the area in which
the woman desires to specialise in her study.931 The potential student must seek her
guardian‘s permission to take the specialisation she desires in order to pursue her
education. If he refuses, the woman has to stay at home without completing her
learning. This situation has been confirmed by many women:
One of the most important obstacles really is that some guardians are not
permitting woman to study certain type of specialisations — then they refuse
her [permission to] study and oblige her to stay at home.932
Even stranger [is the fact] that the university requires permission from my
guardian in order [for me] to take in the specialisation [in which] I wish to
enrol, whereas the male student has complete freedom in specifying the major
he wishes [to take].933

The reluctance of guardians to grant permission for women to study the course of
their choice elsewhere because it is not available locally is also noted. Such

929

G1.6.27.
G4.5.114.
931
Human Rights Watch, ‘Perpetual Minors’, above n 108, 14.
932
G1.8.32.
933
G2.4.54.
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reluctance restricts women‘s course choice (and future opportunities), as is noted by
SSG and UG respondents:
The main reason [for not being unable to pursue a desired specialisation] is
that my guardian [would] … not agree [to me]… completing my higher study
outside my city … My specialisation is not available in city in which I live.934
The main cause … is the refusal of my brothers [for me] to study in university
outside Al Taif city, [although they were aware] that the specialization I wish to
study is not available to women in Al Taif city.935

Whilst a number of the women specifically mentioned is the fact that the guardian‘s
permission is required to study elsewhere in Saudi Arabia, none mentioned the fact
that it is not only required for overseas study but that in such a case the father or
guardian (perhaps a male family member) must accompany her.936
The excessive domination by guardians and their control over women‘s affairs give
rise to feelings of discrimination in women, especially if this control is exercised in
affairs beyond what is provided by Shari‘ah. Enrolment in a university or withdrawal
from it, or registration for a course, or employment, and medical treatment or
admission to hospital, all require the permission of the guardian.937 One
undergraduate confirmed this — and indicated that the extent of guardianship (or its
poor exercise) had a negative rather than positive effect on students. She said:

934

G3.6.86.
G1.2.10.
936
There is not a similar requirement for male students. Human Rights Watch, ‘Perpetual Minors’,
above n 108, 15. This report cited press reports on Ministry travel regulations and ‘mesfaar’
marraiges (marriages of convenience to enable women to travel to access education): 15, n 32 and n
33 respectively).
937
Saudi Women for Reform, ‘2007 Shadow Report’, above n 20, 38.
935
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We are suffering from guardianship of us in everything — in going out,
enrolling, registration and employment. This makes us feel as if we are not
competent.938

She also described the unequal provision regarding education in the Kingdom, a
situation that again reflected a preference for the advancement of the education of the
male students and the same general attitude towards women but as manifested by
policies that are implemented by departmental bureaucrats.
…[T]he male students are distinguished from us with new buildings, qualified
doctors, libraries and specialities — all of these are obvious differences
between male and female students in University in Saudi Arabia.939

Another undergraduate declares that:
There are many problems that we face, such as our [inability]… to go outdoors
and return [only with the permission of [our] guardian.940

A HDG interviewee similarly maintains:
Frankly, we have suffered from administrative procedures that mostly require
the consent of the guardian.941

A woman, even when she moves from her father‘s house to her husband‘s house, still
suffers from male dominance which is imposed by customs that are protected by the
society and based on tribal traditions inherited from generation to generation. This
deprives a woman of her ability to call for her rights. Some married women show

938
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that they desire to pursue their university education but are unable to do so because
the husband refuses to grant permission.
The reason [for me not pursuing further education was that] I.. got married
when I was very young .. [then] my husband didn‘t permit me to study after
public secondary school because I … [had] children who needed care.942

The situation is not helped by a lack of available childcare. 943 The problem affects
both secondary school certificate holders, such as like the woman above, and those
contemplating higher degree study, such as the graduate below, who states:
My husband does not allow me to pursue post-graduate studies so … [that I
can] take care of my children; also he is too busy and cannot contribute to
home duties, and I have a desire to continue my education but I cannot go
against my husband.944

There needs to be more general awareness of the discriminatory practices of
guardians in respect to a woman‘s right to education as envisaged in Shari‘ah and the
Qur‘ān, and laws introduced which will prevent discriminatory practices by
guardians. Where home duties and motherhood are reasons for such a refusal, an
acceptance of assistance in the home and the increased provision of child care (where
a mother delegates some of her responsibility to another temporarily) could allay the
husband/guardian‘s fears and facilitate further study by women. This applies to
literacy study as much as it does to higher education, and increased literacy enables a
woman to make a greater contribution in her home and to the upbringing of her
children. Literate and educated women are able to make a contribution in many

942

G1.9.34
More discuss about this issue on P 301.
944
G3.7.90
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areas, including the home and the broader community. But without some curb on the
absolute power of male guardians, women may be effectively deprived of their rights
(rights that are guaranteed in Islam), unable to access them, and unable to appeal for
their rights, especially in the field of education. This can occur in regard to both
wives and children. According to a BG interviewee:
Our main problem is that our rights are stolen by our parents and by the
systems where the voice of woman is very weak and not heard by this
community.945

This is the fact even for those women who have read or heard about women‘s rights.
In fact, a woman is deprived of her rights because men in her life (whether father,
husband or other male relative) are able to exercise control (through guardianship)
over her ability to pursue further education. One undergraduate suggested that the
creation and screening of an appropriate awareness raising program could assist the
achievement of attitudinal change.
I suggest …[an] enlightenment TV program where participants [reveal] …
these bad customs, most of which are contradictory to woman‘s rights, and one
of the important ones is dominance by some parents/guardians of the woman.
For example, if the parent wants to deprive his daughter of education, this will
be easy for him.946

The vast majority of respondents, however, although very aware of the limitations
that unsympathetic guardianship and discriminatory practices had placed on their
ability to pursue further education, were nevertheless unaware of their rights both in
Saudi law and under international law. An inability to pursue further education or
945
946
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select a preferred course due to the need for guardian permission (and its unjust
exercise) was just one instance of discrimination, discrimination is also practised in
regard to access to specific courses of study as determined by the relevant institution,
its administration and the state.
6.5.1.3 Discrimination in Limiting the Fields of Study
Women face specific discrimination in regards to access to education generally and
in terms of courses able to be pursued.947 This assures the superiority of men over the
women in many discrete fields of education and in the field of education more
generally.948 All women interviewees remarked upon the disadvantage they suffered
due to the scarcity of specialisations available to them.949 This in turn causes several
educational problems for women. Women sometimes have to enrol in a course
specialisation that they hate because of the unavailability of desired specialisations
(for example, education instead of dentistry or engineering). This causes
overcrowding in specific departments on one hand, whilst on the other hand other
departments have not a single female student enrolled.950 Some women consider that
a kind of discrimination, like this graduate who says:

947

For example, see the course offerings of five major KSA universities listed in the Saudi Women
for Reform, ‘2007 Shadow Report’, above n 20, 32–5 . Commonly omitted for consideration by
women were: Engineering, Agriculture, Earth Sciences, Marine Science, Medicine (though not at all
universities), Computer and Information Technology, Veterinary Science, Dentistry, Pharmacy. The
information was extracted by the authors from the Ministry of Higher Education’s Statistics Book
for 2006–2007.
948
Women are still not admitted to engineering, pharmacy, geology, petroleum, many languages
except English and French, and political sciences. See Hamdan, above n 23, 53; Baki, above n 30, 6.
949
Human Rights Watch, ‘Perpetual Minors’, above n 108, 15–16.
950
Majed Al Mabrok, Al Mar'h Al Sa>udiyh: Al Taalyym Wa Al A'a>mal, Tahadiyyat Matrwha> (Al
Muntada Al Arabi, 2005) [Trans: Majed Al Mabrok, Saudi Women: Education and Work, the
Challenges on the Table (Majed Al Mabrok, Al Mar'h Al Sa>udiyh: Al Taalyym Wa Al A'a>mal,
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I think that the lack of specialisations as well as the lack of seats for women in
universities is playing a vital role in low numbers of female students in higher
studies. [A] woman is usually directed to the education sector — compulsorily.
This is what is making the education sector overcrowded with graduates
whereas the other sectors are without women.951

The lack of female students (compared to male students) in a number of graduate
study specialisations is the result of a scarcity of faculties/departments available to
women. On the other hand, the male students are able to enrol in one of any number
of different departments or specialisations if he so desires. As one HESSA
interviewee comments:
I think that the lack of specialisations that are offered to women is playing a
great role in decreasing the number of female students.952

Another US interviewee maintains that:
I think that the lack of jobs, specialities, complications in admission and
registration cause … many female students [to desist] from continuing their
education.953

When the respondents were asked about the specialisations in which they were
unable to enrol, they maintained that there were several departments that women
cannot join, a situation that makes women feel they are being discriminated
against.954 Often the limitations in university courses of study available to women
reflect a lack of opportunity in the workplace for them (for example in engineering)

Tahadiyyat Matrwha> (Al Muntada Al Arabi, 2005)] 11. See also Saudi Women for Reform, ‘2007
Shadow Report’, above n 20, 46–7.
951
G3.3.76.
952
G4.3.105.
953
G2.4.55.
954
Al Munajjed, ‘Women’s Education’, above n 79, 16.
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often due to the prohibitions on ‗mingling‘. When a field is finally opened in front of
women (where they had long been denied access), they may yet fail to find work ‗in
the marketplace‘ however;955 that is, the employers may reject all female applicants,
or a woman may be unable to secure a mandatory post-graduate licence, such as in
law, for example, and so on. For example, one HEG interviewee said:
[T]here are various factors that led to this issue, for instance, the fields of work
for women are very limited and it is about to be restricted in health and
education. Also woman is deprived of studying some specialisations such as
sports, engineering, geology …etc. Furthermore, [there are] the poor
educational outcomes [in terms of employment] for women. For instance, the
students who have … graduated from law more than two years ago are still
waiting for law licences for pleading in women's cases.956

A graduate stated:
The government is doing some of good things, but still we are suffering from
segregation in our rights, we are deprived of studying some specialisations,
such as sports, engineering, geology and marine sciences yet the graduates
from law are yet to find a job.957

Another also correctly observes that:
There are significant differences between male and female students in the
University. We are deprived of specialities such as engineering as well as the
major of surgery and many of language departments whereas the male are
enjoying all of these specialities.958

955

Human Rights Watch, ‘Perpetual Minors’, above n 108, 17.
G5.3.135. This may be changing shortly.
957
G3.4.80.
958
G2.4.54.
956
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Her observations are reflected by data on university courses open to women.959 Add
to this restriction by the university on courses deemed suitable for women ( and thus
open to them) the fact that when a girl desires to study in the university, she often has
not enough information about the available specialisations and what is the future
outcome of studying a particular course. This happens because there is no awareness
programs designed to provide the information needed to female students. Such
reasons force the women to go into the education sector and prefer it to the others,960
a point to which one HDG interviewee referred.

I think that there are several reasons [for uninformed choice of specialisation].
The first one is that the female students … have no idea and [lack a] complete
background on graduation studies, That means the student cannot determine
her future where all that [she] … knows is that she is studying at university to
graduate as a teacher. There are no awareness programs for students prior to
[high school] graduation so [that they can] have a background about all of the
available specialisations, jobs and the future of these specialisations, — …the
student is unaware of all of these. Furthermore, one of the reasons is the lack of
specialisations available for female students where the woman is deprived of
many specialisations that the man enjoys in universities and colleges.961

An undergraduate briefly summarised the many factors she saw affecting women‘s
choice to continue education:
From my own point of view … the lack of an awareness program for female
students during their studies — one that shows them the most important

959

Hamdan, above n 23, 53.
Some 85% of women workers in Saudi Arabia work in the government sector, including 83%
working in the education sector and 5% in the health sector, see Ministry of Planning, Khut{t Al
Ta>nmiyah Al Tha>minah Fi Al Mammla>kah (Ministry of Planning, 2005) [Trans: Ministry of
Planning, Eighth Development Plan in the Kingdom (Ministry of Planning, 2005)] 374.
961
G5.1.125.
960
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specialities and the best colleges and universities — has contributed to many
students leaving study because they don‘t know what will be suited to their
inclinations and interests; also we cannot forget the lack of women‘s
specialities in universities; and from another [perspective] we find that many
parents/guardians don‘t want their daughters to pursue post graduate studies
but they want them employed. [They are concerned about] the lack of women‘s
jobs for those (females) who carry post graduate certificates.962

Although there is discrimination against women in relation to the scarcity of
specialisations available to them, women have demonstrated that they are able to
achieve what men have done in the academic, administrative and medical fields
when these are open to them. If the circumstances become more conducive for
women‘s education and they receive encouragement from society in regard to them
having their legislative rights, women will achieve progress at all levels. Saudi
women have demonstrated that within the scholarship program over the past years. A
HESSA scholarship holder illustrated that.

Yes, girls scholarship is an excellent opportunity for developing girls‘ education
and equalising them with boys, the experience of scholarship through the past
years has confirmed women‘s success on an international level, and I think that
the lack of academic specialisations for woman on scholarship still represents
discrimination against woman in the field of education.963

The above information shows us that there is great discrimination against women in
the field of education, especially in regard to the scarcity of specialisations. This
continued discrimination may serve to reinforce men‘s perceptions of women‘s
capabilities while some women may become disheartened and depressed and
962
963

G2.7.65.
G4.4.108.
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withdraw, thus depriving the broader community of her talents, or other women may
become frustrated and even angry that women are being deprived of their rights, yet
both should have equal access and rights in education to the full extent permissible in
Islam.
6.5.1.4 Discrimination in Buildings and Equipment and Libraries
The existence of discrimination between women and men is manifested in men‘s
enjoyment of new buildings, laboratories, technical equipment and scientific
apparatus, and well-equipped libraries.964 It is to be deplored that the educational
buildings for women are often of a lower standard than those for men, and women
receive educational instruction in older buildings.965 Other educational infrastructure,
such as laboratories and so on, are also available far more to men than to women. In
addition, in at least one university where facilities are shared, the library is open over
the week for extended hours for male students but open just one day a week for
female students; at another, women can study externally and have books picked up
by a driver as they themselves are not allowed access to the building.966 Educational
materials such as text books and library materials in faculties largely occupied by
women or in women‘s universities can also be of lower quality, just as they might
have been in schools attended by the women in their childhood and adolescence.
This creates a feeling of discrimination and indicates a waste in regard to the exercise
of women‘s rights despite of availability of funds to support the education of both

964

Al Munajjed, ‘Women’s Education’, above n 79, 18.
G2.3.50
966
Human Rights Watch, ‘Perpetual Minors’, above n 108, 15.
965
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sexes via government stipends.967 Despite the government clearly maintaining that
the facilities and equipment levels are equal,968 this is not the experience of the
interviewees. One graduate said:
I would like to indicate to a group of matters in which the [the provision for]
male students are superior to [that for] females and I suggest that the
government should take these into its consideration if they want to equalise …
male and female students. These issues comprise buildings, school equipment,
research centres, academic specialisations, training and development —
[provisions for] men are superior to and distinguished in all of these areas from
women. I hope that the government would deal with this segregation
immediately and as soon as possible.969

An undergraduate maintains that the older buildings are given to the female students
while the males enjoy the new buildings.
There are many problems that we face, such as .., libraries and buildings. We
are – for example – in University of Imam Muhammad bin Saud – [occupying]
the old building [previously occupied by male students] … whereas they [the
male students] are enjoying a new university and housing.970

An HDG affirms the unequal conditions, saying that:
The males are still enjoying new and modern buildings where the females take
the older buildings in which the males were [previously] studying. In addition,
the public libraries are still opening their doors during the days of the week
whereas the female students‘ portion is [open] only one day per week.971

967

The government correctly asserts the equal stipends available to students regardless of gender,
but not taking into account additional funds required by women for transport.
968
CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 31–2.
969
G3.5.85.
970
G2.3.50.
971
G5.1.127.
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Many women referred to the discrimination suffered from in academic research
centres and the limited time allowed to them to benefit from the libraries. Some
women see these matters are the most crucial obstacles faced by women in their
pursuit of further education.972 Another HDG interviewee states:
In fact, a woman is severely [disadvantaged …] until reaching the international
degree of PhD,…, secondly, we have no private libraries .. [open at] all the
time like [those for] men; … the times for women in public libraries is only one
day per week whereas men enjoy the remaining days of the week. [There is]
also the difficulty of communication with doctors who are supervising us, we
cannot take information from them easily. In fact the woman suffers in
continuing her education so as to reach a PhD degree — which is more difficult
in comparison with the man who finds facilities that a woman does not find.973

An undergraduate also commented on the difference she perceived between women
and men concerning the services of research centres.
There are significant differences between male and female students in the
University, we are not equal with male students in [access to] research centres
and public libraries, the male students have more times and possibilities than
us.974

Another agreed:
[Among] the most important problems in fact are … the research centres of the
libraries and others have clear segregation between male and female students
in many universities.975

The latter is of a concern because of the difference in the quality of the holdings. The
problem of substandard or out of date facilities and educational materials is not
972

See Hamdan, above n 23, 53.
G5.1.123.
974
G2.4.54.
975
G2.2.46.
973
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restricted to tertiary institutions but extends into the interviewees‘ experience of
earlier education. Some 35 women of the 40 interviewed expressed their frustration
in relation to neglect in regard to buildings because maintenance is poor and the
buildings abound in fire risks and electrical problems when compared with the
buildings for men. A secondary school certificate holder commented:
I hope that those who are responsible for girls education look seriously at the
standard of the buildings of girls' schools …[W]e hear weekly about disasters,
cracks, fires, electrical problems and others [matters] in girls‘ schools whereas
the boys‘ schools are relatively good in comparison with [those for] girls‘.976

Another HESSA interviewee confirmed this matter and she said:
I would like to say [that] after reading a topic in one of Saudi newspapers today
about electrical shocks in two schools for girls which forced the girls to get out
of the two schools, I want the government to take into its consideration the
buildings of girls‘ school … [the fact that] we hear and read every day about
problems in the buildings of girls‘ schools ... [This] indicates that the girls‘
schools should be at the same level of boys‘ schools at least. Really the problem
of girls' schools has been of great concern of everybody; therefore, the
government should initiate action on this problem.977

This problem has been a focus for girls and women who have demanded the removal
of discrimination in the field of education. Their demands were fuelled not only by
the impediment to education posed by poorly maintained facilities and a growing
sense of injustice when they compared their facilities with those of their male
counterparts, they were also prompted by the fact that most victims (and the greatest
proportion of fatalities) of catastrophic accidents due to poor maintenance of school

976
977

G1.2.13.
G4.3.107.
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buildings and other educational related facilities (for example, dormitories) were
themselves girls.978 Secondary school students appear to have been as aware of the
problems as more educated women and girls.
I just focus on the issue of schools buildings for girls. We hear and read about
fires, cracks and problems in girls‘ schools at one time or another, I would like
to draw the attention of government to these schools, buildings and [ask the
government] to replace them with governmental schools of the highest
standards.979

Another SSG interviewee similarly maintained:
I notice that there is a big difference between male and female students on
several issues, such as, school buildings — the boys‘ schools are much better
than girls‘ in terms of construction, school equipment and maintenance, [while]
the girls' schools are suffering significantly in these aspects.980

Within information supplied by most of the interviewees, it is clear that there is a gap
between women and men in the field of education. This gap still exists — in terms of
access to courses, choice of specialisations, guardians failing to act in the best
interest of the girls and women and their families, administrators failing to follow
guidelines, lack of knowledge of women in regard to their rights, poorer quality of
learning infrastructure and materials and access to those materials — despite the
978

This includes the disastrous 2002 fire in Makkah where 15 young girls perished and 52 others
were injured; another in 2003 in Makkah where 22 girls were injured, some seriously; a 2011 fire in a
girls school in .Jeddah where 2 teachers died and over 46 girls and women were injured. Inadequate
fire escapes, locking of doors, lack of smoke detectors or sprinkler systems have exacerbated matters
while faulty wiring has been implicated in a number of fires. In one instance the forcing of students
back into the building by the muttawa (religious police) due to their lack of appropriate attire and
subsequent outrage among parents and the community highlighted the differences between those
who would enforce a rule whilst ignoring the overarching Islamic principle of preserving life. See for
example AFB, Two Teachers Die in Fire at Saudi Girls’ School (20 November 2011)
<http://english.alarabiya.net/articles/2011/11/20/178149.html>.
979
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instructions, regulations and the laws which are there to develop women‘s education
and provide all available means to help them to pursue their education.981 The lack of
prerequisite materials, educational equipment and appropriate facilities as well as a
scarcity of research centres for women is evidence of differentiation between women
and men in education in a manner that disadvantages women, and demonstrates a
negligence in regard to ensuring that women are able to exercise their existing
educational rights much less extend those areas.
6.5.1.5 Poor Training and Qualifications
Lack of sufficiently qualified persons as instructors in the education of girls and
women is one of the difficulties encountered by women.982 It could be argued that the
rapid expansion of education for women (particularly as it has been concentrated in a
narrow range of subjects and courses) has resulted in there being a discrepancy
between the quality of instruction for males and that for females at primary and
secondary level. This has not been helped by the discrepancy in quality of instruction
at tertiary level.

981

For example, designed to boost Saudi technological skills, King Abdullah in October 2009 opened
the King Abdullah University for Science and Technology (KAUST). In 2011, a new women’s
university campus of the Princess Noura bint Abdul Rahman University, with a capacity of 40,000–
60,000 students (depending on source) opened in Riyadh: Hamdan, above n 23, 51 Opened in 1970
(and its name changed in 2007) the multi-campus university’s most recent campus is ‘state of the
art’, with a 700 bed hospital, residential accommodation for 12,000, a modern library, and multiple
(15) faculties – extending the fields able to be studied by women somewhat, but not as much as one
might have anticipated in an all-female environment. One report mentions research centre s for
nanotechnology, information technology and bioscience, see 'Self-learning Projects by PNU students
on Display', Arab News 17 May 2011 < <http://www.arabnews.com/node/377781> . While many some
view this development as progress (and indeed in one very real sense it is for at last top notch
facilities are being provided for female students and across a greatly increased number of faculties),
others may see it as a capitulation to the perpetuation of a type of gender 'apartheid' — in education
as later in employment. A similar approach in employment is typified by recent proposals for
‘women only’ cities of manufacture and so forth.
982
Al Munajjed, ‘Women’s Education’, above n 79, 1.
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Interviewees commented on the poor quality facilities and the lower level of
qualifications of tertiary instructors of women that have impeded teachers‘ own
education at tertiary level, thus impacting upon girls‘ education generally. In what
were previously regarded as non-traditional areas (insofar as these have been opened
to women) the problem may further exacerbated by a lack of suitably qualified staff
in women‘s only institutions.983 Interviewees remarked on a lack of skills
commensurate with those possessed by men and said that education needs further
development and higher qualifying courses for women instructing at tertiary level in
teaching and other professions for education to progress. Students and women felt
that skills were lacking due to the existing inadequacies and felt that there is a
difference between and preference for men over women in terms of educational
experiences and abilities in the educational field.984 As one SSG observed:
I notice that there is a big difference between male and female students on
several issues,… In terms of qualifying teachers,985 the female teachers require
development and qualification courses in education … — the schools of girl‘s
education are lacking in many experiences in e-learning, for instance, whereas
we find that the experiences are widespread in boys‘ schools.986

An undergraduate interviewee agreed that poorer quality instruction is one of the
great problems facing the women. She said:

983

Though in classes shared with males (even if screened off), this cannot be said. There, however,
learning may be impeded by lack of adequate access to facilities (eg libraries).
984
Women do not receive the same quality of education as men because teachers for men are better
trained. More than 34 percent of men teaching at men’s universities hold doctorates compared to
only three percent of those who teach at women’s universities and colleges. See Hamdan, above n
23, 53.
985
Teachers who already having completed their training.
986
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The most important problems in fact are, …. The female teaching cadre is less
competent than the male, I am always obliged to search for notes that male
students who are in the same academic year read and I find that the
demonstration[Content]in it is better than ours.987

A number of interviewees were not without hope for the future, as is exemplified by
this graduate:
Women‘s education currently requires qualified and well-trained cadres. Many
teachers are older and others have neither educational experiences nor
[studied] training courses. We are in need of more courses and skills for
teachers. I think that the future will be better than now with the availability of
modern technologies and returning of those who are studying abroad.988

As elsewhere in the world, the impending retirement of an ageing tertiary workforce
is seen as providing the opportunity for younger and generally more highly qualified
candidates. Another (HDG) interviewee also expected further change:

I think that female education is now at a stage of great advancement and
prosperity, and we lack the experiences and qualified cadres to lead education,
but concerning my view for the future of female education I am very optimistic
that the next ten years will witness change and development in girls education
for the best.989

Although the government supports female education at pre-tertiary level (that is,
primary and secondary) via a budget that is equivalent to the one for male
education990 but standard of training of girls is lower than the one of boys since the
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‘Table 5: Ministry of education allocations in the State budget (1999/2000 to 2003/2004).
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officials are concerned only the numbers and form not the essence of the education.
The interviewee‘s responses clearly indicated that they believed that the issue of
quality persisted into tertiary instruction and facilities, despite policies and laws that
would appear to grant women equality in education. One undergraduate said:

I will be very clear and openhearted with you; education in the Kingdom
requires more and more development. We lack of training and practical
application — many officers are concerned with quantity not the quality and I
think this is a big mistake. We don‘t require policies/regulations and laws that
are not applied; we want to see and touch these laws while they are being
applied correctly not just for satisfying the officer.991

The interviews showed that there was lack of women's training in the field of
education and other areas. Saudi women still have less experience and lower levels
of efficiency than men who possess better (though on the surface identical)
qualifications and training than they. The evidence is that women still request men‘s
assistance (for example, in regard to access to lectures notes, course content,
information on the use of technology, as noted above) due to the inadequacies in the
provisions for women‘s education in different fields (shortcomings that include
poorer educational infrastructure in terms of lower qualified staff, lack of exposure to
technological innovation in their field, inadequate access to libraries, older materials
and buildings and so on) , a situation not unlike their earlier educational experiences
in many cases. This demonstrates certain weaknesses in the training of women and
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subsequent impact on their qualifying level.992 This could also impact on
employment opportunities.
6.5.1.6 Discrimination in the Financial Area
The Kingdom has generously provided for women and girls education and great
steps have been made,993 yet more remains to be done according to those interviewed
if the gender divide in education is to be eliminated in so far as is possible.
Scholarships are available to women and made funds available to encourage women
and girls education both domestically and via scholarships for post-graduate research
overseas. Nevertheless women sometimes suffer from financial discrimination
directly and indirectly. Some 34 women of the 40 interviewed showed that the
stipends received were spent by them on transportation and often they needed to
provide additional funds simply to finance the suitable means of transport to access
to study, but men were able to freely use their own cars to reach the university. One
undergraduate complained:

I am more suffering from this problem: my brothers are busy in their study and
work and they cannot transport me to university; my father is an old man and I
have been obliged to pay SAR.2000 for a private driver to transport me to the
university. I [use my student stipend] and add to it just to pay for
transportation, whereas my brother enjoys [his] whole monthly [stipend]. This
is an injustice for us as female students — There must be an increase in
[stipend] for female student in order [for her] to be equal with the man in
[terms of] transportation.994
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Al Munajjed, ‘Women’s Education’, above n 79, 14.
US-Saudi Business Council, Ninth Five-Year Plan Includes $385 Billion in New Spending (18
October 2012) <http://www.us-sabc.org/custom/news/details.cfm?id=775>.
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An SSG also maintained that:
From my own point of view, the woman is oppressed in this aspect and she
cannot exercise her right like the man to reaching her educational institution. If
the man takes a [stipend] of SAR. 1000 at university [as does] … the woman,
… the man goes to university by his private car for which the fuel … doesn‘t
cost hundred Saudi riyal per month while the woman obliged to pay her
complete [stipend] and an additional amount which may reach twice [the value
of the stipend]… [T]his is an injustice to the woman. I see that there should be
an increase in the [stipend] of a female student or the working woman under
the name of ―transportation allowance‖ in order that the woman and the man
would be in an equal position in [regard to] reaching their place of
education.995

An SSG interviewee also recognised the difficulty women face in regard to financing
transport:
The government should compensate the woman for this trouble by adding an
amount to [stipends] or salaries under the name of ―transportation allowance‖
that would be spent on transportation which the man doesn‘t [have to] spend;
this is injustice between men and women.996

Regarding their experiences in the workplace, Saudi women are not experienced in
administrative dealings that may be necessary for her to pursue her rights in positions
of employment, nor are they familiar with ‗lifting their voices‘ for their rights (once
aware of them, or as they become aware of gender-based disparities of treatment in
their employment). Many view it as unacceptable behaviour, but are forced by
circumstances to do so or face their rights being continually trampled upon or their
needs being unmet in both education and the workplace. Despite continually asking
995
996
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for her due, it may take a woman more than four years to be at the same level of men
— in terms of rank and salary — who graduated from the university in the same
year.997 The woman feels that her rights have been thwarted by the men despite the
provisions that determine the rights of each sex.998 One female HDG teacher said:
The woman has less experience in administrative dealings because of our
closed community in dealing with women, whereas the man has the ability and
experience in that; also the weakness of a woman's voice while claiming her
rights whether educationally, health or administrative [is a problem]. [Y]ou
know many of the problems which have for several years [continued] without
yet being solved, [problems] such as the rights of teachers to claim for equality
with men in rank and salary. In fact these are difficulties that are facing the
woman and she cannot overcome them unless there is someone who supports
and helps her to seize her rights and listen to her requirements.999

The women also feel discrimination in relation to the pension paid after death as,
unlike the children of a working man, the children of a working woman are deprived
of the payment of her salary pension following her death.1000 This is clear
discrimination because both men and women are equal in their position and do the
same work and exert the same effort over the work period. The value of the pension
is deducted from her salary (as it is for a man) but her children are deprived of any
payment in the event of her death. One HDG teacher drew attention to this example
of discrimination in her interview when she said:
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For more detail about this issue see Manal Homadan, 'Women Teachers Confirmed their Right to
Calculate their Retirement', Asharq Alawsat 16 January 2010
<http://www.aawsat.com/details.asp?issueno=11700&article=574100> .
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The children of woman are deprived of pension salary whereas the man‘s
children are not.1001

Another HDG interviewee said:
Look at the problem of a Saudi woman who married a non-Saudi – our sons
have neither rights to Saudi nationality nor to scholarships; and they have no
rights similar… [to those of] a Saudi man who married a non-Saudi woman.
Isn‘t this gender segregation? Where [is] the right of woman to equality? Also
look at how a female employee‘s sons are deprived of her retirement salary
whereas the sons of male employee enjoy their father‘s full retirement salary:
so where is the equality. Aren't these [derived] from customs that judged … [on
the basis of] .. a preference of the man to the woman in Saudi Arabia.1002

6.5.1.7 Discrimination in Employment
The difficulty in searching for and finding a job after study is finished is one of the
problems faced by the women, since the fields available to women in both private
and governmental sectors are limited.1003 By contrast, men find a large number of
opportunities for employment but women are largely restricted to either education or
nursing.1004 Even with the highest percentage of employment for women (namely,
education then nursing), these two fields are overcrowded.1005 This in turn reduces
the chances of more recent graduates getting jobs in these fields. Some girls consider
not pursuing their education further because of the scarcity of jobs for graduates.
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They question the benefit of learning when educated women then fail to gain
employment. One undergraduate, after she was asked about the reasons for her
failure to pursue further education, commented on the fact that the situation for
graduates of other specialisations was very difficult.
The reason from my own point of view is that women have no field for
recruitment except in one profession, which is education…, therefore,
thousands of graduates from different specialities aren‘t finding job
opportunities, and they have no choice but to stay at home and leave school,
there is nothing to encourage … continuing education if there are no real
opportunities for employment.1006

An SSG confirmed this view as to what deters women from furthering their
education when she said:
The reason behind that [the failure to continue in education] is the lack of jobs
for women. …[W]hat is the benefit of my studying and the efforts that I have
exerted [and] then the job opportunity is less or nothing at all; … the lack of
women specialisations is another cause, that deters women from continuing
their education.1007

Many women said that employment is more important than the education for them
because when women find a suitable job they could not then realistically afford to
give attention to further study. One undergraduate said:
I think that the lack of jobs and specialities is playing a major role in the lack of
the number of female students in post-graduate studies; the woman who has
obtained a job cannot leave this job to study.1008
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The woman above recognises the difference in the position of between men and
women and their relative failure rates in obtaining work after graduation. So, why
would women pursue their education if staying at home is the end of their learning
journey? An SSG expressed the same point:
The reason [for not pursuing education] is that I see that many students who
have graduated from university and didn't find suitable jobs…, Why exert myself
in efforts to study if there is no benefit from studying? [There are] also the road
accidents which we hear about every year, [and] … the victims are hundreds of
girls … teachers and students — [These are] the thing[s] that made me not
continue my education and be satisfied with high school.1009

Another SSG states:
The cause [of my not continuing] is that I have seen many graduate students
from university who have no jobs, and I decided to undertake several courses in
computer and apply to the labour market in order to find a job opportunity.1010

Statistics illustrate that the number of unemployed women with higher certificates
has increased due to the fewer jobs available for them (in comparison to men) and
thus the unwarranted poor outcome (in terms of employment) for a girl‘s
education.1011 A graduate referred to this when she was interviewed:
The main reason is that there are no jobs and I think that you have read the
report that submitted by Dr Hatoun Alfarsi that about 577 of those who have a
PhD have no jobs and 7132 of those who have a Masters degree also have no
jobs and the number is increasing — Why disturb myself by studying if I will
find no job at the end.1012
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Assure postgraduate student agreed that the outcomes of girl‘s education are very
poor in terms of employment, saying that:
From my own point of view, this is due to poor outcomes of girls‘ education.
The student who graduates and cannot find a suitable job for her specialisation
gets frustrated and prefers not to continue her education, so what is the benefit
of education if it doesn‘t give the student a future and a job? Also [there is the
matter of] what the woman faces from discrimination in specialisations, in
research centres and lack of jobs … that negatively affects student‘s study.
Furthermore, [there is] marriage and the consequences of its responsibilities
are mostly delaying the student‘s education.1013

The information provided by interviewees confirms that there is a huge gap in
outcomes of girl‘s education because women suffer from discrimination not only
during their period of study but also in access to employment that threatens their
future and cancels their objectives in furthering their education. For the interviewees,
their own informal observation of unemployment among highly qualified women
clearly serves as a disincentive to further education.
Women, like men, should be able to obtain a job suitable for their abilities. The
government has tried to reduce the number of unemployed women within several
programs,1014 but the problem still exists at present since there are no laws
concerning the education of women and the hiring of women.
Education for women needs to be extended to various academic specialisations and
not limited largely to the field of education. Their training and subsequent
employment in related occupations would also help increase the degree of
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Saudisation of the workforce that is one of the Kingdom‘s aims.1015 Without access
to employment in such fields, any training received would be unproductive; and
further depress women‘s educational aspirations.
Coordination is required among all sectors in order for women to be able to gain
access to all specialisations and to relevant related employment. Laws must be
established to demonstrate women‘s need for the employment and her valid place in
the labour market and to encourage women‘s access to specialisations and
employment which lend themselves to the qualifications gained and to their nature as
women.1016
Recent proposals for separate industrial and commercial areas ‗for women
employees and customers only‘ appear to be a further extension of the provision of
education and work spaces completely segregated from men.1017 The proposals have
been reportedly welcomed by businesswomen as a means of increasing female
employment in the Kingdom, with manufacturing positions (in clothing, cosmetics,
carpet making, for example) for those with secondary school certificates and
administrative positions for those with tertiary qualifications.1018 If the proposal for
several such cities goes ahead, women‘s employment (including that of graduates)
might increase; however, it appears that the range of employment would remain
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unexpectedly narrow (given the suggested range of positions and manufactures) and
not necessarily represent a full utilisation of the skills and knowledge of women, and,
more particularly, not represent a broadening of the range of occupations that might
have been anticipated to be possible in an all-female environment.
6.5.1.8 Discrimination in University Admissions
One of the matters that make women feel discriminated against is the difficulty of
being accepted for admission to university. Women face various routines for
registration (application) for admission because they may be refused for simple
reasons or they may be accepted in a specialisation other than the one for which they
had registered in. Sometimes a woman has to move to register. One of the girls who
was deterred from pursuing a university education said:
I didn‘t decide not to continue studying. Although I obtained a very high
cumulative in secondary school, but I [had] encounters with bureaucracy in
admission and registration [at the institution] where I had a desire to enrol in
the Medical Sciences specialisation and I .. registered on this basis. When the
study started I was surprised [to find that I had] … been admitted to
Administrative Sciences … I have faced many difficulties in convincing my
family [that I could] … study outside the city in which I live; now I am
absolutely frustrated by this dealing with female education.1019

Another SSG said that she and her friends faced great problems regarding possible
registration at the university.
From my own point of view … the special system for admission and registration
has a great role in preventing many students from continuing their education.
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Whereas the community restricts women in several things — such as travelling,
transportation and accommodation — … we find that universities also are
stressing in admissions of some specialisations which are few in comparison
with [those on offer for] men. This problem faced me as it has faced many of my
colleagues during registration, and we are now staying in our homes because of
these policies that prevented us from continuing our education.1020

The several students had to leave the university because the university imposed
enrolment in specific specialisations upon them. Although the number of students
who register is large, the numbers who are accepted is very low for a number of
reasons. An undergraduate said in the interview:
There is difficulty for female students where there are great numbers of
graduate students where the specialities and universities aren‘t suitable for
these numbers, whereas the males have more and broader choices in
admission.1021

An SSG said:
I think that the bureaucracy in registration at university has a great role in
many students abandoning [the thought of] study at university, also the complex
conditions in admission as well as the lack of available specialities for woman,
all of these causes have helped women abandon [any desire] to continue her
education.1022

A graduate confirmed that this was an issue that affected women badly:
As I have mentioned, there are few jobs, [and] specialisations; and the
allocated seats for students in universities are few in contrast to [those provided
for] the male students. This — in addition, to the routine and bureaucracy in
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dealing and registration — undoubtedly leads to a decreasing number of female
students in post-graduate studies,.1023

These answers and information reveal the suffering of women, apparently even in the
case they register in the university. So, many girls become frustrated in regard to
initiating study at tertiary level and in continuing such study. One graduate recounted
the reasons that force women to not pursue university education after completing
secondary school:
[T]here are several reasons, such as the difficulty of admitting girls in
universities, the lack of seats, the lack of specialisations in addition to
unemployment among graduates and the lack of job opportunities, all these
issues caused frustration among girls in [regard to] continuing their
education.1024

It is clear that, women suffer from discrimination in terms of admission to university
because many girls appear to believe that the university regulations are so
complicated, especially in case of registration, and there appears to be no assistance
available to them to help them make their way through this unfamiliar process. Other
forms of discrimination and corruption have also been alleged by women who have
reportedly observed those with lesser qualifications being admitted ahead of them
due to nepotism, favouritism, and/or gender preference. This seems clear when a
crowd of girls are gathered in different regions in the kingdom of Saudi Arabia such
as Umm Al-Qura University in Mecca in 2011.1025 This confirms the existence of
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failure in dealing with women that might deprive them the ability to exercise their
legislative rights in regard to academic learning. (In regard to the Umm A-Qura
incident, the women were reportedly to be offered tuition free places in the College
of Community Services and Continuing Education. No formal investigation,
however, was mooted). It was not the last protest.1026
Undoubtedly, the scarcity of specialisations offered to women cut across their
admission, resulting in some failing to continue and others continuing in a
specialisation which does not appeal to them and may offer few employment
prospects. The males have greater opportunities than females for admission to a
variety of courses and career paths outside the range of the university, such as to the
military and vocational training and so on. (Female high school graduates and
women are unable to apply for such education or employment). Hence the number of
men as a proportion of college students has fallen, although they continue to
dominate many faculties and specialisations that remain closed to women or for
which there are few places for women exist due to a lack of availability of these
study programs for women. So, today the number of female graduates exceeds the
number of male graduates in spite of the difficulties women face at admission and
the concentration of women in a small number of fields, with such fields determined
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by the areas generally deemed acceptable for the employment of women in the
Kingdom, resulting in a number of other problems described earlier.
6.5.2
6.5.2.1

Prohibition as a Barrier
Driving Prohibition — without Suitable Alternatives Available

Transportation is one of the key problems that face women in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia,1027 especially following the extension of women‘s learning witnessed by the
Kingdom under the development plans which motivate women‘s participation in
more comprehensive development.1028 Some women (workers or students) feel
frustration and distress since they are prohibited from driving. Many feel it unjust
and discriminatory.1029 The interviews revealed women‘s opinions about driving, and
the majority considered it a type of discrimination and evidence of a preference of
men over the women in the Saudi society. One SSG said:
The question [is] why [are] women deprived of driving a car? We strenuously
claim that women should be given this right which … [women] enjoy all over
the world.1030
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For her, if women elsewhere in the Muslim world had this right, could it not be
possible for women in Saudi Arabia also to enjoy this right? An undergraduate noted
that suitable alternatives should be provided in the absence of such a right. She said:
It is very clear that women are very aggrieved in this aspect; they are deprived
of driving a car and at the same time paying much money for transportation in
order to reach to school or university. I firstly suggest that there should be a
suitable transportation network that is suited to the woman; secondly, [that
there be a] … women‘s transportation allowance.1031

Another undergraduate interviewee said that she suffers due to her inability to drive
her car since she has difficulty in getting to her university.
This question is very important for us as students at university, because we are
actually suffering severely [in regard to] … transportation. The female student
who has no private driver pays [for transport] from her [stipend] and adds to it
in order to [have] enough money for her transportation to university whereas
the male student reaches university more easily. [T]his is an inequity for women
and I hope .. the authorities review the issue of women driving a car.1032

Of the 40 interviewees, 19 see the inability to drive as one of the biggest obstacles
facing the women during her pursuit of education. Women are also not unaware of
the problems it causes male family members either. As one HDG said:
This is also one of the biggest barriers in front of women, … a very difficult
challenge for the family that has no driver. Where a woman is [the] …
responsibility of her husband or her brother in order to come and go to a place
of education, this is not an easy issue for the husband and brother. Therefore,
for a woman to continue her work, this problem should be eliminated before
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thinking of continuing her education. I see that it is the right of woman to claim
equality with the man on this issue.1033

Less than 30 per cent (still a significant proportion), 11 of the 40 interviewees,
supported the decision to prevent women to drive but largely, they maintained, on the
basis that driving in the Kingdom is fraught with the risk dangerous accidents.1034 As
this graduate explains:
I do not agree with women driving a car, especially with this bad situation with the
system. Firstly, there should be a complete and obvious … [policy or code] for driving
cars in Saudi Arabia that applies to younger people before older people, then whether
women can drive or not should be looked into — those who are claiming [the right] for
woman to drive a car are thinking that driving a car in Saudi Arabia is like driving a
car in America or Europe. We are absolutely different in speed, discipline and
respecting the rights of pedestrian etc. these do not apply in Saudi Arabia, so how can
women drive a car in this environment that [is] full of violations.1035

A HESSA student supported this opinion since there is no evident ‗traffic system‘ (as
such) in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
The problem isn‘t in women driving cars in Saudi Arabia and here I am driving
the car by myself, but the problem is that there is no obvious [policy or code] …
that guarantees the rights and punishes the breaching of these rights — yes I
cannot drive the car in Saudi Arabia and I don't think to drive the car there
because the traffic rules in Saudi Arabia are not well-organised, and I suggest
that this issue be studied comprehensively from all aspects.1036
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Another said that given the state of the driving environment in the Kingdom, she
believed it was the responsibility of the male family members to safely convey their
female family members.
I am against woman driving car in Saudi for many reasons, the most important
ones are that there is a big problem in the … [policy related to] driving cars in
Saudi Arabia starting from driving licence to the pedestrians‘ right and
knowledge of traffic codes … etc. Women driving with flounce [would increase]
the traffic problems, I see that the transportation of woman is one of the
obligations of the husband, father and son and they must [fulfil] this
responsibility and observe the rights of women who are under their
responsibility.1037

One SSG supported driving for women, subject to some conditions:
I support the idea of a woman driving car [subject to] stipulations, of which the
most important is that the government would review the transportation network
in general. …[I]t is not reasonable for a woman to drive her car in light of
these traffic jams, … I suggest that the government would study the issue of
women driving cars [including providing] solutions, suggestions and studies
that served this issue because prohibiting women driving without any
alternative is really an injustice for women. The government must provide
actual solutions to this deterrent….1038

All responses contain reference to ‗injustice‘ in relation to women being prevented
from driving where no alternatives are in place for them. Some women demanded
compensation for the costs incurred due to the prohibition. For example, this
undergraduate said:
[There is] no doubt that prohibiting women to drive is an injustice for her if
there is no alternative to [what is prohibited] …, I suggest that the government
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… pay a transportation allowance for a woman who is studying or working in
order to obtain equality with the man.1039

Whilst a graduate commented:
It is injustice for a woman to deprive her of driving a car; … there are no
suitable alternatives. Yes there are some special buses for transporting
students: but firstly, they are very old; secondly, they are taking very long time
in going and returning. I hope for a review of this decision; but, if the matter
continues in this direction, we will claim an alternative to driving a car, [one]
that compensates us for the damages that are incurred for working and studying
women.1040

Most of the women demanded an investigation of the matter from all perspectives
because equality and justice demand the provision of alternatives where women are
prohibited to drive a car. Some are more optimistic about the possibility of change
than others, as witnessed by this HESSA student‘s comments:
Firstly, I don't think that the prohibition of women driving a car will continue
for a long time, because Saudi Arabia is the only country that prohibits a
woman driving; secondly, in the light of this prohibition we have to remedy the
woman‘s situation …It is an injustice to prohibit them [doing] something
without finding an alternative to substitute … [for what is prohibited];
therefore, I suggest payment of a transportation allowance for women until they
are permitted to drive a car.1041

Another HESSA supports the existence of alternatives for women as necessary due
to the prohibition.
If the prohibition on women driving a car [is] a favour for woman, as they
claim, … why they don‘t study the alternatives for this …[what is prohibited]?
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We didn‘t hear or read that someone has asked for these alternatives …, [It] is
unjust and unwise to prohibit a person from something he needs and at the
same time not give him its alternatives that he can substitute …, I suggest that
the government should study the alternatives for this decision, for instance, to
give women an alternative or an allowance for driving the car or to provide
secure and suitable transportation for woman.1042

While yet another woman (an undergraduate) maintains that a prohibition is
acceptable (unlike other respondents), she also argues for compensation, as this could
assist a woman fund suitable alternative transport.
The decision … prohibiting a woman from driving a car is a good decision and
we are not objecting government decisions. But it is my right to … the
government would substitute us for this prohibition.1043

Some women ascribe the ban on women driving to the non-existence of laws and
polices/regulations explaining the rights and duties of both sexes during driving as
well to the society needing greater intellectual maturity before deciding these
matters. The HESSA student (below) subscribes to that view:
I think that prohibiting woman from driving a car is for organising and it is a
social issue, and whenever the community is wise and able to take such a
decision then the issue of woman driving a car would be so easy and simple, but
our problem is that the community hasn‘t reached intellectual maturity that
makes him respecting laws and regulations/policies that [are] passed by the
government; however, the given alternatives now are to compensate the woman
for what she expends in transportation to reach to her [place of] education or
workplace.1044
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From the information above and the demands recorded, it can be seen that women
suffer from the prohibition on driving; but their views differ from supporting to
opposing the ban, but the vast majority support the provision of suitable alternatives
if the ban stays in place. The government should discuss the alternatives to
prohibition as the two sexes must be at the same level.1045 This matter is has yet to be
seriously discussed.1046 As one HESSA student put it so well:
Prohibiting women from driving a car is an injustice for women unless there
are actual alternatives for women to substitute …for this prohibition, and
unfortunately, we have yet to hear from any officer a discussion of these
alternatives. [It is] as if [a woman] has to hear only and not to claim any of her
rights. We have accepted this prohibition and we have the right to discuss the
alternatives, such as paying transportation allowance for example.1047

6.5.3

Obstacles to Women’s Education

6.5.3.1 Maternity Leave
The married woman suffers from having to fulfil a number of duties, often
simultaneously, such as educational responsibility (including assignments, exams,
research and field classes) as well as family duties (care for the household and of the
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home), especially if she has infants or young children. The period in which the
family and household duties most interfere and the educational priorities are lost is
the final trimester of pregnancy and the post natal period. These two periods
constitute a ‗dangerous curve‘ for the married student, whose studies may be derailed
at that point.
It is natural, however, that motherhood should prevail over the schooling
requirements. In this respect, the woman is allocated two weeks elave from
university after giving birth to recover her health and then is expected to
recommence attending her classes in the university. Whilst the mother and baby may
both be well and her treatment by professors good, returning to an occupation after
such a brief interval is not generally recommended under World Health Organisation
guidelines,1048 nor is the period allocated comparable to the six weeks leave that
applies to working mothers under the Maternity Protection Convention (of which all
three versions Saudi Arabia has not been a signatory), nor the 10 weeks leave
afforded working women in Saudi Arabia domestic legislation.1049 It is not
unreasonable that such guidelines should also apply to student mothers who have
given birth. A mother either returns to her education prematurely (with all the
suffering in regard to breast feeding, post-natal stress on her body, and a curtailment
of her interaction with her infant at a very young age) or she discontinues her
education. Shorter periods of maternity leave for working women have been found to
1048
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force women to choose between their new-born and the workplace,1050 with many
then choosing motherhood over employment. Such women are then less likely to
return to work than those whose workplace offers more generous maternity leave
provisions. A similar effect may be found in education. There is also the question of
the country‘s international obligations, which will be later discussed at the
conclusion of this section. Suffering for the mother (and child) and loss of schooling
incurred by the student mother (during and after what most would describe as her
grossly inadequate leave period) may affect her ability to achieve the academic
results that could have been otherwise expected, placing further pressure on her to
discontinue her study.
All women expressed their sense of injustice at the extremely short period allocated
for leave after birth and commented on the pain and suffering they face during birth
and in the post-partum period , and many expressed their distress at the prospect of
such early separation from their child. One student mother (an HDG) said:
It is clear to everybody that the period of two weeks is not enough for any
woman whether she is a student or not — whereas the man is the one who sets
the laws, he doesn‘t feel what the woman is feeling from pains and difficulties.
The period of two weeks is really a clear injustice for woman and her child and
I don't think that [he] who passed this law would accept this for his wife or
daughter. The woman is a woman whether she is working, student or housewife,
so why we do distinguish between them for maternity leave? Most of the
students are discontinuing study because there is not enough maternity leave to
care their children and themselves. Is it what the legislator wants or just for
discrimination.1051
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Student mothers have to leave university or postpone the semester because the
maternity leave is so short, as is narrated by one of the [HDG] student mothers who
related her experience.
I cannot deny that I have suffered a lot from this problem in the university
phase. Actually the [period]… is not enough, unjust and illogical. How can we
give an employee maternity leave for two months and the student only two
weeks? Is she a woman like her? I would like to tell you about my experience …
— I decided to skip that semester completely in order to devote my time to
taking care of myself and my children, because it was impossible for me to
return to study after two weeks … on account of my children and my health.1052

Another student mother tells of the same experience.
Of course, this [period of time] isn‘t enough and I feel that there is
discrimination against women, because with this [length] of maternity leave [a
woman] cannot care either for her child nor herself, and we, in Saudi
universities, have [asked for] this policy to be adjusted and ... this maternity
leave [increased] even to one month at least, but no one responded to us, and
about my personal experience, I have been obliged to postpone my study for one
semester so as to be able to accommodate … my study and taking care of my
child.1053

Another woman (a graduate) confirmed the inadequacy of the maternity leave
provided, but also spoke using the vocabulary of women‘s and children‘s ‗rights‘.
There is no dispute among the people that this [maternity leave length] is unjust
to a student and prejudices the rights of her child and her. The majority of
female students who give birth to a child during [their period of] … studying
are postponing study for that semester, and some of them cancel the year
entirely so as to devote her time to her child and herself — all of that .. because
1052
1053
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of an unjust law for women, I ask and request the government to review this law
that [does] not match with woman‘s rights and the rights of her child.1054

The theme of the need for justice is reiterated time and again. Another HESSA
student speaks of the same discrimination and injustice suffered by student mothers
in regard to maternity leave in comparison to the conditions enjoyed by working
women.
This is injustice for female students; I know many of my colleagues who skipped
a complete semester because the maternity leave wasn‘t enough. Two weeks are
not enough, neither for student nor her child, and the student is a woman so
why [is it that] an employee obtains two and three months where the student
has only two weeks? I think that such laws should be reviewed for the benefit of
the student.1055

Another HESSA interviewee asserted the right to enjoy motherhood as well as an
education, observing that neither is supported by inadequate maternity leave:
This is an injustice for a female student; the two week vacation is not enough,
neither for the woman‘s recovery nor for her child‘s care. The question here is
why [does] the working woman obtain three months and the students only two
weeks? Is she isn't a woman? Why is the student deprived of her right to caring
her child by herself? Aren't these the rights which should be respected?.1056

Several students demanded equality with their employed counterparts in both private
and governmental sectors because the woman is the same, whether she is an
employee, a student or a housewife. One graduate reported:
Unfortunately, the student who is pregnant during studying is usually obliged to
leave school in that year because of short period of maternity leave. This term is
1054
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not enough at all and I think that it is ―passively‖ affecting a woman‘s
education [ie. she is withdrawing rather than being told to withdraw: ed]. The
student is a woman like an employee, [so] why do they give the employee two
months [but] … two weeks to the student? This is injustice and an infringement
of student‘s and her child‘s rights.1057

The lack of provision can be seen as part of a pattern of behaviour that extends
beyond maternity leave, affecting women both in the prenatal and post-natal periods,
as this graduate relates:
[M]oreover, there are no suitable kindergartens in the university. In addition to
that the parking is far from the gates. All of these have an effect on a student
during her pregnancy and [post] delivery, and we have written to university
administration and they have not responded to us up to now.1058

Another graduate emphasises that:
This is a prejudice and injustice towards the female student: she is between two
choices — either to leave studying or to neglect her child. Many women have
preferred leaving study for their child, why? There is not enough time for
maternity leave for a student. [In regard to] treating her studying status, the
student is a human being like the working woman and I think that the working
woman has maternity leave for forty days. Is the student another creature so …
[that it is possible] to give her only two weeks for her maternity leave.1059

Some women criticised the laws as essentially flawed because although they relate to
women‘s matters, they are established by men who never feel the suffering of
women, such as in giving birth, nor appear to understand the possible pre-natal
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difficulties a woman may face, and the post-natal pains, the responsibilities of
motherhood, and so on. A HESSA student said:
Of course, [the one] who sets this policy is a man and he cannot feel the pain of
pregnancy and delivery. If the community looked at women with justice, it
wouldn't have specified this period, where many women delay study and many
of them are obliged to suspend one or more semesters because of inadequate
maternity leave and this is injustice for woman.1060

Another woman, an HDG, declares that:
If the one who passes the law is a man, how then he can feel what is the woman
feels from pains during delivery? This vacation isn‘t suitable for students at all
— the student is a woman and she needs to rest and to stay with her child
especially in the first days in order to take care of him and of herself. This term
isn‘t enough and it puts the woman between two … [alternatives]: whether to
leave her study or to postpone it until the next semester, or to neglect herself
and her child and to come to education rooms, I suggest that this term be
extended to two months as minimum, … [together] with monitoring the
student‘s state during her studying.1061

In fact, all interviewees consider this treatment as a kind of suffering and
discrimination against the student mothers, and many called upon the authorities to
lengthen the period of maternity leave. But their experience in that respect was
fruitless. All efforts were in vain, as this graduate reports:
The term of two weeks isn't enough for women. The students whom I know are
leaving study after delivery because the system isn‘t helpful in giving them
enough time to care for themselves and their children. This is actually affecting
the student in continuing her study. The students raised their voices in
newspapers last year … [complaining] that this is injustice for university
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student, but unfortunately no one responded to these complains from
students.1062

Another agreed:
The student requires increased maternity leave [in order] … not to leave study,
because many students are leaving school after delivery, and there are claims
that have been raised in this regard for more than two years but there is no
response and still the student who is giving birth to a child is suffering from this
unjustified oppression.1063

Some expressed their misery since the demands of women were being so neglected.
Two weeks as a maternity leave isn‘t enough for the student, it is a very
prejudiced decision against the right of student. The woman cannot recover her
health in this period, and how is the student be able to attend to university or
school after two weeks? …[A] student, [she] … feels what women feel from
pains of delivery, so why [is it that] the employee takes two months and the
student takes only two weeks? Doesn‘t this child have rights to care after
delivery? We talked and [made claims to] the officers in more than one
newspaper to change this law and examine the student case, but until now we
haven‘t heard any response to our claims.1064

It is evident that the women still encounter obstacles in pursuing their education and
their voice is still ‗weak‘ when attempting to obtain their rights in different areas.
Although this period of maternity leave violates CEDAW1065 and it is at odds with
the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC)1066 which the Kingdom of Saudi

1062
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Arabia ratified in 1996, access to maternity leave for student mothers remains grossly
inadequate by any measure.1067
6.5.3.2 Childcare Centre Facilities
One of the several difficulties and challenges that face a mother with children during
her education is securing care for her child or children at childcare centres, although
the educational system in the Kingdom encourages the operation of childcare
centres1068 as well as supervision in the preschool houses and kindergartens.1069 The
last (kindergartens) are known to exist, but childcare for those children aged under
three is rare. For every 100 schools, statistics show there are just four preschools
(with enrolment representing just 8 per cent of children aged from 4 to 6), and there
are even fewer child care centres. 1070 No wonder women believe they scarcely exist
or have no knowledge of them. All women interviewed maintained that these centres
are either very few and poor or that claims of their existence (in the case of childcare
centres) are false, particularly in relation to the type of care and location required for

1067

In Shari’ah, forty days is the longest period that the woman in nifaas can refrain from praying
and fasting, so long as blood is still flowing. After that, she should do ghusl (washing) and pray, and
consider herself to be in a state of istihaadah (irregular vaginal bleeding which is neither
menstruation nor nifaas) if the bleeding does not stop. Umm Salamah (
) said: ‚At the time of the
Messenger of Allah ( ), the woman in nifaas would sit (i.e., refrain from praying and fasting) for
forty days…‛. See Abu-Dawud, Sunan Abu Dawud (Dar Al Kutob Al almeah, 1403) in the book of
Al Taharh hadith no 311. (It is noteworthy a period of 40 days is also observed in the Hebraic
tradition, and Orthodox Christianity and roughly corresponds a period only slightly longer than the
average length of post partum discharge or lochia (5 weeks approximately). So the 40 day period or
approximately 6 week period of comparative isolation is one known across a number of traditions
and was the one been adopted by the ILO. Medical advice confirms it as a minimum requirement.
1068
Education Policy in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 1970 (Saudi Arabia) art 16.
1069
Education Policy in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 1970 (Saudi Arabia) art 17. See also Shaer,
above n 371, 12.
1070
Nahla Mahmoud Gahwa, 'The Status of Pre-School Teachers in Saudi Arabia: Controversial and
Challenging Concerns' (Paper presented at the International Conference on the Status of Muslim
Women in Contemporary Societies, Kuala Lumpur, 14- 16 August 2007)
<http://homeecon.kau.edu.sa/Show_Res.aspx?Site_ID=253&LNG=EN&RN=61176> .
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the infants and young children of secondary and tertiary students. Of the 40
interviewees, 31 women maintained that they did not know that there are preschool
houses or childcare centres available to play the desired role. A SSG student mother
said:
I don‘t know that there are children care centres at all, and if they are exist
where is the introduction to these centres. I absolutely agree with you that there
is no or few [such] … centres [and that this] is contributing significantly to
reducing the number of female students whether in public secondary schools or
universities, and I think that the spreading of such centres will contribute to
solving many problems such as reducing the number of housemaids in houses
and also helping the married students in the care of their children.1071

Some women are astonished at the failure to implement the directions stipulating the
building of these centres. One graduate said:
I know that there are orders for providing kindergartens and child care, but in
fact the practical reality is witnessing contrary actions for that: there are
kindergartens but they are very few and [these are] not well prepared … Many
mothers know nothing about [them] …, This is firstly due to their scarcity and
secondly because there are no qualified workforces in them. I suggest that the
government should adopt the establishment of these centres and help the
graduates to work in them and to encourage the private sector to invest in such
vital projects that serve woman so greatly.1072

Without suitably trained staff and well-equipped centres, women may be reluctant to
entrust their children to childcare. Another agreed:
The kindergarten and child care centres are one of the most important
instruments that help a woman to continue her education. Unfortunately, these
centres are very rare and not well-equipped and prepared for child care.
1071
1072
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Although there are many decisions that intended [the creation of] … childhood
care, … we find that these decisions are just ―on paper‖; we are missing such
centres during our study and work. In my opinion the government must follow
up on the decisions and orders that direct the establishment of such centres in
all cities of the Kingdom, as well as encourage the private sector to invest in
such centres.1073

Well-informed, she argues that the policy of encouraging private investment was
inadequate and that direct government intervention for the construction of centres is
required. Similar intervention in regard to staff training and pay levels to reduce
turnover may also be required. The lack of suitable childcare centres contributes to
women discontinuing their education because women need someone to take care of
their children during their pursuit of education. The low pay for teachers in preprimary education dissuades women from taking up the career or, if trained, they
may move from it to better paid positions if possible (for example, hairdressing or
shop assistant).1074 In common with women employed in child care around the world,
these roles (which are typically viewed more as those as carers (‗mothers‘) rather
than those of educators) are generally undervalued and underpaid. Other interviewees
also considered the existence of these centres as among the services to be provided
by the government for the women and the society. As these SSGs indicate:
The availability of such centres is one of the most important missions of
government and one of the most important services that the government must
provide in order to facilitate …[a] woman … continue[ing] her education; and
the availability of such centres, these kindergarten and houses of care make
available a suitable environment for the families and their children. Many
1073
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women are obliged to leave school because there is no suitable place for the
care of children. If a suitable environment and suitable care for children are
found, women would not have been deprived of continuing their education.1075

Another confirmed this matter and she said:
… I know many of my colleagues … have been obliged to postpone their study
because there is no suitable place for childcare, or some of them left their study
at college for the same reason — the solution is very easy: … the government
should adopt such projects and permit private sector investment in such
projects. The result would be that we are first getting rid of extra workers at
houses, employing many unemployed girls and making available an appropriate
environment for children of student and working mothers.1076

Almost 90 per cent of the interviewees noted that the existence of childcare centres
would contribute to solving the problems of women related to childcare. It would
serve an additional purpose — the increasing Saudisation of the workforce, as
foreign domestic help would be replaced1077 by currently unemployed but highly
educated Saudi women who, together with lower skilled but appropriately trained
female employees, would work at centres dedicated to the provision of quality child
care and early education. This would reduce the current under-utilisation of Saudi
women in the workplace, and thus assist the development of the society and increase
progress. As one undergraduate commented:
This is a very important point, it actually solves a big problem in the
community. The spread of these centres with distinguished competences would
help in many issues: firstly, the recruitment of a huge number of unemployed
women especially [those] in kindergartens specialities; secondly, we would
have to release many domestic workers whom we would not then require;
1075
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thirdly, these centres will help married students in continuing their education;
fourthly, these centres have [a role in] raising and educating children if those
who are working there are qualified for bringing up and education. I hope that
this policy would be seriously implemented because I think that [now] it is just
kept in theory.1078

A graduate also said:
Childcare centres are very important in Saudi Arabia for [there is an] urgent
need for them. They make it easier for women who like to continue their
education and for working women. In addition, they provide job opportunities
for graduates, whether for those who are specialised in home economics or
kindergarten [early childhood] education. I suggest that the government should
establish these centres in all housing areas for their benefit and the good of the
community.1079

Most of the women (including the SSG below) maintained that opening these centres
will contribute to the employment of perhaps tens of thousands of unemployed
women who are specialists in kindergarten education.
Even if [kindergartens] … are available, they are either not known or they
aren‘t providing the service that the community wishes. [As] for me, I didn‘t
hear about these centres, and if these centres exist and as required they are
good even in woman employment where we will employ tens of thousands of
graduates in the preschool specialisation who are now unemployed because
there is no need for them. Generally, the idea of having child care centres will
serve the community in two aspects: The first one is that the woman would
continue her education while she is content about her children[‗s care]; the
second is that we will employ many of unemployed graduators in jobs suitable
for their specialisations.1080
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The girls and women who studied abroad indicated that they frequently dealt with
these centres and benefited from them greatly. They think that spread of these centres
across the Kingdom should be implemented and hope that the situation that applies in
Australia could be replicated in Saudi Arabia. One scholarship student currently
residing in Australia said:
Of course, here in Australia we see the importance of child care centres and
how they support us in taking care of our children during our absence from
home, and we hope that these experiences and experts would be transferred the
Kingdom whereas we miss such specialised centres in education and child care.
Their unavailability in Saudi Arabia is a real barrier [to] … the student
continuing her education, and we hope to see such centres in all cities and in
each area. These centres are, firstly, giving children an opportunity for
education and training on many things before going to school. [The centres]
provide social and educational solutions.1081

Another such student commented further:
Actually, this point is very important because it will solve many problems that
face women during education. You see now many of students here [in Australia]
are going to university and leaving their children in child care centres because
[the centres] .. are prepared with a workforce well-trained on how to deal with
children, their education and taking care of them — this is what we miss in
Saudi Arabia, [where]we haven‘t such specialised centres that help women by
taking care of her children during her absence, especially the kindergartens. I
suggest that these centres should be established with each university, college
and area and [that] the opportunity for investment in such projects be opened
up.1082

Indeed, the experience of women students in Australia has been particularly valuable.
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[In Saudi Arabia] [m]any mothers, students and workers suffer from this
problem, where the woman doesn‘t find [someone] who takes care of her
children during her absence from home. For instance, here in Australia we see
how the student can leave her children in an educational environment while she
is content about them even if she is … late to university, she will be content that
her children are in a suitable and secure place. Therefore, I suggest that such
centres should be established in each city and in each area in Saudi Arabia
because they will serve the community altogether and help the woman by
sharing some of her responsibilities.1083

Most of the women (undergraduates and graduates alike) had already demanded
these centres be built to help them pursue their education by relieving some of the
burdens borne by the women, but to no avail.
We have requested and are still requesting these centres because of their benefit
for community. In fact, the availability of such centres help the woman to
continue her education while she is comfortable [in regard to the care] for her
children. I think that the government should adopt such projects and share with
the private sector for investment in this field. This will lead to spread of these
centres.1084

Another undergraduate agreed:
We have long requested the existence of such centres, but no one responds to
us. Such centres help us [so] that our children would be in safe place during
our studying. I saw such centres spreading in some European countries and the
family can go out of home for work or study while they are content that their
children [are] in such centres and care houses. I hope that the government
would establish such centres for us in order to [ease] … the problem of our
children for us during studying.1085
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The interviews show that the woman need childcare centres to support the women in
their pursuit of learning either in home or outside. Such centres could also facilitate
women being able to enter the workforce in greater numbers than is currently the
case and in the knowledge that their children are receiving quality care. (Such centres
would also provide employment for Saudi women trained in early childhood care.)
The interviews demonstrated that the laws issued concerning childcare centers are
inactive and need to be activated in order to have impact on the society and bring
about positive effects for women. The interviews showed the difficulties women
faced in regard to childcare given the currently less than active childcare system. The
policy is supposed to support women‘s education but it is not effectively applied in
reality. This is a shortcoming that needs to be overcome. Whilst women are aware of
the difficulties in this regard from experience, many find it difficult to put their case.
The voice of the women is still weak and they need a policy that supports their rights
and punishes those who would violate these rights.
6.5.3.3 Unemployment.
Whilst employment of women has grown, it has not kept pace with the increasingly
educated female population of Saudi Arabia. Just under 50 years ago, female literacy
was 5 per cent; today the proportion of college students who are women is
approximately 60 per cent. In the same period, employment ‗has nearly tripled from
5.4 per cent to 14.4 per cent…‘.1086

1086

Abida Rehman, 'Saudi Women Encouraged to Pursue Education', The Muslim Times 9 January
2013 <http://www.themuslimtimes.org/2012/08/countries/saudi-arabia/saudi-women-encouraged-topursue-education>. The author cited a report in the Saudi Gazette as the source.
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Difficulty in finding a job that suits a woman‘s ambitions and her specialisation is a
problem facing women after they have finished their education pathway and
specialisation. After four or five years of study, the women are rejected in the labour
market and the certificate awarded does not appear to qualify her for employment.
This causes frustration and misery for the women and young female graduates.
Female law graduates,1087 for example, have had difficulty in securing employment
in that field because the Saudi policy/regulation does not allow women to practise at
the bar or stand in courts for defence, even in the cases which concern women. The
progress of the current proposal1088 in regard to changes to the relevant statutes and
implanting regulations governing the area which would allow women to practise in
open court will be instructive. The original proposal, subsequently amended by the
Committee of Experts, had been a far less far-reaching as it had only proposed
women be allowed to operate in closed offices and not present matters in open
court.1089 It will then remain to be seen whether ‗law on paper‘ can be ‗law in

1087

The art 2(a) of CEDAW stipulates that (to embody the principle of the men and women in their
national constitution or other appropriate legislation if not yet incorporated therein and to ensure,
through law and other appropriate means, the practical realisation of this principle). This provision
shall impose limit obligation on the country that is the necessity of integration of equation in the
legal system namely the basic system of governance or any other system but this is still far-reaching
action to be come true. We cannot say that the Islamic law contains discrimination between the
women and the man in general because there is equation in some fields and difference in other ones.
For example, the right in life, dignity, education, health care, and property is guaranteed for the all of
two sexes because the system provides the equation of application on them without discrimination.
For instance, the Saudi bar system must provide that the title of ‘lawyer’ is given to both men and
women who work as lawyers since the women have the right to be lawyers like men as kind of
equation in that field.
1088
Daniel Shane, Saudi Gives Nod For Female Lawyers from Next Month (17 October 2012)
<http://www.arabianbusiness.com/saudi-gives-nod-for-female-lawyers-from-next-month-report476722.html>. 'Saudi Women Lawyers to be Allowed into Saudi Courts next Month', Saudi News
Online 17 October 2012 <http://www.biyokulule.com/view_content.php?articleid=5297> >. Similar
reports in 2010 came to nothing: Saudi to Grant Women Court Access, AlJazeera, 21 February 2010
<http://www.aljazeera.com/news/middleeast/2010/02/201022117114465818.html>.
1089
James Barnes, Saudi Women Lawyers Gain Equal Status (18 October 2012)
<http://www.globallegalpost.com/global-view/saudi-women-to-fight-cases-in-court-85133320/>. See
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practice‘. Adding to the difficulty is the fact that gaining an internship in local (Saudi
firms), ‗let alone jobs‘, would be extremely difficult.1090
Kindergarten education graduates also have difficulty in finding positions suited for
their specialisation due to a combination of oversupply of graduates and an
undersupply of kindergartens and child care facilities that would elsewhere in the
world be their major source of employment.1091 This imbalance persists today. The
percentage of unemployed women (that is, women who would like to be employed
but have been unable to obtain a position) has become very high. One graduate said:
From my own point of view, the reasons are that our education outputs are very
weak, there are specialisations in which the student graduated and surprised
that there is no job in this field, most women‘s jobs are unfortunately in
education only, and I have read the … [percentage] of [tertiary educated]
unemployed woman [has] reached 78%, therefore many female students are
discouraged from continuing their education. So what is the benefit from
education, if I cannot find a suitable job?1092

Unemployment is one of the reasons that force women either not to initiate or not to
continue studying at university. As one graduate commented:
There are several reasons, such as the difficulty of admitting girls to
universities, the lack of seats, the lack of specialisations, in addition to
unemployment among graduates and the lack of jobs opportunities — all these
issues caused frustration among girls in [regard to] continuing their
education.1093

also Somayya Jabarti, Saudi Women Lawyers: Case Pending, Al Arabiya News (9 January 2013)
<http://english.alarabiya.net/views/2012/11/28/252180.html> This was originally published in the
Saudi Gazette, and gives voice to women‘s disappointment and desire for change.
1090
Jabarti, above n 1086. Three years experience in such a firm was understood to be a prerequisite
for practice.
1091
Saudi Women for Reform, ‘2007 Shadow Report’, above n 20, 32.
1092
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The poor outcomes of increased is one of the problems in the path of women. It
makes them feel frustrated and miserable and prevents them from pursuing their
education. One of the women (a HESSA) said:
Of course, this [unemployment and poor outcomes] is noticeable and I think
that the main reason for that is that the education outputs are not good in the
Kingdom and there are specialisations where the female student studies for four
years then graduates from university to find herself unemployed because there
are not jobs for women for her specialisation. Here the student almost gets
frustrated … [in regard to] continuing her studying because there are no
appropriate jobs for her.1094

An HDG woman shares this opinion and said:
Among the reasons for this problem, from my own point of view, is bad education

outputs in Saudi Arabia, where many students after graduation find themselves
outside the labour market, that means that the labour market doesn‘t require
this specialisation or the labour market has taken enough numbers from this
specialisation and choices available for woman in universities because 90% of
specialisations are serving the education track, therefore the woman doesn't
find more choices in education … [This is what] makes her withdraw … [yet
compare this to] the huge opportunities which the man finds in continuing his
education.1095

These facts regarding the narrow fields of specialisation available to women and the
resulting level of unemployment among women reveal that the rights of women to an
education in the broader range of areas required by the labour market are ignored.
The rise in workforce participation has not been commensurate with the rising levels
of education. The overall level of workforce participation by women remains low

1094
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(about 14–17 per cent, depending on the source and whether or not agriculture is
included), although tertiary educated women still form by far the greatest proportion
of employed women (indeed, the lower the qualification, the lower the proportion
they generally comprise of women in the workplace).1096 Nevertheless, the problem
remains that there are now many educated women in but a narrow band of
occupations (primarily education).1097 Without increasing access to other areas, it is
inevitable that their specific unemployment rate will increase as the number qualified
in particular fields will eventually — and logically — exceed the demand for labour
in those areas. By 2009 labour market saturation for arts and humanities had
reportedly been reached.1098 The interviewees‘ experiences recorded in this research
clearly confirm that picture.
Their intuitive observations relating to unemployment among educated women has
been borne out in figures revealed by a 2012 study. Some 43 per cent of tertiary
educated persons are unemployed overall,1099 but for women (who comprise 57 per
cent of tertiary graduates — surely a testimony to their perseverance, given the
experiences recounted here),1100 the figure is far worse: 78 per cent (as noted by one

1096

Almost 63% of employed women had a BS/BA, 10.5% secondary or equivalent, 3%
intermediate, 1.5% primary (and 2% illiterate). See Figure 3.3: ‘Percentage Distribution of
Employed Saudis by Educational Level and Gender (2009)’ MOEc and UNDP, KSA: Millennium
Development Goals, above n 896, 39. According to this document, women’s participation is 14%
without the agricultural sector.
1097
In 2009, 93% of graduates were from education and humanities areas: MOEc and UNDP, KSA:
Millennium Development Goals, above n 896, 59.
1098
Ibid.
1099
Booz & Company, The Arab World’s Soaring Youth Unemployment Rate Requires Immediate
Action by Large Employers (9 June 2012)
<http://www.booz.com/me/home/press_media/management_consulting_press_releases/article/508136
50>.
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of the interviewees above) are unemployed. This figure includes as many as 1000
holders of a PhD.1101
For a number of the interviewees, their own informal observation of unemployment
among highly qualified women clearly has served as a disincentive to further
education. The education of women in such a narrow band has had a perhaps largely
unanticipated negative effect: the higher the number of university graduates, the
greater the percentage of them that will be unemployed. Unless the range is
broadened and employment made available in a broader range of occupations, the
situation can only worsen. This does not even begin to take into account the
experiences of highly-educated women whose skills are under-utilised when they are
finally employed but in positions unrelated to their field of study. In economic terms,
this represents a reduced return on the investment by the Kingdom on women‘s
education and by the families on the education of their daughters and/or wives. On
the personal level there is the distress of women unable to find employment after
years of study, and for those who are under-employed their relief in gaining
employment is tainted by disappointment and frustration. Without broadening both
the employment opportunities and the course choices for women, the resulting
unemployment could have a further negative impact on the future education of
women by reducing applicants, particularly at tertiary level.

<http://www.booz.com/me/home/press_media/management_consulting_press_releases/article/512464
57>.
1101
Al Araiya, High Unemployment among Saudi Female University Graduates (11 June 2012)
<http://www.alarabiya.net/articles/2012/06/11/220016.html5.> . See also Adullah, ‘Women-sonly
Cities’, above n 1014.. Both authors cite material from a June 2012 Booz & Company study.
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6.5.3.4

Early Marriage

Early marriage is one of the problems facing the women in the Kingdom in general
and in education in particular.1102 A large number of studies and much research has
been conducted concerning the matter, some of which support the practice and others
that do not.1103 The interviewees showed a difference of opinions on the issue of
early marriage based on personal experiences. Some 32 interviewees of the 40 (or
approximately 80 per cent) were of the opinion that the minimum suitable marriage
age for marriage should be eighteen when a girl completes her high school education.
One of the SSG interviewees narrated a story of the experience of her relative,
saying:
I think that this is actually a true problem that women suffer from especially in
Saudi Arabia. I have a relative who got married at sixteen years of age and she
couldn‘t continue her study even to the public secondary certificate, and I think
that the solution of this problem is laying down an specific certain [minimum
age] … for marriage and I think that the age of eighteen is the most appropriate
for marriage … [as] women can obtain a public secondary school certificate as
a minimum for women‘s education and in order to be able to bring up and
educate her children.1104

An undergraduate confirmed this view and said:
In fact this is a problem from which women are suffering in Bedouin
communities. The woman has no choice in agreeing or disagreeing, although
it‘s a violation for Islamic Shari‘ah but this custom is still continuing with some
tribes, and the woman may get married in her fifteenth year and consequently
leave education as the man mostly doesn‘t allow the woman to continue her

1102

Al Munajjed, ‘Women’s Education’, above n 79, 9. See also Saris et al, above n 381, 50–1.
See, eg, Ibrahim Ahmad Aliyu, Protection of Women's Rights under the Shari'ah (Dakwah
Corner Bookstore, 2010) 36.
1104
G1.1.5.
1103
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education. From my own point of view, the [minimum] marriage age should be
specified so as to enable a woman to take her right of education — one of the
marriage conditions, for instance, could be that woman should obtain a
secondary school certificate.1105

Some women see early marriage as an injustice to the girl.1106 One undergraduate
said:
Early marriage is injustice for women in terms of education because the
majority of husbands do not want their wives to continue their education and
consequently the woman deprived of education. I suggest that there would be
two conditions for marriage: the first one is that a woman who wants to get
married must have a high school certificate; the second one is that she must not
be less than eighteen years old.1107

For less than a quarter of interviewees (15 of 40), early marriage may not be the only
problem in terms of deterring women who marry young from continuing their
education. The husband may not grant permission for her wife to continue her
education or the wife may refuse to complete her education. An SSG said:
I think that this problem, according to my own point of view and you would
disagree with me in this opinion, because whenever the woman has the desire
and enthusiasm to continue her education the marriage will not deter her from
continuing her education. Yes, it may delay her education but it will not prevent
her completely; if she has determination and desire to continue her education,
she will find a solution for every obstacle and problem.1108

1105

G2.2.47.
Hamdan, above n 23, 59.
1107
G2.5.57.
1108
G1.3.15.
1106
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An undergraduate agreed somewhat but, unlike the previous interviewee, did not
seem to believe that a woman could gain an education if she simply was determined,
rather the husband‘s attitude and educational level might prove crucial.
In my opinion, the early marriage is not a big obstacle to women‘s education…
[W]henever the husband is well-educated and knows that the woman has right
in education and it is his duty to help her in continuing her education, the early
marriage in this case would be praised, but if the husband likes to control the
woman and just to [have her] serve him, here I think there should be a limit for
marriage age which is after completing public secondary school i.e. eighteen
years old.1109

Another SSG encouraged early marriage on condition that the husband accept that
his wife complete her education.
I encourage the woman to get married earlier if the husband is suitable and the
woman is responsible able to manage… provided that the husband should not
deter the woman from continuing her education after marriage. If there is
specific age for marriage it will be seventeen or eighteen years old.1110

The vast majority (37 of 40) of interviewees expressed a belief that the marriage of
minor girls under the age of 15 is a crime and the government should interfere to
prevent such marriages. They asked that the government determine a minimum age
for marriage because the girls at such a young age is not qualified to bear the
responsibility of marriage and children and needs to receive knowledge in order to be
able to bring up her children and take care their affairs. Many women demanded the
establishment of law punishing the marriage of minor girls, especially those who are

1109
1110

G2.3.51.
G1.6.25.
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under the age of 15 and where the husband is above the age of 50 or 60, since they
viewed this as a kind of trading in women. As one HESSA student noted:
If we say ―early marriage‖ — [and] this what we are hearing and reading
today in mass media about the marriage of minors — for instance a girl who is
twelve years old gets married to a seventy year old man, this is the most serious
injustice for woman to be a commodity that sold in this form. What is the fault
of this child so as to marry a man who is her grandfather‘s age? I suggest that
the government should be more serious about passing a law that prohibits
marriage of a girl under eighteen years old. This has a great interest for a
woman [who desires] to complete her secondary education as a minimum.1111

Another woman describes this type of marriage. She said:
This issue has become a catastrophe now. Some parents are trading by their
daughters in marriage, and you read that there is someone who let his daughter
marry a man of seventy or sixty years old while she still infant. This has only
one interpretation which is that those people are trading by this marriage. I
suggest that the marriage age should be between 18 and 20 years old.1112

Another demanded punishment of the ones who commits this action and said:
Actually, we are hearing about early marriage so much more nowadays, but
passing laws that specifying marriage age at eighteen years old is a suitable
solution for this problem, not only this but also we must ask for a law that
prohibits the marriage of underage girls to those who are more than sixty or
seventy years old. There should be a law that punishing such actions.1113

Another interviewee agrees that, though rare,1114 such marriages constitute a form of
‗trade‘ in women and should be classified as an offence. She also draws attention,

1111

G5.4.138-9.
G3.4.79.
1113
G3.6.86–7.
1114
Early marriage is usually associated with early and more prodigious childbearing, which
generally reduces a woman’s opportunity to pursue further education. It is therefore worth noting
1112
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however, to the fact that a husband or father‘s permission needs to be sought at any
age, and can therefore be refused for older women too.
[T]here is one who got married at sixteen years old and was able to continue
her education, and on the other hand there is someone also who got married at
twenty-two years old and she couldn‘t continue her education, so the issue is an
approximation but in general I advise that there should be specified [minimum]
age for marriage of not less than eighteen years, because we are hearing from
time to time about marriages that take place with ten and twelve year olds with
men whose age exceeds sixty and seventy…. No brain or legislation should
accept this. Where is the equality between the couple? This is an injustice for
women and there should be a law to condemn those who are selling their
daughters by getting them married at this age.1115

Another interviewee considers this problem as one of the problems spread
remarkably in the mass media and that the government should eradicate it.1116
This problem has spread noticeably, and we always hear about marriage of
minors to those who are older than them, and we find that someone who is sixty
years old marries a child who is 12 years old, and this is injustice for this child.
There should be certain limits for these acts …. The woman has the right to
reach a certain level of education and experience in life. At this point I suggest

perhaps that the birth-rate in Saudi Arabia for women aged 15 to 19 is 7 per 1000, which compares
more than favourably with Syria (75 per 1000), New Zealand (34 per 1000), and Oman (14 per 1000),
and less than Norway (9 per 1000): UNICEF, The State of the World’s Children 2012: Children in an
Urban World (UNICEF, 2012) 132 Table 11 ‘Adolescents’.
<http://www.unicef.org/iran/SOWC_2012-Main_Report_EN_13Mar2012.pdf>. One could thus at least
hypothesise that child marriage is rarer than the press might lead readers to believe. Saudi completed
family size has also reduced in recent years (in spite of a relatively low use of contraception being
reported: 24%: at 118 Table 8 ‘Women’). This in itself is both a contributor to women’s education
and a result of it.
1115
G5.3.134.
1116
The low minimum age for marriage is an issue of concern in Saudi Arabia, as there is no legal
minimum age for marriage, for boys or girls. The Saudi Human Rights Commission (SHRC)
launched a campaign in 2009 to set a minimum age for in the country of 17for women and 18 for
men. Al Munajjed, ‘Women’s Education’, above n 79, 10.
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that there would be law for marriage in which the woman should not be less
than eighteen or twenty years old.1117

All interviewees reject marriage for minor girls who are under the age of 15. The
opinions of women are range from supporters and those opposing, but the majority
supports a minimum age of approximately 18. Others see the matter as a little more
relative and more finely nuanced because one of them married at the age of 17 and
obtained international certificate (PhD) while another who got married at the age of
22 and did not pursue her university learning. Lastly, at least one interviewee also
raised the point that the permission of the husband was required at any age for a
woman to pursue her education, so in that way her age at marriage was less relevant
than her husband‘s attitude to women‘s education.1118
6.5.3.5 Customs and Traditions
Customs and traditions are sources for women‘s suffering because they are above the
laws and polices/regulations and no one can easily eliminate these habits.1119 Since
the people are accustomed to them for hundreds of years if not thousands, women
endure a number of customs and traditions, some dating from before the time of the
Prophet and unrelated to Islam. Some are compatible with Islam, but others are not.
Yet these continue to exert power in communities, and even after issuance of laws
and regulations/polices, such practices can persist. This is a result of a lack of
awareness of the damage caused by these behaviours which cut across all levels of
1117

G2.7.64.
More information about early marriage in Islam in Chapter 3.
1119
The customary system in Saudi Arabia is more indigenous than in other parts of the Arab world;
however, operation of customary law in tribal and Bedouin Arab societies is not limited to Saudi
society. It is practised in many other parts of the Arab world in the Middle East including in Iraq,
Yemen, Jordan, Palestine and Egypt. See Esmaeili, above n 3, 20.
1118
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the society and all areas of the society and affect women in particular. For example,
education in the Kingdom 60 years ago was forbidden for the girls1120 and this
violates the Islamic laws. The society began to be concerned about the education of
women after the spread of development and increased awareness. Customs and
traditions that differ from the Islamic laws need much time to be eradicated due to
the degree to which they are embedded in society. They do, however, need to be
removed or changed in order to remove the damage they do and the dangers they
pose to the society and women particularly.1121 Saudi women suffer due to ingrained
customs that affect the area of education and their full participation in it. They are
sometimes deprived of education and the pursuit of higher studies or the
specialisation desired because the entire populace generally refuse to violate these
customs even they are in contradiction with the Islamic laws. One SSG interviewee
said:
I think that customs and traditions that violate Islamic Shari‘ah are the major
cause of a lack of development of the community. One of these is for instance,
prohibiting the woman from education or from continuing her education. These
customs and traditions for us, as Saudi community, are like a sword on our neck
which we cannot violate it …[W]e can easily violate the polices and laws but
we cannot violate the customs and traditions — This requires a very long time
from us for changing or adjusting them.1122

Another (undergraduate) interviewee expressed the misery caused by customs and
she gave example, saying that:

1120

El-Sanabary, ‘The Case of Nursing’ above n 304, 1332.
See Hamdan, above n 23, 55.
1122
G1.1.9.
1121
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Of course the traditions and customs that prevail in the community, especially
in a conservative community, are unfortunately excessive in their strength and
application of the laws, but sometimes even the Islamic Shari‘ah, and these
customs are still exist in our community. Many families, for instance, do not
accept their daughter staying in strange country even if in separate [ie women‘s
only] housing.1123

Another (SSG) woman noted that the customs and traditions are above the applicable
polices and laws and said:
Sometimes, the customs and traditions dominate over the many of
polices/regulations and laws, especially in [relation to the] tribalism issue and
necessity of serving the tribe you belong to regardless of qualification of that
tribe member. For instance, we still suffer from that as some of the officers
nominated the individuals of their tribes in universities [despite] … other
individuals who are more qualified and more enthusiastic …. This, undoubtedly,
makes some students feel frustrated in continuing their education.1124

Such loyalty to family or tribe, while commendable in many settings, is in terms of
employment and education a form of nepotism that is not conducive to modern
business and educational practices. It becomes an issue of ‗fairness‘ or justice, where
the best qualified person should receive preferment (regardless of gender or tribal or
familial affiliation) in education and employment. It is, however, a custom that is
slow to be eliminated and some would view it as corrupt practice rather than
evidence of traditional familial loyalty and obligations.
Some 35 of the 40 women interviewed said that they accept customs which are not in
contradiction with the Islamic laws and decline to accept those which violate Islamic

1123

G2.1.45. Women are often not permitted to go abroad even to study unless a male relative /
guardian accompanies them.
1124
G1.10.41.
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laws because they damage the society, and the country should establish laws to
prevent the violation of women‘s rights under the pretext of the customs and
traditions. As one SSG interviewee observes:
Of course the customs and traditions, especially [those] that violated Islamic
Shari‘ah and Laws, have negative effects on the community and privately on
women. Unfortunately, they are still practised by some men on women — the
man exercises authority and supremacy over woman, and unfortunately, we
haven‘t laws that punish such people who violate woman‘s rights.1125

Another interviewee (graduate) supports this view:
[T]he customs and traditions are contributing to the deprivation of woman of
many rights. In fact the woman is suffering from these customs and traditions in
many of her daily dealings [though these customs and traditions] violate the
polices/regulations and Islamic Shari‘ah. The Saudi community, especially, has
a big number of tribes which consider the customs over the law, and it needs
more time to change these conceptions. No doubt … these traditions have
affected passively women‘s advancement in general and especially on her
education. Until recently women were prohibited from being educated in many
villages and [among] Bedouins.1126

Another agrees:
We are to encourage, respect and satisfy customs and traditions that do not
violate the Islamic Shari‘ah but those which prejudice women‘s rights and make
her less than the man in education, competence or employment we must refuse
…. In our community, there are some practices of wrong customs, such as
restricting

women‘s

freedom

in

education,

except

under

restricted

circumstances. This is not present in Islam; by contrast, Islam encourages

1125
1126
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woman education and Isha – May Allah bless her – had more knowledge in
jurisprudence and the Prophet‘s sayings than men.1127

Another woman, an SSG interviewee also agrees on this matter; and she said:
We are suffering a lot from these customs and traditions which do not belong to
our religion or Shari‘ah but the tribalism and fear of been criticized have been
imposed on us. In fact Islam doesn‘t refuse women‘s education unless it affects
a woman‘s modesty and dignity or is not consistent with her anatomy;
otherwise, Islam encourages women‘s education and [for them] to reach to the
highest levels of education, but the customs and traditions in some tribes and
communities have deprived women of this right for a long time.1128

Many women maintain that these customs still play an important role in the delay in
progress and in women‘s development1129 since they cause damage to and dangers
for the society. As one HDG interviewee commented:
We all know that the main reason for backwardness in women‘s education are
customs and traditions, and whenever we are able to get rid of these customs
and traditions that underestimate women‘s affairs, women will have an effective
1127

G3.1.70. A’Isha bint Talha was a ‘hadith narrator, scholar, intellectual and jurist of great
standing’. Only two male narrators recorded more hadith than she. Her early acceptance illustrates
that ‘not only could women teach women but also men after fulfilling certain preconditions’. AlBukhari narrates that he would obtain from her answers for those who made enquiries of him. For
this, and more instances of Muslim women’s participation in councils, as physicians and so on, their
ability [in Islam] to be educated and act more widely in society, see Raheeq Ahmad Abbasi, Women
and Education in Islam, Minhaj-ul-Quran International (2012)
<http://www.minhaj.org/english/tid/8535/Women-Education-in-Islam-article-by-dr-raheeq-ahmadrahiq-ahmed-abbasi-nazim-e-aala-mqi-minhaj-ul-quran.html>. Writers and commentators there report
that a better knowledge of Islam rather than uninformed traditions would assist the cause of
women’s education. It is elsewhere reported that A’Isha bint Talha was taught by Aisha (wife of the
Prophet), and ‘engaged in dialogue with eminent scholars of different fields’in the court of the
Caliph Hisham, and was ‘widely cited because of her authentic knowledge’ (Abu Zahra): Short
Biographies of Some Famous Muslim Women, Sisters in Islam
<http://oumabdulaziz.arabblogs.com/famous7.html>.
1128
G1.4.20–1.
1129
The customary tribal practice in Saudi Arabia is clearly a significant factor in development and
reformation of its legal system. Customary regulations practised for centuries cannot be changed and
reformed at short notice or through government initiatives alone. Any plans for reforming or
modernising the legal system of the Arabian Peninsula and establishing a rule of law system should
include special considerations of Arab customary practice. See Esmaeili, above n 3, 23.
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role in the community and they will be as productive as men. We still regret
some issues where we prefer these customs to Shari‘ah and the
policies/regulations as if these customs were revealed by Allah.1130

Another interviewee (graduate) said:
Surely, the customs which are against development, advancement and modern
technology are contributing to community backwardness in general and
especially they would be an obstacle in the path of women‘s development, even
though I realise that these customs began to be diminished in recent years, but
we cannot deny that they are present and significantly affect the community …
[T]here are parents who prohibit their daughters from [receiving an]
education.1131

The continued acceptance of customs and traditions that contradict the Islamic laws
play a seminal role in hampering women‘s education. These customs and traditions
are maintained by the society as a whole in general and by the men in particular. This
is a violation of women‘s rights. The complaints of women are still regarded as
beyond discussion and the laws which maintain women‘s rights in education are still
inactive and cannot overcome and remove the difficulties facing women.1132

1130

G5.5.146.
G3.6.89.
1132
Cultural traditions and local customs play a major role in nation’s economic development,
creating a unique set opportunities and challenges that both inform and constrain labour policy. See
Al Munajjed, ‘Women’s Employment, above n 1001, Mona Al Munajjed, 'Women's Employment in
Saudi Arabia: A Major Challenge' (2009) Booz & Company Ideation Center 1Mona Al Munajjed,
'Women's Employment in Saudi Arabia: A Major Challenge' (2009) Booz & Company Ideation
Center 1Mona Al Munajjed, 'Women's Employment in Saudi Arabia: A Major Challenge' (2009)
Booz & Company Ideation Center 1Mona Al Munajjed, 'Women's Employment in Saudi Arabia: A
Major Challenge' (2009) Booz & Company Ideation Center 1Mona Al Munajjed, 'Women's
Employment in Saudi Arabia: A Major Challenge' (2009) Booz & Company Ideation Center 1Mona
Al Munajjed, 'Women's Employment in Saudi Arabia: A Major Challenge' (2009) Booz & Company
Ideation Center 1Mona Al Munajjed, 'Women's Employment in Saudi Arabia: A Major Challenge'
(2009) Booz & Company Ideation Center 1Mona Al Munajjed, 'Women's Employment in Saudi
Arabia: A Major Challenge' (2009) Booz & Company Ideation Center 1Mona Al Munajjed,
'Women's Employment in Saudi Arabia: A Major Challenge' (2009) Booz & Company Ideation
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6.5.3.6 Women’s Lack of Knowledge of their Rights
Ignorance of women‘s rights is not restricted to men. Ignorance of laws and
policies/regulations is one of the problems facing the women in their academic and
working life since Saudi women (even well-educated women) often lack the
knowledge that would enable them to recognise their rights (particularly in
education) that are maintained by the Islamic laws (the only just basis in an Islamic
society on which such rights can be asserted), nor are they motivated or empowered
to demand their rights if they are aware of them due to lack of response when they
attempt to do so.
The interviews conducted with women from different classes showed that the Saudi
women are often ignorant of their rights as stipulated in domestic and international
laws (to which the Kingdom is a signatory) and to which they are under Islamic and
Saudi law entitled but do not yet enjoy. The vast majority of respondents across the
entire educational spectrum (90 per cent) said that they did not know anything about
the CEDAW convention but had only heard of it. Some of the women commented in
this regard:
Really, I don‘t know this Agreement and didn't hear of it in the mass media, may
be this is an omission on my part, but I think that it is also an omission by
government in stating such rights.1133
Unfortunately I don‘t know about this Agreement.1134

Center 1Mona Al Munajjed, 'Women's Employment in Saudi Arabia: A Major Challenge' (2009)
Booz & Company Ideation Center 1Mona Al Munajjed, 'Women's Employment in Saudi Arabia: A
Major Challenge' (2009) Booz & Company Ideation Center 1Mona Al Munajjed, 'Women's
Employment in Saudi Arabia: A Major Challenge' (2009) Booz & Company Ideation Center 1Mona
Al Munajjed, 'Women's Employment in Saudi Arabia: A Major Challenge' (2009) Booz & Company
Ideation Center 1Mona Al Munajjed, 'Women's Employment in Saudi Arabia: A Major Challenge'
(2009) Booz & Company Ideation Center 1, 10; Pharaon, above n 16, 364.
1133
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Excuse me I know nothing about this Agreement so as to be able to answer..this
[question].1135
I heard about this Agreement but we have a weakness in knowing our rights and
I think that rights knowledge is a culture which we are not familiar with.1136
I have heard about this Agreement but I didn‘t read it, and I think that this is a
defect in Saudi community that they don‘t know their rights in order to claim
them.1137

The mass media play a great role in maintaining women‘s ignorance of their rights
since the matter is not included in general programming nor are there specific
awareness programs covering the rights of the women — both in Islam and under
international agreements to which the Kingdom is signatory — and their right to
make just demands on this basis.
Really, I only heard about this Agreement but I don‘t know neither the
Agreement nor its provisions. This in my opinion. [It] is my omission firstly, but
it is also an omission by the mass media as well as [in terms of] .. education …
not to mention such agreements with explanation and details.1138

The only woman (a graduate) who had read something about the CEDAW
convention said:
I have read the agreement in general but I don‘t know the details exactly. I
know that the Kingdom signed it in 2000. Excuse me for saying that the mass
media should identify these rights to the public; and I don‘t know — do the
officers want to conceal such rights? Why don‘t they publish and study these
rights — whether for boys or for girls — so the citizen can know his rights and
duties.1139
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In reality, women still suffer from ignorance of their rights stipulated in the laws.
Some of the women have also become disillusioned with the subject of rights. After
asking about the CEDAW convention, one graduate added:
I don't know this Agreement but I know that even if there are decisions in favour
of women, they are just written decisions only and they have no reflection in
real life. If we are claiming our rights and no one responds to us… what is the
benefit of these laws and agreements?1140

Many interviewees demand that the subject of human rights and women rights be
taught in universities and schools in a summary form so that people can know their
rights and duties.
I hope to teach the course of human rights in general and particularly woman‘s
rights as a compulsory subject for all universities even if in a form of
principles.1141

The information supplied by the interviewees shows that there is a ‗knowledge gap‘
in the Saudi society, including among women, in relation to the rights of citizens
because the texts of most laws and policies/regulations (local and international) are
far removed from the citizens‘ experience, and even brief accounts do not reach them
through the media, either in press reports for them to read or on radio or television.
In addition, some of the governmental authorities do not permit citizens to view the
country‘s regulations, nor teaching about these laws in the schools of law and
universities and offering them in the mass media.

1140
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6.5.3.7 Domestic Burdens of the Women
Saudi women bear the burden of the home and are responsible for a large number of
duties in the home. No male family member can relieve them of these duties because
the Saudi society rejects the idea that a man would offer such assistance or help
inside the house. Indeed he would regard having to perform such an action as an
attack on his manhood. All responsibilities of the house are borne by the woman. So
she spends most of her time in the house for operating and serving the household and
raising the children.1142
In reality, this responsibility is an important one for the woman and plays a great role
in the society but the woman also has the right to have the time to pursue her
education. Helping a woman in housekeeping provides her with the chance to pursue
her learning as the Shari‘ah encourages and calls for, and this never reduces the
status and the position of the man.
Indeed, Aishah (

) said that the Prophet ( ) stated: ‗The best of you is the one who

is best to his own family, and I am the best of you towards my family‘.1143
The placing of the entire burden of responsibility on the shoulders of the women is
an injustice to them because they should have enough time to pursue their education,
rest and work as well as enjoy the other rights maintained by the Shari‘ah and
policies and regulations. It is remarkable that the Saudi society throws the whole
responsibility on the shoulders of women alone without any assistance.

1144

The

rights of the women (especially in regard to learning) are sometimes blown away or
1142

Saris et al, above n 381, 21.
At-Tirmidhi, Sunan at-Tirmidhi (Dar Al Kutob Al almeah, 1412) in the book of Al Rida’a hadith
no 3895.
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left ‗up in the air‘ by their domestic circumstances,; and they are forced to
discontinue or postpone study because of these housekeeping and other domestic
responsibilities. As one SSG said:
[There is] [n]o doubt that the home duties affect a woman‘s education
especially in the community in which the man doesn‘t cooperate with the
woman in these duties, and the woman may be affected in her academic
achievement because of preponderance of these duties and she doesn‘t obtain
the level which she is looking for and is obliged to leave the study or postpone it
because of these duties.1145

Another woman confirmed that:
No doubt that home duties are heavy burden on woman in Saudi Arabia
especially if the family has no housemaid, unfortunately, the community in
Saudi Arabia from father, brother and husband are not cooperated in home
duties and they let all of these responsibilities to the woman, consequently the
woman doesn't find enough time for study or even for reading sometimes.1146

Of the 40 women who were interviewed, 25 said that the domestic responsibilities
prevent women from pursuing their education. One of the women (a graduate) said:
Home duties affect a woman significantly in her education, if there is no one
who performs her duties on behalf of her or at least helping her in holding some
of these responsibilities it will be very difficult for her, because as you know the
Saudi community we like to meet together all the time, and this is burdensome
for woman, of course our community don't know that the husband or the sons
are working within home, and this is our fault.1147

Another woman (an SSG) maintains that:

1145
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Home duties that the woman undertakes in her home take too much of her time.
If the family doesn‘t cooperate with the woman in these duties then it is
impossible for her to be able to make an accommodation between home duties
and continuing her study. The Saudi community in general … [and
therefore]husband and sons do not really cooperate in home duties with a
woman.1148

Another woman (an HDG) maintained that responsibilities in the home are the
greatest difficulty standing in front of the woman in the field of education.
Home duties are the biggest barriers that face female education in Saudi
Arabia,1149 because the woman is missing the means to support her in these
duties or she is obliged to recruit a housemaid and this costs her much money,
and our community is unfortunately not familiar with the participation of the
man in home duties, whether he is a husband or a son, therefore these duties
negatively affect a woman‘s performance in her education.1150

Some 32 of the 40 interviewees maintained that the Saudi man does decline to
cooperate with the woman in responsibilities in the home. One of the (SSG) women
said:
The obstacles are that the woman is entirely responsible of her house in Saudi
community and, in the absence of the man [‘s] [assistance], any defect or
breach in these responsibilities would be the responsibility of the woman. If the
man helped the woman in these tasks and cooperated with her in order for her
to continue her education there would not be obstacles or problems. A woman
is able to accommodate … home and study provided that she could find
[someone] who assist and support her.1151

Another said:
1148
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I, praise be to Allah, devote myself to these home duties; from the beginning I
have set a plan for myself that my husband and children have priority in
everything. Concerning my husband and sons, they … [are accustomed ] to
devote their efforts to their works and study … sometimes there is cooperation
in special cases but the man in Saudi community doesn‘t accept performing any
work of home duties.1152

These participation and information show that the Saudi society is a male-dominated
society which prefers men to women and gives the men more rights than women, and
more than is stipulated in Islamic laws; rather it embodies pre-Islamic habits and
values that continue to exist in the society. The responsibilities borne by women
constitute an obstacle to their pursuit of education.
6.5.3.8 Financial Need
The need for money is one of the problems facing women and preventing them from
pursuing their education because many Saudi families teach their children to
cooperate with their families and help bear expenses. Of the 40 women, 12 said that
they left the school because of money. When there are financial pressures in a
family, a job is more important than education. One of the (HESSA) women said:
As I have mentioned to you … there are materialistic obstacles for many
families and the student is obliged to leave school and obtain a job as soon as
possible. The material state of some students makes them search for a job while
at secondary school and the best ones are those who wait until they obtain their
undergraduate certificate, and the most of students who continue their
education are from rich families who are not in need for money.1153

Another (HDG) woman agreed:
1152
1153
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As I have mentioned to you … the financial barrier for many students is the
main cause that lets the student to leave education and search for a job straight
away so as to support her family in home expenses. A few students can
overcome these financial circumstances.1154

One of the (HESSA) women narrates that one of her friends left school and had to
work because she was in need of money to pursue her education.
I think that there are several obstacles: the most important one is the material;
a woman is mostly obliged to help her family and abandon education for a job
where she mostly bears the responsibility of expenses, especially if there is no
man in her family [that] holds this responsibility. I have seen this case so much
among students.1155

Some of the women were able to overcome these problems by working part-time.
This causes suffering for a woman as narrated by an HDG who said:
The woman faces social and economic pressures in the community, but even
psychological [pressures] sometimes because of what is occurring to her due to
menstruation, pregnancy and delivery. The woman faces difficulties that do not
face the man, and she exerts extra efforts in order to fulfil her desire in pursuit
of knowledge and education. In fact, I have faced great difficulties during my
studying, especially the difficult financial circumstances which I had. I had
hesitated between searching for a job from which I can earn money to expend
on my aged mother and continuing my higher education, but praise be to Allah,
I could step over these obstacles with part-time employment while continuing
my study.1156

There are classes in Saudi society that suffer from poverty and are in need of money.
This forces women and girls to leave the school and work to overcome her and her
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family‘s financial problems and make end meet. Although Saudi Arabia is the
leading country for oil in the world, the percentage of those in abject poverty is high
if their income is compared to the average annual income (based on the annual report
of Ministry of Social Affairs that was submitted and discussed in the Shura Council
(Consultative Assembly)). There are more than 3 million Saudi who live under the
poverty line and the percentage of unproductive families is 22 per cent or just under a
quarter of the Saudi nationals in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.1157 More than 85 per
cent of the citizens owe funds on long term loans from the banks.1158
6. 6 Conclusion
The interviews were conducted with a number of women belonging to different
educational levels, and showed that Saudi laws are not well executed and have faults
in their application. Although the rights of women in education are clear in the Saudi
laws and the laws did not differentiate between men and women in relation to the
education, and they ‗treat women the same as men with regard to … opportunities in
education, employment, and training, as long as they are consistent with the Shari‘ah
law that is the basis of Saudi law‘,1159 in practice this does not occur uniformly
across the Kingdom nor in regard to practices within its institutions of learning or in
families and communities. No-one can confront the reality of women‘s experiences
in the kingdom of Saudi Arabia and deny the existence of violations of the laws

1157

See Abdullah Ba Jobear, 'Report on the Presence of the Poor in the Kingdom', Al Eqtisadiyh
Newspaper (Riyadh), 18 April 2009 <http://www.aleqt.com/2009/04/18/article_217557.html>
1158

See Fady Al Ajaji, 'More Than 89% of Saudis Working in the Public and Private Sector Loans ',

Al Riyadh Newspaper (Riyadh), 29 December 2009
<http://www.alriyadh.com/2009/12/29/article485085.html>
1159
Al Munajjed, ‘Women’s Education’, above n 79, 8.
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which are supposed to maintain women's rights. These violations are anti-Islamic and
also contrary to covenants, conventions and treaties that embody international human
rights. No-one can feign a belief that the women‘s rights are respected and
maintained in all cases and at all levels; the most important thing we can hope to do
is to raise and discuss whether Saudi law permits these violations and contributes in
their maintenance or their extension more broadly.
There are a number of matters contained in the Saudi laws that are viewed as being
contrary to human rights. They may be controversial issues on which points of view
differ and contrast.1160 Or they may be matters that change according to change of
status and times because they may be valid for specific period and invalid for
another.1161 In all cases, their replacement can be discussed and amended to ones that
are suitable for the Islamic laws and maintain women‘s rights and their interests.
Based on this, the violation of woman‘s rights in the Saudi Arabia occurs for a
number of legal and administrative reasons, including the following.
6.6.1

Legal Reasons

There are several legal reasons that have led to a failure to enforce the law with
regards to the rights of women in education.
6.6.1.1 Lack of penal code coverage of discrimination against women
Many if not most violations are actions that are contrary to Saudi laws and Shari‘ah,
and are forbidden legislatively and systematically; but in reality, because the Saudi
laws do not contain a penal code law concerning discrimination between women and
1160
1161

Such as ‘early marriage’. Early marriage in this research is the age of less than fifteen years.
Such as women being able to drive cars.
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men or violations of women‘s rights, there is a resulting negligence in regard to
punishing those who violate human rights in general and women‘s rights in
particular. The situation gives rise to ongoing violations.1162 Some men persist in
violating women‘s rights and doing violence to their rights since there are no penal
code laws or policies which stop them, nor are there any laws that contain the
possibility of sanctions for discrimination against women or doing violence to their
rights. This matter is stipulated in the CEDAW convention (to which Saudi Arabia is
a signatory),1163 where it provides that:
States Parties condemn discrimination against women in all its forms, agree to
pursue by all appropriate means and without delay a policy of eliminating
discrimination against women and, to this end, undertake:
(a) To embody the principle of the equality of men and women in their national
constitutions or other appropriate legislation if not yet incorporated therein and
to ensure, through law and other appropriate means, the practical realisation of
this principle:
(b) To adopt appropriate legislative and other measures, including sanctions
where appropriate, prohibiting all discrimination against women. 1164

At the moment, the Saudi laws and systemic regulations lack any legal codes that
make discrimination against women or the violation their interests an offence.

1162

Human Rights Watch, ‘Looser Rein, Uncertain Gain’, above n 233, 2.
The Kingdom entered two reservations:
‘1. In case of contradiction between any term of the Convention and the norms of Islamic law, the
Kingdom is not under obligation to observe the contradictory terms of the Convention.
2. The Kingdom does not consider itself bound by paragraph 2 of Article 9 of the Convention and
paragraph 1 of Article 29 of the Convention.’
1164
CEDAW art 2. The next combined 3rd (due October 2009) and 4th reports (due October 2013) is
due for submission in October 2013: Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against
Women, ‘Concluding Observations: Saudi Arabia’ CEDAW/C/SAU/CO/2 (1 February 2008) 9
<http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/cedaw/docs/CEDAW.C.SAU.CO.2_en.pdf>.
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6.6.1.2 Shari’ah is not Codified and there is no System of Judicial Precedent
King Abdullah has made great strides towards improving this somewhat bleak
judicial picture. One sign of progress is a new consensus on codifying Shari‘ah law.
In 2005, the Justice Ministry announced it had started work on compiling a
compendium of judicial rulings. This compendium was to serve as a guide to judges
and harmonies judicial verdicts.1165 The issue was controversial inside the circles of
justice and jurisprudence, as was the omission of laws in regard to personal status
and the family. Although specific polices/regulations and legislation have been
issued over the last two decades in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for developing the
administrative and political structure and legal environment in which the justice
system, and the Board of Grievances was established in 2007, these policies and the
legislation are still ‗immature‘ (or not yet fully realised).1166 The issue of a codified
system (the writing down of provisions in an orderly collection) has been discussed
and examined by researchers and studied in the Islamic jurisprudence centres for
tens of years. This matter is very important as it relates to the judicial aspects as
being more important than the legislative positions (or rather, that the judgements
that involve interpretation of legislation or its application can be used as guidelines
or later cases involving the same or similar facts).

1165

In Saudi Arabia there have always been discussions among Ulama and other authorities as to
whether the Shari’ah can be codified and, in any case, whether a codified system of law can be
introduced. In 2000, the Saudi Board of Senior Ulama issued a fatwa (No 8) rejecting codification of
Shari’ah as un-Islamic. However, there are voices among Saudi scholars advocating codification of
the law. In other words, there may not be any problem with codifying Hanbali jurisprudence in a
series of well-organised and well indexed volumes of codes based on the view of the majority of
Hanbali fuqaha represented by an assembly of senior Saudi Ulama. However, there still remains
strong resistance in Saudi Arabia against the notion of codifying Shari’ah. See Esmaeili, above n 3,,
31.
1166
October 2012.
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Shari’ah has been used for deciding disputes and spreading justice in society. In
order to achieve justice at higher levels, the Islamic academics of Shari’ah, Islamic
jurisprudence (fiqh) and men of justice have examined the issue of writing down the
provisions in order to help the judges to apply the legislative rules to the cases
before them (that is, to the various relevant characteristics of cases) and achieve
justice among those are in disputes in all cases similarly to all judges to avoid
difference among provisions in similar situations among the judges. The entity of
‘grand academics’ has suggested the project of ‘writing down the provisions’ for the
Saudi Ruler, to be approved with the purpose of achieving justice among those who
are in disputes and reducing the difference among provisions from one court to
another — but the compendium has not been created nor a decision issued yet in
this regard.
6.6.1.3 Corruption and Maladministration
Imperfect control of the implementation and operation of the laws or orders and
instructions due to the role of administrative corruption has contributed greatly to the
violation of women‘s rights.1167 When legal violations by powerful officials are
subject to law but such violations fail to be prosecuted and those violating the law
fail to receive the punishment due (according to constitutional and legal rules), this
encourages officials in different ministries to commit similar violations, resulting in

1167

For example, the order was issued for planning the establishing preschool and kindergartens to be
included in the Saudi education policy in the year of 1975. However, there was not any control of the
execution these orders; and, following up on its implementation in reality, the researcher found that
the preschools are weak and seem to be almost non-existent. This contributes in depriving women of
the right to pursue their learning despite the country finances for these projects having huge budgets:
see Nawal Al Khayyat{, King Khalid Bin Abdul Aziz Historical and Cultural Study (Umm Al-Qura
University, 2003) 379.
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an accumulation of corruption and maladministration, so that as a result the issue of
action on the subject becomes ever more difficult and requires initiatives on the part
of government, and the people more broadly, to overcome the corruption. In
addition, the absence of awareness of the problem of corruption and a lack of
controls on it increase the spread of corruption through various bureaucracies.
Social, economic, and administrative corruption is a phenomenon that appears in the
absence of systematic, legal, and organisational standards and other basic
requirements for the optimal functioning of society. This leads to exploitation in by
those in public employment and in their use of resources to advance individual
interests or benefits for a individuals or members of a particular group (made
possible by the fundamental role of governmental authorities). This cuts across the
concept of justice and puts at risk equality of access to services and resources for all
citizens and all those who utilise various public services. There are studies and
research that maintain the importance of a national strategy for the maintenance and
protection of impartiality and for fighting corruption.1168 It is necessary for
authorities (the Legislator, the Shura and other bodies that are recognised by the
Ruler as exercising legitimate competence, and including associations where
relevant) to create a system of laws and other legislation, regulation and policies, and
fully implement these laws in order to create a harmonious system, one that battles
corruption inside Saudi society as well as creating an effective and stable
environment that protects society from all kinds of corruption and its effects.

1168

Khalid Abdul Rahman Al Ashak, Al Fa>sa>d Al Eida>ry (Naif Arab University for Security
Sciences, 2011) [Trans: Khalid Abdul Rahman Al Ashak, Administrative Corruption (Naif Arab
University for Security Sciences, 2011)] 152.
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6.6.1.4 Difficulty of Knowing the Laws, Regulations and by-Laws
The difficulty of fully knowing the laws and regulatory by-laws issued by
governmental authorities (such as the Ministry of Education and so on) causes
ambiguity and produces anxiety among those attempting to deal with these
authorities. This is especially the case for the women who do not have anyone to help
them to identify the relevant laws, regulations and policies. Publication of each
authority‘s laws and regulations is necessary and should be done by every ministry
and sector (either governmental or private (if a privately devised code or policy
accepted under the law of the country)). The government does not force these
authorities to publish the relevant policies and laws, yet all citizens need this
information to enable both men and women to identify accurately their duties and
rights.1169 Such information would serve to inform both officials and the general
public, clearly delineating boundaries for officials and those they deal with, in terms
of rights and responsibilities of both parties.
6.6.1.5 Problems in the Mechanisms and Executive Procedures
Violations arise because of problems in the mechanisms and executive procedures
for these polices and laws1170 which include complex conditions and requirements for
women as well as non-existence of suitable standards for the protection of women
and the deterrence of transgressions of their rights. Also missing are suitable
facilities for women who the victims of the grossest violation of their rights —
domestic violence, violence where a woman should be the most safe. Nor are there
1169

For example, I have tried to use many ways to access to the regulations of the education system
but to no avail.
1170
Al Munajjed, ‘Women’s Education’, above n 79, 8.
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means by which more subtle violations of their rights are able to be addressed
(inappropriate exercise of guardianship, prevention of access to education and so on).
Violations include the inability of women to call for their rights, and their reluctance
or inability in some areas to launch litigation against those who curtail women‘s
legitimate interests. In the case of public officials, this can involve those officials
who go beyond the bounds of their duties or fail to exercise them in accordance with
the relevant legislation, instead preferring to follow their own opinion, who ignore
the legislation and policy and, for example, manifest unwarranted gender bias or
nepotism in the application of their duties. In the case of guardians, for example, it
could mean by exceeding their true area of responsibility or preferring their own
interests without consideration of those of the person subject to guardianship, that is,
the poor exercise of guardianship in their own rather than the woman‘s and the
family‘s interests.
A further violation is the unnecessary delay in or failure to decide cases which
require speed and immediate action, and killing routine and procrastination which
force women to waive their rights in order to save time and effort.
The fault is not in the systems themselves or in the legislation but in the measures
and mechanisms of their implementation. This is an exceedingly important reason
behind the violation of women‘s rights because the system (the relevant legislation)
may exist and be clear but the executive procedures needed for its implementation
often require a long time and painstaking effort to be completed. So, the rights of the
women remain ‗up in the air‘. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is a modern country
and must deal with its laws in general because the avenues have not long been
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opened for studying the laws. It opened the avenues for studying the laws and
considering their codification in the year 1980.1171 So, the Kingdom is still in the
stage of developing the laws as well as governance that both depend primarily on the
Holy Qur‘ān as the original source for all legislation. So, the Shari‘ah is dominant
over all other systems and laws issued by the country. These laws and related
regulations (and policies) are in need of a thorough examination and revision where
necessary to ensure that any law issued by the country does not contradict Shari‘ah.
Tribal traditions and practices that have survived due to omissions in legislation1172
or regulations, or due to corrupt practices that ignore legitimate policy1173 and
traditions and practices that may be contrary to Islam are among areas that need to be
examined in the light of the Holy Qur‘ān and Shari‘ah.
6.6.2

Administrative Reasons

6.6.2.1 Inadequate Spread of the Culture of Human Rights
Negligence of in regard to the spread of a culture of human rights and the failure to
educate individuals about their rights in general and the rights of women in particular
about their legislative rights, and how people can call for their human rights to be
implemented, plays an important role in relation to the ignorance of women about
their rights and how they can legitimately demand them.1174 The culture of ‗shame‘

1171

Al-Turaiqi, above n 142, 72; Al-Jarbou, above n 113, 215.
Such as the non-existence of specific legislation in regard to legitimate and illegitimate exercise
of gender bias and thus an inability to appeal on such a basis.
1173
Such as the various manifestations of unacceptable gender bias, including the failure to allow
women to apply for enrolment in an approved course for women, instead directing them to another or
preferring male candidates to female despite the woman having higher entrance scores.
1174
King Abdullah issued Royal Order No 8628 in 14/10/2009 that directed to the President of the
Human Rights Commission and distributed copies of it to all ministries and relevant bodies to
1172
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to which some individuals and groups within society are dedicated in order to
prevent women from calling for their rights and to keep them silent contributes to the
violation of women‘s rights directly and indirectly. This sorely diminishes the rights
of women that are in fact maintained by the Islamic Shari‘ah and domestic and
international laws. Saudi society suffers from a diminution of legal culture because
men and women ignore women‘s rights1175 as do those who are in leadership
positions who lack legal knowledge (‗legal culture‘). This ignorance is due to:


Many persons refuse to educate women and decline to identify the applicable

laws. This causes the commission of legal errors, forcing women to resort to
lawyers in an attempt to find a solution.


There is a scarcity of specialised legal periodicals that are concerned with the

publication of legal research and studies. Daily newspapers also fail to dedicate
pages to the publication of legal materials and information (or at least publish
summaries of the materials and articles related to them). Such materials would
otherwise serve as topics of discussion for whole categories of society to whom
they pertain and contribute in the spread of legal knowledge more generally.


The omission from educational curricula of material focusing on the aspects

of legal knowledge or culture (including human rights) that is suitable for all
grades. Inserting human rights in the school curricula as part of an existing subject
or as a separate subject would enable people to identify human rights. The courses

approve the general framework of the program for spreading the culture of human rights, and that the
duration of the deployment program for that culture was anticipated to be the years 2010–2014. See
also System of the Human Rights Commission 2005 (Saudi Arabia) art 5(8).
1175
See for example, G2.5.59, G2.7.64, G4.2.102.
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would supply the minimum knowledge required for both women and men to
recognise their duties and rights. CEDAW stipulates that:
To embody the principle of the equality of men and women in their national
constitutions or other appropriate legislation if not yet incorporated therein and to
ensure, through law and other appropriate means, the practical realisation of this
principle.1176

Identifying these rights and spreading a culture of human rights are the first steps for
protection of human rights and their defence. Most individuals in the Saudi society
ignore their duties and rights toward the others and refrain from calling for their
rights. They do not comply with their duties toward the others largely because of
ignorance and the absence of legal knowledge and a culture of human rights.
6.6.2.2

Weakness of the Role Played by Civil Society

Associations and the other institutions of civil society fail to play a substantial role in
the spread legal knowledge; instead, they remain weak in this area. This role is
considered to be their ethical and literaral responsibility, especially of the
associations (such as non-government organisations) within civil society which are to
exert efforts to complement or complete the role of the government or to further
contribute to its aims in order to enhance and maintain human rights. So, an increase
in legal knowledge and ‗culture‘ would contribute to forcing individuals to respect
the laws and systems, regulations and policies, and contribute to people wanting to
avoid violating them. It would also help reduce the level of disputes and the number
of cases and lawsuits filed before the judicial authorities.

1176

CEDAW art 2(a).
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6.6.2.3 Under-Developed NGO Sector
There are no legal entities concerned with the women in regard to the defence of
their rights.1177 The Kingdom does not currently have a legal association dedicated to
caring for women in particular. Since the establishment of a legal association was
decided in 2005,1178 citizens are looking forward to building these associations to
play their role in relation to the defence of the legal issues and publication of
materials to raise legal awareness. There are three associations authorised to perform
such legal roles, including the National Society for Human Rights (AL Jma’ayyah Al

Wa>ta>nyyah Le H{uquq Al Ensa>n),1179 the Human Rights Commotion (Hya’t H{uquq
Al Ensa>n), and the Committee on Human Rights in State Consultative (Shura)
Council.
In reality, these associations deal with the legal aspects routinely but often
ineffectively because they depend on the documentation of cases and addressing the
competent authorities to find a solution. In addition, some of them have been
converted into semi-governmental organisations that play more the role of a public
relations organ for the state and defend attitudes and situations within the country,
and policies and the state‘s interests to international associations and organisations,

1177

Pharaon, above n 16, 364.
Royal Decree No 07 (12 September 2005).
1179
For the NSHR’s first report, see National Society for Human Rights, Information, Statistics &
Documentation Center, ‘First Report on the National Society for Human Rights: Its Culture,
Mission, Objectives, and Accomplishments (2004, 2005, 2006 . 1425H, 1426H, 1427H)’ 64 for cases
handled (matters brought to the NSHR for it to pursue). Matters include domestic violence, labour,
prisoner, administrative disputes etc (women comprise 28% of claimants: at 66). Social violence
includes women’s papers being held to prevent her access to education: at 67. NSHR has secured
guarantees for education for undocumented children: at 69. Also civil affairs cases where documents
are confiscated or withheld, establishing nationality/status accurately: 75–6. Also violence (physical,
psychological, sexual, social, financial etc against women: at 81–4.
1178
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rather than seeking to amend them.1180 The mechanisms of these semi-governmental
organisations have been developed and they are effective associations in terms of
what is expected of them in negotiations with organisations such as the UN Office of
the High Commissioner of Human Rights (for example in relation to CEDAW) or in
preparing reports on their own activities.1181 A number of powerful recommendations
may be made, but they remain stalled in terms of acceptance and implementation at
legislative levels. There are also unofficial groups, such as the Saudi Women for
Reform (an anonymous team who composed the Shadow Report for CEDAW). Such
reports are submitted in parallel and are often contradictory to the official reports
submitted to the CEDAW Committee.1182 They can be regarded as highly radical in
terms of Saudi Arabian society, and would face significant opposition should an
attempt be made to introduce such changes rapidly, but they do represent the stance
of a significant section of society on various issues.1183
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia needs tens and hundreds of human rights associations
that are responsive to women in terms of human rights and effective, that will defend
women‘s rights and empower them to maintain their interests as is guaranteed under
the law of the state, Shari‘ah and international conventions to which the Kingdom is
signatory, and to the fullest extent possible while maintaining the primacy of the
Holy Qur‘ān and Shari‘ah.
1180

Such as the UNHCR, or the UN OHCHR, CEDAW and so on.
For example, the detailed statistics presented in: National Society for Human Rights,
Information, Statistics & Documentation Center, ‘First Report on the National Society for Human
Rights’, above n 1176.
1182
Salutary is the NGO Oral Statement in regard to the Shadow Report: NGO Oral Statement:
Saudi Arabia 40th CEDAW sess, January 2008 <http://www.iwrawap.org/resources/pdf/40_oral_statements/Saudi_Arabia_revised.pdf>, according to which no NGO is
allowed to be established in relation to the promotion women’s human rights: at 1.
1183
See, eg, NGO Oral Statement: Saudi Arabia 40th CEDAW sess, January 2008
1181
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6.6.2.4 Women are Deprived of Occupying Administrative Positions in the
State
Women still suffer, in the governmental sector, from the lack of opportunity to take
decisions in administrative positions (and are frequently excluded entirely from
consideration for executive posts).1184 They are not given greater power or authority
to perform the tasks that are, or could be assigned, assigned, especially in the areas
concerning the women, such as education, labour and family affairs and other tasks
related directly to women.1185 The Saudi laws and Shari‘ah guarantee women‘s
promotion to these positions because they have a role not less than that of men.
Recently, it was announced that women would be given the right to vote and
obtained the right to being elected and nominated in municipal councils. The policy
is to be fully implemented by 2015. Women also gained the right of nomination to
the Shura council.1186 This is an admission of role played by women in building the
society and assures them of their participation in decision making with the men as
they increasingly take a part in legislative and social, political, and educational
positions. However, the vast majority of administrative positions are still dominated
1184

Scholars of Islam have differed in the matter of women occupying higher positions and they have
decided two matters as follows:1- The woman may occupy the higher position except for being great Imama (President) as well as
works which bring danger such as leadership of army and so on. These are doctrines of both Madhhab Abi Hanifa and Ibn Hazm Elzahery.
2- Women are not allowed to occupy higher positions such as great imama, ministers, and judges.
This is the opinion of scholars in the Madh-habs of Al Sha>fie, Ibn Ma>lek, and Ibn Ha>nba>l. See Hind
Al Kholi, Ta>wali Al Ma'ra Al Ma>nas{eb Al A'alia fi Al Dawlah fi Al Fiqh Al Islami
(DamascusUniversity, 2011) [Trans: Hind Al Kholi, Women Took Top Positions in the State in
Islamic Jurisprudence (Damascus University, 2011)] 279–80.
1185
See Hamdan, above n 23, 54; Al Munajjed, ‘Women’s Employment, above n 1001, 15.If
promoted to a position that on the face of it appears powerful, the woman may yet find that real
power lies elsewhere – all decisions are forwarded to a male counterpart, whose approval is necessary
even if he has fewer or irrelevant qualifications and less experience.
1186
Martin Chulov, Saudi Women to be Given Right to Vote and Stand for Election in Four Years
(25 September 2011) <http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/sep/25/saudi-women-right-to-vote>.
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by the men and this still reduces the position of women and is a cause of injustice to
them.1187
Concluding Statement
In reality, the Saudi woman does not enjoy her rights completely in education if she
is compared with the man because in her attempts to further her education she
experiences difficulties and obstacles that are put in place by the existing systems
and polices and so on as well as by the broader society. She enjoys the minimum
rights to pursue her education and she complains about obstacles — such as a lack of
childcare centres (particularly those that are suitably located with adequate facilities
and trained staff), the prejudice and self-interest of guardians, the severe restrictions
on specialisations at tertiary level and beyond, and the resulting unemployment due
to a preponderance of graduates in the narrow field of specialisation available to
women, as well as the attitudes of officials (and in some instances family) to
women‘s education, poorer quality buildings and other educational infrastructure for
women and girls (including out-dated curricula and materials) as well as other the
distress these circumstances and others cause her. She may complain but in vain, as
her attempts at requesting equal treatment go unheard or her demands unmet.
In addition, the Saudi woman confronts a lot of challenges in her relations with the
educational sector, participation in which qualifies her for work and is slowly
opening new avenues for her1188 in terms of development of a positive and structured
relationship between the education and employment, yet more needs to be done,

1187

For women’s political leadership rights in, and the framework of, Islam and human rights see
Saris et al, above n 381, 26–8.
1188
Baki, above n 30, 7.
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especially for women. The greater investment in education and training must be
translated into more opportunities available for students, as students themselves (as
well as the state and their families) invest in their education, so that they can avail
themselves of more employment opportunities at the conclusion of their studies. This
is particularly pertinent to Saudi women. In regard to her status, the investment by
the woman in the field of education does not afford the necessary outcomes as a
result of her increased knowledge because her qualifications and experiences often
do not meet the needs of labour market. This is caused by her only being able to
respond to the educational opportunities available, ones that are not fruitful on the
professional level, and do not lead to employment.1189
Women are forced by public educational bureaucracies to join particular training and
educational sectors, such as education and nursing. As a result some 85 per cent of
Saudi female employees are working in the governmental sector. Of these women,
83.4 per cent are working in the educational sector while workers in the healthy
sectors represent 5 per cent.1190 Because the available opportunities in that sector are
lower than the number of the candidates as a result of labour market saturation, job
completion, and more recent policies of austerity in the field of governmental
employment, female applicants — notwithstanding their skills — are put on the
waiting lists that may eventually result in employment. In fact, the prospect of
graduate unemployment has meant that some female students never pursue university

1189

The national system of education is failing to prepare Saudi women for competitive roles in the
labor force, even at the highest levels: of the nation’s unemployed women, more than 1.000 have
doctorates. See Pharaon, above n 16, 351. See also Asmahan Al Ghamidi, 1000 Saudi Unemployed
have Doctorate (29 March 2010) <http://www.aleqt.com/2010/03/29/article_370885.html> . [Arabic]
1190
Ministry of Planning, Eighth Development Plan, above n 957, 374.
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education but rather attempt to obtain employment. They experience the truth that
lower qualified women have even greater difficulty finding work as they also lack
the skills required by the labour market. The knowledge of being on growing waiting
lists of university female unemployed1191 is accompanied by the realisation of the
possibility that, after all their hard work, they may be liable to abject poverty and
poor social circumstances, and perhaps suffer from frustration and depression as their
hopes and expectations for themselves and their families dwindle.
The challenge imposed by the circumstances of women‘s education must lead to a
review the laws, plans, and methods of educating women as well as ensuring that the
educational experiences such as those open to male students are open to female
students wherever possible, and also improving such education and training for both
genders so that their resulting skills better match the requirements of a labour market
that is increasingly privatised and where workers and industries must be highly
competitive in the global economy.1192 Girls in secondary schools must have access
to a broad range of subjects and at a level that will allow them to select from a
broader range of specialisations in tertiary education. They must have the
prerequisite knowledge and skills if they are ever to be able to enter scientific
specialisations (for example) on par with men, should these avenues become more
widely available. Many girls have not been encouraged to do so because the chances
of enrolling in university in such courses is very low as few places are available (if
any) in a number of scientific and medical specialisations (and not at all in

1191

According to Deputy Minister for Labor Abdul Wahid Al-Humaid, most unemployed women are
highly qualified 78.3 percent of them are university graduates. Al Munajjed, ‘Women’s Employment,
above n 1001,3.
1192
Baki, above n 30, 7.
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engineering and a number of other areas). Consequently, opportunities currently
available for the female students to be accepted into related courses in the university
are not commensurate with the efforts exerted for studying the scientific subjects in
secondary schools. Poorer quality education in these areas in girls‘ schools also
militates against their succeeding against their male counterparts. Necessity,
however, imposes more and more study in the technological and vocational fields in
the latter secondary school grades.1193 As success in these areas will pave the way for
employment in areas where imported workers have occupied many positions, degrees
in these science areas help advance the Kingdom‘s policy of increased
Saudisation1194 of the workforce. Both women and men have a role to play in that
process.
The challenges imposed by the educational system are reflected in the labour market
for Saudi women. Currently most women are working in the sector of education,
social science and lower administrative positions or nursing (As noted earlier, there
more than 83 per cent of female employees working in sectors of education, with the
health sector accounting for a further 5 per cent.) With vacancies in these sectors
filled, and more women graduating each year in the same areas, an oversupply
emerges which results in underemployment of such women, or their unemployment,
or withdrawal from labour market availability.
1193

In order to execute the goals of the development report issued by the United Nations, the
Economic and Social Committee for Western Aisha, there must be change. The statistics there
referred to bias against the woman in the field of vocational and technological education as this
sector seems to be for men only. See Najeeb Al Khonazi, Al Mr'ah wa Al Rajul fi Al Buldan Al
Arabiah (Dar Al Kutub Al Arabiah, 2003) [Trans: Najeeb Al Khonazi, Women and Men in Arab
Country (Dar Al Kutub Al Arabiah, 2003)] 40. See also Shaer, above n 371, 10; Al Munajjed,
‘Women’s Education’, above n 79. 4.
1194
Asa Fitch, Economists Say Expat Limit is Risk for Saudi Arabia (2 June 2011)
<http://www.thenational.ae/business/economy/economists-say-expat-limit-is-risk-for-saudi-arabia>.
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The educational institute and university areas mentioned in which the women were
prepared or permitted has greatly reduced their employment prospects. It has, in fact,
led to the creation of queues of unemployed women. According to a statement issued
by the Ministry of Labour, the number of unemployed women has reached
approximately 448,000, of these 41 per cent are university graduates, 28 per cent
have a diplomas, 29 per cent have a Secondary Certificate, and 2 per cent have lesser
qualifications. Tellingly, according to these statistics, the number of unemployed
women is greater than the number of all employed women, as the total number of
employed totals only 323,000.1195
There is clear ‗break‘ in the relationship between learning outcomes and the needs
foreseen in development plans and programs because women are currently forced to
focus on two fields only in both their education and employment. This has led to a
surplus of graduates in these areas when compared to market demand in the specific
relevant sectors. Neither the educational facilities at all levels (from preschool and
child care through primary and secondary education through to tertiary and postgraduate colleges and associated research centres) nor governmental establishments
have the ability to absorb the number of graduates produced in the particular
faculties. Without broadening the opportunities for women, this could result in a
reversal in the trend towards an educated female workforce (that is, fewer women
might in the future be prepared to spend years in furthering their education and
making great efforts and sacrifices, as many may not wish to expend the time, effort
and money, ultimately working in vain for no economic benefit for themselves or
1195

Sakinah Al Maeshakhs, Absorb Unemployed University (22 September 2012)
<http://www.alyaum.com/News/art/59264.html> [Arabic].
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their families.1196 This would be a waste of women‘s ability and skills that could
otherwise be expected to contribute to the economy and to the further development
of the nation as well as to the support of their families in harmonious productive
units, particularly as the country increasingly moves towards a free market
economy.1197

1196

A previous Saudi Minister of Education declared that about 90 per cent of the Kingdom’s
educational output is not linked to the needs of the labour market. See Al Munajjed, ‘Women’s
Employment, above n 1001,11;Al Munajjed, ‘Women’s Education’, above n 70, 1.
1197
Jamal Khashoggi, Saudi Arabia Wants to Become a ‘Normal’ Country (07 July 2012)
<http://english.alarabiya.net/views/2012/07/07/225017.html> .
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CONCLUSION

7. 1 Introduction

Despite all these obstacles the number of women‘s educational institutions as well as
the number of women students has been steadily growing, their illiteracy rate has
substantially declined, and they consistently do better on standardised school tests and
achieve higher grades than their male counterparts.1198

This study discussed and explored the rights of women to education in Saudi Arabia.
It explored the balance needed to ensure that responsibility for the home and the
opportunity for education were best able to be expressed. It also examined the factors
that were preventing such a balance from occurring. This thesis investigated the
effects of international human rights law regarding women‘s education on the
domestic law of Saudi Arabia. Does Saudi law help women to exercise their full
rights in the field of education? Has it provided her with what is required to ensure
that these rights are available not only in law but also in practice — that is, are her
rights enforced? Does a Saudi woman encounter equal opportunity and justice within
the field of education? What further steps can be taken by Saudi lawmakers to ensure
that women are in a position to enjoy both education and their roles in the
community? This thesis has aimed to answer all these questions in seven chapters.

1198

Andrzej Kapiszewski, Nationals and Expatriates: Population and Labour Dilemmas of the Gulf
Cooperation Council States (Ithaca Press, 2001) 236.
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7. 2 Summary
Chapter 1: Introduction
An overview of Saudi Arabia, including its geographical location, area, population,
foundation, religion, and history, was provided in Chapter 1. The statement of
problem was identified. Therefore, the obstacles that women face in education in
Saudi Arabia — particularly those family responsibilities that are the greatest
determinant in relation to the education of women — were highlighted. This chapter
also outlines the various international human rights conventions relevant to women‘s
rights in education, such as CEDAW and the CDHRI. The discrepancies between
Saudi domestic law and international human rights law were also briefly identified.
This research‘s aims and objectives were then outlined, and its scope and limitations
also highlighted. The methodology was a major section of this chapter. Lastly, the
many anticipated contributions of this thesis were discussed.
Chapter 2: General Introduction about Saudi Arabia
This chapter aimed to provide a brief account of the Kingdom of Saudi as a
sovereign state established by King Abdul-Aziz Al Saudi as well as of its legislative
framework, including descriptions of its various authorities (such as, scholars, the
king, the Shura Council and the Council of Ministers). It also showed the role of
each authority and the phases of issuing legislation, regulations and policies in Saudi
Arabia. It also tackled the judicial system in the kingdom, phases of its progress,
divisions of courts, and the judicial reforms at the current time. This chapter gave a
general overview of women‘s rights and of the efforts made by the government in
Saudi Arabia to protect these rights. It also includes the history of women‘s
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education, which began in 1960 after painstaking and successful efforts by the late
King Faisal (May God‘s mercy be upon him) to convince parents to send their
daughters to school. This chapter also aimed to explain the policy of education in the
kingdom and the philosophy upon which the policy depends in relation to women‘s
education.
Chapter 3: Women’s Rights under Shari’ah
This chapter focuses on human rights in Islamic law, both in general and the rights of
women in particular. It clarifies the sources upon which the Shari‘ah depends in
relation to human rights, including the Holy Qur‘ān, the prophetic Sunnah,
Consensus (Ijm‘) and Measurement (Qiya>s) as well as showing the characteristics
and regulations of human rights in the Shari‘ah. This chapter also includes the
human rights documents issued from Islamic bureaux and organization, such as
(CDHRI) and (IICSHR). It also explains the rights of women in Shari‘ah and the
principles upon which women‘s rights depend in Shari‘ah, as well as broadly
explaining the educational, economic, social and political rights of women. The
chapter also aims to show the concept of equality between men and women, and the
areas in which the women are essentially the same as men and the other areas in
which they differ from the men.
Chapter 4: The Rights of Women in International Human Rights Law
This chapter aims to show the rights of women in international human rights law and
includes the definition of women‘s rights on one hand and their rights as human
rights on the other hand. It also shows the protection of women‘s rights in the light of
international covenants such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)
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and United Nation Charter (UNC) and details the protection of women against
discrimination within the framework of the United Nations. It includes reference to
the following:
1- The rights of women in international conventions, such as the International
Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination
(ICERD), Convention against Discrimination in Education (CDE), the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR),
and CEDAW.
2- The rights of women in international declarations, such as the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), International Declaration on the
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (IDERD) and the
Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women
(DEDAW).
3- The rights of women as manifested in international conferences, such as the
Mexico, Copenhagen, Nairobi and Beijing Conferences.
In addition, this chapter includes the coverage of discrimination in the field of
education in different areas (such as international law and regulation) because it
refers to their provisions that assure the rights of the women in education without
discrimination (namely, between men and women).
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Chapter 5: An Islamic Perspective of CEDAW and its Implementation in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
This chapter concentrates on the evaluation of CEDAW from an Islamic perspective
and the possibility of the application its provisions in the Saudi system. It also
includes an account of the phases of preparation of CEDAW from 1952 until its
adoption by the United Nations in 1979. The CEDAW convention is assessed in
general concerning its positive and negative aspects and a broad evaluation
undertaken of its provisions relating to women‘s education. This chapter also
contains a discussion of reports submitted by the Saudi government to the CEDAW
Committee as well as the alternative reports submitted by Non-Governmental
Organisations. The latter such reports include the ‗Shadow Report‘, Human Rights
Watch reports and Freedom House reports. In addition, it includes a comparison
between the provisions where CEDAW is compliant with the Saudi laws and the
other that are different from the Saudi laws.
Chapter 6: Educational Rights for Women in Saudi Arabia – In Practice
This chapter aims to examine the extent to which such law is implemented and
enforced in practice. To investigate this area, qualitative data was collected in the
form of responses to personal interviews that were undertaken by the author with
women from the different fields and education levels within Saudi Arabia, and in
both public and private sectors. The primary themes or concerns of the interviewees
in relation to the thesis topic included: discrimination via guardianship provisions;
limits on the fields of study; transport, namely the prevailing situation where they are
prevented from driving a car; early marriage, and so on. It was concluded that there
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are two main reasons why Saudi laws are seriously uneven. They are legal and
administrative reasons, which were discussed in depth in this chapter.
7. 3 Findings and Recommendations of the Thesis
Although the United Nations and the government have exerted painstaking efforts to
develop women‘s rights, there has been and continues to be broad discrimination
against the women in all social, economic and cultural aspects of life. This
constitutes a violation of their rights. Although the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is a
signatory to CEDAW, there remain problems relating to the implementation of some
its provisions. CEDAW has not in fact had a large effect.
Undoubtedly, Saudi Arabia has witnessed remarkable improvements in relation to
women‘s rights and clearly also in regards to women‘s status because the
government took steps in that field. For example, it encouraged the promotion of
women to leadership positions, such as university manager1199 and higher
appointments in the Ministry of Education.1200 In addition, Saudi women have the
opportunity to represent the Kingdom at the international level as well as participate
in works of a number of international organisations.1201 Some new specialisations are
also now offered to women in some universities. We hope that these steps continue,

1199

Dr Huda Mohammad Al Ameel, Rector of Princess Nora Bint Abdul Rahman University. See
Stephen McBride, Princess Nora University Installs Banner by Ellucian (8 October 2012)
<http://www.itp.net/mobile/590762-princess-nora-university-installs-banner-by-ellucian>.
1200
Nora Al Fayez is the first woman to be named Deputy Education Minister for Women’s Affairs
— the highest position reached by a female in this conservative country. See Jumana Al Tamimi,
Nora Al Fayez: A Role Model for Saudi Women (21 February 2009)
<http://gulfnews.com/news/gulf/saudi-arabia/nora-al-fayez-a-role-model-for-saudi-women-1.52726>.
1201
Dr Thoraya Obaid, the Executive Director of the United Nation Population Fund and UnderSecretary-General of the United Nation, also Ms Sulafa Al Bassam, Chief, United Nation Regional
Economic Commissions (level D1), Ms Fatima Al Mani, Economic and Social Commission for
Western Asia (ESCWA), Beirut (level P4). See CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi
Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2.
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and are translated into facts ‗on the ground‘ by the competent authorities, rather than
being stymied as they can be in situations where systems and legislation are in place
to ensure women‘s rights but the relevant provisions are either not implemented
(perhaps due to a lack of relevant regulations or required policies), or where they are
implemented, are wrongly interpreted. With respect to the educational policy in
Saudi Arabia, there is clear discrimination against women. So, women‘s rights must
be a focus in educational policy because the policy contains general provisions
having broad application and impact on the multiple levels of education in the
Kingdom. All provisions and educational regulations must be reviewed, especially
those which decrease or restrict the eligibility of the women or their legal character
in a form which contradicts Shari‘ah and violates international laws.1202
The interviews with Saudi women in different fields revealed that the main obstacles
to women‘s education were legal and administrative. In addition, the data analysis
showed that there is great difference between the theory and the practice of Saudi
law.
This study shows that there is a lacuna between women‘s rights in general and
women‘s educational rights in particular. The results include the following matters
which cause women to be unable to pursue their learning.

1202

Constitution of Saudi Arabia, art 26 [Human Rights]: ‘The state protects human rights in
accordance with Islamic Shari’ah.’ Hence the general reservation to CEDAW and a number of other
human rights conventions. This does not’ however, mean that the maximum permitted freedom and
equality allowed by Shari’ah and the Qur’ān should not be sought.
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7.3.1

Dominance of Guardians

The securing of the permission of a woman‘s guardian is crucial in regard to
education. A woman cannot take decisions in all matters relating to her without
having permission from her guardian. This permission is required for her to be able
to pursue her education and in regard to her choice of specialisation. This allows
guardians (whether father or husband) to prevent their daughters and wives from
pursuing their education because there are not written rules or formal decisions
clarifying the legislative and legal boundaries in relation to the issue of guardianship,
and this causes the suffering of women in different areas (education, employment
and so on). Currently, the requirement for a guardian‘s permission affect many areas
of women‘s lives. For example, some hospitals demand the guardian‘s permission
before allowing women to have medical operations or enter or leave hospital.1203
Such excessive dominance of women and curtailment thereby of their legal capacity
violates Article 15 of CEDAW which stipulates:
States Parties shall accord to women, in civil matters, a legal capacity identical to that
of men and the same opportunities to exercise that capacity. In particular, they shall
give women equal rights to conclude contracts and to administer property and shall treat
them equally in all stages of procedure in courts and tribunals.1204

The parties are required to

1203

See for example, Saudi Women for Reform, ‘2007 Shadow Report’, above n 20, 2–3; Human
Rights Watch, Saudi Arabia: Women’s Rights Promises Broken (8 July 2009)
<http://www.hrw.org/news/2009/07/08/saudi-arabia-women-s-rights-promises-broken>.
1204
CEDAW art 15(2).
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Agree that all contracts and all other private instruments of any kind with a legal effect
which is directed at restricting the legal capacity of women shall be deemed null and
void.1205

Women who have not legal capacity cannot dispose of their private affairs. In order
to avoid this problem, the following solutions are suggested:
(i)

Issuance of legislation clarifying the limits of men‘s dominance1206 of women
in all fields as well as clarifying the legal and legislative boundaries and
following up on the execution of laws by the institutions.1207

(ii) Cancellation of all regulations, systems, and instructions which require the
permission of the guardian (in terms of the appropriate limitation of
dominance) needs to be executed systematically and legislatively.
(iii) Issuance of provisions in the penal law relating to aggression against women or
violation of their rights where the aggressor/violator is the guardian and if the
action is beyond the limits of dominance stipulated in the law or legislation.
(iv) Utilisation of the mass media to increase awareness of women‘s rights and of
protections legally available for them in regards to aggression.

1205

Ibid art 15(3).
In relation to CEDAW, it should be recalled that Saudi Arabia entered a general reservation: ‘1.
In case of contradiction between any term of the Convention and the norms of Islamic law, the
Kingdom is not under obligation to observe the contradictory terms of the Convention’. On the
interpretation and definition of such law rests Saudi women’s and men’s rights. Such limits are to be
those consistent with Shari’ah.
1207
Indeed, critics would say that any such dominance is unwarranted unless a similar imposition is
made in regard to other adult spouse. For example, if a married woman is unable to enter a contract
without her husband’s permission then a reciprocal right must exist, that is the husband cannot enter
a contract without his wife’s permission. Another example, in relation to surgery would be that just
as a husband’s permission is required for a wife’s surgery so a wife’s permission is required for a
husband’s surgery. A husband may deal with property matters if a court has deemed the wife
incompetent due to mental incapacity (injury or illness); and a wife may likewise administer her
husband’s affairs if he is similarly deemed incompetent. Article 15 would appear to demand nothing
less than equality, rather than a form of ‘limited dominance’.
1206
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7.3.2

Lack of Available Specialisations for Women

Although the Saudi government finances university education in full for men and
women,1208 there has traditionally not been any separate programs available for
women‘s education in a number of areas, particularly in the fields of engineering,
political sciences, geology and petroleum and so on, and extremely few in others,
such as the pharmaceutical field (where the few female graduate pharmacists there
are, for example, find their employment severely restricted, as is also the case for
opticians).1209 Since the interviews for this research were conducted, a number of
areas have been formally opened to women, at least at some universities;1210 and
announcements have been made heralding change in an additional number of areas
of study (see further below).1211
Women‘s education is restricted in the number and types of programs offered to
female students in the vast majority of teachers colleges, and there is still no public
university programs in engineering, architecture or political science, and women are
prohibited from studying these disciplines in the male colleges.
The restrictions on woman‘s education in terms of access to various specialisations
has undoubtedly caused (and continues to cause) higher unemployment among

1208

CEDAW, Initial and Second Periodic Reports, Saudi Arabia, UN Doc CEDAW/C/SAU/2, 31.
To pursue specialisations some women have previously gone overseas. For example, the first
female chemist was overseas educated at University College of Wales (UK). Suhad Maatoug Bahijri
is now a professor in the Department of Clinical Biochemistry, Faculty of Medicine, King Abdulaziz
University. <http://sbahijri.kau.edu.sa/CVEn.aspx?Site_ID=0000889&Lng=EN>. (Her father was the
first chemist in the Kingdom and had been educated at Cairo University (then Fouad I University)
1210
See Clinical Pharmacy at Abdulaziz University:
<http://pharmacy.kau.edu.sa/Content.aspx?Site_ID=166&lng=EN&cid=108970>.
1211
See The Chronicle of Higher Education, Saudi Arabia to Allow Women to Study Political
Science (16 April 2012) <http://chronicle.com/blogs/global/saudi-arabia-to-allow-women-to-studypolitical-science/32855>; see also Al Arabiya, Saudi Women to Study Politics at National
Universities (15 April 2012) <http://english.alarabiya.net/articles/2012/04/15/207856.html> .
1209
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educated women than might otherwise have been the case both, because it causes an
over-supply of graduates in the permitted areas, no possibility of employment in the
areas where study is not permitted, and underemployment in areas where study is
permitted but employment either officially obstructed or informally frowned
upon.1212 The lack of various specialisations generally, as well as the lack of their
local availability,1213 are considered an indirect cause of women leaving school,
failing to enter the tertiary sector, or curtailing their education at higher level. Whilst
the number of secondary school graduates is high, this number decreases in
universities because of the scarcity of available specialisations. This contradicts
CEDAW which stipulates that:
The same conditions for career and vocational guidance, for access to studies and for
the achievement of diplomas in educational establishments of all categories in rural as
well as in urban areas; this equality shall be ensured in pre-school, general, technical,
professional and higher technical education, as well as in all types of vocational
training.1214

It should be kept in mind that the education is essentially the transmission of a
message and the message does not determine whether its receiver is either men or
women or both. But we see a large number of pretexts supplied for limiting the
transmission of the message, such as unavailability of specialisations which do not
meet the needs of the job market. This talk is without logic because job market
reflects different needs over the years; in fact, education creates the possibility of
being able to satisfy employment opportunities as they arise and opens avenues for

1212

In the case of fields not open to women formally or informally, many such jobs are filled by
imported labour, as well as by male Saudi nationals.
1213
This is further complicated by lack of access to employment even when a woman is qualified.
1214
CEDAW art 10(a).
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innovation to meet the nation‘s needs. The following solutions and new plans are
recommended:
(i) Opening new fields and educational specialisations for women, such as in the
commercial and industrial fields. Access by both men and women to courses,
and the distribution of places are to be agreed upon after careful consideration.
(ii) Limiting the ‗social‘ and ‗theoretical‘ specialisations which have no value on
the job market and are simply increasing the number of unemployed women.
The majority of such women (as well as those contemplating studying at
tertiary level) need to be encouraged/required to join technical specialisations
or courses that will help them to increase their chances of gaining employment.
(iii) Supporting a greater variety of training courses. Women suffer from a scarcity
of courses and majority of training courses available are in cooking, design and
photography as these are the only fields perceived as suited to women. There is
a need to open other courses to women, as are open to men.
(iv) Increasing vocational guidance. There is a need for increased availability of
vocational guidance about which professions are needed by the society and
encouraging students to take such courses to the benefit of society. Scarcity of
direction (or negligence in terms of giving accurate advice) results in students
entering the fields that they themselves are not attracted to but merely join as
they are the courses available. Such students may form negative views of
themselves; and although female students may enter these fields only to find
work (and not a specialisations they require or personally prefer), their choice
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may not result in employment due to oversupply or lack of suitable local work
opportunities.
(v) Better academic coordination. There is a necessity for more and improved
coordination among Saudi universities in regard to the programs available for
women in order to avoid the unnecessary course duplication. There is a need to
create a development plan for the workforce based on the scientific
fundamentals and according to the actual need for these specialisations.
7.3.3

Poor quality Educational Infrastructure for Women: Buildings, Course
Materials and Equipment

The poor quality of buildings utilised for the education of women and girls does
more than contribute to ‗feelings‘ of discrimination between men and women.
Because the men are provided with more and better quality educational facilities and
services than women, learning outcomes are likely to be affected. The interviewees
clearly revealed the superior provision for male students in many cases, in terms of
buildings.
Additional problems are caused by the need for residential accommodation for girls
and women if transport problems are to be avoided or advantage taken of courses
offered outside a student‘s local area. Poorly designed, constructed or maintained
buildings or those lacking in the provision of adequate fire safety equipment or
blocked exits can have catastrophic consequences. Every year there are serious
problems. One example was a 2011 fire at a Jeddah private girl‘s school resulted in
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the death of three teachers and injured 45, four seriously.1215 An academic year has
not yet passed without the occurrence of tens of accidents because of the poor quality
of buildings.1216
In addition to safety risks, there are also poorer quality facilities and services in terms
of technological provision, texts and other course materials for women and girls
despite the girls schools having the same budget as boys schools. Poorer quality and
outdated materials are more frequently found in girls schools than boys‘schools at
elementary and secondary level, and in education provision even at tertiary level
studies.
At tertiary level women also suffer from clear discrimination in relation to research
services because, for example, if a separate library is provided it is often of poor
quality with outdated texts, other resources and facilities; while if women and girls
are expected to utilise the facilities provided for male students, their use of the library
may be inadequate and discriminatory, with the library open longer and every day of
the week for male students and opened for part of one day only for female students.
The women also find difficulties in research centres, due again to the poor quality of

1215

A lack of fire alarms and sprinklers (and extinguishers) allowed what later was reported to be
have been an instance of student foolishness to become a major fire. Girls will be Girls: Probe
Reveals Students Caused Fire in Jeddah School (27 November 2011)
<http://www.albawaba.com/editorchoice/probe-reveals-students-caused-fire-jeddah-school-402843>.
Conflicting reports exist in regard to whether fire exits were blocked or signage and fire
extinguishers available. Some 700 students, over 110 teaching staff and 30 maids exited the
building: See: Arab News, Quick Action of Volunteers Saved Many Lives (20 November 2011)
<http://www.arabnews.com/node/398654>; compare: France 24, Saudi Girls Jump from Window as
Deadly Blaze Consumes School (21 November 2011)
<http://observers.france24.com/content/20111121-saudi-arabia-girls-jump-window-deadly-blazeconsumes-school-jeddah>. Despite official statements to the contrary, video footage clearly shows
girls dropping from the third floor windows where they were hanging on by their fingertips.
1216
Eg, 'Emir of Asir Orders Investigation into Abha College Fire', Saudi Gazette 10 November 2012
<http://www.saudigazette.com.sa/index.cfm?method=home.regcon&contentID=20111215113847>
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school equipment. This violates what is stipulated in the Article 10 which stipulated
that women and girls must have:
Access to the same curricula, the same examinations, teaching staff with qualifications
of the same standard and school premises and equipment of the same quality. 1217

The discrimination increases the likelihood of a female student discontinuing her
study or failing to enrol or continue in higher education. The following suggestions
are made in an attempt to decrease the chances of female students discontinuing
education:
(i) Constitution of a committee by the Department of Education or Engineering
and Maintenance Administration for checking schooling buildings for
women1218 four times per year.1219
(ii) Evaluation (during school holidays) by the Department of Schooling
Preparations and Educational Means of the needs of schools for furniture and
equipment.

1217

CEDAW art 10(b).
In the interests of equity, such a recommendation could also apply to buildings for male students.
However, given the higher incidence of fatal fires and so on at schools for girls, and the design of
their buildings for ‘privacy’ that make students particularly vulnerable if fire occurs, their schools
should be given priority. See re vulnerability: Rob L Wagner, Deadly Blaze Throws Spotlight n
Saudi Girls Schools (29 November 2011) <http://13martyrs.wordpress.com/2011/11/29/deadly-blazethrows-spotlight-on-saudi-girls-schools/>.
1219
It has been learnt that in the wake of the fatal 2011 Jeddah, a study was initiated by the Minister
of Education of safety and security at schools: 'Education Minister Orders School Safety Study',
A1SauiArabia (27 November 2011) <http://www.a1saudiarabia.com/35951-education-minister-ordersschool-safety-study/#more-35951>. This resulted in the formation of a joint Ministry of Education and
Civil Defence Department Inspection Committee which will conduct ‘regular … inspections of
school buildings to ensure that they meet fire safety requirements and are equipped with adequate
exits’. Fire safety teacher training would also be introduced: Amal Al-Sibai, 'MoE Taking Positive
Steps toward Improvements', Saudi Gazette at A1SaudiArabia.com 5 January 2012
<http://www.a1saudiarabia.com/36959-moe-taking-positive-steps-toward-improvements/#more-36959>
1218
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(iii) Location of women‘s buildings away from very busy areas and narrow
enclosed spaces or streets that make it difficult for fire-fighting engines to
arrive rapidly.
(iv) Provision of smoke and or fire alarms to schools for early detection of fires, as
well as of fire hoses and other appropriate fire-fighting equipment.
(v) Funding construction and signposting of sufficient emergency exits in all
schools.
(vi) Ensuring that the building is suitable for the grade being taught; that it is well
constructed in accordance with the relevant building code; that all educational
needs are supplied, such as classrooms, outdoor sports area, laboratories,
bathrooms, school canteen or cafes, library, and learning centre.
(vii) Opening women‘s libraries for research. Such libraries to be available for
women around the week as they are for men and with holdings to be of the
same high quality.
7.3.4

Unemployment of Saudi Women

Lack of available employment is one of the greatest factors which deter women from
pursuing their education or lead them to discontinuing their course. The restriction of
employment to mainly such as fields as teaching leads to an increase in the number
of unemployed women. Those already trained are unable to work due to a lack of
positions for which they have been trained and for which educational institutions
took so much time to prepare them. Those who are deterred from enrolling in the
field or from continuing their studies in the area because of the excess of graduates
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then lack any educational qualifications as they have been unable to enrol in any
suitable alternative course.
Unemployment has increased, especially in the field of accountancy and computer
science, because the jobs there are available in highly specific specialisations for
which training is not generally available to women. For the small number of women
who have been trained in the field, when an area become highly competitive or
subject to a downturn or other pressure, in Saudi Arabia as elsewhere, men tend to be
prioritised over women. This results in a job market closed to women. It also
deprives them of the opportunity of being hired in the private sector.
The education available to women generally has been based on rules determining
outcomes in specific specialisations that theoretically offer the impression that they
are suitable for women by their nature. Hence women have traditionally been
restricted to education and health. In fact, tens of thousands of women cannot enrol
in university education institutions nor can they look for jobs as these are rare and
because the women are not sufficiently qualified to apply. In addition, women who
are unemployed due to the lack of available employment for women become liable to
be subject to abject poverty, frustration and depression. Currently women are the
main recipients of unemployment benefits, an indication of the extent of the
problems related to the employment of women in the Kingdom.1220 The ‗right to
work‘ is a principal right for women, as provided in Article 11 of CEDAW:

1220

It has been reported that women now are the largest proportion of beneficiaries of unemployment
relief in Saudi Arabia with some 85% being women: See POMED Notes, Saudi Arabia’s Race

against Time (18 September 2012) <http://pomed.org/blog/2012/09/pomed-notes-saudi-arabias-raceagainst-time.html/>. Low wages in the private sector are also reported to be an obstacle as well as less
ability to influence policy in that area.
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a) The right to work as an inalienable right of all human beings.
b) The right to the same employment opportunities, including the application of the
same criteria for selection in matters of employment.1221

The state has already moved to allow teaching contracts of foreign teachers in the
public sector to lapse, thus increasing the employment opportunities for women in
the sector.1222 The policy of Saudisation is being consciously adopted to absorb
more, young secondary school leavers and tertiary graduates into the workforce.
Where the government cannot exert direct control in the private sector, other means
have been adopted to encourage greater local employment.1223 With an estimated one
million persons unemployed, the task is enormous.1224 To further tackle this problem,
I have come up with the following suggestions:
(i) A campaign needs to be adopted to satisfy the necessity of enhancing
awareness of women‘s abilities and the contributions of working women to
society and their families. Positive accounts of how working women should be
shared, that tells of how they have been able to overcome social and economic
difficulties, to make that contribution; and also demonstrate how they
confronted challenges and faced them seriously.

1221

CEDAW art 1(a, b).
http://www.tatweer.edu.sa/Ar/TatweerProjects/Pages/default.aspx
See POMED Notes, above n 1217.
1223
This includes reportedly ‘withholding foreign worker visas for companies who employ a high
number of foreigners in the hopes of raising the percentage of Saudis employed in the private sector
to between ten and 37-percent’: See POMED Notes, above n 1217. Unfortunately the skill mix is not
always a clear match, and the results are not as positive as anticipated. Lower public sector wages,
poorer conditions and relatively high unemployment benefits also reduce uptake in the sector.
1224
See for example, Angus McDowall, More Than 1 Million Saudis on Unemployment Benefit (28
March
2012)
<http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/03/28/us-saudi-unemployment-subsidyidUSBRE82R0L320120328>.
1222
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(ii) The Ministry of Work, the Ministry of Education, and the Department for the
Establishment of Technical Training and Human Resources together with
businessmen should make strategies for training for all qualifying unemployed
persons and seek to bridge the gaps in order to help learning outcomes meet the
needs of the job market. In addition, the Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Civil
Services and other competent authorities must meet all needs of all sectors for
overcoming the shortage of different jobs.
(iii) I also propose the creation of a fund to which all governmental authorities
should contribute as well as the private sector and businessmen. The monies in
this fund should be used for qualifying and training unemployed persons to
meet the needs of the job market as is necessary. The fund would work towards
ensuring the mix of trained personnel meets the demands of the job market,
particularly as the policy of Saudisation takes place. This fund would be
supervised by the Ministry of Work and the Ministry of Social Affairs and the
Establishment of Technical Training and Human Resources.
(iv) Also, I suggest creating a website for registration of the data of those who
desire to be hired and their particular area/s of specialisation, and the also data
related to the needs of the competent authorities. The website must be updated
daily in order to facilitate the applicants gaining access to the authorities which
are in need of workers. This could occur under the supervision of the Ministry
of Social Affairs and Human Resources.1225

1225

Ibid.
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7.3.5

Driving

The obstacles facing women in all walks of life and educational fields in particular
include transportation. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is the sole country in the world
which prevents women from driving because of religious opinions or fatwa have
been issued to deprive women of the opportunity to drive.1226 In addition, the
Minister of the Interior has supported this decision, giving as his reason for the
decision that the Saudi society is not ready at the current time. It has created
controversy between groups who oppose or support the move.1227 This research
neither supports the right of a woman to drive or desire to prevent her but rather is
concerned about the means of giving the woman her rights and maintaining her
dignity where she is travelling for education or training or work.
Traffic jams in the kingdom are one of severe problems1228 which must be taken into
consideration as are the poor driving levels generally in the Kingdom1229 (and the
resulting atrocious accident rate). This is a matter of concern when considering
whether to decide that women should drive. In addition, an appropriate traffic system
(that is proper licensing and road laws) does not yet exist in Saudi Arabia as it does
in advanced countries. The Kingdom lacks provisions in its penal codes which would
impose sanctions on those who violated of women‘s rights in instances where

1226

The General Presidency of Scholarly Research and Ifta, Fatwas of Permanent Committee No.
6412.
1227
Ruth Pollard, Women Ready to be Saudi Arabia's New Driving Force (18 June 2012)
<http://www.smh.com.au/world/women-ready-to-be-saudi-arabias-new-driving-force-2012061720i76.html>.
1228
Procedure for Obtaining Driving License in Saudi (17 June 2008)
<http://workinginsaudiarabia.blogspot.com.au/2008/06/procedure-for-obtaining-drivinglicense_17.html>
1229
Manal Soliman Fakeeh, Saudization as a Solution for Unemployment; The Case of Jeddah
Western Region (PhD Thesis, University of Glasgow Business School, 2009) 125, 129–30, 133.
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women were disturbed or harassed while driving. This is something that could be
addressed, though not all women actually want to drive, as has been shown in the
interviews. Therefore a number of solutions need to be adopted that preserve a
woman‘s dignity while giving her increased access to the transportation necessary for
greater access to education and employment.
Over the last few years, the Saudi government has slowly taken a number of
decisions concerning woman‘s education and employment in different fields and the
extension of their activities in so many areas will create the need for greater access to
transportation. Alternative solutions must be provided that facilitate the balance
between woman‘s rights to move and the need to prevent her from driving. These
solutions include the following:
(i) Compensation in the form of an allowance for women if they are students or
employee for the financial costs of transportation.
(ii) Each university or company or ministry should provide minibuses for the
women who work for them.
(iii) Providing general means of transportation, such as buses for women or setting
particular sections aside for women in such buses or similar transport. Such
transportation must be an improvement on the existing services because these
are not at the level needed even now.
(iv) Providing a network of clean and air-conditioned trains inside towns.
(v) Private companies should provide vehicles and buses for female employees.
(vi) Academic studies and strategies should be undertaken for reaching practical
solutions for ensuring the rights of women in regard to movement generally,
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and meeting their transportation needs in a manner in keeping with their
dignity.
7.3.6

Childcare Centres

In fact, the provision of child care centres can have a great effect on women and the
children and the society because they enable women to attend university and
participate more widely and effectively in the workplace by relieving them of some
of their caring responsibilities for the part of the day or evening while they work.
Child care centres also seek to develop the abilities of the children in the absence of
mothers, and with trained staff and full equipped facilitates are preferable to leaving
children with babysitters without education. However, women, either students or
mothers, suffer from the scarcity of children care centres, and women are sometimes
forced to discontinue their education from concern for their children. Most women
face difficulties in balancing education and work with their concern for household
affairs. Although the country decided in both the old and new Saudi Labor Law that:
An employer who employs fifty working women [or] … more shall provide them with
[a] suitable place with [an] adequate number of nannies to look after the children under
the age of six years, if the number of children reaches ten and above. 1230

This decree is clear and applied to each governmental and national establishment in
regard to providing the care needed for the children. In fact, the decree has yet to be
implemented as is the educational policy in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia which
provides encouragements in Article 117 and 116 to establish preschools and

1230

Old Saudi Labor Law 1969 (Saudi Arabia) art 158(1). New Saudi Labor Law 2005 (Saudi
Arabia) art 159(1).
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kindergartens for the care of children. In addition, the competent authorities should
plan for building preschools and kindergartens as well as their supervision by the
competent bodies. Actually, the systems are largely inactive and the private sector
has even fewer individuals who are interested in childcare provision. The effective
experience that we have witnessed in advanced countries strongly encourages us to
put into practice the existing laws which would support the spread of these centres
across the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia because these centres would have positive
effects on the women and children and the society. Because child care centres
provide the children with the educational and recreational environment required to
develop their understanding and abilities, a woman can undertake and complete her
study and ensure the care of her children by confidently using child care centres for
that care while she is studying. The society will benefit from these centres in other
ways, as they will employ appropriately educated but hitherto unemployed women,
thereby decreasing the rates of unemployment among women which is adding
significantly to the nation‘s budgets.1231 In respect to this, I suggest the following:
(i) Execution of orders and decisions issued for establishing preschools and
childcare centres as well as following up the implementation of these
decisions;
(ii) Declaring clear plans for building childcare centres around the Saudi Arabia;
(iii) Supporting the private sector in its efforts to compete in presenting services
and establishing childcare centres as well as providing necessary facilities
needed to establish these centres;
1231

Women comprise some 85% of unemployment relief beneficiaries in Saudi Arabia: POMED
Notes, above n 1217.
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(iv) Non-issuance of building permits for building these centres unless they comply
with medical and health specifications and educational and social standards
which will meet the goals of parents;
(v) Developing regulations and systems for kindergartens and what this entails for
technical and administrative organisations and developing employment in the
preschool environment as well as developing the environment of preschools by
bringing experts in the field to prepare all that is needed for the delivery of
education for children up to the age of 4 years, including setting conditions and
assigning tasks for all child care employees;
(vi) Benefiting from the experiences of developed countries which have experience
in that field as well as developing these experiences in a manner which is
compliant with Saudi development and Saudi society.
7.3.7

Early Marriage

Early marriage is one of the problems suffered by the women who, despite a
diversity of opinions relating to that issue, all agree that the marriage of minors to
those who are aged 60 years old is a violation of women‘s rights. In any case, ‗early
marriage‘ as intended in this research refers to the marriage of girls who are aged
between 15 and 18, which prevents the women from pursuing their education. From
my point of view, women should get married at an age suited to bearing the
responsibility entailed by marriage and having the knowledge required to run a house
holding and the ability to raise children and care for them. The age of 18 is the
minimum age at which a woman can complete her secondary school education. From
a statistical point of view, higher numbers of cases of divorce result in marriages
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where there the age of the couple are not equivalent or the woman is under the age of
18.1232 This is because majority of women are not yet intellectually mature and have
little or no ability or the skills required to shoulder the responsibility of the home and
family. Article 1 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child also stipulates that:
For the purposes of the present Convention, a child means every human being below the
age of eighteen years unless under the law applicable to the child, majority is attained
earlier.1233

A woman at that age has more knowledge and education as well as the physical and
psychological maturity in order to be qualified for responsibility.
All countries decided to determine the marriage age in the light of the application of
local and of international laws when they became signatories to and ratified
international covenants, as referred to in Article 16 of CEDAW, which provides that
The betrothal and the marriage of a child shall have no legal effect, and all necessary
action, including legislation, shall be taken to specify a minimum age for marriage and
to make the registration of marriages in an official registry compulsory. 1234

Saudi Arabia is still examining an issuance decree determining age of marriage for
both sexes. Although there have been promises over the last few years, the
fulfillment of which both women and the society are waiting for, I suggest the
following:
(i) Commission and submission of academic and scientific studies about the
effects of early marriage so as to increase awareness of its dangers;

1232
1233
1234

Al Ahmad, above n 637, 227.

Convention on the Rights of the Child art 1.
CEDAW art 16(2).
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(ii) Issuance of the law that prevents the marriage of minors under the age of 15
and provides for severe punishment for everyone who commits this action or is
associated with its commission (that is, the relevant guardian);
(iii) Acceleration of the issuance of the decree preventing the marriage under the
age of 18 or 17;
(iv) Raising the awareness of the society of the importance of women‘s education
before marriage, especially the importance of completing secondary school as a
minimum.
7.3.8

Scarcity of Training and Development of Women

Although the field of women‘s education has been opened up and subsequently
broadened, women are still in need of training in all walks of life. Saudi women have
suffered over the last few years in job market and they still have the same low level
of employment inside both private and governmental establishments because of an
absence of training and development. Women‘s training has a great role because it
contributes to developing women‘s human resources and skills and preparing them to
meet the needs of the job market. Undoubtedly, graduates from Saudi universities are
evaluated in their thousands as are secondary schools graduates who desire to work.
We should confess that the female graduates lack practical and specialised
experiences needed for the job market. This shows the importance of training women
in order to enable them to have the skills and abilities needed for the job market as
well as decreasing the number of graduates who remain unemployed after
graduation. In order to execute the training tasks needed for women, a number of
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obstacles must be removed; and in this regard the following suggestions should be
taken into consideration.
(i) Consider the construction and running of female training centres that offer
support and encouragement for women, with branches opening in all cities;
(ii) Support the trainees by reducing the fees;
(iii) Private and governmental institutions to be obliged to organise training
programs for women at work and these programs must be held for every three
to five years;
(iv) Establish formal and national associations for women‘s training unions and for
the discussion of their problems and needs and the obstacles they face;
(v) Support the concept of vocational training which supplies training for jobs as
well as information support needed for positions in companies and
establishments — to be offered in coordination with the Ministry of Education
and Higher Education.
7.3.9

Ignorance of Rights

Although the national and international law guarantees women‘s rights, women are
ignorant of their rights and existing systems which prevent them demanding their
rights. This brings them a great many problems, which represent daily concerns
especially in the field of education and work.
Every individual, whether male or female, should be acquainted with the general
principles of law for the protection his/her rights. Knowledge of the laws issued are
spread via the mass media. Hence, ignorance of laws does not exempt the individual
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from legal responsibility. So, every woman should be aware of the systems which
organise her rights in all fields such as education, work and justice.
The main problem is ignorance of the law and lack of development of the legal
culture. This knowledge is close to zero. The interviews showed that percent of 90
per cent of women have no knowledge of CEDAW. The Saudi woman does not
know the mechanisms supporting women‘s rights and how women can obtain these
rights. In addition, the women ignore dealing with the various systems because they
lack the knowledge and/or ability to defend or demand their rights as decided by the
law.
The most important causes beyond the immediate problems include the following:
 Dominance of habits and traditions inherited from the society: these prevent
women from demanding their rights because they think that these traditions
must be not be violated, even if they appear to contradict Islamic law;
 Scarcity of awareness in mass media: the viewers who watch the mass media
feel that the issue of women‘s rights has been put aside;
 Weakness of women‘s nature if compared with that of the men in some
societies because the guardians exploit the weakness of the women in order to
prevent them from demanding their rights. In addition, some women prefer
silence to demanding their rights in order not to be incur greater problems.
So, I suggest the following for avoiding the problem:
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(i)

Make systematic and national regulations for women‘s rights in order that
these may be a reference for governmental and national authorities in dealing
with women‘s issues.

(ii) Create or nominate an effective mechanism for deciding women‘s rights to
enable the women and each individual to perform the role assigned in life
making.
(iii) Examine academic curricula and consider the addition of issues relating to
the women in order to make them aware of their legislative rights. This is
especially needed in the intermediate and secondary syllabus, as is the
teaching of compulsory law materials within university specialisations.
(iv) Increase awareness of women‘s rights by using visual and audio mass media
and presenting special programs about the women on television channels and
radio programs to spread knowledge of the issues relating to the women's
affairs.
(v) Create training courses in schools and training centres to spread knowledge
of women‘s rights and methods of dealing with the problems facing women.
7.3.10 Poverty
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has witnessed qualitative change over the last three
decades, achieving progress in social, economic, cultural, and construction fields and
leaving positive effects on the personal and social structures in different fields but
there have been social problems and phenomena affecting some classes differently.
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Poverty is considered to be one of the prominent problems caused by personal and
international factors and women are the persons most affected by it because they
constitute the majority of cases submitted to the beneficiary associations and social
security institutions and other places which provide social bonuses and assistance.
Women‘s poverty is a problem entailing a group of subsidiary problems: the woman
is the main element in family life and the family is the basic element of social life;
so, any problem that affects the woman or her living and her social roles will affect
her marriage and her raising of the children. This will cost the society much money
to overcome the effects of that problem at a time when the society needs to spend
these amounts on national development. After Saudi society had witnessed holistic
changes, development occurred and the majority of housing, health, social, and
educational authorities underwent changes, and the larger family is divided into
small families, and different social institutions meet the needs of the individuals who
have to resort to organised large programs and security networks. The woman who
benefited from educational opportunities was able to help herself in social and
economic crises but poverty is still suffered by women who could not pursue their
education because poverty was the obstacle; the latter suffer the double burden of
lesser education and poverty that also makes seeking and securing a suitable job
difficult.
The indicators of poverty are stronger for women than for men in Saudi society.
A increased number of women are beneficiaries of social security, such as the
pension, or other social assistance.
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Also, the reports of beneficial associations for women and men indicate that the
women and orphans are the top categories for those who get benefits from these
associations because the women are in need continuously for money to survive in
cases where they are widows or divorcees or have lost the one who undertakes their
affairs.
Although the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques, King Abdullah, gave his orders
nine years ago to create a poverty fund, this fund too is still inactive.
Suitable interventions to remove poverty must be done in two important directions as
follows: the long-term direction which is done within national plans of development
and the other which is known as the short-term direction which is done within shortterm and middle-term plans. The suggestions are as follows:
(i) Organisation of intensive programs within the beneficiary associations,
schools, universities and mass media for drawing women‘s attention to their
legislative rights and their duties toward themselves and their society.
(ii) Organisation of intensive programs for drawing women‘s attention to their
family and national responsibilities and their important roles in the
development and progress of their countries.
(iii) Adaptation of training programs, either governmental or national, to comply
with the needs of the job market by training women in new fields, such as
technical training for operation and maintenance in order to benefit women‘s
institutions.
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(iv) Developing initiatives for the poorer classes via different means, such as
supporting small projects and answering job vacancies in order to convert them
to productive persons by giving them small loans from banks and private
institutions.
(v) Activating the decisions and instructions which help in solving the poverty in
Saudi society.
In summary, the Saudi woman cannot obtain her rights in full in education and be
promoted to higher positions in education unless great efforts are made in relation to
the applicable systems and Saudi laws derived from the Holy Qur’ān and the
prophetic sayings as well as application of international laws which are compliant
with the Islamic laws.
7. 4 Final Words
It is clear that although progress has been achieved by Saudi women in the areas of
education and work, there are some of obstacles and difficulties that they face by the
women in these same two areas, namely education and work. This requires a review
of the philosophy and the objectives on which these two sectors are based as well as
reviewing the systems and policies concerning the natural participation of women in
the field of education and work.
My research has revealed the structural gaps in institutions concerning women‘s
education which seem to be clear that this is one of the causes behind overcrowding
in job market. There is a necessity to review all philosophical and social basics and
domestic laws relating to women‘s education in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Its
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objectives need to be reviewed; and its suitability exainmed in regard to the modern
changes which have changed the woman‘s vision of herself and society‘s vision of
her. This in turn, requires radical change in educational and vocational services,
making them open to women in order to increase their opportunities and create future
strategies for investment of feminist ability and power in economic and educational
activities. This may be done on condition that the basics shall be changed to achieve
the expectations of the women.
The activities of the main roles of the women, namely in being a wife and a mother
like other women, are human powers that present positive returns for both society
and the economy. The woman has the right to get work when she wants it. In fact, all
women are not in need of work and all women cannot work at all stages of their lives
but the empowerment of women to choose and get suitable opportunities for the
training and educational levels, are the objectives of this research. It is difficult for
this to be available without radical change in relation to visibility of women as
productive human beings who having potentials and educational abilities like men.
This cannot be done without the government and the institutions that care for
women‘s rights formulating and implementing policies and systems as well as
appropriate programs being applied in schools and universities and through all mass
media to help women change their perceptions of themselves as well as the attitudes
of others towards them.
Societal change on a broader level is necessary for the broader implementation ‗on
the ground‘ of any policies and legislation that are enacted. Education and
employment are inextricably intertwined and must be mutually supportive for
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maximum benefit development in Saudi Arabia. Women‘s largely untapped potential
has been revealed through education; it must not be allowed to languish for lack of
employment. If employment requires a degree of extra training to better suit it to the
labour market demands, then such training must be offered, as outlined above.
Employment opportunities, however, must not be denied on spurious rather than
genuine religious grounds. Needless obstacles in education and employment must be
removed. Means must be explored and adopted to ensure women can make their
contribution to the national economy and to their families, if they so desire, with
neither women nor their families suffering. This study has suggested a number of
ways in which this can be facilitated.
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Researcher: Maan Abdul Haq Arif Khutani
Research title: Educational Rights for Women in Islamic and International Human
Rights Law

1. From your point of view, what are the main obstacles that women face in order to
be able to balance both education and the responsibly of the home and family duties?
2. Early marriage in Saudi society is considered to be an obstacle for women to
continue their education. In your opinion what are the possible solutions to resolve
this problem?
3. To what extent do household duties affect continuing education for women? What
are the incentives provided by Saudi law to overcome this issue?
4. Banning women from driving cars in Saudi Arabia obstructs a woman‘s ability to
continue her education. In your opinion what are the alternatives for this prohibition
in order for women to have an equal standing with men in gaining access to
educational centers?
5. What are avenues provided by the government for women to make the education a
process equal for both men and women?
6. Studies conducted in the Kingdom realised that there are a great number of
women who have graduated from public secondary school.

This number

significantly decreases at the university level and even more so for post graduate

Appendix

studies. From your point of view what are the main reasons that contribute to this
problem?
7. Limited availability at child care centers in Saudi Arabia is another issue for
women to continue their education. In your opinion what are the possible solutions
for solving this problem?
8. Saudi law states that maternity leave for students is two weeks only. How is this
situation a barrier for women wanting to continue their education?
9. In your opinion what are the real steps that the Saudi government has taken in
amending its laws to remove gender discrimination in education according to the
international CEDAW agreement signed by the Kingdom?
10. What is your personal view in light of the current situation and possible future
outlook for women‘s education in Saudi Arabia?
11. In your opinion, do traditions and customs contribute to preventing women from
continuing their education in order to reach a higher level? How?
12. Is there any recommendations you may suggest that the government of Saudi
Arabia can implement to close the gender gap in the field of education?
13. What you want to add to enrich this issue of this research?

Thank you for your time and interest in this study.
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APPENDIX B: CONSENT FORM

Researcher: Maan Abdul Haq Arif Khutani
Research title: Educational Rights for Women in Islamic and International Human
Rights Law

I have been given information about the project, ‗Educational Rights of Women in
Islamic and International Human Rights Law: Study of Theory and Its Application in
Saudi Arabia‘ by Maan Khutani who is conducting this research as part of a Ph.D
supervised by Dr. Nadirsyah Hosen in the Faculty of Law at the University of
Wollongong in Australia.
I understand that the only burden associated with my participation in this research is
the time involved in the interview. I have read the information sheet and have had an
opportunity to ask Maan Khutani any questions I may have about the research and
my participation.
I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary. I am free to refuse to
participate and I am free to withdraw from the research before the results are
finalised. Also, neither my name nor my supervisor of individuals or parents will be
used to identify my comments in the publications resulting from this study.
If I have any enquiries about the research, I can contact Maan Khutani on
0555277760 or Dr. Nadirsyah Hosen on +61 2 4221 4192. If I have any concerns or
complaints regarding the way the research is or has been conducted, I can contact the
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Ethics Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee Office of Research, University of
Wollongong on + 61 2 4221 4457. Email: research_services@uowmail.edu.au
By signing below I am indicating my consent to the use of data for the research in the
area of ‗Educational Rights for Women in Islamic and International Human Rights
Law Study of Theory and its Application in Saudi Arabia‘.
I understand that the data collected from my participation will be used for the
purpose of Maan Khutani‘s PhD thesis, journal article and academic conference
papers and I consent for it to be used in that manner.

7.4.1.1 Signed

Date

.......................................................................
Name (please print)
.......................................................................
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APPENDIX C: PARTICIPATION INFORMATION SHEET

Researcher: Maan Abdul Haq Arif Khutani
Research Title: Educational Rights for Women in Islamic and International Human
Rights Law

Purpose of the Research:
The intent of this research is to examine how Saudi women can obtain equal
educational rights to that of men, as ordained by Islam and provided by the international
human rights law.

It also explores the relationship between the educational rights

of women and their duties in the home. It considers how these rights, can and
should be recognised and promoted within the Saudi law. The project will
examine the theoretical and practical operation of relevant Saudi laws in the
context of the standards set by international human rights law, including the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW) and other instruments dealing with discrimination against women‘s
education.
Investigators:
1- Dr. Nadirsyah Hosen (supervisor of the research)
Phone number +61 2 4221 4192
Faculty of Law, University of Wollongong, Australia.
2- Maan Abdul Haq A. Khutani (PhD candidate)
Phone number 0555277760 or +61 2 422027338
Faculty of Law, University of Wollongong, Australia.
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Methods and Demands on Participants:
If you choose to be included, you will be asked to participate in a study about female
education and their rights to continue in their studies of graduate and post graduate
degrees. You will be asked to answer questions about your education, the main
obstacles that women face in order to be able to balance both education and the
responsibility of their home and family duties, the issue of early marriage, banning
women from driving cars, child care centers, maternity protection, compatibility
between education and motherhood, female scholarships, current women education
status, and how customs and traditions prevent women from continuing their
education. The information will be recorded via voice recording (audiotape). This is
because the researcher will be able to concentrate on the discussion and it will help to
gather accurate data. The interview may take approximately 30 minutes. You will
receive a copy of the results from the interview after the study is completed if you
wish. If you have any questions regarding the research and its procedures, please do
not hesitate to contact the researchers at any time on the contact details mentioned
above.
Possible Risks, Inconveniences and Discomfort:
The interview may take approximately 30 minutes of your time and it will be limited
to one meeting only, and we see no risks for you. Your involvement in the study is
voluntary and you may withdraw your participation from the study at any time and
withdraw the data you have provided. Only answer questions that you are
comfortable with. Confidentiality is assured, for you and your family and
organisation they will not be identified in any publications resulting from the
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research. Refusal to participate in the interviews will not affect your relationship with
the supervisor of individuals or your parents.
Funding and Benefits of the Research:
This study is funded by the Saudi Arabian government in the form of a scholarship
supporting the research student‘s enrolment as a PhD candidate at the University of
Wollongong. The main benefit of this research is that it will identify reforms
required to ensure that women in Saudi Arabia are able to enjoy equal rights with
men in education at all levels; in particular, equal access to programs of continuing
education including universities, and vocational, technical and professional schools.
In addition, to facilitate access to their right to education and to maternity without
forcing a choice of one over the other, it will contribute to a reduction in gender
discrimination in the field of education and increase the percentage of women to
participate in all aspects of education. The information will be used solely for the
purpose of this research. Findings from this study are subject to publication in the
PhD thesis, journal article and academic conference papers. Confidentiality is
assured; your identity and the identity of your supervisor of individuals or your
parents will not be identified in any part of the research as the responses will be
coded.
Ethics Review and Complaints:
This research has been reviewed by the Human Rights Ethics Committee of the
University of Wollongong. Any participant with concerns or complaints about the
conduct of this research is invited to discuss these concerns with me, and if they
remain unsatisfied with any aspect of the research, they should contact the University
of Wollongong Ethics Officer on + 61 2 42214457 or rso-ethics@uow.edu.au
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